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ABSTRACT
Conservative Irish society perceived itself to be under threat from a variety of
‘foreign’ cultural expressions in the decades around the turn of the twentieth century.
The ‘sensational’ nature of newspapers and periodicals produced for the broader
metropolitan market and espousing the values of a more urban and less controlled
society were particular sources of concern for Irish Catholics, as was the musical hall
and the newly available cinema productions.

The Christian Brothers entered the leisure reading market in September 1914 with
their own magazine, Our Boys. The primary focus of this publication was to compete
with the imperial and Anglo-centric nature of the British Boys Own genre, a form of
popular literature widely available in Ireland. The deeds of Irish heroic figures of the
past were emphasised, coloured with a pronounced emphasis on the religious
persecution visited on Ireland at the hands of what was described as British
‘oppression.’ Our Boys engaged in a policy of clearly associating Irish history with
the Catholic orientation of the Irish people. Faith and Fatherland were one and the
same entity in this mindset, inseparable in terms of Ireland’s national experience.

The Boy’s Own genre, which created the template for this form of popular literature is
examined in the initial section of this thesis, leading to an evaluation of the heroic
masculinity central to this genre. The Catholic/nationalist nature of Our Boys is then
considered from a variety of perspectives – historical and contemporary fiction,
cultural and economic material and finally the role played by the magazine in
supporting the Church’s drive to enshrine conservative values in the legislature of the
early Free State.
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TRUE SONS OF ERIN CATHOLIC/NATIONALIST IDEOLOGY AND THE POLITICS OF
ADVENTURE IN OUR BOYS 1914 -32

Conservative Irish society perceived itself to be under threat from a variety of
‘foreign’ cultural expressions in the decades around the turn of the twentieth century.
The ‘sensational’ nature of newspapers and periodicals produced for the broader
metropolitan market and espousing the values of a more urban and less controlled
society were particular sources of concern for Irish Catholics, as was the musical hall
and the newly available cinema productions.

The Christian Brothers entered the leisure reading market in September 1914 with
their own magazine, Our Boys. The primary focus of this publication was to compete
with the imperial and Anglo-centric nature of the British Boys Own genre, a form of
popular literature widely available in Ireland. The deeds of Irish heroic figures of the
past were emphasised, coloured with a pronounced emphasis on the religious
persecution visited on Ireland at the hands of what was described as British
‘oppression.’ Our Boys engaged in a policy of clearly associating Irish history with
the Catholic orientation of the Irish people. Faith and Fatherland were one and the
same entity in this mindset, inseparable in terms of Ireland’s national experience.

The Boy’s Own genre, which created the template for this form of popular literature is
examined in the initial section of this thesis, leading to an evaluation of the heroic
masculinity central to this genre. The Catholic/nationalist nature of Our Boys is then
considered from a variety of perspectives – historical and contemporary fiction,
cultural and economic material and finally the role played by the magazine in
supporting the Church’s drive to enshrine conservative values in the legislature of the
early Free State.

1

INTRODUCTION

The Christian Brothers' Educational Record of 1914 contained an article written by
Brother P.J. Hennessy on the topic of a proposed new magazine for the entertainment and
education of Irish youth. As yet unnamed – the title of The Young Catholic was
considered - this magazine, which would eventually be called Our Boys, was to appear
for the first time in September 1914. The degree to which this periodical would be
influenced by Catholic ideology is illustrated by the following extract:

I shall not indulge in platitudes on the power of the Press or of the value of clean
and interesting reading for the young, because I believe that my readers are
convinced as I am that there are few more powerful agencies for good or ill than
the Press, and few more real wants than bright Catholic reading for Catholic
boys.1

The reasons for such an emphasis on the Catholic nature of the proposed magazine may
be understood in the broader context of religious/cultural politics in Ireland in the early
twentieth century. Conor Cruise O’Brien has described the manner in which the
relationship between the Church and the constitutional

nationalists had been damaged

in this period, partly because the latter had declined in public esteem and were, in
consequence, less valuable as allies. But, as O’Brien continues, it was also because a
greener form of nationalism — Parnellite nationalism, markedly anti-clerical in the early
1890s — was making its presence felt in Dublin, especially among the young and among
intellectuals. This was a new and particularly virulent strain of the "irreligious
nationalism” so feared by Cardinal Cullen. Some account of all that had to be taken by
the Church. The need was increasingly felt for a special kind of nationalist politics: one
6

that would be as enthusiastic, as charismatic and anti-British as Parnellism, but shorn of
the latter’s anti-clerical and potentially antireligious elements and tendencies. In short,
what was needed was militant Catholic nationalism. And this was precisely the need that
the historical ideology of the Christian Brothers had been supplying, in the education of
the young. O’Brien concludes that the Church now required a form of Catholic
nationalism, not only in the schools, but in the political arena, especially in cultural
politics.2
The decades of the early twentieth century witnessed a period in which Ireland was faced
with many complex questions around issues of national identity and culture. In the
Ireland of this period there were competing ideologies across a wide range of issues - the
contested ground between Irish nationalism and the place of this country in the British
imperial fold, for example, or the dichotomy of traditional values on the one hand and the
increasing power of metropolitan culture on the other. Irish society was in the process of
defining itself against the background of the new, modern world. The Gaelic language,
native games, folklore, local history and traditional music were some of the expressions
which were, in effect, mobilized in defense of Irish cultural nationalism. These were all
results of a late nineteenth century revival, aspects of the ways in which this society was
to respond to the perceived threat of outside, alien influences. Conservative Ireland, led
by the Catholic Church sought to define its own values, assert its own social and cultural
mores. The Irish Christian Brothers were to the fore in their support of various forms of
nationalist assertion that were such an integral part of what O'Brien refers to as the
'cultural politics' of this period.3

Certain elements of the new, urban culture - the musical hall, early cinema and the output
of 'foreign' (in other words, British) publishing houses and newspaper groups were to
7

cause a degree of disquiet in certain quarters. This was perhaps most notable among those
who sought to set a rural, Gaelic and traditional stamp on Irish society.4 The widely
marketed British sensational press was perceived as one modern media format which was
somehow 'unwholesome', thriving as it did on such 'unIrish' material as sex and scandal.
Another cause of unease among many nationalists at this time was the mass
dissemination of British boy's papers in Ireland. These weekly magazines were seen as
representing the propaganda of British imperialism, and, in the case of the historical serial
literature which was an integral feature of this genre, potentially corruptive to the
embryonic patriotism of a crucial generation of Irish youth.

Michael Paris has recently examined the issue of British war culture in the serial
magazines from the mid-Victorian period onwards and reflects on the way in which
words and illustrations in the boys’ papers created powerful myths about the nature of
war and the British soldier and how they translated imperial ideology into an accessible
code. Physical strength and the use of violence were celebrated as the essential
prerequisites of Britons on the path to imperial glory. The true Briton, however, must also
be ready to make the ultimate sacrifice. This is made abundantly clear by the repetition of
illustrations showing last stands and soldiers freely giving their lives to save their
comrades or pave the way for the eventual triumph of the race. The Havelock and Gordon
myths are relevant here, with Gordon’s story in particular becoming a popular feature of
the weeklies. But while such sacrifice might be called for in exceptional circumstances,
most writers and illustrators, trusting implicitly in Social Darwinist theory, had little
doubt about the innate martial prowess of the race.5

The identification of the British race with such a highly defined and obviously attractive
8

expression of 'racial' (and, by implication, masculine) superiority was anathema to
advanced Irish nationalism. It was clear that some form of Irish response was required to
counteract the corrosive influence of 'foreign' serial material among Irish youth.6

The Christian Brothers had, almost from their foundation, worked to provide Irish boys
with alternative, nationalist images of heroic masculinity. Their style of history teaching
was one in which the priorities of Catholic/Nationalism were emphasised to a strong
degree. One of the main ways in which they achieved this was in their school texts,
especially those on the subject of history. Hobsbawm and Ranger comment on the place
of history in the search for national identity. Frequently it becomes the actual symbol of
struggle…History which became part of the fund of knowledge or the ideology of nation,
state or movement, they conclude, is not what has actually been preserved in popular
memory, but what has been selected, written, pictured, popularised and institutionalised
by those whose function it is to do so.7 The Christian Brothers had fulfilled this function
of 'selecting, writing, picturing, popularizing and institutionalizing' Irish history from a
nationalist and deeply Catholic perspective in their history teaching. In the process they
had contributed to the development of a unique Gaelic Catholic consciousness, a not
insignificant factor in the complex weave of Irish identity.

In his introduction to Imagining Nations Geoffrey Cubitt has examined the issue of what
he terms 'the persistent interplay between the imaginative categories of nationalism and
those of gender'. Constructions of masculinity and femininity have repeatedly been
central to the functioning of nationalist discourse. Whether through the application to the
nation of the gendered rhetoric of family, or through the conversion of male and female
social roles into gender-specific modes of national service, or through the contrasting use
9

of male and female emblematic figures to symbolise the nation in the public arena,
gender is an essential issue in national identity.8 Our Boys may be seen as contributing to
a growing sense of Irishness, specifically related to the expression of nationalist
masculinity, by cultivating a heightened awareness among Irish boys of their own innate
heroic qualities, crucially reflected through the prism of Catholic/Nationalist identity. The
Brothers achieved this by creating a unique genre of adventure narrative which reflected
the concerns of their constituency and competed directly with British domination of the
leisure reading market for boys.

In the 'functioning of nationalist discourse' which characterized British society from the
mid nineteenth century onwards was a fascination with the romance and myth, in short
the adventure, of the British Empire. Some of this material resulted in an amount of
cultural confusion in Ireland. Janette Condon has written about what she terms 'the
typical feelings of cultural dislocation, self-negation and alienation felt by colonized
people in response to the perceived gap between their actual physical and material
conditions and the taught world of the imperial curriculum in the colonial classroom'. She
goes on to describe the impact of adventure stories in the form of the popular boy's papers
of the day. Frank O'Connor, for example, recalled how his early childhood 'was saturated
with imperial fictions and felt that his spiritual homeland was England, for it was the
home of all the imaginary friends whom he daily encountered in magazines such as The
Gem, The Magnet and The Boy's Own Paper'.9 It was precisely to compete with this
ideology that Our Boys was founded.

Central to the thrust of the British genre of popular serial literature was the projection of
the British heroic archetype. This was a figure drawn from a long tradition of British
10

enterprise, his exploits ranging across all areas of the globe, from the great forests of
Canada to the colonies of the tropics, from the Caribbean to the coast of China, such
varied and exotic locations reflecting the range and extent of imperial power. Yet this
dominant position was perceived to be under threat from the latter decades of the
nineteenth century. A combination of such factors as the growth of American power and
an increasingly bitter arms race with Germany were to cause Britain to question a
previously certain worldview. The conduct of the Boer War added to this sense of
diminished greatness. To boost national morale the British media had made great play in
early 1904 of the daring and Kiplingesque expedition of Major Francis Younghusband to
the Forbidden City of Lhasa in Tibet. With the public’s appetite for derring-do thus
whetted, the return of Captain Scott’s Discovery expedition (1901-04) from Antarctica in
September of that year was timed to perfection. His death, on the return journey from the
South Pole some eight years later was to enshrine forever the quintessentially British
concept of ‘heroic failure.’ (see Fig. Intro.I )10

Though Scott's expedition was a failure it nevertheless contributed much to the idea of
the British hero in the early decades of the 20th.century. And I draw upon it here for two
reasons. Firstly, this is a supreme example of imperial adventure that happened at the
point of innocence, the evening of the Edwardian summer, just before so many illusions
were to be shattered on the Western Front and the harsh reality of modern warfare
consign the knight in shining armour, finally, to the pages of the Boys Own genre. It also
occurred around the foundation of the Irish version of this genre, a time when the debate
on the essential virtues of heroism would have occupied the minds of the British and Irish
public – Scott’s sacrificial version of heroic masculinity not very different from that of
Pearse some four years later.11
11

The Boys Own genre, as shall be outlined in Chapter 1, is an archetypal expression of the
social and cultural mores of the British middle class in the decades of the fin de siecle.
The material of these magazines reflected the various concerns, economic, imperial and
military of a social stratum who used the reformed public school system to place
themselves in what the historian Martin Green describes as "the Aristo-Military Elite"
who now took their place as governors of Britain and the empire.12

It should not be surprising that the material of the Boys Own genre should reflect the
concerns of this class and those who aspired to join it. Morality, public school material,
sport, and most importantly, the adventure story, generally in an exotic imperial setting,
ranging from the jungles of Africa, the souks of Arabia, the baking plain of India, or the
snowy wasteland of the Arctic provided the backdrop whereby class, gender and British
nationalist concerns might be passed on to the next generation of the middle class.

Chapter One explores the foundation of this genre, in the context of the development of
the serial magazine and the huge growth in the market for leisure reading that was such a
feature of the latter decades of the nineteenth century. Driven by the dynamics of
increased literacy, revolutionary innovation in printing which made mass publication
possible at a far cheaper cost than previously was the case and the extension of the
railway system to every corner of Britain, such newsagents as W.H.Smith expanded at a
rapid rate and soon there were outlets at most railway stations and on every High Street.
Ireland was of course part of the British distributive system at this time – Easons which
replaced Smiths as the main wholesalers for books, newspapers and magazines – and
British juvenile reading material had a wide circulation in this country.
12

Parallel with developments in the British leisure reading market, the Irish Christian
Brothers had, as outlined above, developed a form of history teaching that was defined by
an ethos of deep Catholicism. They stressed in their school texts a belief in the
predestinate nature of the Irish race, a nation in which Gaelic culture and the Catholic
religion had become inextricably bound. Against a background of competing cultural
priorities in the early decades of the twentieth century the British boy's papers were
viewed as posing a threat to the very ideology the Christian Brothers had sought to
uphold. In 1914 the order entered the market with their own boy's magazine, one that
reflected the perceived needs of Catholic/Nationalist Ireland.

At the heart of the Irish Christian Brothers’ ideology was the question of ‘manliness’,
specifically the expansion of an ideal of heroic masculinity through their conventional
genres of serial literary fiction. This is an issue that is explored in Chapter Two. The term
‘conventional’ genre is employed here to distinguish such forms of adventure story for
boys as the cowboy, school story or detective fiction from the main concern of this study
– the indigenous versions of adventure narrative which supported the political aims of the
Irish Catholic church in the early decades of the twentieth century - missionary and
devotional material, historical fiction and stories that drew on the then recent Irish
experience of the War of Independence - all of which made the Christian Brothers’
produced magazine so unique.

In the foundation of their boys’ paper the Christian Brothers were provided with a fresh
opportunity to define Nationalism as an exclusively Catholic entity. (It was at one point
proposed to call the paper The Young Catholic). Chapter 3 examines how the magazine
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drew on a body of established historical myth regarding the story of Ireland to create a
serial version of Irish history in which the thrust of the Catholic/nationalist agenda was
expressed in terms of an adventure story. It is here that the assertion of heroic Irish
masculinity is seen most clearly. The genre of the nationalist adventure tale, as found in
Our Boys, each week bringing another thrilling installment as a hero of the days of
Cromwell rescued a child bound for a life of slavery in the Caribbean, or another evaded
capture by Williamite troops and lived to fight another campaign in those bodies that
exercised a compelling fascination as perpetual examples of successful Irish military
enterprise, the Irish Brigades, was to become a popular cultural version of what Oliver
McDonagh terms "recessional history" – the events of the past legitimizing contemporary
policy in Ireland’s long but inexorable march to nationhood.13 This was a serialized
version of an older Irish literary tradition.14 It was also an editorial policy that had clear
precedent in the order’s traditional approach to promulgating Irish nationalism’s selective
view of the events of history, as examined by David Fitzpatrick.

The most systematic exploitation of history in the service of Catholic nationalism was
undertaken by the Christian Brothers, he informs us. Their Irish History Reader (1905)
proclaimed that ‘a nation’s school books wield a great power’. Teachers should reinforce
the text-book’s message by dwelling ‘with pride, and in glowing words on Ireland’s
glorious past, her great men and their great deeds’, until pupils were persuaded ‘that
Ireland looks to them, when grown to man’s estate, to act the part of true men in
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furthering the sacred cause of nationhood’.

Chapter 4 looks at the manner in which the magazine supported such tenets of new
nationalism as the language revival and the economic agenda of Sinn Fein. The Gaelic
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nature of the Brother's ethos was emphasized by the pioneering role they played in
developing the G.A.A. - Our Boys providing publicity for this from its foundation. Irish
music was viewed as the preserve of Gaelic nationalism, with a marked stress on the
traditional ballad format, the paper publishing many such songs and poems. The Catholic
nature of Our Boys was given expression by articles on such subjects as devotional
propaganda, the Virgin Mary being a popular topic, as were such issues as the Missions
and Catholic juvenile organizations.

As the pace of change accelerated in the early years of the 20th century the Catholic
Church in general and the Christian Brothers in particular were presented with something
of a public relations dilemma. How could they deal with controversial issues of Irish
politics in an atmosphere of increasing tension, with a physical force movement seeking
to influence the course of national events? The initial solution had been to reemphasize
the deeds of the past, the distant past providing the best model for emulation. Thus while
historical fiction in Our Boys ignored the Fenians, too close, too contentious, there were
many single stories and serials on such "safe periods" as the Elizabethan Wars, Cromwell
in Ireland, The Williamite Wars, the 1798 Rebellion and the Penal Laws.16

The

publication of these stories in Our Boys must be seen in the highly contentious context of
their time.

Changes on the nationalist landscape in the post-1916 period, however, were to bring
about a shift of focus in all strands of Irish life. The Catholic Church hierarchy was
forced to question the values it maintained regarding Irish nationalism. In this process the
iconography of the Christian Brothers began to mirror the new attitudes then becoming
prevalent in the Irish body politic. As Sinn Fein swept the board in the 1918 election and
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it became clear that a fundamental sea-change had occurred in Irish political life, Our
Boys began to reflect the events of this period of polarization and radicalization. In
Chapter 5 we see how the magazine achieved this.

The first story that illustrates the harder editorial policy of Pearse's old mentor, Br.
Canice Craven (1851 -1930),appeared in June 1920. Entitled "Tragedy and Comedy" it
was set outside the walls of Mountjoy Prison during the course of a hunger strike and was
remarkable in the sense that it was the first occasion that contemporary events were
addressed in the magazine, complete with steel-helmeted British troops, directly
interchangeable in the minds of youthful readers with the helmets of the New Model
Army, bayonets which were no different from those of priest-hunting red-coats and the
general trappings of oppression and persecution which were at the heart of nationalist
history, propaganda as pre-destinate myth. There was already a well-established symbolic
frame of reference in nationalist iconography, ranging from the garlanded round towers,
wolfhounds and shamrocks of the Young Ireland period, swords of light and Fianna
heroes of the Celtic Dawn to the cropped hair-cut and pike of the 1798 Rebellion, the
centenary of which had recently focused the minds of many young nationalists on the
purity and nobility of sacrifice for the cause of Erin.

As the country was sinking into a downward spiral of violence Our Boys can be seen in
the context of the crucial battle for hearts and minds that form such a pivotal element of
conflict in the age of mass-communication. From this period onward there was no
ambiguity in the editorial policy pursued by Craven. This policy had obvious implications
in propaganda terms. Side by side with the already firmly established genre of historical
fiction in which the forces of the crown were depicted in the harshest light – 'The Red
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Trail of Cromwell' (July to August 1921), 'The Ways of Lord Norbury' (November 1921),
'Ovoca Castle' (December 1921), and 'Cruel Monsters of 1798' (May 1922) are just some
of the many examples of nationalist material which may, on one level, be considered as
anti-British propaganda from this crucial period – Our Boys published stories which dealt
with the contemporary reality of the War of Independence. In 1921 the magazine ran a
series entitled Our Irish Heroes which featured the lives of such republican activists as
Michael Collins, Padraig Pearse, Bernard Ryan and Kevin Barry. A measure of the
importance attached to this series may be gauged from the fact that it was placed in a
prominent position on the front page, in the same position of the occasional editorial.
October 1921 saw the publication of 'The President's Message' in which Eamonn
deValera informed his youthful readers that ' A Kevin Barry or a Terence MacSwiney is
not made by the impulse of the moment, but by the faithful daily living of in accordance
with a rule based on conviction and an ideal constantly in mind and constantly
cherished'.17

In a story entitled 'The Three Boy Martyrs' (October, 1922) the example of Kevin Barry
is proffered to the readers of Our Boys as the ultimate in the expression of
Catholic/nationalist masculinity. Though this particular story is issued following the
conclusion of the War of Independence and is therefore beyond the realm of immediate
contentiousness, it nevertheless serves to illustrate the depth of national feeling in the
Christian Brothers' editorial system at this time.

As can be clearly seen in this story, the Christian Brothers had a singular vision of
nationalism and Catholicism as being mutually compatible ideals. There is no doubting
the strength of this material, and it is apparent how far the order has moved from their
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previously held policy of "recessional history". The projection of the heroic archetype
unambiguously falling into the category defined by Roy Foster as a "synthesis of
Cuchullan and Christ", little doubt remaining as to the preferred embodiment of Irish
masculinity.18

It should perhaps be noted that much of the material of boys' paper in Britain at this
period was steeped in what Michel Paris refers to as "the pleasure culture of war" as a
response to the recent international conflict of 1914 – 18, while, as was the norm in
British popular culture, treating wholesale slaughter as little more than "daring
adventure"19 It may be argued that the Irish version of this genre presented such
adventure narrative with a more direct edge, a focus made all the sharper, all the more
relevant for its youthful readers by the immediacy of contemporary events.

In the pages of Our Boys from 1919 to 1922 we find all the complex issues of race, class,
gender and nationalism blend in a potent mix of indoctrination, polemic and propaganda.
At the heart of this material is the whole question of how Irish society projected the ideal
of heroism, defined the essence of masculinity.

Chapter 6 takes the Our Boys story into the early years of the Free State. The key theme
of this chapter is the manner in which the paper was to not only highlight the Catholic
nature of Irish society at this time (Catholic ideology having gradually inserted itself into
the centre of Irish life since the post-Famine era) but also to mobilize its readership to
enforce the status quo. Devotional material and articles on juvenile organizations,
especially the Catholic Boy Scouts (the Fianna Scouts were now consigned to a more
republican past) emphasized the evangelical role of the Christian Brothers. The magazine
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played a crucial role in the Campaign Against Filthy Literature, the Brothers organizing
their readership in an initiative which was one of the key features of the era, the Catholic
Church seeking to place its conservative stamp on the Free State. Missionary material
was also included, Ireland being depicted in almost imperial terms as having its own
(albeit spiritual) dominions overseas. The missionary is portrayed as a heroic figure,
enduring danger, prepared to suffer for the sake of a noble cause. In terms of the assertion
of masculinity, the placing of these missionary stories side by side with conventional
examples of boy’s adventure stories may have had some subliminal influence on the
career choice of idealistic young readers.

Our Boys sought to create a definition of Irish masculinity that could compete with the
dominant ideology of British imperialism as expressed across the cultural board, but
particularly in the form of the adventure serial papers. In doing so the paper cultivated the
image of an Irish heroic archetype that held the central tenets of Irish nationalism – faith
and fatherland - as its highest ideal.

As this country moves into the 21st century the twin forms of identity - national and
masculine - that are central to this study, appear to change before our very eyes. It is
perhaps instructive for those who have an interest in the development of Irish society to
look towards a time when the influence of popular culture was more straightforward,
more easily controlled. In a time of proliferating technology Irish people now have
instant media access and the pace of life consequently appears to accelerate at a rate that
shows no sign of decreasing. Yet beneath this surface there are certain aspects of modern
Irish society that reflect the concerns of the past as much as the priorities of the future.
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The symbolic rifle volley fired from the roof of the G.P.O. by a contingent of Irish Army
cadets as the highlight of the 1916 Commemoration in 1966 illustrates the degree to
which the ideals of militant nationalism still permeated the Irish society of the 1960s. The
fervor with which the people of Dublin treated the reburial of Volunteers in Glasnevin
Cemetery in October, 2001 indicates that this country was still prepared to hold on to a
system of Republican symbolism from the past. Another testament to the enduring appeal
of republican iconography is the fact that some 120,000 people turned out on the streets
of Dublin on Easter Sunday, 2006, in order to mark the ninetieth anniversary of the 1916
Rising. Despite the fact that many political commentators view the restoration of this
parade as a cynical exercise designed to steal Sinn Fein’s clothes (in this case the ‘retro’
uniforms of the National Volunteers) and enshrine the Republic’s right to the ownership
of the term ‘Oglaigh na hEireann’ anyone who was present in O’Connell St. for this
ceremony could not but be impressed with the emotional response of the public to the
occasion.20

The pantheon of Irish heroic masculinity extends across the barriers of time. Cuchulainn
set a high standard in terms of bravery, skill and that ideal which was so dear to the hearts
of republicanism - self-sacrifice. From the Knights of the Red Branch the roll of honour
extends, through Brian Ború, O'Neill and O'Donnell, the Rising of 1641, Patrick
Sarsfield, the 1798 Rising, Young Ireland and the Fenians.

The War of Independence was to become the zenith of this Irish heroic experience. This
was an assertion of heroic masculinity that was the antithesis of the ugly, stereotyped
Irishman of Punch or the stupid and sly stage Irishman of the English music hall. In the
first place it was a successful example of Irish martial ability, for once successful in the
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cause of Erin, not in the service of the Irish Brigades, the 69th New York or the British
army. In Dan Breen's My Fight for Irish Freedom (first published in 1924) and Tom
Barry's Guerilla Days in Ireland (first published in 1949) the image of the handsome,
dashing Irish rebel was perpetuated, as handsome and dashing as any of the British
officers who opposed them. Witness the iconoclasm of the Michael Collins image, all the
more powerful in the fact that like any true icon of popular culture, Collins died tragically
before his people had an opportunity to see their hero decline through alcohol, ill health
or old age. The depiction of the heroic IRA man in Hollywood, from The Informer (1935)
through Odd Man Out (1947), Shake Hands with the Devil (1959) and ultimately to
Michael Collins (1996) itself has been a long-lasting convention in modern cinema.

For an example of how 'Irishness' as an aspect in popular culture has developed over
time one only has to compare the depiction of the Irish steerage passengers in the 1960
British production of the story of the sinking of the ‘Titanic’, A Night to Remember with
the far more positive portrayal of Irishness that is to be found in James Cameron's Titanic
(1997). This reevaluation of the essential projection of 'Irishness' is a recent phenomenon
in popular culture. Our Boys had been providing the youth of this country with a positive
image of Irish masculinity since 1914. One of the primary ways the magazine achieved
this was through its projection of national heroism in the structure of adventure narrative
and it is this feature of Our Boys that forms the central aspect of my thesis.

The wide-ranging and complex nature of Our Boys magazine, encompassing as it does
such diverse issues as conventional adventure genres, historical and contemporary fiction
and Catholic propaganda necessitates a certain measure of editorial control in order to
produce what I hope is a coherent and balanced final document. Constraints of space and
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time have therefore determined a level of selectivity in contextualizing the magazine.
There is a focus on the text itself, for example, seeking to view the paper as an archival
source in. Literary theory, particularly concerned with the issue of popular literature,
forms a crucial aspect of my efforts to interpret this archive, as does the study of popular
culture. The creation of an Irish version of heroic masculinity brings us into the realm of
gender studies while the whole question of Catholic ideology forms a pivotal feature of
this thesis. Such an approach has meant that certain other forms of interpretation,that of
Post Colonial Theory, for example, do not feature in this work and remain available for
other contributors to this exciting field – the whole question of Irish childhood being
comparatively neglected in comparison to its British counterpart.

The Christian Brothers sought to represent the perceived needs of Catholic nationalism at
a crucial stage of Irish political history. The values of this strand of Irish identity were
firmly enshrined in the ethos of the Free State in the early decades of the postIndependence era. It may be argued that the Eucharistic Congress of 1932 marked the
zenith of Catholic power in the experience of modern Ireland – the whole world looking
to this country as a standard bearer for all that Catholicism embodied. This is therefore a
fitting point at which to conclude my thesis – the forces of modernism at bay as
draconian censorship (even extending to opposing jazz music) ‘protected’ the faithful
from the excesses of the outside world and conservative principles dominated the moral
landscape of Ireland. It would appear that the editorial policies of Our Boys had achieved
their stated aim, the Christian Brothers continuing to produce a magazine that
complemented their mission in the class-room – the creation of a nationalist, educated
middle class who would obey the strictures of the Church and play their own part in the
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maintenance of what had long been the dream of Catholic/nationalist ideology – a
Catholic nation.
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(Intro.1)

Sir John Franklin became the embodiment of the heroic Victorian polar explorer, when on his third arctic
expedition, in 1845, he vanished, with all his crew, into the ice in his ships Erebus and Terror. This was to
leave a mystery that has only been recently solved through the advances of modern science. His was a
challenge that defines the essence of the male heroic archetype of its time – appalling hardships, danger
from ice and sea, the goal of national prestige and the mystery of discovery. They Forged the Last Link
With Their Lives, an oil painting by W.T. Smith (1895), illustrates the appeal of this form of imperial
iconography for the Victorian public.
(Intro.2)

'Great God! This is an awful place and terrible for us to have laboured to it without the reward of priority'
wrote Scott on January 18th 1912. The sight of the Norwegian flag at the South Pole was a bitter
disappointment to the British party, the pain clearly written on their faces. Their return trek was a disaster
of tragic proportions, all perishing in a vain attempt to reach base camp. As in the case of Franklin and the
Victorians, Scott and his companions were to embody the myth of heroic failure for the Edwardian public,
the ill-fated leader's diary being discovered by a search party and his final days, recorded for posterity,
became the stuff of international headlines, another example of British 'pluck' in the face of overwhelming
adversity.
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(Intro.3)

The American magazine Puck published many illustrations which depicted the Irish with simianized
features. Here, from September 1882 is a cartoon by Frederick B. Opper entitled ‘The Irish Skirmishers’
Blind Pool’. This cartoon manages to hit several targets in terms of American attitudes towards Irish
immigrants. Not only are the labouring Irish ugly and gullible, their politicians are depicted as
manipulative, unscrupulous and drunk.
(Intro.4)

From The New York World, May 1897, a cartoon entitled 'At the Circus in Hogan's Alley.' One of many
panels depicting life in the Irish slums of the city just before the turn of the century by Richard F. Outcault,
here we see a family in the process of eviction from Casey's Waldorf Annex. The little boy in the centre
who is pointing out the anarchic scene, one which no doubt both amused the readers of the paper and
confirmed them in their stereotypical prejudice is one of the seminal characters of the early days of comics
– The Yellow Kid.
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(Intro.5)

The contrast between the facial angle of the
virago Britannia (with a protective arm around
the weeping figure of Hibernia) and that of the
Irish peasant with his repellent features in this
cartoon by Tenniel, from Punch (29th October
1881) clearly identifies the former with purity,
order and the law – in short 'goodness', while
the ugly peasant is anarchy incarnate. These are
the 'Two Forces' of the title of this illustration,
which is a stock format in graphic terms for its
time. The image clearly suggests that though
the Fenians may be a thing of the past, the
propensity of the Irish for lawlessness and what
was then termed 'outrage' is still very much a
political fact through the agitation of the Land
League. Low facial angles and Irish criminality
are synonymous, the image of the Irish male
being far removed from the heroic portrayal of
British masculinity that was such a feature of
new imperialism.

(Intro.6)

(6) In the period before the outbreak of the First World
War the more traditional symbol of the pig was to
become a popular expression of Irishness among
British cartoonists, as shown in this interpretation of
the Conservative policy of reform in the 1890 – 1905
period.
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CHAPTER 1
THE SERIAL PAPER FOR BOYS AND CATHOLIC/NATIONALIST
IDEOLOGY

Our Boys and Popular Serial Literature
The inception of the Christian Brothers’ produced Irish serial magazine for boys, Our
Boys, first published in 1914, must be viewed in the context of wider developments in the
field of children’s popular literature from the latter decades of the nineteenth century.
These periodicals enjoyed considerable popularity in their time and are of interest for a
number of reasons. Some of them played a significant role in the development of
children’s literature in the latter nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Kevin Carpenter
maintains that these publications encouraged literary experimentation and consolidation.
Seen as minor documents of social history, many of these papers offer a fascinating view
of the past, reflecting the broader social and political concerns of their day. 1

In this chapter we explore the manner in which middle-class Victorian society rejected
the lurid values available in the ‘Blood and Thunder’ style of popular literature of the
Penny Dreadful genre on the one hand, and the proselytising nature of the alternative –
tracts of a moral nature produced on an industrial scale by the many religious societies of
the late nineteenth century on the other. The resulting compromise – adventure narrative
with a core of what came to called ‘Muscular Christianity’ -

was perhaps best

exemplified in the magazine that went on to give its name to an entire genre – the Boys
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Own Paper (1879 – 1967). However, much of the ethos of this style of popular literature
for boys was considered unacceptable by certain elements of nationalist Ireland, with a
strong emphasis on the virtues of imperialism and projecting a form of British heroic
masculinity that undermined their efforts to formulate an alternative ideal of indigenous
heroism in an increasingly polarised, militarised era.

Our Boys was to be the result of this disaffection, the first issue of the Irish boy’s paper
appearing in September, 1914. This magazine offered a unique opportunity for the
Christian Brothers to extend the range of their highly nationalist form of history teaching
to the leisure reading market in the form of historical and contemporary fiction that
replicated the format of their metropolitan competitors – now, however, the central roles
were played by figures of Irish heroic masculinity and the history of Ireland provided the
backdrop to these native versions of adventure narrative. Through the editorial policy of
Our Boys ran a clear and unambiguous thread of Catholic/ nationalist ideology, a position
that was to come very much into focus in the highly charged atmosphere of the Ireland of
the Great War, Independence struggle and the

subsequent conservative social and

cultural consolidation of the Free State era. This chapter outlines the foundation of Our
Boys, setting the origins of the Irish paper in the wider setting of juvenile leisure reading
in Britain from the eighteenth century onwards.

Children’s magazines and the reading public
Children's magazines had existed in England from 1788 (John Marshall's Juvenile
Magazine). Other examples include the Children's Magazine (1799 to 1800) and the
Picture Magazine (1800 to 1801). As a rule the life expectancy of these journals was all
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too brief: the market structure was not in place to support such a product.
As the Sunday School movement gathered strength in Britain in the early years of the
nineteenth century it created a need for periodicals with a religious bias. Consequently a
market and a means of distribution existed for the first time that could sustain a weekly or
a monthly children's magazine. Early examples of this genre include The Youth's
Magazine (1805) and The Child's Companion (1824). Many of these papers were
sectarian in nature and attempted to present the tenets of their faith in miscellaneous
literary forms. A Baptist magazine of 1851 mixed such ingredients as a description of the
Crystal Palace, an account of the ' happy death of a Sunday School Scholar' and an article
on why bees may work on the Sabbath.2

This was not, however, the only type of popular writing produced during this period. In
the hands of the back street publishers, over several decades, other forms of massproduced literature were transformed, first into "part" publication, then into the weekly
journal. There was an obvious marketing imperative on the publisher to produce material
that would sell at the maximum volume. For this reason it should not be too surprising
that publishers were not slow to offer the working-class the type of material this
readership sought. In his analysis of the genre of boys’ magazines – Boys Will Be Boys E.S. Turner describes the popularity of what he terms ‘rogues and vagabonds’ among the
newly literate classes. Among the Victorian penny dreadfuls which earned the greatest
condemnation and the greatest circulation were those which invested with knightly
qualities the knaves of the Newgate Calender or Malefactors Bloody Register:
highwaymen, jail-breakers, housebreakers - ‘all the incorrigible freelances who haunted
the thieves’ kitchens of the Great Wen and ended their days at Tyburn with the bells of
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St. Sepulchre’s tolling in their ears, if they still had ears’.3 Those at the bottom of the
social ladder did not wish to read about fellow ‘wage slaves’. They craved escapism,
sought the stimulus of tales that described an individualism all too difficult to achieve in
the harsh world of Victorian industrialized labour.4 Lurid tales of vampires, such as
Varney The Vampire, or the Feast of Blood, highwaymen, Dick Turpin, and daring
criminals like Charlie Peace filled the need within the popular imagination for escapist
tales of rogues and vagabonds.

Parents who were anxious about their children's reading habits wished to avoid the blood
and out-law material of the penny dreadful. Many would find the contents of the
periodicals produced by the various religious denominations unacceptable for other
reasons. There was a market for a middle ground genre, one that would entertain yet not
corrupt, that would inform and guide, stimulate and inspire. This balance would have to
remain within the parameters of Victorian middle class family-oriented sensibilities and
reflect the standards of a society that perceived itself as moral, confident and, perhaps
above all, adventurous.5

In 1875 Alexander Strahan, editor and publisher, offered guidelines for the production of
good literature which would win the adolescent reader from the "flood of bad literature".

It must be full of incident and pictures, its motif must be will and feeling rather
than ideas. It must not be goody goody and it most certainly not be prudish.
Perfectly pure and modest of course, but it must be gay and fresh. And the spirit
of divine obligation and human service must be everywhere present, though
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nowhere obtruded.6

These elements were mixed, well or badly in thousands of stories in both book and
magazine form that came from mainstream publishers in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century. Any writer, of whatever reputation had to be in serial as well as book
form. It was, though, above all in the magazine that the genres of storytelling for the
young reader developed, that ideas were copied and handed on and the recognizable
shape of the fiction emerged.
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(1.1)

This picture shows the interior of a shop which carries a small stock of fiction to be lent to customers for a
modest fee.
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(1.2)

Here we have a graphic illustration of booksellers swarming out of the storefront of Dickens’s publishers,
Chapman and Hall, on Magazine Day clutching copies of Master Humphrey’s Clock, to distribute to readers
awaiting the next instalment of ‘The Old Curiosity Shop’ contained therein .
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(1.3)

Varney the Vampire, first published in 1845, appeared in eight-page weekly penny parts and is an excellent
example of the type of material to which middle class parents objected. Here we see the front cover and
first page of the opening number. The introduction – 'How graves give up their dead. And how the night air
hideous grows with shrieks' – gives some indication of what is to come. Varney is depicted as making a
savage attack, to satisfy his blood lust, on a young girl. His adventures went on to include such lurid
episodes as terrifying body-snatchers who believed the 'corpse' they had come to claim was really dead,
confronting villagers who come to drive a stake through his heart, and, of course, many more mid-night
encounters with white-breasted maidens.
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(1.4)

(

The appeal of what has been termed ‘Sensational Literature’ to the newly literate working class.
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(1.5)

As cheap popular fiction became increasingly available, there was a correspondingly widespread dread
among the middle and upper classes of this unsuitable material finding its way into the servants' quarters.
From here it was assumed that the Penny Dreadful might circulate among the children, to what terrible
effect parents did not want to contemplate. This fear of corruption from below-stairs was one of the main
forces that opened the way for the development of 'acceptable' juvenile literature.
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(1.6)

By 1890 the market was saturated with paper-bound products of scores of printing and publishing firms
which had mushroomed into prominence in attempts to satisfy the public appetite for blood and thunder.
Thanks to the Education Act of 1879 poor children could at last experience the long denied pleasure of
reading for their own entertainment, an opportunity which firms such as Aldine and Hogarth House were
soon to exploit commercially.
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(1.7)

From The Prize, 1879, the Victorian ideal of childhood was one of equal measures of Christian morality
and sentimentality (The Prize for Girls and Boys – original copy of Victorian annual from 1879 from
author’s collection)
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(1.8)

(1.9)

Two examples of the manner in which the age of chivalry inspired Victorian artists. (1.8), left, The Knight
Errant (1870), by Sir John Everett Millais and right, (1.9) The Wedding of St.George and Princess Sabra
by Dante Gabriel Rossetti painted in 1857.
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British History as Adventure Narrative
Adventure stories have been described as being collective fantasies of their age. These
tales follow a basic structure, encompassing themes of exile, physical courage and return
of the hero or small group. They reinforce the values of the home society by providing a
temporary escape from the constraints of civilisation. Adventure happens ‘out there’, but
as Nigel Rigby maintains, it is the central paradox of this genre that their meaning is
found at home.7

Martin Green sees the middle of the nineteenth century as a crucial stage in the
development of the adventure story genre. He identifies this time as the point at which
children’s literature was ‘captured by the aristomilitary caste’. Militarism was on the rise
in Britain, reflecting the requirements of a society that was becoming increasingly aware
of the close relationship that existed between imperial expansion, commerce and industry.
This new confidence in the man of action had a gradual influence on children’s literature,
Green goes on to assert, describing the growing importance of boys’ literature, a genre
that now captured the public mood, focussing its attention on the Empire and the
Frontier.8 John Tosh would maintain that this development owed much to a reaction
against a form of domesticity that had been a feature of the first half of Victoria’s reign.
Tosh believes that such writers as Haggard and Stevenson represented the fulfilment of
the British reading public’s desire for flesh and blood adventure. Now heroes were seen
to be exotic and bracingly masculine. This new form of literature was spread largely by
means of the boys’ magazines, described under the generic title ‘Boys Own’ after what is
generally regarded as the quintessential example of this type of popular literature. 9
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Between the dusty pages of Gem, Magnet, Union Jack, Chums, British Bulldog and the
dozens of other examples of boys' papers which were to evolve in response to the
Victorian desire for suitable juvenile leisure reading material are to be found a unique
insight into how a society uses history to reinforce its ideals and philosophy in terms of
didactic fiction. This was achieved in two principal ways. Firstly, historical themes from
Britain's past were taken and, as it were, "reprocessed" in such a manner as to underpin
basic tenets of Victorian and Edwardian culture. Judith Rowbotham has labelled this use
of the past as a propaganda tool for the present 'History with a Purpose'.10

The second principal way in which the boy's papers communicated the moral and social
agenda of their day was through using contemporary events to illustrate Britain's
greatness, the natural superiority of the British race, the inevitability of their international
hegemony, the invincibility of British heroic masculinity. This style of writing was to
coincide with the development of what is termed ‘New Imperialism’ and will be dealt
with in the next section.

In both forms of fiction issues of race, class and gender were inextricably woven into the
fabric of the story. Exotic locations provided the background for the pursuit of a more
subliminal rationale. The Spanish Main, Northwest Frontier, South Sea Islands, Canadian
Rockies, Icy Wastelands of the Poles, Stormy China Seas or Steamy African Jungles
placed the youthful reader in exciting and thrilling situations. In these locations the
supporting cast of treacherous Indians, pig-tailed, inscrutable Chinese or man-eating
Negroes played their part as the 'Other'- the primitive, the pagan, the savage- dark
contrasts with the security of the middle class home. All would be well in the end, the
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youthful hero would succeed, and through this process basic and unchanging stereotypes
of race, gender, religion and class would be maintained and the natural order reinforced.

The English name which is probably identified above all others with the Victorian
adventure story is that of G. A. Henty (1832-1902). Guy Arnold has identified that
quality which made Henty such a quintessential advocate of the empire for those many
thousands of boys who bought his books and followed serial versions of these adventures
in the boys’ papers. Henty was primarily concerned with the sense of British greatness, as
he saw it, at the time in which he lived, and though his histories might be set in the
fourteenth century the heroes, as he often reminded his readers, were endowed with all
those qualities of character which supposedly had brought the empire into being, were
currently sustaining it and would maintain it in the future.11 Henty had sold some twenty
five million books by 1914, many of which were serialized in such boy's papers as Union
Jack. His historical works include Wulf the Saxon, At Agincourt, With Moore at Coruna
and When London Burned. Other historical works by Henty dealt with the theme of the
British conquest of India – With Clive in India, The Tiger of Mysore and At the Point of
the Bayonet. Naval tales continued the theme of boyhood heroism – With Cochrane the
Dauntless, Under Drake's Flag and A Charter of Adventure.12

The Oxford Companion to Children’s Literature encapsulates the essential thrust of
Henty’s ideology:

Most of his books have as a hero a boy of 15 or 16 (or sometimes a pair of
brothers), usually well-endowed in physical condition, manly skills and hot head.
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Then a great historical movement, an insurrection, or a war engulfs the lad. What
begins as boyish enthusiasm for a fight ('I think there is some chance of a row
with the Indians, Hubert….. Depend upon it we shall have some fun after all' says
Charley in Out on the Pampas) ends with maturity and an adult attitude to warfare
brought on by real danger and the responsibilities of leadership.13

Henty's fiction lent itself easily to the formula of the serialized story, the 'To Be
Continued' school which had become a staple of the magazine industry since Dickens.

Another prolific contributor to the serial form who projected historical themes as central
elements of the British tradition of manliness was R. M. Ballantyne (1825-94). His first
adventure for boys, The Young Fur Traders was published in 1856 and was closely
followed by the seminal Coral Island two years later. This latter book lent itself to a host
of imitators and pioneered a cult of adventurous self-sufficiency among the readers of
boy's magazines. Ballantyne's stories were among the first to portray boys enjoying real
adventures by themselves, away from home and free from parental restraint. They had,
however a degree of sentimentality which should be seen as a reflection of the taste of the
Victorian reader: boy hunters in the wilds of North America are prone, when not engaged
in exploits of daring to shed a silent tear and offer a prayer for their parents and sisters far
away. 14

Charles Kingsley (1819-75) was another writer of children's fiction who featured in the
periodicals His Elizabethan adventure tale Westward Ho! was first published in 1855, but
reprinted very often, including several serialized versions. Kingsley is considered a
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primary exponent of the Victorian fashion for harnessing historical events as propaganda
for empire and adventure. In The Roman and the Teuton (1864) the thrust of the tale was
of a warning for England against the fate of Rome and other empires. His message is
always to cultivate the barbaric qualities in the individual and the nation. This, Martin
Green maintains, was to be one of the key legacies of Kingsley’s writing.15

Britain's history had no shortage of exciting events or heroic figures to offer the readers
of the boy's papers on a weekly or monthly basis. Other popular themes included the
Indian Mutiny, the Napoleonic Wars (with Nelson at sea and Wellington on land),
Marlborough's military campaigns and stories of the Romans, Saxons and Vikings.

The period from 1880 onwards witnessed a new vigour in the Boys’ Own genre. It was
from this time that the adventure story for boys reached its maximum audience as the
market expanded. This occurred for several reasons. Firstly there was a degree of parental
approval for children's magazines of good quality, therefore eliciting the essential pocket
money from the family purse. Secondly the extension of the railway system in Britain
was accompanied by the expansion of newsagents such as W. H. Smith to the suburbs
from where the middle-class father commuted to work. Kirsten Drotner notes in English
Children and their Magazines 1751-1945 how juvenile weeklies benefited from
technological advances in Linotype printing in the 1880s. She adds: ‘the general
expansion in retail trades created a national network of local tobacconists, sweetstalls and
cornershops to which adolescents swarmed on their way home from school or work to get
their Wednesday or Saturday weeklies.’16This increased the number of outlets for serial
literature aimed at the youth market. It also increased the audience for the genre’s
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particular interpretation of British history.

A fine example of the fictional history adventure serial had its first chapter in the initial
edition of the Boys Own magazine in 1879. Entitled From Powder Monkey to Admiral;
or, The Stirring Days of the British Navy, it was written by W.H. Kingston. The theme of
this salty tale was one dear to the hearts of its mainly middle-class readership: a young
lad rising through the ranks and eventually attaining the ultimate naval accolade by
displaying those typical Victorian qualities of boyish enthusiasm and, of course, "pluck".
This serial was to be heavily criticized as being too militaristic and 'encouraging warlike
spirit'. To this charge Kingston replied, claiming that indeed his story did indeed show
scenes of naval warfare in the Napoleonic wars, it never belittled the horrors of battle, or
allowed the boys to fancy war 'a glorious thing'; and it encouraged the belief that the
victor should be magnanimous and merciful to 'enemies in distress'.17

British society was undergoing a process of intense change – mass industrialisation, rapid
urbanisation and the pressure of colonial expansion resulted in unprecedented social and
cultural adjustment. Eric Hobsbawm identifies the need for innovative structures in
British society to deal with the new conditions.

Quite new or old but dramatically transformed, social groups, environments or
social contexts called for new devices to ensure or express social cohesion and
identity and structure social relations.18

Sir Walter Scott is credited with providing much of the imagery through which the ruling
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caste could define their role and identity in 'the new structure of social relations'.

It was a ruling class, an aristomilitary caste that wielded the power and took the
responsibility; and that caste had been denied a voice and an image in the serious
literature of the culture. Scott supplied a stream of rather fanciful images rather
obliquely related to reality, to the sons and daughters of that caste, and to those of
the rest of the nation who admired them. Romantic, fanciful, merely historical as
those images now seem, they clearly give a satisfactory form, and a fuller life, to
the aspirations of a large audience.19

Scott’s writing was not the only aspect of popular culture that reflected the public mood.
Britain’s pre-eminent role in the world found musical expression in a variety of genres.
The swelling tones of Elgars's Pomp and Circumstance provided New Imperialism with
a its grandest musical theme: Elgar was 40 years old in the year of the Diamond Jubilee
and he saw himself then as a musical laureate summoned by destiny to hymn Britain's
greatness.20 In the light opera of Gilbert and Sullivan - Garnet Wolsely was celebrated as
the 'Modern Major General' in The Pirates of Penzance as a result of the 1882 Egyptian
campaign - romantic chivalry was harnessed in the popular mind in the service of the
empire.

Popular culture was suffused with the spirit of what Maurice Wilson Disher terms
‘civilian satisfaction in war’. As long as fighting could be kept far away, Disher goes on,
the one smell that pleasure seekers loved even more than that of horses was the acrid
stench of gunpowder.21 Among the martial poems that were popular in the parlours of
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Victorian Britain were Byron’s Sennacherib, Wolfe’s The Burial of Sir John Moore,
Drake’s Drum by Sir Henry Newbolt and such stalwarts of the genre as Mrs. Heman’s
Casabianca and The Old Navy by Frederick Marryat.22 Tennyson’s Idylls of the King was
completed in 1872. Mark Girouard, sees this as a defining moment linking empire and
chivalry. The poet had prefaced this work with an ode to Victoria, which (among other
themes) urged that the empire should not be dismembered, and praised Lord Dufferin for
speaking up in favor of keeping Canada within it.23

The age of chivalry inspired many nineteenth century artists. There is a great deal about
medieval romanticism that resonated in the conventional ideal of Victorian masculinity.
This was the philosophy which underpinned the school-boy code of honour, the 'play up
and play the game' spirit of successive generations of the British officer caste. Millais
1870 Knight Errant (See1.8) was changed by the artist to conform to a more passive
depiction of woman than the original, which showed the maiden gazing at the knight with
a directness which offended the moral tone (at least in public) of the day. Rossetti's The
Wedding of St.George and Princess Sabra painted in 1857, (1.9) shows us another
evocation of the medieval world – the scaly dragon slain at last, the lovers united in a
sensuous embrace, in the background angels ringing bells in celebration. Rossetti was a
member of the Pre-Raphaelite school, a style of painting that Tim Barringer maintains
provides us with an insight to the manner in which art depicted the mind-set of Victorian
culture's sense of loss for a vanishing world.24

The preoccupation of Victorian children's literature with 'romance' has been interpreted
by some commentators as a modification of adult sexuality, avoiding directly addressing
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such a 'delicate' issue

The boys’ papers laid great emphasis on Britain’s sense of greatness, a distinction that
had its roots in historical events of the past and which was to inspire a culture of popular
militarism that in the age of New Imperialism was to become, as John Newsinger notes, a
central component of British national identity.25 By the later decades of the nineteenth
century Britain was producing successive generations of boys who had been imbued with
the spirit of empire. Such magazines as Boys of the Empire, British Bulldog, Boys of
England and Chums reveled in the narrative possibilities afforded by the many wars,
great and small in which was Britain engaged in her pursuit of power. Thrilling adventure
yarns could now be laced with patriotic imperatives – the empire was Britain – it was
every boy's duty to serve his country, national interest was to be upheld in the many farflung places where British forces held the line.

The graphic possibilities of these exotic locations filled the boys' papers with images of
adventure and excitement. These papers served a vital function in terms of imperial
propaganda. Even for those boys of restricted literacy – in what was then termed the
'lower' classes – the experience of empire was now somehow attainable, if not through
the many serial stories which had colonial war as their theme, then through the
iconography of heroic masculinity that accompanied these tales of derring-do. Working
class children could now feel part of a greater Britain, share in the adventure that was
imperial expansion. As in such diverse fields as the world of advertising (the Players
cigarette package having as its centre-piece the profile of a British sailor – one version of
the story behind this piece of advertising history maintaining that the iconic figure is
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actually modelled on Parnell) and the curriculum as taught in Britain's schools (colonial
geography forming the mainstay of children's attitudes towards the outside world), so too
did the boy's magazine perpetuate the ideology of the British empire in the period leading
to the outbreak of the First World War. The Chums illustration below (1.10) depicts a
scene from the Northwest Frontier, from May 1898, while (1.11) is entitled ‘Riding for
Life’ and is taken from Boys Own, April, 1880.Both are typical examples of the manner
in which the illustrations of the boys’ magazines not only complemented the propaganda
nature of the material but are also in themselves powerful graphic images of imperial
ideology.
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(1.10)

A typical example of British chivalry from 1898.
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(1.11)

‘Riding for Life’, Boys Own Paper, 1880.
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(1.12)

The prolific literary output of G.A.Henty did much to formulate the unique style of the British boy's
adventure story. Above are just some of the many titles that came from his pen, tales of excitement and
derring-do set in all corners of the globe.
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(1.13)

The various elements of Britain's 'civilizing' mission in Africa are seen in this illustration, celebrating the
achievements of Sir Henry Morton Stanley's expedition in the 'Dark Continent' to find Livingstone. The
battle against Arab slavers was one erstwhile reason for the incursion of Europeans into the tribal lands of
Central Africa. What this often meant in practice, especially in the Belgian Congo, was the exchange of one
form of slavery for another, a process in which Stanley was all too willing to acquiesce. What this
illustration does not show is Stanley's faith in the use of the Maxim gun on an horrific scale as one sure
method of imposing the' benefits' of white civilization on the unfortunate inhabitants of this region. The
sheer scale of Belgian atrocity against native peoples in pursuit of massive profits from rubber has been
described as one of the great forgotten forms of genocide in history
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(1.14)

Newspaper reports of the imperial wars projected an imagery of gallantry that transformed the private
soldier from a social pariah addicted to strong drink, into a hero and family man. This music hall song sheet
expresses the new public mood, dating from the 1880s.
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(1.15)

Inspired by the Zulu War of 1879, another music hall song sheet from that year, continuing the long and
venerable British tradition of heroic last stands.
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(1.16)

A powerful example of the militarization of British culture, from Boys Own, 1887. The caption consists of
one word, spoken by the mother, who is already in mourning for the loss of her drummer-boy son –
‘Goodbye.’
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The Boys’ Papers and Imperial Propaganda

The procession itself was a superb display of braggadocio. With its 50,000 troops,
it was thought to constitute the largest military force ever assembled in London,
and as it marched in two separate columns through the streets of the capital, to
converge upon St. Paul's for the thanksgiving service, even the exuberant
reporters of the nineties found themselves beggared of hyperbole. 'How many
millions of years has the sun stood in heaven?' inquired the Daily Mail. But the
sun never looked down until yesterday upon the embodiment of so much energy
and power.'26

The occasion of Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee procession, June22nd.1897, marks the
moment which might be considered as the climax of the British Empire. ' History may be
searched,' thought the Times, 'and searched in vain, to discover so wonderful an
exhibition of allegiance and brotherhood amongst so many myriads of men…The
mightiest and most beneficial Empire ever known in the annals of man.'27

The imperialist idea, reaching its zenith between 1880 and 1914, the era of ‘New
Imperialism,’ was a strange compound of widely different ingredients. Francis Bederida
stresses as crucial elements in Britain’s rise to imperial greatness the will to power, the
profit motive, national pride, Christian zeal, humanitarian feeling – an extraordinary
mixture of cold calculation and passion, reason and sentiment, all combined in one
irresistible thrust. Everything seemed to favour its onward surge.28
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The culture of empire that may be dated from the 1880s permeated every facet of British
life. All strata of society were caught up in this ' onward surge' as Britain's achievements
at home and abroad earned the description "Great" in the eyes of the world.

The Boys Own strand of literature played a pivotal role in popularizing the new emphasis
on militarism that goes hand in hand with such an ideology.29 The ubiquity of the British
army in the public mind of the late Victorian and Edwardian eras is a cultural
phenomenon that may seem strange in the 21st century. Richard Holmes compares the
modern army (a ‘self-effacing part of contemporary British society’) with the force of
Georgian and Victorian Britain. This was a period, we are told, when regular soldiers and
officers in uniform were an everyday sight, prominent even during peacetime, ‘giving the
land a bright frosting of scarlet, blue and gold’.30 The British public was riding high on a
wave of military pride, a pride that was rooted in a feeling of superiority on the
international stage, as Jan Morris explains

Ever since the triumphant conclusion of the Napoleonic Wars they had seemed to
be the arbiters of the world's affairs, righting a balance here, dismissing a
potentate there, ringing the earth with railways and submarine cables, lending
money everywhere, peopling the empty places with men of British stock, grandly
revenging wrongs, converting pagans, discovering unknown lakes, setting up
dynasties, emancipating slaves, winning wars, putting down mutinies, keeping
Turks in their place and building bigger and faster battleships 31

As it affected so many other spheres of life, the imperial ideal also had a significant
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impact on English literature. As Heinz Gollwitzer maintains, it is perhaps no accident that
Britain alone produced an imperial literature of distinction. Carlyle wrote historical and
polemical works that rank as masterpieces of political prose. Charles Kingsley, who
combined imperialist and Christian-socialist ideas, made a classical contribution to the
historical novel with Westward Ho!, published in 1855, a didactic work with a nationalist
purpose. In this work Kingsley sought to present an idealized picture of the past (in this
case the Elizabethan period) to serve as a model for his own times.32 Rider Haggard,
Joseph Conrad and Kipling all were popular writers who dealt with imperial themes in
the last decades of the nineteenth century.

The boys’ papers played an important role in reflecting this new sense of satisfaction
Britain had in her armed forces. The essential thrust of the material of this genre must be
viewed in the setting of its conception, birth and early development. All these vital
transitional stages have as a central feature the British obsession with their empire and
Britain's pre-eminent position in the world order in the period 1880 to 1914.

These magazines drew on a tradition of adventure stories that dates back to Daniel
Defoe's Robinson Crusoe (1719) which is widely recognized as perhaps the first
adventure story adopted by children. Sir Walter Scott was another powerful influence on
this genre. Scott sought his inspiration in Scottish history, drawing on themes of medieval
chivalry and valour against a background of court and castle. The first of Scott's novels
Waverly was published in 1814. Many more followed, including Guy Mannering (1815),
Rob Roy (1817) and Ivanhoe (1819).
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One hundred years separate Defoe and Scott. This was a century that witnessed a
reorientation in the British class system which was to be reflected in the writing of fiction
for children and which has particular relevance in the context of the Boys Own genre.

Martin Green views this reorientation as also being a literary transition in the context of
the changing imperatives of imperialism, tracing a line from Defoe to Scott, concluding
that the character of the ideology, manifested in the adventure hero, changed as the
empire changed. 33

The Boys Own genre did much to document this process, where British nationalism and
imperialism became one, in its presentation of a new type of champion – a
quintessentially British figure who exemplified all the qualities of chivalry and ‘pluck’
and who found in the wide, exotic spaces of the empire an opportunity to play out the role
of national hero. Graham Dawson examines the concept of the hero against the setting of
imperialism. The position of supremacy imagined in adventure narratives, Dawson
explains, was a powerful one – their heroes being not mere men but Englishmen. The
intense excitement generated by opportunities for heroic adventure offered to Englishmen
by the Empire in turn appeared to be confirmed by their stories of their deeds
accomplished in far off lands. Adventure stories told of the conquering might of British
generals, of massive wealth to be won, and of the god-like power and influence enjoyed
by Englishmen over native populations. The tradition of imperialist military adventure,
then, enabled the imagining of a secure, powerful and indeed virtually omnipotent
English-British masculinity.34 Walter E. Houghton traces the ideal of this representation
of British masculinity, the Victorian hero, in contemporary popular culture from the end
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of the Napoleonic Wars.

When the Victorian period began, all the prerequisites for hero worship were
present: the enthusiastic temper, the conception of the superior being, the revival
of Homeric mythology and medieval ballad, the identification of great art with the
grand style, the popularity of Scott and Byron, and the living presence of
Napoleonic soldiers and sailors. But traditions die without nourishment, and this
one throve. For it answered or promised to answer, some of the deepest needs and
problems of the age. In the fifty years after 1830 the worship of the hero was a
major factor in English culture.35

The 1880 - 1914 period offered almost boundless possibilities for adventure narrative,
stories in which Houghton’s concept of ‘the worship of the hero’ was to find full
expression. There were literally dozens of conflicts in the process of British expansion
during the era of New Imperialism. Some of these were of the nature of minor skirmishes,
involving little more than a punitive exercise against a recalcitrant tribe in Sudan or a
gunboat dispatched to the coast of Malaya. International events occasionally led to larger
military involvement- the Boxer Rising, for example, and perhaps the best example of all
of colonial campaigning: the Boer War. These engagements allowed the editors of the
boy's papers to continually refresh their frame of reference, to maintain a topical air in the
writing of fiction for children.

The culture of the boy's papers did much to maintain this unique British tradition of hero
worship and its ancillary code of honour. The adventure story was one method in which
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this frame of mind was elucidated and propagated from one generation to the next,
especially among the middle class. This was the class that was to become increasingly
associated with the ideology of the public schools. It was in these institutions, Bristow
concludes, that the middle class were to be indoctrinated with the concept of aristocratic
masculinity in the post Crimean War period. Such an ideal would filter down to this
social group as they entered the newly-founded public schools of the 1860s and 70s in
increasing numbers. As the century reached its close, middle class aspirations shifted
from industrial, republican enterprise – which competed against the landed classes - to
ones that wished to join the aristocracy and gentry on their own terms (namely, Queen
and country).Public schools had to reorganise themselves in order to accommodate a
dynamic exchange of values between both classes: to cultivate, on the one hand the
virtues of the proper gentleman (fair play, team spirit, decorum) and to embrace, on the
other, the values of competition, independence and a wilful strength of mind.36
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(1.17)

This cover from 1925 illustrates the enduring attraction of the public school milieu
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(1.18)

The first page of 'The Schoolboy Magician' give some flavour of this serial, centered on the 'mysterious
Ezra Quirke' and appealing to schoolboy readers with a narrative that contains 'magic, mystery, humour,
sport and detective adventure.
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Birth of the modern thriller and the boys’ papers
Historical fiction, school stories and tales of colonial exploits were not the only narrative
forms available in the boys’ papers. From the middle of the nineteenth century detective
fiction had become increasingly popular in adult magazines, the essential plot structure of
this genre – the solution of an exceptionally puzzling crime by a brilliant and eccentric
sleuth – lending itself well to the serial format. The appeal of such a formula to its readers
was not lost on the producers of the boys’ magazines and by the latter decades of the
century this format was to become a standard feature of the Boys Own genre.

Many commentators have analysed the ‘urban’ or ‘modern’ setting of this style of
adventure story. Martin Rubin, for example, has defined the thriller in the following
terms: as going against the grain of mundane modern life while at the same time
remaining immersed in it - this is an essentially modern form whose rise coincides with
the advent of urban industrialism, mass society, middle class life style and the twentieth
century.37 G.K.Chesterton’s 1901 essay ‘A Defence of Detective Stories’ asserts that the
detective story is ‘a rude, popular literature of the romantic possibilities of the modern
city.’ The thriller invests the modern urban environment with an archaic and even
primitive sense of the marvellous, the wild and the adventurous.38

Northrop Frye views the thriller as being linked in typical plot structure to the genre of
the romance. The essential element of a romance plot is adventure. The romance has a
centrifugal wandering structure – often in the form of a journey or quest. In Frye’s
hypothesis the chivalric, Arthurian world of the classic romance, with its enchanted
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forests, dragons, sorcerers and witches is supplanted by the prime thriller locale of the
city. The city now takes ‘the shape of the labyrinthine modern metropolis where the main
emotional stress is on loneliness and lack of communication.’ The thriller plot typically
involves ordeals that the hero must undergo, including a descent into this labyrinth or
underworld.39 The latent power of the detective/agent in the midst of such a vast centre of
humanity is well expressed in this extract from Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes story
The Resident Patient

He loved to lie at the very centre of five millions of people, with his filament
stretching out and running through them, responsive to every little rumour or
suspicion of unsolved crime.40

John G. Cawelti emphasises the glamorous possibilities of this genre. He describes how
the thriller transforms the city from a modern centre of commerce, industry and science
into a place of enchantment and mystery. He stresses the presence of the exotic – the city
is now a place where figures from the heroic past and Exotic East walk abroad, serving to
signal the mysterious, alluring and exciting world of the thriller and to differentiate it
from the more solid, domestic world that the genre transforms.41

In the years after the German Empire was consolidated through the Franco-Prussian War
(1870-71), the political balance of power in Europe shifted enough to alarm certain
influential Britons. Against a background of increasing international tension caused by
the Scramble for Africa, Britain was confronted with the harsh reality that her preeminent role in industrial out-put was no longer safe. It was becoming clear that the
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United States had the resources and manpower to become a significant player in the
world market, a position guaranteed by the Monroe Doctrine. The recently unified
German State was now in a position to become a powerful rival. England was no longer
in a position of supremacy now that other powers were heavily industrialised, her near
monopoly gradually eroded.42

As Barbara Tuchman explains these international developments were not the only causes
for apprehension among the members of the British establishment. After-dinner
conversation in many of the homes of the well to do was frequently preoccupied with
these concerns as the gentlemen talked about the growth of democracy and the threat of
Socialism. Cartoons in newspapers pictured John Bull looking over a fence at a bull
called Labour.43 Could the masses be trusted to use democracy in a responsible manner?
Social Darwinism suggested that natural selection was a progressive affair, with an inbuilt imperative designed to ensure the survival of the fittest. Was this not the rationale
behind imperialism, racism, colonial exploitation and the other perceived benefits of
being part of a successful genetic code, a superior tribe? There was, however, argued
some commentators, notably Edwin Lankester, an alternative view. Far from being a
progressive process, Lankester maintained, which necessarily involved the development
of an organism to a higher state of complexity, natural selection could just as easily
involve degeneration or a diminution in the complexity of an organism.44 By the 1880s
and 1890s the idea of degeneration pervaded the culture and was a major issue of social
debate and political speculation in popular and serious journalism and in literary texts as
well as in more specialised professional and scientific discourses. More popular texts that
deal with the theme of degeneration include Stevenson's Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and
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Mr. Hyde (1886) and Dracula, published by Bram Stoker in 1897. The poor performance
of the British army in the Boer War confirmed the worst establishment fears: Britain had
lost her old values and was, as the century turned, on a downward, degenerative spiral

The boy's papers were not immune to the broader fears of society. Fiction in these
magazines that reflected a more general anxiety came in several forms. There was the
Detectives/Secret Agent genre; War Anticipation Stories; "Yellow Peril" material; Boy
Scout propaganda in the wake of the Boer War, and finally, Science Fiction.

Martin Rubin offers an interesting theory on the evolution of this form of narrative
convention – what one might refer to as the ‘spy thriller.’ This material represents a
response to modern warfare around the turn of the century much as detective fiction can
be seen as a response to the modern metropolis. He identifies an aspect of this genre that
was to have a significant bearing on its popularity with boys. The fictional spy (or
civilian caught up in the world of espionage) might belong to a large organisation but is
usually working alone or is part of a small team. This lone or often obscure figure has the
power to make a difference in large-scale events.45

Tony Davies traces the origins of this style of literature with the 1903 publication of
Erskine Childers’ Riddle of the Sands. Davies goes on to observe that the new genre
owed something of its nature to the convergence of the domestic detective mystery (the
first Holmes story had appeared in 1887) with the most famous and influential of all
exotic adventure stories (Treasure Island was published in 1883). The formal
preconditions are now supplied, Davies argues, for the new genre: the resolution of a
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mystery in circumstances of physical danger and energetic activity. Crucially, from the
perspective of this thesis, his argument continues to stress that the thriller required new
ideological materials and circumstances. The early thriller is distinguished from its
generic antecedents less by its redeployment of narrative conventions than by its capacity,
through that redeployment, to articulate and organise a particular historical juncture, the
Edwardian crisis of economic stagnation, social instability and inter-imperialist rivalry.46

The twin sub-genres of Detectives/Secret Agents are compatible because they fulfilled a
broadly similar function in literary terms: the middle class world was under attack, there
was a perceived need for observation, a requirement for youthful vigilantes to protect the
tranquility and security of their suburban enclave. Insisting upon the importance of
observation, Baden-Powell regularly relates it to the detection of crime. A Boy Scout
must allow nothing to escape his attention:

Most especially he will notice people – what their faces are like, their dress, their
boots, their way of walking – so that if, for instance, he should be asked by a
policeman ,"Have you seen a man with dark, overhanging eyebrows, dressed in a
blue suit going down this Street?" he should be able to give some such answer as
"Yes – he was walking a little lame with the right foot, wore foreign-looking
boots, and was carrying a parcel in his hand. He turned down Gold Street, the
second turning on the right from here, about three minutes ago." Information of
this kind has often been of the greatest value in tracing out a criminal.47

The first of Conan Doyle's 'Sherlock Holmes' stories A Study in Scarlet was published in
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1887. By 1891 the master detective was a regular feature in The Strand Magazine, his
distinctive aquiline, deerstalker-hatted profile created by illustrator Sidney Paget (18601908).These stories caught the public imagination and at its peak The Strand had a
monthly circulation of over half a million.48

At the other end of the intellectual scale Sexton Blake made his first appearance in
Marvel in 1893.Blake was labeled 'the office-boy's Sherlock Holmes' and is sometimes
supposed to have been modeled deliberately on the earlier creation. Union Jack and other
papers published by Harmsworth were soon playing host to Sexton Blake, who gradually
acquired the hawk-like and incisive manner and appearance, which was certainly copied
from Holmes. The illustrator associated more than any other with Blake is Eric R. Parker,
though it is estimated that more than 100 writers have figured in the detective's long
career, lasting over fifty years.49 Blake's success was due less to pure deduction than to
calculated coincidence, an expertise with firearms and such specialized attainments as the
power to out-stare cobras. That his patriotism was in little doubt is illustrated by this
comment to a naval officer who consulted him:

I would work for nothing for a naval man like yourself, one of the best protectors
of our precious flag, the pride of England, than I would take bank-notes from
those who are careless of the honor of old Britain.50

In Union Jack Blake's adventures alternated with stories with stories of the Matabele and
Ashanti wars, and in a readers' poll he took third place to 'Fighting For The Flag' and 'The
Silver Arrow'. His popularity easily survived a brief spell during which the editor of
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Union Jack printed abridged versions of works by Dickens, Scott and Fenimore Cooper.
Among the more popular of the detectives that featured in the boy's papers was Nelson
Lee, first appearing in Marvel in 1894. This sleuth had the remarkable distinction of
becoming a schoolmaster, going to St. Frank's school in 1915 to escape from a gang who
are pursuing him and agreeing to join the staff. This was a rather clever editorial device,
offering the opportunity to reach the twin readership of the detective and school genres.
Lee's last appearance was in Gem in 1934.51

The emergence of "spy" fiction as a distinct genre is a feature of the 1880s and
1890s.Victorian interest in a permanent peacetime secret intelligence service (established
belatedly in 1909) was the outcome of nineteenth century war and growing national
tension. The Prussian invasion of France and apprehension of Russian terrorist societies
were contributory factors, leading to such tales as Griffith's The Thin Red Line in 1886
and The Riddle of the Sands by Erskine Childers in 1903.52

It may be useful to view to the newly emerging detective/secret agent genre in the context
of a wider framework of popular reading tastes. During the 1880s and 1890s a new form
of popular journalism had come into vogue. This popular press (the Daily Mail, News of
the World and Evening News were some examples) reflected its readers' desire for
conservative stability in their lives. Class dissension proved one of the rallying points
between the newspaper moguls and this lower middle and working class readership.
Against this background the new journalism would particularize the threat posed by
unions and by the labour movement as one by particularly wicked individuals whose
conspiratorial natures threatened the very peace of the people on behalf of whom they
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fought.53
Union activity, industrial unrest, the desire of some members of the "lower orders" to
disturb the general equilibrium and shake the status quo in pursuit of their own
aspirational agenda were all disquieting features which held the prospect of unsettling
social change. To cope with such changes, which seemed inexplicable in class terms and
deeply disturbing in personal terms, the readership of the new journalism and of the
popular thriller were treated to externalized threats that could 'easily' be accommodated to
the new serried front parlours of the numerous lower-middle-class suburbs which went
sprawling out into the countryside around urban centres and which were serviced by the
suburban railway lines.54 Sherlock Holmes, Sexton Blake and Nelson Lee were always
there to counter these externalized features of a society that felt itself undergoing too
rapid a process of change. Distinctly urban in nature, this early stage of detective genre
literature laid the foundation for the "private eye" of pulp-fiction that followed. If the
threat was a "foreign" one, whether rising fear of some vague Oriental contagion, notably
in the Sinophobic Fu Manchu stories written by Saxe Rohmer (1883-1959), or the very
real apprehension caused by German naval expansion, then the hero figures of Childers,
Buchan, Oppenheim and Chesney were there to reassure their readers that all would, in
the customary British fashion, eventually be well.

The secret agent shared many of the conditions of the detective in the great battle against
those forces that threatened the common good. They could employ any means in fighting
their chosen foes, often ridiculing the establishment in the process. Part of a literary
process which aimed to swing the spirit of violent adventure away from the anti-rich
sentiment of earlier popular literature, the detective and the agent were at one and the
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same time outside the law and on the right side.55

Clearly divided into West End and East End, London became the microcosmic battlefield
of Imperial neuroses. Both war anticipation fiction and science fiction focused the
attention of readers on the prospect of potential conflict in the quiet suburban avenue at
the heart of their domestic world.

Blackwoods Magazine caught the public mood with its publication of Sir George
Chesney's Battle of Dorking in 1871. The success of this serial owed everything to the
moment and the capacity of the author for showing contemporary fears in an imaginary
future. Fear of invasion was extensive in the England of the 1870s. On January 21st 1871
Lord John Russell recommended in a letter to The Times that a force of 200,000 troops,
regular and militia, be retained in England. As news arrived of the entry of German
troops into Paris, the sense of anxiety increased. Many feared that the event was symbolic
– even prophetic – of what might yet happen the British people. The story is based on the
adventures of a "Volunteer" recounting his experiences of fighting in an ill-prepared and
badly equipped British army attempting to beat back a Prussian invasion of England. The
British forces fail and a Prussian army marches in triumph down The Mall.

The appearance of this serial caused widespread alarm, as it reached a public for whom it
was never intended, being reprinted as a sixpenny pamphlet in June of 1871. This fact
impressed foreign observers. They regarded the appearance of the story in bookshops and
on railway bookstalls as an indication that the whole nation was involved in the alarm,
and not simply the readers of the select monthlies.56
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The publication of The Battle of Dorking was a sensation and began a debate, which did
not die down entirely until the Great War itself. A new sub-genre of fiction had been
inaugurated and future-war stories had been established as a brand of popular romance.
Such successful pieces of alarmism as Erskine Childers’ The Riddle of the Sands (1903)
and William Le Queux's The Invasion of 1910 (1906) are further examples of the new
genre, the latter enjoying phenomenal success by being serialized in the newly-born Daily
Mail.57

In or around December 1897, Victorian Gothic changed – into Victorian science
fiction…the occasion was H.G.Wells’ War of the Worlds58 First issued in 1897, this
book was to break new ground in the realm of popular fiction. It is however, a far more
complex piece of work than a superficial reading may suggest. Patrick Brantlinger argues
that Wells’ book (along with Stoker’s Dracula) may be read as fanciful versions of yet
another popular literary form – invasion scare stories in which the outward movement of
imperial adventure is reversed.59 Darko Suvin sees the story as reflecting the ‘destructive
newness encroaching upon the tranquility of the Victorian environment.’ He goes on to
describe Wells’ work as exploiting the uneasy conscience of an imperial civilization that
did not wipe out only the bison and the dodo. What if, the argument postulates, we were
to be invaded by a race that possessed an advanced level of sophisticated technology,
such as we ourselves, for example, so cruelly deployed against the less developed,
weaker peoples of the empire? (He had in mind the specific case of the genocide of the
Tasmanians at the hands of European settlers).60
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War of the Worlds should be seen in a wider framework of imperialist writing: much of
this writing after 1880 treats the Empire as a barricade against a new barbarian invasion.
A considerable element of the literary culture of the period expresses the view that
Britain has reached its peak, now people worried about the degeneration of their
institutions, their culture, their racial 'stock'. Critics have coined the term 'Imperial
Gothic' to describe writing that attempts to deal with the fears of a Victorian society
which perceived itself as undergoing a process of decay. The three principal themes of
Imperial Gothic are individual regression or going native (Dr. Jeckyll and Mr. Hyde), an
invasion of civilization by the forces of barbarism or demonism (Dracula), and the
diminution of opportunities for adventure and heroism in the modern world (She). As
John Lester maintains, apocalyptic themes and images are characteristic of Imperial
Gothic, in which, despite the consciously pro-Empire values of many authors, the feeling
emerges that 'we are those upon whom the ends of the world are come'.61

The boy's papers also reflected the popularity of the newly evolving genre, the initial
impetus coming from abroad with such stories by Jules Verne as 'Hector Servadac',(1877,
in Good Things), 'The Steam House', (1880-1881, Union Jack), and 16 other serialzations
in The Boys Own Paper.

Other papers to feature material of a science fiction nature include The Marvel, The Boy's
Herald, The Dreadnought, Illustrated Chips, The Boy's Friend and The Rocket. Such
subjects as interplanetary travel, lost worlds, early versions of the Superman myth and
time-traveling vehicles were popular in the magazines. Overriding all these themes was
the war-anticipation story, previously a minor genre, but encouraged obsessively by Lord
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Northcliffe, head of Amalgamated Press, as in the example of The Invasion of 1910.
From 1901 to the outbreak of the war in 1914 numerous warnings of imminent invasions
were published, foremost being the work of John Tregellis, who contributed several
serials to the Boy's Friend, notably Britain Invaded (1910), Britain At Bay (1910) and
Kaiser or King? (1913).

The crime/thriller/science fiction genres have always depended on stereotypes and has
always dealt with the fears of its time and its readership. The clichés of such "Yellow
Peril" material as the Fu Manchu stories of Sax Rohmer refer to middle England's fear of
invasion. The best example of the literary expression of such fears from this period is
perhaps Well's War of the Worlds, which combines deep-seated fear of alien
encroachment on the dreamy greens of southern England with a subliminal recognition
that the scientific advancements of modern culture had a dark potential. The long held
cliché of the "evil butler" in the "country house" school of detective fiction has been
interpreted by some authorities as referring to the concerns of middle England at the turn
of the century that a working-class up-rising was a genuine possibility.62

In the boy's papers, side by side with their images of a stable and never-changing world,
the landscape of school and imperial adventure, both historical and contemporary, were
stirrings of unease. The introduction of the new sub-genres of detective stories,
spy/invasion material and science fiction from the end of the 19th century indicates that
the Boy's Own genre was not immune to the wider concerns of the literary world. The
newer generic material did not by any means supplant the more established fictional
structures, yet the growing popularity of this material, which will be dealt with more
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extensively later reflect the underlying fears of a society that now questioned its place in
the world.

The New Woman of the ‘nineties’, raising issues of sexual equality posed a fundamental
threat to a deeply patriarchal society, a situation exacerbated by the widely publicized
trial of Oscar Wilde. Industrial agitation raised the spectre of organised labour, with its
consequent demands for a socialist state, a development anathema to the average middle
class individual. Prussian success on the continent had altered a balance of power that
had, since the days of Nelson and Wellington, guaranteed Britain's security, assured her
"splendid isolation". Regular publication of statistics on the subject of German industrial
advances, not least the figures for increased battle-ship tonnage, did little to assuage the
fears of the military establishment. Many of these fears were to be compounded by
Britain's poor performance in the Boer War.

The boys’ papers reflect these concerns in their fiction in the early years of the century.
Side by side with stories that resonate with the "old values" of imperial conquest and
acquisition, public school stability and order, we find subject matter that questions the
tenets of the old order. The detective story raised issues of class conflict, the spy story
focused on a potential enemy attempting to steal a march on Britain through duplicitous
and ungentlemanly means. The newly evolving genre of science fiction, meantime, spoke
of a novel and nameless fear: there was now a threat to the suburban status quo, outside
the study window, beyond the glow of the cosy fire and the certainty of father’s pipe and
slippers, jam for tea. The future had an uncertain quantity, the past was indeed a different
country. Fraser Hamilton sums up the uncertainty of the period:
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The old Victorian world, its values and affluence, its spiritual and commercial
confidence, its comforting belief in the rectitude of everyone knowing his or her
place and its robust faith in its own progress, all seemed to be crumbling into
chaos. The past could no longer be looked to as a source of reassuring precedent,
while the future, in turn, boded nothing but failure and despair.63

The Boys Own genre, while reflecting to a degree the uncertainty of the age in such subgenres as the detective story, invasion scare material or science fiction was a generally
reassuring presence in the life of the British schoolboy in the Edwardian era. It should be
recognized however, that this material was also widely available in this country. As
communication methods became progressively more sophisticated with the advent of the
twentieth century, there was a correspondingly widespread recognition of the power of
the press to influence public opinion. The mass hysteria generated by the invasion scare
phenomenon of the turn of the century is a good example of this, as is the projection of
the Boer War in British media, including the use of early newsreels. As Irish nationalism
became increasingly entrenched around the Home Rule issue and as Irish people became
gradually more aware of their unique national character as a result of the Cultural
Revival, the propaganda value of the boys’ magazines began to attract attention. There
was a perceived need for an Irish response that would compete with the output of Fleet
Street and offer Irish youth a vision of their own native heroic ideal. It was no accident,
given the unique position of the Christian Brothers in Irish education, particularly with
reference to their tradition of teaching history from a nationalist perspective, that they
should be the ones to take up this challenge.
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Irish Nationalism and ‘Foreign’ Propaganda
British popular culture was increasingly to be identified by advanced nationalists64 as a
negative form of influence on Irish youth by the beginning of the twentieth century. The
music hall came in for particular criticism, seen as an institution that cultivated loose
morals, therefore somehow ‘unIrish’ and unacceptable to parents who wished to raise
their children as proper Catholics. The growth of cinema in this country was resented in
certain circles for the same reason. Popular English literature and newspapers ‘that
contributed to the growing immorality of Irish youth’ should be boycotted, according to
Herbert Pim, who described the unacceptable publications as examples of ‘grossly
improper literature’.65 The Umpire, the Sunday Chronicle, News of the World, Reynold’s
Newspaper and John Bull were ‘discharged from cross-channel steamers to the sound of
church bells on Sunday mornings’ according to the Irishman of October 1916. In May of
the same year the Gael declared that novels and popular children’s papers were
considered responsible for the presence of ‘neurotic’ children.66

Frank O’Connor, then known as Michael O’Donovan, may well have been one of the
latter category. If the Gael equated the neurotic state as one associated with ‘foreign’
influence, there were many thousands like him. O’Connor’s account of growing up in
Cork, in An Only Child, recalls how his early childhood was saturated with imperial
fictions, and how he felt his ‘spiritual home land’ was England. This was the home of all
his imaginary friends whom he daily encountered in magazines such as Gem, The Magnet
and the Boys Own Paper.67 Janette Condon describes the Ireland of children’s literary
culture of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as dependent upon and conditioned
by the presence of empire.68 The extent of the influence of this type of fiction, created for
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and available to Irish children was deeply resented by advanced nationalists. When an
Irish model of the boys’ serial paper was eventually to be created in 1914 to counteract
this element of ‘foreign’ propaganda it was to be, perhaps fittingly, an organ of the Irish
Christian Brothers.

The Christian Brothers and the development of nationalist ideology
The campaign for Catholic emancipation in the early decades of the nineteenth century
was to have a number of long-term consequences for Irish politics. Perhaps the most
lasting effect of this victorious campaign was the sense of achievement, identity and
common purpose that it gave to Irish Catholics. They now came to realise that they
formed the single largest grouping in Ireland and if they continued to act in unison and
press for full majority rights there was no end to what they might accomplish. They
gradually came to see themselves as constituting the true "Irish Nation". Previous
setbacks – defeat in war and suffering “the political, legal and economic consequences of
defeat” had engendered a sense of solidarity among Catholics which extended far beyond
their religious affiliations.69

In the decades after the union the removal of the penal laws from 1778, which had
obstructed its growth in the eighteenth century allowed the Catholic Church to flourish.
The most tangible evidence of the revival of Irish Catholicism was to be seen in the great
expansion that took place in the building of churches, schools, diocesan collages,
seminaries, hospitals, convents, monasteries, orphanages and other institutions.70
Between 1823 and 1852 97 new churches were built in the archdiocese of Dublin alone.
The Catholic Directory claimed in 1844 that within the previous thirty years 900 Catholic
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churches had been built or restored throughout the country.
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With this expansion in

buildings the number of nuns and clergy increased.

Much of the energy of Catholic organisation was directed towards the provision of
education. The Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Jesus or Presentation Sisters opened their
first convent in Cork in 1775. Other houses followed as the order expanded - Killarney
(1793), George's Hill, Dublin (1794) and Waterford (1798).
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The Sisters of Mercy,

under the guidance of Catherine McAuley (1787-1841) opened their first house in Baggot
Street in September 1828. By 1850 there were 3,000 sisters, the largest teaching order in
the country.73

These two orders were mainly concerned with the education of the poor. In 1813 the
Archbishop of Dublin, Dr. Daniel Murray enlisted the aid of the York Convent of the
Sisters of the Blessed Virgin to "provide for the education of gentlewomen".

The

establishment of the Loreto Abbey, Rathfarnham in 1821 was to be followed by a
daughter house in Navan in 1833, with further schools in Harcourt Street and Great
Denmark Street.
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Other Irish congregations of women devoting themselves to

education included the Brigidine Sisters, the Irish Sisters of Charity and the Holy Faith
Sisters. Irish houses of the Ursulines, Dominicans and Sisters of Louis assisted these
native foundations.

The Catholic education of boys was no less a concern for the church in the nineteenth
century.

The Patrician Brothers had five schools in Ireland by 1900, at Tullow,

Mountrath, Galway, Mallow and Fethard. At the same time the Presentation Brothers
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managed a total of fourteen schools with a nominal roll call of almost 5,000 pupils,
serving towns as far apart as Kinsale and Letterkenny, Cork and Enniskillen.

The

province of Connaught was the main base of the Franciscan Brothers. Under the control
of the Archbishop of Tuam this order had thirteen schools by 1919. Though they only
established schools from 1890 onwards the De La Salle Brothers had twenty-seven
schools in operation by the same year.75

The most important male teaching order during this period with a number of
establishments greater than the other four orders combined, was the Christian Brothers.
The high numbers which attended Christian Brothers schools and the wide-spread
expansion they achieved by the turn of the century give this order a crucial influence in
the development of Irish youth, not least because of the almost unique nationalist ethos
which their schools developed and encouraged.

Founded by Edmund Ignatius Rice (1762-1844) the Christian Brothers set out to bring
education to the poor, beginning in Mount Sion, Waterford in 1803. Then followed other
Irish Christian Brothers' schools in Carrick-on-Suir (1806), Dungarvan (1807), Cork
(1811), Dublin (1812) and Limerick (1816).76 By 1820 there were 10 Christian Brother
schools in five dioceses. By 1846 there were 16 schools in seven dioceses and 1867 there
were 55 Christian Brothers schools. Twenty four thousand pupils were receiving an
education in schools run by the order by 1921.77

There was a perceived need to provide a standard form of education on a national basis in
the immediate post-emancipation era. In 1824 50,000 children attended schools provided
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by the various Protestant societies, 46,000 in Catholic free schools run by the religious
orders, 58,000 attended schools run by the Kildare Place Society (nominally a non
sectarian body for promoting the education of the poor in Ireland). Another 400,000
attended the so-called "hedge-schools".78 The government’s answer to the huge variation
in standards, buildings, qualifications and availability of suitable texts was the
establishment of the National Board of Education in 1831. The Board subsidised teachers'
salaries and set up "model schools" teaching a utilitarian diet of values that "might be
seen as a rather crude attempt at social control but were at least secular".79 This effort to
provide an educational system along secular lines was to cause difficulties for the
Catholic Church in general and the Christian Brothers in particular. These difficulties are
exemplified by the conflicting positions adopted by some senior members of the
Hierarchy, notably the Archbishop Murray of Dublin (who was a patron of the Board).
McHale condemned the schools as dangerous to Catholic children since they did not
measure up to his ideal of a proper Catholic education. Murray with support from other
bishops sought to save the schools. Despite McHale’s efforts, theirs was the view that
won the day where it mattered in issues of Irish Catholic Church affairs – Rome. The
instruction from Church leadership was that each individual bishop could decide on his
policy towards the national system.80 Edmund Rice agreed to give the new system a fair
trial in selected schools.

Accordingly Richmond Street, Mill Street, Ennis and

Ennistymon were affiliated in 1833 and Waterford and Dungarvan in 1834.81 However,
the restrictions imposed on the Brothers' freedom to impart a Catholic education caused
them to question the wisdom of remaining within the National Board system. As a result
of a Chapter meeting in North Richmond Street on 27 December 1836 "it was
unanimously decided that the Brothers would sever their connection with the National
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Board".82

The consequences of this rejection were wide-ranging and fundamental. One important
repercussion was that the distinctiveness of the Christian Brothers schools was
highlighted. There are several reasons why this was so. In terms of training the Brothers
were superior. The National Board took over many of the existing parish schools, hedge
schools and private pay-schools and the largely untrained teachers holding positions in
them.83 Catholic teachers were discouraged from availing of the training available in the
Model Schools until a specifically Catholic training college was granted (after 1880).
Most National Teachers taught in small, isolated rural schools that lacked the stimulus of
size and competition available in most Brothers' schools. The clergy normally favoured
the religious teaching orders over the National Teachers wherever the former were
available.84

Christian Brothers were, in contrast to the first generation of National

Teachers, well trained (two years systematic training and nine years study under
supervision). They taught in substantial buildings and with supporting aids which only
the best National Schools could match. In terms of competence and dedication their
public image was impressive and their standing with government officials, church
dignitaries and ordinary people was high. 85

Withdrawal from the national system gave the Christian Brothers a measure of
independence both in their teaching and in the production of school texts. The Brothers
of the North Monastery, Cork, appear to "have had a Catholicism which possessed strong
nationalist overtones".86

It was with this group that the future leadership of the

congregation rested. Under the control of Michael Riordan (from 1838) a spirit of anti85

English Irishness and anti-Protestant Roman Catholicism was gradually to be reflected in
the texts produced by the order for use in their schools.

This emphasis on nationalism was to take the form of seeing Irish Catholic history in
terms of a providential view of the past - what T.W. Moody has termed "the myth of the
predestinate nation".87 This conception of nationalist historiography is the notion that
somehow Irish history is "the story of an immortal Irish nation, unfolding holistically
through the centuries from the settlement of the aboriginal Celts to the emergence of the
national policy of modern times."88

The emancipation campaign had mobilised the

Catholic masses. The leadership of the Catholic community was gradually transferred
from the aristocratic to the merchant and strong farmer class: Edmund Rice's first
disciples were drawn from amongst this second group. In the early formative years
members of the order were mainly from Munster and Leinster,89 being generally from the
upper range of the Catholic socio-economic population - the initial diffusion of the
order's schools was in the prosperous crescent running from Waterford to Limerick.90
This was due to the fact that this region had the financial base to support these schools.
With prosperity came confidence. The first intake of Brothers were "from comfortable
and independent backgrounds and were men of some standing in their local
communities".91 In this they were unique - men of this calibre had never previously
undertaken the education of the poor in Ireland. They came to their vocations with
confidence and an independent spirit of mind that placed them in a position to make a
significant contribution to the development of Irish nationalism. Textbooks, because they
were a simplified version of knowledge, reflected closely the values and attitudes of the
individuals who compiled them - tempered by the requirements of the market. The
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Brothers' textbooks reflected their values and the sub-culture of Irish society of which
they were a part.92

These textbooks were produced by a small group of dedicated men who reflected and
exemplified a new mood of confident Catholicism, assertive Irish's and anti-English
sentiment. Under the leadership of Cardinal Cullen the Irish Catholic Church was to
grow in confidence and become a pivotal force in terms of national identity. Riordan had
corresponded regularly with Cullen prior to his appointment as Archbishop of Armagh in
1850 and considered himself a personal friend. Cullen's ideas of Catholic Education
coincided exactly with those of Br. Riordan, "a Catholic education, on Catholic
principles, Catholic masters and the use of Catholic books".93

1846 had seen the publication of The Literary Class Book. Nationalist poetry, articles on
the ancient glories of Gaelic civilisation and extracts from articles or speeches
denouncing some aspect of British government policy form much of the body of this
book's material. The dominant force in this Irish nationalism at this time was that of
Young Ireland. Their concept of nationalism, divested of its physical force aspect was
similar to that evidenced in the order's textbooks. Brother Thomas John Wiseman had a
major part in writing this and many other Christian Brothers' texts and was well known as
a militant nationalist.94

Br. Wiseman's role as editor of historical material from a nationalist perspective was to
continue with the publication of the Historical Class Book in 1859. The tone of this
reader may be gauged by a quotation from Edmund Burke which described government
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in the reign of Queen Anne as

"... well fitted for the oppression degradation and

impoverishment of a people as ever proceeded from the perverted ingenuity of man.95

A tone of militant anti-English sentiment ran through Br. J. O'Brien's Catechism of Irish
History (1876). One example will illustrate this.
Q. Have the Irish preserved the faith preached to them by St. Patrick?
A. Yes: the Irish have ever been conspicuous for their devoted attachment to the
faith from which not all the horrors of persecution nor the blandishments of
proselytism have been able to separate them.

The thrust of Br. O'Brien's writing is strongly propagandist and not, untypical of
nationalist writing of his time. His major work was published in 1905. The Irish History
Reader continued the emphasis on nationalist historiography but had, however, elements
of an ideology which had developed in Irish society from the 1870s onwards - that of
"Irish Ireland". The preface explains that the book groups the events of Irish history
around the names of great Irishmen. Interspersed with these chapters are poems and
ballads of a nationalist tone. Students are encouraged to appreciate the glory of Ireland's
ancient civilisation and to support the great movement for the restoration of the Irish
language, native music and native Irish ideals

These were causes that the order had stressed in its schools from the outset. Indeed it
may be argued that the Christian Brothers did more than reflect the ethos of Irish Ireland
around the turn of the century - through the esteem with which their education was held,
because of the high value placed on their brand of Catholic nationalism, especially in the
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big towns and cities. They paved the way for much of the Gaelic consciousness that was
to infuse Irish social and political life in the crucial decades prior to the War of
Independence. Having set out to improve the socio-economic conditions of the poor (the
nationalist agenda may be said to have been low on Edmund Rice's priorities) in the
process the Brothers contributed to the creation of a new stratum in Irish life - that of the
educated urban tradesman and clerk, literate and capable of forming opinions, equipped
to take part in the developments of democracy and modernisation which were significant
features of the Ireland of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.

Although some of their pupils were very poor boys, the quality of the education offered,
together with the policy of the hierarchy, which in several instances deliberately used the
Brothers to confront the National Schools, meant that many of these students were
moderately affluent - coming from might be called the lower middle class.

Their

professional standing placed the Brothers in a position to exercise influence to a degree
out of proportion to their numbers.96 This influence was to increase to a great extent after
the Brothers became involved in the Intermediate Examination system after 1878. From
that point they offered their middle class clientele a chance to participate at a higher
educational level than before. The public examination and accreditation system also
presented the brighter children of the poor with real opportunity for advancement. Such
practical subjects as mechanical drawing and navigation gave many young men a
foothold in careers like engineering and the navy.

There was to be, however, as F.X. Martin has argued, another outlet for such enhanced
educational standards. The leadership of the I.R.A. came largely from those who got their
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education from the Brothers and got it free, or at very little cost. This was the first
generation of men of no property among whom secondary education was sufficiently
diffused to provide the effective leadership for a revolution.97

An unusually large proportion of the leaders (and a significant proportion of the
followers) of the revolution were past pupils of the Brothers schools.

What Barry

Coldrey terms "the ideology of resistance" was a highly defined product of the ethos of
Brothers' schools. Here boys were socialised into nationalist values, if not necessarily
revolutionary nationalist values.

For thirty five years before 1916 the exceptional

achievement of the Brothers schools in the Intermediate Examinations had been creating
a pool of well-educated lower middle-class young men who had little to gain from the
existing social order and much to hope for in its passing.98

Padraig Pearse attended Westland Row in 1890s and later taught Irish there for three
years as a lay teacher. Here he came under the influence of Brother Canice Craven, an
advanced and outspoken nationalist, with whom he remained on exceptionally friendly
terms. Others who were prominent in the nationalist movement and who were past pupils
of Brothers' schools include Gerald Boland (C.B.S. Marino), Austin Stack, Sean Treacy
(C.B.S. Tipperary), the Mellows brothers, Liam and Barney, (James St. C.B.S.), Ernie
O'Malley (O'Connells), Sean T. O'Kelly (St. Mary's Place) and Eamon de Valera (C.B.S.
Charleville). Seven of the fourteen men executed in Dublin after the Easter Rising of
1916 were former pupils of Christian Brothers' schools: R & P.H. Pearse, William Pearse,
Con Colbert, Seán Houston, Eamonn Ceant, Michael O'Hanrahan and Edward Daly.99
There were 20 past pupils of the Brothers school elected to the first Dáil, 27 elected to the
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second Dáil and 26 to the third Dáil.100 What these figures reveal is the degree to which
the lower middle class, with which the Brothers had been most closely associated, had
been empowered to participate in national life and the extent to which their
Catholic/nationalist ideology had triumphed.

The latter decades of the nineteenth century had witnessed a sea change in the orientation
of Irish politics. In the period 1800-1910 a new form of Nationalism challenged the
hegemony of the Irish Party. In common with other international developments such as
the resurgence of the Magyar, Czech, Serb and Croat languages in the Austro –
Hungarian Empire, there was a marked increase in interest in the revival of the Irish
language, along with a heightened awareness of the cultural distinctiveness of such native
elements as Irish folklore, music and games. This new national consciousness was to be
termed the 'Irish Ireland' movement and under the aegis of organizations like the G.A.A.
and the Gaelic League was to attract a wide spread membership, involving people from
all strata of Irish society, the G.A.A. becoming particularly strong in rural areas and the
Gaelic League appealing to the urban cohort of the newly evolving middle class.101

One of the most vocal proponents of the middle class Catholic/Nationalist axis which he
viewed the new political consciousness as representing was D.P. Moran. Through his
weekly newspaper The Leader he sought to open the debate around the whole question of
Irish identity. In this process there was little doubt in Moran's mind that to be truly 'Irish'
was only possible if one was truly 'Catholic':

Such being the facts, the only thinkable solution of the Irish national problem is
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that one side gets on top and absorbs the other until we have one nation, or that
each develops independently. As we are for Ireland, we are in the existing
circumstances on the side of Catholic development; and we see plainly that any
genuine non-Catholic Irish nationalist must become reconciled to Catholic
development or throw in his lot with the other side If a non-Catholic nationalist
Irishman does not wish to live in a with Catholic atmosphere let him turn
Orangeman102

The newly evolving sense of national identity which was such a feature of this period has
been termed a 'reinvention' rather than a 'cultural revival' by S.J. Connolly who goes on to
state that he Gaelic games propagated by the G.A.A. did not mark a return to the roughand-tumble participatory sports of the Irish countryside; instead they represented a
spectator sport adapted to the needs of an emerging consumer society. The literary culture
celebrated by the Gaelic League was likewise a bowdlerized version of authentic
tradition, adapted to conform to the expectations of middle-class Victorian morality.103

It was perhaps inevitable that the perceived 'alien' influence of the British Boys Own
genre should eventually be seen as an issue in the broadening of the Irish Ireland agenda.
The Christian Brothers had developed a style of teaching that stressed nationalist
historiography. They had produced their own textbooks to this end. The Brothers gave
greater attention to the revival of the Irish language than any other group of schools in
Ireland. They worked for the restoration of Gaelic games and promoted Irish music and
dancing at feiseanna organised by the Gaelic League.104
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Nationalist education placed great stress on all these elements as being vital for the
continued success of Irish Ireland. It was well understood how important the winning of
young hearts and minds was in the struggle against the all-pervasive Anglo/Imperial
influences. By the turn of the century concern was expressed at the penetration of British
newspapers and periodicals in this country. Such publications as Boys Own, Gem,
Magnet and Dreadnought contained material of an "Empire-worship" nature. This was
anathema to nationalist educators. They well understood the formative influence of
reading material on the impressionable young.

In such publications as The United

Irishman and An Claidheam Soluis a philosophy of cultural uniqueness and political
independence was promulgated.

As against this, British magazines were actively

encouraging its readers to admire the very institutions, both cultural and political, which
nationalism opposed. Sexton Blake and Sherlock Holmes, two stalwarts of The Boys
Own genre may have been reasonably neutral figures on the literary landscape. However,
the creation of a hero-worship myth around Clive of India, Wellington or Nelson - all
subjects of Boys Own stories, was, for nationalist sensibilities, another matter entirely.

The period of what Roy Foster terms "nationalist irredentism" saw the culmination of
historical writing which mined the past for “political communities and extrapolations".105
Such sentiments were reflected in Patrick Pearse's view of history - a visionary world of
early Celtic tradition where racial identification was automatic, a national sense was the
paramount priority and the sacrificial image of the ancient hero Cúchulainn was
inextricably tangled with that of Christ. 106

This was the ideal vision for nationalist youth, an antidote to the worldview of the Anglo93

centric boy's papers. There was a perceived need for an Irish periodical to reflect this
viewpoint.

Within nationalist circles a debate was conducted on the issue of appropriate literature for
Irish youth. In 1904, for example, the United Irishman carried an article on the subject of
‘Juvenile Literature’ by ‘Sarsfield’ in which the imperial fiction of Henty came in for
particular attention.

In all climes and in all ages his hero is English…and his books tend to foster pride
of race and the plausible delusion that ‘God first made his Englishman’…The
Englishman is always held up as a model, references are constantly made to his
patriotism, his glorious heritage, civilising mission …and is it any wonder that so
many of our boys become Empire worshippers when subjected to the insidious
attacks of literature of this description.107

Sean O’Faolain’s writing, referring to some Irish lad, miles away, spiritually as well as
physically from a public school, reflects an attitude of British hero worship so much
resented by ‘Sarsfield’. ‘They saw him as the typical school-captain they read about in
English boys’ papers like The Gem and The Magnet, The Boys’ Own Paper, The Captain
and Chums. He was their Tom Brown, their Bob Cherry, their Tom Merry, those heroes
who were always leading Greyfriars School or Blackfriars School to victory on the
cricket field amid the cap tossing huzzas of the juniors and admiring smiles of visiting
parents.108
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In 1905 The United Irishman carried an article which stated "boys are potential heroes
and are essentially hero-worshippers and identify with the man of action".109

The

possibility of an Irish boys' paper which would provide such a pantheon of nationalist
oriented hero-figures (Pearse's synthesis of Cúchulainn and Christ) was discussed.

This may be understood in the context of nationalist Ireland’s desire to establish a
distinctive national character, as different as possible from that of its ruler. Sighle
Bhreatnach-Lynch asserts that because Great Britain was perceived as urban, English
speaking and Protestant, Ireland would go to endless lengths to prove itself to be the
opposite – rural, Irish speaking and Catholic. A significant aspect of this construct of
identity was the belief that Ireland’s national identity was rooted in Golden Age, that of
the ancient Celtic past. Reconnecting with and restoring that past would provide the
ground upon which a sense of national self could take root and flourish. The promotion of
new heroes suggested not only a positive, affirming self-image but also implied that
another such age would emerge in the near future.110

In the 1914 edition of the Christian Brothers Educational Record Br. P.J. Hennessy
called for the establishment of a periodical for the pupils of Christian Brothers Schools
"Irish and Catholic, supporting the language movement, the temperance movement and
any other movement which acted to lift the standard of the Irish people".111 It would
recall the events of Irish history for a generation already imbued with the ideals of
Nationalism through the orders texts. The intended Catholic tone of the proposed Irish
boys' paper was stated in no uncertain terms.
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A paper for Christian Brothers’ boys should first and foremost be distinguished by
its high Catholic tone. Allegiance to the Holy See, for the Church’s ministers, and
zeal for the propagation of our Holy Faith should be developed and fostered by
thoughtful and attractively-written articles. The Church’s work for the civilisation
of the world under the inspired direction of holy and learned Popes, the thrilling
scenes in the lives of the martyrs, the knightly deeds of the Crusaders, the labours
of the monks in their monasteries, and of the missionaries in the mission field of
the world are but very few of the very many subjects affording material in this for
the editor of our paper. He should likewise tell of the Catholic men and women
whose accomplishments in literature and art were inspired by their strong Catholic
faith; by descriptions of Our Lady’s shrines, and of the wonders that never cease
to be wrought thereat, he should labour to keep alive the flame of love for Our
Blessed Lady which every Christian Brother kindles in the hearts of his pupils,
and those beautiful legends in prose and verse whereby so many pious writers
have striven to express their love for our Dear Mother and the saints should be
published for the instruction and edification of the readers of our paper.112

The Brothers had in place a ready readership. There was also an established network of
outlets - every Brothers' school was charged with the marketing and distribution of the
magazine. There was the fact that many parents would welcome a competitor to the allpervasive British Boys Own genre, one that would present an alternative, nationalist
structure to impressionable readers.

Under the editorship of Br. M.X. Weston (a

confirmed nationalist) the inaugural issue of Our Boys was published in September
1914.The magazine cost 1d and was 32 pages in length. This remained the standard size
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for the first decade with exceptions of the issue of 64 page "bumper" Christmas editions.
These double-length seasonal editions gave the Brothers the chance to impose a priceincrease. The 1917 Christmas edition cost 2d. The price then "dropped" to 1½d from
January onwards. In an editorial that month it was explained that "paper which cost £15
a ton pre-war was now £60 per ton". The editor (Brother Craven) then went on to prove
himself quite adept in marketing psychology - "A boy would spend 1½d on a postcard. A
visit to the cinema would cost 6d. Readers can see that our journal is excellent value
even with this modest increase".113 Christmas 1919 saw an increase to 3d, the price
"falling" again to 2d in March 1920. Christmas 1920 brought the price to 3d though the
Christmas 'bumper issue' of 1922 cost a whopping 6d. Cost was never far from the minds
of the Brothers. The Educational Record of 1923 contained a reference to the proposal of
having a coloured cover every month. “These Brothers speak without knowledge” is the
dismissive editorial reaction to such extravagance. The writer goes on to inform us that
“the two colour cover in the Christmas number cost £86 14s 0d. To have such a cover
every month would mean over £960 a year.”114 This cover price of the magazine was
augmented for the Brothers by advertising revenue. One page was devoted to advertising
in the first edition was to rise to a not inconsiderable eight on some occasions, usually six
and rarely less than four pages. It should be observed that these advertising pages were
not counted in the standard format of length (323 pages) but were additions, bearing
Roman numerals, and usually came at the end of the paper. The range of products was
broad "Harbutts Plasticine", "Kennedy's Bread" and “Kelly's Altar Wine” being some
examples (see Appendix III ).

From the outset the paper had a circulation of over 30,000, rising sometimes to 40,000.
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This would give a readership of perhaps 100,000.115 It is clear that Christian Brothers
foundations formed the main outlets in international terms Australia (two pence) India
(two annas) and America (five cents) all having their national cover-price included, all
being countries where the Brothers were active (See Appendix I).

The readership in Ireland appears to have been a very broad cross-section of a mainly
Catholic target population. There are a high percentage of female correspondents to the
letters page for example. The age-profile also appears to cross the generational boundary
- many letters from people older than the core youth readership. Not surprisingly there
appears to be a high level of correspondence from what might be termed the religious
establishment, many from the mission-fields of Africa and Asia.116

Our Boys carried little of the Boys Own hobby or D.I.Y type material, reflecting a more
nationalist pre-occupation and also perhaps a less affluent clientele - there were few
articles here on "A Model Gas Engine and How to Make It"117 or "on Painting in Water
Colour". 118

Our Boys carried no science fiction material in its early years (in fact, until

the late 1920s) in sharp contrast to its British rivals where fantasy stories and tales of time
travel and alien monsters had flourished from the 1890s. What Our Boys shared in
common with the cross-channel boys’ papers was a fixation with what the writer Jackson
Lears refers to as a rural, idyllic, timeless state - a still point in a turning world. Lears
describes the late-nineteenth-century ideal of gemeinschaft—the self-sufficient, organic
community—achieved its embodiment in commercial imagery long before it was
codified in sociological texts. Like academic theorists, urban chromolithographers recreated a vision of pre-industrial life that may have resonated with their own nostalgic
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memories; the etymological root of nostalgia is “homesickness.” The same incipient
media culture that popularized the rhetoric of domesticity in ladies’ magazines also
represented the visual embodiments of the domestic ideal: the old homeplace, the vinecovered cottage, the still point of the turning world. Rootless urban publicists promoted a
pastoral ideal of rootedness, containing commercial life’s impact on personal identity by
locating abundance in a domesticated rural landscape, awash in associations with
maternal nurturance.119

A concerted effort was made by the entire Boys Own genre to ignore the modern world.
No cities, no lower class, no factories. Our Boys may be included in this form of literary
collective delusion. While the British magazines ignored the urban based mass-society
(with the exception of the detective/thriller genre, and even here no members of the
‘lower orders’ featured in heroic roles) that had been such a feature of the national
demographic pattern since the Industrial Revolution, Our Boys sought to re-possess the
Irish past for an entirely different agenda. Driven by an ethos of conservative
Catholicism, the rurally oriented majority of the country (at least in the south, an area that
had not benefited to any large extent from industrialisation) perceived the modern world
as somehow 'unIrish', the metropolitan condition a place of temptation and grave moral
danger. This was a world view that looked on modern media forms such as cinema as a
force of potential corruption with its 'foreign' images; radio was no less a source of
potential evil, with its dangerous rhythms, as the 1930s campaign against jazz music on
the radio was to reflect.120

The true soul of Ireland was in the rural heartland –

specifically the west. This was an ideology that was to come to full fruition after the
foundation of the Free State in the development of an iconography of national symbolism
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– Irish coins had farm animal motifs, Irish stamps reflected rural life, the iconography of
the paintings of Paul Henry and Maurice McGonigal depicted a western world of timeless
western landscapes where hardy peasants lived in unity with mountain, bog and sea121.

Our Boys popularised a view of Ireland and its history that firmly complemented the
Christian Brothers policy on nationalism as elucidated in their school texts. This was an
ideology that gradually began to find mass acceptance outside the narrow sphere of
advanced nationalism, most specifically in the electoral success of Sinn Féin.

Sinn Féin proved the successor movement to the Irish Parliamentary Party, but in
everyday ways which were strategically underplayed at the time. Its emphasis was rather
upon a specific reading of history.122 Our Boys was to play its own part in creating the
conditions for the popularisation of such a 'specific reading of history.' This was to be
achieved in various ways – conventional models of the adventure narrative (cowboys and
detective stories, for example) sitting side by side with the magazine’s own unique
creations of Irish historical and contemporary fiction, alongside moral and devotional
material, all filtered through a prism of Gaelic/nationalist ‘manliness’ - an indigenous
expression of masculinity that is considered in Chapter 2.
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(1.19)

Initially appearing in a story entitled 'A Study in Scarlet' in Beeton's Christmas Annual in 1887, Sherlock
Holmes went on to become the first of the great detectives. Holme's reputation was made in the short
stories which appeared in The Strand magazine from July 1891 onwards. Above we see Holmes and
Watson on their way to Dartmoor to investigate the disappearance of the racehorse Silver Blaze. This is a
typical illustration from the pen of Sidney Paget to whom we owe the classic, archetypal, aquiline features
of the Holmes of popular culture.
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(1.20)

The setting up of private detectives was a major literary industry by the 1890s. First appearing in Marvel in
1894, Nelson Lee went on to become one of the most popular of the many detectives who were featured in
the boy’s papers. Joining the staff of St. Franks, the ace sleuth was to prove so popular that he was given
his own magazine – The Nelson Lee Library. This illustration presents a stock scene from the young
detective’s adventures.
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(1.21)

Title-page of French edition of The Battle of Dorking.
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(1.22)

In the context of the events of September 11th 2001, a remarkably prescient example of an American future
war story from 1915.
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(1.23)

The twin themes of colonial and evolutionary warfare run through H.G.Wells story, first published at the
end of he nineteenth century. This illustration is the cover of a modern paper-back edition and is a good
example of the depiction of the ultimate Darwinian consequences of imperial superiority in an age when
Britain no longer felt assured of her place in the world order.
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CHAPTER 2
THE ADVENTURE NARRATIVE, CONVENTIONS OF HEROIC
MASCULINITY AND OUR BOYS

Competing Representations of Manliness
Joanna Burke describes how what she terms ‘the social construction of masculinity’, a
previously neglected area of study, has in the recent past produced a far more
extensive historiography. Some of the pioneering work on masculinity has looked at
the public school and boys’ organisations. British historians have also examined
maleness in the context of literature, the empire, liberalism, religion, sexuality and
domesticity.1 The conventions of masculinity which perhaps most distinguish the
period relevant to this thesis are those of ‘manliness.’ According to Burke, by the end
of the nineteenth century while the ‘womanly’ woman was gentle, domesticated and
virginal, the convention of the time dictated that the ‘manly’ man was athletic, stoical
and courageous.2 This chapter seeks to examine how Our Boys supported a selective
view of Irish nationalist manliness in the 1914-1922 period, attempting to relate this
image to the more general perception of heroic Irish masculinity available in the
broader sphere of popular culture – a perception which sought in the process to
directly challenge the metropolitan construction of heroism which was anathema to
the ideology of Gaelic nationalism.

In this world-view to be truly Irish a boy would engage in athletic pursuits only
through native games, would cultivate a stoicism inspired by a belief in the True Faith
and a sense of courage tempered by the conviction that Irish Catholicism had endured
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centuries of persecution, a wrong that would be, in their own generation, rectified by
force of arms.

Boyhood, Empire and the Adventure Narrative
Our Boys, the Irish boy's paper, was part of the genre of adventure literature that
developed, for reasons that have been be outlined in the preceding chapter, in late
Victorian and Edwardian England. After the Education Act of 1870 there was a
marked increase in literacy levels in the British Isles. The concept of 'reading for
pleasure' was now one with a much broader potential across all levels of society.
Fictional narratives that absorbed the adventurous militarism of the new and rising
imperial ideology had a prime opportunity to enter into that comparatively
unrestricted world: a world that belonged to the individual boy and not the school he
went to.3 Joseph Bristow has considered this ideology, in which, he maintains,
nothing presents itself as overtly political. No news is in evidence. Most of the paper,
however, is devoted to information directly connected with the world (the expanding
empire). But his is a world defined according to a highly selective version of history
and geography. Ancient culture and far-off places are particular sources of interest.
Remote in time and place, they (rather than present-day events) are shaped by the
contemporary imperial context. Such a world appropriately excited but did not
threaten the boy. And this is simply because this world was bounded by his leisure:
hobbies, adventures, sports and games. In fact, as Bristow continues, the Boys Own
genre had no explicit ties with time spent at either school or work. The public-school
story, which ran in practically every issue, may seem aberrant here. Yet adventure
rather than education is the focus of the schoolboy narrative. Instead, the paper brings
together selected aspects of imperialist ideology — aggressive, competitive, and yet
gentlemanly behaviour — to make the most of the boy’s free time. Everywhere the
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nation’s young hero encountered texts and illustrations that made him the subject of
his reading. Here the boy was both the reader and the focus of what he read.4

Empire and boyhood, therefore, are mutually compatible in this narrative world-view.
The new style of adventure fiction presented a sharp contrast to the narrative form that
had been the dominant force in popular culture up to this time. This is an issue
recently explored by John Tosh who reflects on the newly evolving genre of
adventure narrative from the mid-1880s onwards. For a generation the most widely
read novels had tended to deal with love and marriage, and thus to underwrite the
claims of domesticity. A new group of writers headed by Robert Louis Stevenson and
Henry Rider Haggard believed that the reading public had been starved of flesh-andblood adventure. While earlier adventure writers like Marryat and Ballantyne had
been read by juveniles, Stevenson and Rider Haggard aimed to provide adults with
something heroic, exotic and bracingly masculine. Their heroes are fighters, hunters
and frontiersmen distinguished by their daring and resourcefulness. Men set off into
the unknown, to fulfil their destiny unencumbered by feminine constraint or by
emotional ties with home; as the hunter Allan Quatermain reassures his readers in
King Solomon’s Mines, ‘there is not a petticoat in the whole history’. These were
heroes, Tosh maintains, who gave credence to the belief that the empire, in which
Britain’s destiny seemed to lie at that time was quintessentially a masculine arena,
where men worked better without the company of women.5

This severance of manliness and domesticity may be seen in part as a cultural change
resulting from a disparagement of home comforts, one that came in the wake of ‘New
Imperialism’ (a belief in Britain’s greatness and the innate strength of the AngloSaxon character, distinguished by a brash and occasionally belligerent attitude to
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‘foreigners’ and dressed in a veneer that stressed Britain’s ‘civilising’ mission to the
peoples of the empire).6

Young middle class males now reacted against the

constraints of domestic and emotional constraints, a process which came to termed the
‘Flight from Domesticity.’

Flight from Domesticity
The enduring presence of this 'flight from domesticity' in the adventure genre has
been outlined by Paul Zweig. The unrelenting masculinity of adventure literature from the Iliad to James Bond—has often been remarked. What has not been remarked
is the enveloping influence of the feminine which haunts adventure tales in subtle but
definite ways. The adventurer cannot be contained by situations. His life is a flight
into danger, as if he were pursued by an enemy which he feared more than danger
itself. And this appearance of flight is altogether apt, for the adventurer does have
such an enemy. The adventurer is in flight from women. Because he cannot cope with
the erotic and social hegemony of women, he flees them even into death.7

Much of the fiction of the boys' papers of the late Victorian and Edwardian era was
preoccupied, as we have seen, with the adventure of life lived on the margins of the
empire - sailing, soldiering, and exploring. This was in fact, a reflection of the reality
of life for many young British (and Irish) men. In answer to the question of where all
the young men of England were going, the novelist Grant Allen replied:

He is in the army, in the navy, in the Indian Civil Service, in the Cape
Mounted Rifles. He is sheep-farming in New Zealand, ranching in
Colorado, growing tea in Assam, planting coffee in Ceylon; he is a cowboy
in Montana, or a wheat-farmer in Manitoba, or a diamond-digger at
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Kimberley, or a merchant at Melbourne: in short, he is anywhere, and
everywhere, except where he ought to be, making love to the pretty girls of
England.8

Empire was actively embraced by young men as a means of evading or postponing the
claims of domesticity. In England masculine identity was subject to constant
negotiation with the opposite sex - and on domestic ground they were often perceived
to hold the advantage. By contrast, the colonial was thought of as a men-only sphere.
Sexual relations with women of other races were of course comparatively
commonplace, but this outlet could be in its rightful place - as a personal gratification
and a means of acquiring masculine kudos, instead of a privilege to be paid for by
conforming to domestic conventions.9

The dawn of the modern era had sharpened Irish nationalism's perceived need to
compete with alternative images of masculinity. The nascent film industry was to
provide yet another example of the potential cultural domination which nationalists
feared. In some generic forms early cinema was to prove especially threatening.
Along with the obvious danger of moral corruption, (as exemplified in the Our Boys
series ‘The Boy Scouts in Court’ in Chapter 5), there was also the risk of foreign
examples of heroic archetypes, alternative role models which, though such American
cowboy figures as Tom Mix were considered relatively harmless, in their British
incarnations must have been thought to embody to too great a degree the qualities of
British (as opposed to Irish) heroic masculinity.

The first fictional hero to achieve recognition with children was Lieutenant Rose RN,
in a series of two-reelers produced between 1910 and 1914. Their titles all began:
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Lieutenant Rose and the... . Among the characters and incidents that the lieutenant got
involved with were: The Chinese Pirates, The Gunrunners, The Moorish Raiders, The
Foreign Spy, The Robbers of Fingall’s Creek, The Sealed Orders, The Royal Visit,
The Stolen Battleship, The Stolen Bullion, The Stolen Code, The Stolen Submarine,
The Trainwreckers, The Hidden Treasure and The Patent Aeroplane. The stories are
very much of the type found in the contemporary Boys Own Paper. Rose is not
characterized in detail; he’s just patriotic, loyal and willing to give all in the service of
king and country. It is easy to imagine that children, perhaps mainly boys, found Rose
a fairly attractive hero, one with whom they could identify, one whom they looked
forward to seeing again.10

What is notable in the titles of the Lieutenant Rose series of films is that they are all
familiar themes from the world of the boys' papers. It has been outlined in chapter one
how many of these serials were dominated by imperialist thinking. Graham Dawson
has looked at the issue of adventure in the imperial setting. These stories celebrated
Empire as a place where adventures took place and men became heroes, he asserts.
Consequently, representations of masculinity became fused in an especially potent
ideological ration with representations of national and imperial identity. 'A real man’
would now be defined as one who was prepared to fight (and if necessary, to sacrifice
his life) for Queen, Country and empire. Dawson goes on to describe how the heroic
virtues of Eng1ish/British manhood became intimately bound up with the imagining
of Empire itse1f: with that is the imaging of imperial identity in which the
Englishman enjoys a natural, racial superiority over the colonized peoples who had
been subordinated to British imperial power.11
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Representations of Masculinity in Serial Adventure

There were several ways in which young men who remained at home could, at least
temporarily, be guaranteed to escape the stifling pressure of 'domestic conventions'.
There was for example participation in some of the many sporting organizations that
sprung up in Britain and Ireland as part of the recent Victorian Leisure Revolution.12
A young man could join the Boy Scouts and play out his own little version of the
'great game' by exploring, in a highly structured (and arguably middle class
dominated) manner, his own country. He could go away to school and physically
leave behind the influence of his mother and the constraints of home life. He could,
alternatively, experience in his imagination the world of manly enterprise through the
aegis of the adventure fiction of the boys' papers. These magazines had a broad appeal
and in terms of the fictional material they offered, all contained a variety of genres
alongside the tales of colonial exploits we have discussed above.

It is now proposed to examine some of these main sub-genres of this cultural
institution from the viewpoint of gender construction in order to offer a narrative
setting that will help to clarify and expand our analysis of the ideology of heroic
masculinity of Our Boys. A full exploration of the Irish magazine’s treatment of these
staple narrative forms in boys’ serial literature lies beyond the scope of this study,
instead brief reference will be made to how such material was integrated in the paper
in Appendix III.

Our Boys may be said to have viewed adventure narrative as a seamless robe – the
heroic ideal of the martyr priest or daring missionary was projected in the same spirit
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of what may be termed ‘conventional’ adventure heroism: the cowboy, detective or
schoolboy hero figure, for example, genres that we that we shall briefly consider here
from the perspective of masculinity studies. All of these expressions of popular
culture should be viewed in the context of what Bob Connell terms 'gendered
bodies'.13 All deal with adventures, all are removed from the trappings of domesticity
and all wear clothes which distinguish them from the mundane – possessing such
iconographic trappings as the six-gun, the trench-coat, or the public-school uniform.
These are details which make statements about the non-domestic placement of the
male hero who so obviously lives on the margins, removed from the day to day reality
of an 'ordinary' boyhood, whether it be on the mean streets of the city, the games field
of the public school or the twin borderlands of British/Irish popular literature - those
of the empire or the American frontier.

The Christian Brothers never lost sight of the primary function of their magazine: to
support and reinforce the tenets of Catholic/nationalist ideology, with particular
emphasis on the heroic qualities of Gaelic manliness. Nevertheless they were aware of
the necessity of establishing and maintaining a broad market appeal. In the same
manner as their British counterparts, which, while celebrating the values of
imperialism, also provided the wholesome versions of conventional narratives that
their readership demanded, Our Boys featured alternative representations of
masculinity (cowboys, schoolboys and youthful detectives, for example) alongside
their unique, indigenous representations of heroic masculinity – historical figures,
biographies of executed nationalists in the War of Independence, mythical Irish
heroes, devotional boys and girls, brave Fianna Scouts and martyred priests.
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The Western
In her essay 'West of Everything' Jane Tompkins outlines the essential masculinity of
the Western genre. The elements of the typical Western plot arrange themselves in
stark opposition to the domestic not just vaguely and generally, but point for point.
First of all, Westerns are always written by men. The main character is always a fullgrown adult male, and almost all the other characters are men. The action takes place
either out of doors — on the prairie, on the main street - or in public places - the
saloon, the sheriff's office, the barber shop, the livery stable. The action concerns
physical struggles between the hero and a rival or rivals, always culminating in a fight
to the death with guns. In the course of these struggles the hero frequently forms a
bond with another man — sometimes his rival, more often a comrade — a bond
which is more important than any relationship he has with a woman and is frequently
tinged with homoeroticism. There is very little free expression of the emotions. The
hero is a man of few words who expresses himself through physical action — usually
fighting and when death occurs it is never at home in bed but always sudden death,
usually murder. Finally, nature, which has played only a small role in the domestic
novel where it is always pastoral and benign, looms very large in the Western, where
it is grand, monumental, dwarfing the human figure with its majesty, the only divinity
worshipped in this genre, other than manhood itself.14

What is the secret of the enduring appeal of the most masculine of male archetypes,
the western hero? Western novels as we now know them —not dime novels but the
kind that sold as books — became best-sellers at the beginning of the twentieth
century, at the same moment when Western movies began to be shown in theatres.
While the novels of James Fenimore Cooper, the dime novels of the 1860s and 1870s
and the novels of Charles King in the 1880s had some elements in common — rescue
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plots, for example, and frontier settings — the earlier forms had nothing like the
consistency that marks popular Western novels and movies since the turn of the
century. The Western as a cultural force makes its appearance with the publication of
Owen Wister’s The Virginian in 1902 and the screening of Edwin S. Porter’s The
Great Train Robbery in 1903.15 This genre was to experience its golden age under the
influence of the cinema. It was through this media format (and from the 1950s
onwards, on television) that successive generations of boys were to become familiar
with the heroic qualities of the cowboy hero. The real-life originals of most Western
heroes were men with chequered careers and flawed characters. In the hands of
writers they underwent a transformation into the pure and noble. There is a deep
relationship between the Western hero and the traditional figures of romance. Owen
Wister was all too aware of in this connection writing of his classic western tale and it
is here that the underlying masculinity of the genre as an enduring force in popular
culture can be seen:

No doubt Sir Lancelot bore himself with a grace and breeding of which our
unpolished fellow of the cattle trail has only the latent possibility; but in
personal daring and in skill as to the horse, the knight and the cowboy are
nothing but the same Saxon of different environments, the polished man in
London and the man unpolished in Texas; and no hoof in Sir Thomas Malory
shakes the crumbling plains with quadruped sounds more valiant than the
galloping that has echoed from the Rio Grande to the Big Horn Mountains.16

Jane Tomkins describes the western as the antithesis of the cult of domesticity that
dominated American Victorian culture. It answered the domestic novel, becoming in
the process one of the major popular forms of the twentieth century. The western
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hero, who seems to ride out of nowhere, in fact comes riding out of the nineteenth
century. (See Appendix III for information on how this genre is treated in Our Boys).

The Detective
While the first decade of the twentieth century witnessed the rise of the western as a
cultural force in American (and eventually international) society, the final decade of
the nineteenth ushered in detective fiction as the overwhelmingly popular genre of
Victorian society.17 Raymond Chandler has described the heroic qualities of this icon
of masculinity:

In everything that can be called art there is a quality of redemption. It may be
pure tragedy, if it is high tragedy, and it may be pity and irony, and it may be
the raucous laughter of the strong man. But down these mean streets a man
must go who is not himself mean, who is neither tarnished nor afraid. The
detective in this kind of story must be such a man. He is the hero; he is
everything. He must be a complete man and a common man and yet an
unusual man. He must be, to use a rather weathered phrase, a man of honour.18

In The Simple Art of Murder' his seminal manifesto on the poetics of that most
masculine and most American of literary creations, the hardboiled detective novel,
Chandler praises his gender-specific hero with a hard and handsome rhetoric, the
critic Christopher Metress informs us. Metress goes on the contemplate the
masculinity of the detective hero

Chandler’s chivalric musings have long encouraged us to see the hardboiled
novel as a redemptive arena of honorable masculinity in which complete and
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untarnished men seek to fulfill their desire for justice in a world gone mean
with sin and depravity. 19

The hardboiled detective has been linked to the earliest American prototypes of heroic
masculinity - his characteristic toughness and redeeming moral strength conflict with
the values of his civilization and cause him, like Natty Bumpo or Huck Finn, to flee
the society which menaces his personal integrity and spiritual freedom. The detective
has been described as "an instinctive protector of the weak, a defender of the innocent,
an avenger of the wronged, the one loyal, honest, truly moral man in a corrupt and
ambiguous world".20

Despite the fact that the first full-length detective novel was the work of a woman—
with Seeley Regester and Anna Katharifle Green contending for the honour—the
crime and mystery genre entered popular literature as an indisputably masculine type
of writing. The dime novels and penny dreadfuls that nurtured an audience for crime
fiction were dedicated to action-adventure, and the numerous published memoirs of
real-life detectives such as Allan Pinkerton recollected cases in which both culprits
and sleuths were typically male. Not only were they male in gender, but the aggressive manner of the detectives and their assumption of the role of defender of the
powerless expressed values associated with life in a man’s world.

The literary refinement of the genre in the hands of Arthur Conan Doyle, Arthur
Moffison, Arthur B.Reeve R. Austin Freeman, and others who developed the image of
the detective figure as practitioner of contemporary scientific detection did not
diminish his masculine traits. In his confident mastery of technique and dauntless
pursuit of truth the detective remained in conformity with popular views of what it
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meant to be a male in society. To the extent that such authors elevated the detective
figure to a place alongside frontiersmen, sea captains, soldiers, statesmen,
industrialists, and other social heroes, the creation of the Great Detective amounted to
erection of another pedestaled statue in a male pantheon.

Since males are capable of variation and subtlety after all, the male image lent itself to
additional development during the Golden Age of the genre. E. C. Beniley’s Philip
Trent, Agatha Christie’s Hercules Poirot, Margery Ajlingham’s Albert Campion,
Ngaio Marshe’s Roderick Mleyn, and S. S. Van Dine’s Philo Vance are all men of
superior intellect who have been conditioned by a superb education and a society in
which complex rituals and manners control the tendencies it may harbor for offence
and disturbance. In fact, that it is the point of the fictions in which they figure. The
detectives are gentlemen protective of a gentle world. Regardless of their smoothness
and facility however, they are still male figures; whether the creations of female or
male authors, they occupy positions available almost exclusively to males and
exercise privileges of free movement that are denied to women of their time.
Moreover, the fact remains that a strong figure dominates events, controls information
by insistently providing its true interpretation, and returns a family or other small
social group to its normative condition of order. Thus plots of detective fiction, even
when they bear the impress of Golden Age manners, reveal their kinship to the fantasy
life of males.21 (For Our Boys versions of the detective genre see Appendix III).

Heroic Masculinity and the School Story
There was a massive expansion of the provision of public school places in the late
Victorian era, as outlined in Chapter 1. For the majority of middle class parents who
sent their boys away for their education the appeal of the public schools was founded
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on two enduring preoccupations. In place of patronage and personal contacts they
offered an academic preparation for university and for entry into the professions; and
in complete contrast to the atmosphere of home and family they offered a crash course
in manliness.

Home and boarding school are always experienced in polarized terms, but how the
difference between them was understood by bourgeois Victorians tells us a lot about
their transition from boyhood to manhood. The most telling characteristic of the
public school is that it was effectively a men-only sphere. Not only were women
excluded from the school body or the teaching staff; they were effectively banned as
points of emotional reference. Family photographs were frowned upon, as were
fabrics and china which smacked of the feminine. No boy who valued his reputation
would speak of mother or sisters. The effects of this conditioning were not confined to
school. It was observed that back at home boys became more formal with their
mothers, more distant from their fathers, and more callous towards their sisters —
tendencies which prepared boys better for the all-male society of the public sphere
than for their future roles as husbands and fathers.22

Michael Paris has studied the impact of public school ideology on the development of
militant masculinity. British boys were not only encouraged to take a positive attitude
towards war through leisure activities such as reading and play; they were imbued
with martial sentiment through more formal channels. For the sons of the ruling elite,
this came primarily through the public school. After mid-century and under the
influence of chivalric ideals, notions of manliness and aggressive imperialism
changed the nature of public school ethos, replacing in the process an earlier emphasis
on Arnoldian intellectual and spiritual values. A new focus on physical strength, team
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spirit and patriotism was gradually harnessed in order to produce the administrators
and warlords that were required by the demands of New Imperialism.23

Paris views the culture of the public school system as being intrinsic to the
development of the type of masculinity required by the empire. As the empire needed
to maintain itself, a positive effort was made to teach upper-class boys that they would
be called upon to serve their country and asked to make the final sacrifice. Success in
war depended upon patriotism and the military spirit; the cultivation of both was the
special responsibility of the public school. The schools themselves were influenced by
the ideas of ‘old boys’ like Hughes and Kingsley, and in turn fed those ideas back into
society through the work of the next generation of old boys — Henty, Newbolt and
Kipling. The schools directly influenced very few boys; they probably educated fewer
than 20,000 pupils at any one time. About one per cent of boys aged 15—19 in 1901,
for example. But not only did they educate the future elites, they also had
considerable effect on the minds of many ordinary boys through the enormously
popular ‘school story’. Even boys who had never seen a public school were, through
their leisure reading, familiar with school life and the ideals they propagated,
particularly through papers like Gem and Magnet. Robert Roberts has testified to the
working-class boy’s addiction to school stories and concludes: ‘The public school
ethos, distorted into myth and sold among us weekly in penny numbers, for good or
ill, set ideals and standards’.24

The public school fiction produced in such quantities by the boys' papers of the lateVictorian/Edwardian had a widespread influence, therefore, across the class system. If
there was one word which would communicate the essence of this genre as it relates
to the concept of British masculinity, then that word undoubtedly is 'pluck'.
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‘Pluck’ was the new version of manliness.’ ‘I think there is no boy in the
world like the British boy,’ asserted the editor of British Boys in 1896. ‘Where
will you find another boy so full of pluck and daring? To call him a coward or
a sneak is the worst thing you can possibly do, and I trust that none of our
British boys will ever have applied to them any of these undesirable names.’ 25

Gillian Avery addresses the question of what exactly was the meaning of the term, a
word that by the turn of the century had come to hold such a resonance in describing
the manly qualities of boys. Like manliness, there was uncertainty about what pluck
really did mean, though the boys’ papers tried to attach all their moral teaching to it.
In 1901 the editor of the Boys’ Friend spoke on the subject from his den in answer to
a correspondent who wanted to know whether it just meant being dashing and jolly
and high spirited: ‘Pluck, as I think I have defined before, is the doing of a necessary
action which must result in good without thought for the consequences. In fact the
highest form of pluck is that shown when a man does an action resulting in good
knowing that the consequences may prove disastrous to himself.’26

One of the quintessential expressions of the association between the formative
influences of the public school system on masculine identity and the militarism of
New Imperialism is perhaps Sir Henry Newbolt's paean to the schoolboy code of
honour, Vitai Lampada.

There’s a breathless hush in the Close tonight—
Ten to make and the match to win—
A bumping pitch and a blinding light,
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An hour to play and the last man in.
And it’s not for the sake of a ribboned coat,
Or the selfish hope of a season’s fame,
But his Captain’s hand on his shoulder smote—
“Play up! play up! and play the game!”

The sand of the desert is sodden red —
Red with the wreck of a square that broke;
The Gatling’s jammed and the Colonel dead,
And the Regiment blind with dust and smoke.
The river of death has brimmed his banks,
And England’s far and Honour a name,
But the voice of a schoolboy rallies the ranks:
“Play up! play up! and play the game!”

This is the word that year by year,
While in her place the School is set,
Every one of her sons must hear,
And none that hears it dare forget.
This they all with a joyful mind
Bear through life like a torch in flame,
And falling fling to the host behind —
“Play up! play up! and play the game!”27

This concept of 'playing the game' is a distinguishing feature of the 'gentleman
amateur' who came to the fore in the fiction of the Edwardian era. Here was a hero
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imbued with the 'natural' superiority of Englishness, rooted in the Edwardian class
system. In William Le Quex's The Great War in England (1893), Erskine Childers’
Riddle of the Sands (1903) and John Buchan's The Thirty Nine Steps (1915) the hero
had to contend with a threat which originated outside the homeland. Britain's
dominant position as a world power was under pressure and along with her other
resources the power of popular fiction was mobilized in defence of national interest
and essential values. A new type of male hero - that of the 'thriller' - came into being
against the background of the charged atmosphere of the time. Little did the
establishment realize however, that a threat to the cherished status quo lay far closer
to home than the Friesian coast. (See Appendix III for an analysis of the school story
in Our Boys).

Heroic Masculinity in Irish Popular Culture
The British Empire may be said to have played a symbolic role in affirming the
values of metropolitan masculinity in the decades at either side of the Great War.28 It
may only be expected that such a narrow slant on the whole concept of masculine
identity should meet a challenge from those in Ireland who had a fundamental
difficulty with the ideology of empire. The British perception of masculinity,
disseminated as it was through widely circulating popular press, not slow to glorify
the valiant deeds of British troops in the many 'little wars of empire' which preceded
the Great War, as well as in the adventure fiction of the boys' papers, represented yet
another area of cultural antagonism between the conflicting viewpoints of early
twentieth century Ireland. For many in the nationalist camp this version of hegemonic
masculinity was yet another example of the manner in which the distinctive culture of
Ireland was being homogenized by the influence of cultural imperialism.
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To

counteract this perceived undermining of the integrity of Irish manhood there was a
distinct movement towards a reassertion of Irish heroic masculinity around the turn of
the century.

This was a period when the perceived relationship between manhood and patriotism
was under constant revision. Irishness, in the broader discourse of Celtism had been
consistently portrayed as feminine since the middle of the nineteenth century.
‘Celticism’ was an aspect of racial discourse in which their ‘Celtic’ origins were used
to define the Irish people as being inferior to the more sober, rational English –
qualities of their Teutonic roots and dating to the incursion of Germanic tribes to
Britain, driving the Celts to the margins of Wales, Scotland and of course, Ireland.29
This relationship between Celtism and gender was unacceptable to many nationalist
intellectuals, perhaps not least D.P. Moran (1869 – 1936), whose thinking on this
issue was a significant influence on Pearse. Moran considered Celtism as an insidious
anglicized invention and argued vociferously that it was responsible for perpetuating a
relationship with English culture that was harmful and subjugating. What was
required, argued Moran, was rejection of popular ‘drawing room literature’ with its
connotations of an urban, feminised, Anglo-centric frame of reference and a return to
the more robust, authentic values of Ireland’s ancient, Gaelic and heroic past.30

The centenary of the 1798 Rebellion was an ideal occasion to focus the minds of Irish
youth on the heroic deeds of the past. The events of the Boer War served to heighten
expectations among militant nationalists that there was, in fact, a direct way of dealing
with the long-standing problem of British military might. There was, however, a
certain cultural tension in the allocation of gender roles within the new mindset, one
that has been analyzed by Catherine Nash. Ireland has a long history of being
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represented as feminine, Nash argues. In turn versions of Irish national identity have
prescribed certain kinds of gender and sexual identities for Irish men and women.
These gendered representations of Ireland and Irish gender identities impact upon the
lives of women and men and influence their opportunities and constraints in work,
education, political activity, personal relationships and senses of themselves.

In the cultural and political claims to independence in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, Nash continues, Irish nationalists in turn deployed gendered ideas
of national character in ways which also defined the nation as female but which
claimed a fierce virility for Irish men. At the same time that nationalists reworked the
meaning of the colonial feminisation of Ireland, they asserted the masculinity of Irish
men. In reaction to colonial racial discourses and the celebration of feminine Celtic
qualities of otherworldliness in the Celtic Twilight writing of the literary revival,
authors of the so-called Irish-Ireland movement asserted the masculinity of the Gael
and criticised the effeminacy of both the English and misguided Irish men. This
hypermasculinity inverted the colonial stereotype but retained its ideology of gender
inequality. Masculinity was asserted in contrast to the femininity of women and thus
demanded absolute difference between the characteristics and roles of men and
women. In the literary revival of this period, writers and dramatists turned to the
mythological tradition of the sovereignty goddess. Countless female embodiments of
Ireland called on stage and page for Irish men to forsake their individual interests for
the immortality of heroic self-sacrifice for the nation. In this embodiment, the female
allegory was desexualised and venerated as a pure mother. Avowals of heroic
masculinity were thus made alongside the celebration of dependent passive, domestic
and selfless Irish femininity. Within dominant nationalist ideology, women were
elevated as producers of heroic sons, yet their quotidian, domestic, material world was
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dismissed as a distraction from men’s senses of abstract loyalty to and endeavours for
the nation. The nationalist investment in the trope of an idealised persona suffering
historic wrongs; the sacrifice of a few in each generation to maintain this entity; and
recurrent heroic failures to eject the invader, which culminate finally in regained
independence entailed heroic masculine sacrifice for an idealised allegorical mother
figure. Conversely, women were confined to a domestic sphere that must be
maintained by feminine passivity and transcended by valiant men.31

Peter Hart has written about this development, and describes a process where women
were gradually marginalised in the course of the War of Independence and goes on to
outline what is referred to as ‘the masculinization of militarization.’ – as the front line
moved from marching, canvassing, and street fighting in 1917 and 1918 to ambush
and assassination in 1919 and 1920, when women found themselves in the rear
echelons.32

American Representations of Irish Masculinity
'Valiant men' of Ireland had attempted, according to the republican myth, to wrest the
freedom of their country from the hated oppression of Britain down through the
centuries. All of these efforts were doomed to that most unique of Irish fates - that of
'heroic failure'. It was, however in the service of the armies of foreign lands (perhaps,
ironically, most notably, in the British army) that Irish military prowess had achieved
the highest international distinction. This was a tradition, so successful were Irish
military endeavours in the folklore of international soldiering, that it gained for Irish
troops the appellation 'The Fighting Irish'. It is perhaps worthwhile at this point to
briefly examine one incarnation of heroic Irish manhood, the Irish soldier in the
American Civil War, in order to evaluate the contribution this martial aspect has made
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to the overall concept of Irish masculinity in the past, and indeed up to the present
day. This is an important episode in the evolution of the modern Irish heroic archetype
for several reasons.

There was, for example, the highly influential Fenian association with the war, using
it as a training ground for future rebellion in Ireland. This was an association that was
to persist long after the end of the war, Irish America having a great bearing in terms
of financial support and inspiration in the politics of Irish republicanism. The Civil
War was a period that prompted a sea change in the attitude of W.A.S.P. America
towards the Irish, particularly in the crucial northern industrial states. These were the
centers of highest population, areas of correspondingly high Irish presence.
Participation by large numbers of Irish men during the war proved that they were not
the feckless wasters of the pages of Puck and other satirical papers. The Irish
contribution to the war is regarded as significant. Apart from the famous Irish Brigade
(which consisted of three New York regiments - the 69th, 66th and 88th) there were a
number of overwhelmingly Irish units, such as Corcoran's Irish Legion (155th, 164th,
170th and 182nd New York regiments), countless Irish regiments within other brigades
or all-Irish companies within regiments.33

This was a conflict in which the mythical figure of the cowboy was given a uniform a representation given further support in the western films of John Ford. In Ford’s
westerns this uniform was often worn by an 'Irishman', Victor Mc.Laglen, thus
bringing the Irish heroic archetype into the mainstream of modern popular culture.
Sentimental or martial Irish melodies provide the musical atmosphere of these films Ford's troopers ride to tunes like 'Garry Owen' and 'The Girl I left Behind Me', while
'I'll Take You Home Again Kathleen' provides the leitmotif in Rio Grande made in
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1950. (See 2.1). Many of the icons of Irish nationalism are present in Fig. 2.2.The
feminine figure of Ireland holds the harp on either side, an Ogham stone and Celtic
cross indicating the antiquity of this culture. At the bottom of the painting Erin raises
an Irish flag over the old Parliament building of College Green, while at the centre,
beneath the flags there is the strongly cast head and shoulders of an Irish American
soldier.

Fig.2.3 shows us the Irish Brigade receiving the blessing from Father William Corby,
their chaplain, on the morning of the battle of Gettysburg. The statement of Ireland's
right to nationhood is made by the Irish flag side by side with that of the Union, while
the sight of such a large number of Irish troops, trained and battle-hardened must have
excited the republican fervour of many an old Fenian. This form of wish fulfilment is
brought to an ultimate level in Fig.2.4. The painting is entitled 'Gallant Charge of the
Fenian Troops' and depicts a scene from the abortive Fenian invasion of Canada in
1866.What is notable about this scene is the fact that the men wear the uniform of an
Irish army. They marched under three flags - the Stars and Stripes, Sunburst Fenian
flag, and, for the first time, the tricolour. Under the command of Colonel O'Neill they
routed a superior British force at the Battle of Ridgeway Station in June 1866.The
campaign itself however was a dismal failure and the American Fenians reverted to
their traditional tactic of anti-British conspiracy.

The Fighting Race by Joseph Ignatius Clarke recounts a conversation between a group
of Irish soldiers during the Spanish-American War of 1898, one of whom (Shea) had
been a veteran of the Civil War. They reminisce about the qualities of Irish soldiers at
home and abroad down through the centuries. This poem encapsulates many of the
American myths of Irish heroic masculinity. This was, incidentally, Michael Collins's
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favourite party piece.34 Here are the final verses.

'I wish ‘twas in Ireland, for there’s the place,’
Said Burke, ‘that we’d die by right
In the cradle of our soldier race
After one good stand-up fight;
My grandfather fell at Vinegar Hill
And fighting was not his trade;
But his rusty pike’s in the cabin still
With Hessian blood on the blade.’
‘Aye, aye,’ said Kelly, ‘the pikes were great
When the word was “Clear the way!”,
We were thick on the roll in Ninety-Eight,
Kelly and Burke and Shea.’
‘Well, here’s to the pike and the sword and the like!’
Said Kelly and Burke and Shea.

And Shea, the scholar, with rising joy,
Said, ‘We were at Ramillies;
We left our bones at Fontenoy
And up in the Pyrenees;
Before Dunkirk, on Landen’s plain,
Cremona, Lille and Ghent.
We’re all over Austria, France and Spain
Wherever they pitched a tent.
We died for England from Waterloo
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To Egypt and Dargai;
And still there’s enough for a corps or two,
Kelly and Burke and Shea.’
Well here’s to good honest fighting blood!’
Said Kelly and Burke and Shea

‘Oh, the fighting races don’t die out,
If they seldom die in their bed,
For love is first in their hearts, no doubt.’
Said Burke; then Kelly said:
‘When Michael, the Irish archangel, stands,
The angel with the sword,
And the battle-dead from a hundred lands
Are ranged in one big horde,
Our line, that for Gabriel’s trumpet waits,
Will stretch three deep that day —
From Jehoshaphat to the Golden Gates
Kelly and Burke and Shea.’
‘Well, here’s thanks to God for the race and the sod!’
Said Kelly and Burke and Shea

At the time of this poem's publication the political temperature had risen in Ireland on
the back of the Home Rule controversy. There were those who considered that the
time had come to harness the much vaunted warlike qualities of the Irish male, as
detailed in The Fighting Race, for the cause of Irish freedom. The formation of the
National Volunteers in November 1913 provided one outlet for this desire. There was
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at this time, it should be recalled, a sharp heightening of militarism all across Europe,
culminating with the outbreak of the First World War in August 1914.

Conflicting Forms of Manliness 1914-22
The Great War marked a watershed in Irish life, as it did elsewhere in Europe, and
while hundreds of thousands of Irish men and women actively supported the war
effort simultaneously a growing number of nationalists sent out the opposite message
— a message of resistance to war, to conscription, and to British rule in Ireland.
Opposition to war, and more specifically to the recruiting campaigns of the British
government in Ireland, solidified support for the Sinn Féin party. The ground swell of
popular sympathy that greeted the aftermath of the Easter Rising gave advanced
nationalists an opening for practical success in Irish politics. The Easter Rising should
be seen not as a transformative moment, but rather as a moment of intensification — a
fulcrum upon which public opinion pivoted, and propaganda grew far more focused
against the British and pro-war Irish. The war began to be used as a specific reason for
joining Sinn Fêin. By-e1ection campaigns in the spring and summer of 1917 featured
posters reminding voters that only Sinn Féin could save their sons from conscription.
Military intelligence officers around Ireland after the Rising claimed that the rise in
Sinn Féin membership was due to a fear of military service. As Irish society grew
weary with the long war, propagandists harnessed this frustration, converting it into
anti-British views that could be channelled into support for advanced nationalism.35

This is the central point of any debate on the issue of heroic masculinity in Irish
popular culture in this most crucial of periods: there were now two forms of heroic
masculinity contesting the propaganda-battle for the hearts and minds of Irish youth.
There was therefore a certain ambivalence in the minds of many Irish boys as to
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which of the contending ideologies was the correct one.

It must be considered that there had been many colonial influences in the lives of Irish
children at this period. One of these was the popular cultural expression of the boys'
papers. Janet Condon has examined this genre. Writing on the influence of their
imaginative range on the young Frank O'Connor, she tells us:

Having inhabited this scripted ‘country of the mind’ he gives the impression
that he felt true reality to exist only in the imperial motherland, and records
that he strove to ‘be worthy’ of this world from the penny weeklies by
‘playing cricket with a raggy ball and an old board hacked into shape for a bat
... by shadow boxing before the mirror in the kitchen, and practicing the
deadly straight left with which the hero knocked out the bully of the school ...
and even adopting the public-school code for [his] own. His own reality in
Cork seemed somehow unworthy, for it was never spoken of nor written about
in schools nor in books and this in turn helped to set up the self-negating
disjunction between the world of his imagination and daily Irish reality he so
avidly describes in the work.36

Pádraig Pearse (whose father was English) experienced similar feelings of cultural
ambivalence during his schooldays in the Christian Brothers at Westland Row, where
he was taught by Brother Canice Craven, a man who had little doubt as to where his
political allegiance lay, as in this incident, related by O’Brien:

One revealing incident involving both Craven and occurred on an occasion
when Craven set his class an essay on ‘The Importance of Sea Power’. Pearse
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could write a good essay, and he was asked to read his composition to the
class. When he came to the sentence "Our navy today sails the seven seas,
supreme and unchallenged’, Craven glanced at the writer and informed the
class that England used its power to plunder the rest of the world and Ireland.
Pearse never forgot this lesson and referred to it in conversation with other
Brothers.37

Conor Cruise O'Brien goes on to declare 'it must have been a searing experience for
the young Pearse to be thus rebuked, in the presence of the class, for words he must
have heard from his father's lips'.38

The outbreak of the Great War brought the whole issue of where an Irishman's
perceived loyalties lay into sharp focus. Following John Redmond's Woodenbridge
speech of September 1914, which called on members of the Irish Volunteers to
support the British war effort, some 25,000 took his advice and joined the British
army. 11,000 of the more extreme nationalist element refused to follow Redmond,
splitting to form an organization retaining the name Irish Volunteers. The bulk of the
Volunteers, some 170,000 followed Redmond and called themselves the National
Volunteers.

It is impossible to tell accurately how many Irishmen in total served in the British
Army because of the numbers who enlisted in Britain. However, we do know that
135,000 joined up between August 1914 and November 1918. In addition, we have a
figure of 20,000 already serving with regular army units and 30,000 reservists who
were immediately called up. That makes a total of 185,000.
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The battle for the hearts and minds of this crucial generation was to be fought in a
campaign of propaganda between the two opposing views of where the responsibility
of Irish masculinity lay. On the one hand there was the side who saw that the martial
tradition of Irish manhood should be put to the service of the war effort. The other
element believed that it was the duty of the Irishman first and foremost to place his
soldiering capabilities at the disposal of the Irish embryonic state, the mythological
republic.

The British army recruiting campaign in Ireland is an interesting example of how the
iconography of Irish masculinity can be mobilized in order to persuade young Irish
men that their true national duty was to join up and assist in the efforts of their
'chums', a philosophy perfectly illustrated in Fig.2.5. Other examples of this campaign
include Fig. 2.6 and Fig.2.7.

As circumstances changed against the background of the war a new frame of
reference was required to define the essence of nationalist heroic masculinity. The lost
leader Parnell becomes a military figure in the perhaps wish-fulfilling icon of Fig.2.9
The Easter Rising was to produce an infusion of imagery which augmented the range
of Irish iconography, among such symbols as the Proclamation, the lily, and the flag
that flew over the G.P.O., there now also was the powerful image of the modern Irish
soldier, with his own distinctive uniform, his nationalist ethos, his own command
structure, and following the executions later in the year, his own pantheon of fallen
comrades. Fig.2.10 shows us an imaginative recreation of that sacred moment in the
republican canon: The scene is the main hall of the Post Office as Irish manhood
strives to break the bond of slavery with the hated empire. This was a picture that was
bound to strike a chord with a public who had learnt much of the peculiarly British
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trait of adversity under extreme pressure - witness the Indian Mutiny, the heroic death
of General Gordon at Khartoum, the more recent siege of Ladysmith during the Boer
War. Now Ireland had her own modern heroes, similarly fighting against
overwhelming odds, prepared to lay their lives for the cause. This was a new cause,
however, with its own iconography, its own code of masculine representation.

Sean Keating's Men of the West, (Fig 2.11), which was painted in 1915 shows us some
indication of the new sense of purpose, the new certainty that was now to be such a
feature of masculine assertion in the Ireland of the period. These men are hard, they
live on the margins, the west of Ireland being indistinguishable from the 'wild' west of
the United States in Keating's vision. This was a place where the same standards of
instant revenge and retribution would no doubt apply in the new fluidity of the times,
as they once did in another society that was undergoing an experience of crucial
transition. The men radiate an air of calm menace, a restrained yet definite sense of
purpose, it is clear that this may yet be harnessed in the republican cause.

The events of 1919 had transformed this air of menace into a physical articulation of
faith in the pursuit of Irish freedom. The 1918 election was perceived by the hard-line
element of Sinn Féin as a mandate for more extreme action and the country slid into
the anarchy of the War of Independence. Much of our consciousness of the romance
of the Irish rebel figure dates from this period.

There is little acknowledgement in the traditional image of the War of Independence
of any wrong-doing on the part of I.R.A. forces, the shooting of R.I.C. men or an
alleged policy of ethnic cleansing in certain counties receiving scant attention in the
overall context of the British policy of state inspired terror through such forces as the
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Black and Tans. The folklore of this conflict was kept alive by such books as Dan
Breen's My Fight For Irish Freedom and Tom Barry's Guerrilla Days in Ireland (see
Fig 2.13).

Perhaps the most powerful image of this period is Sean Keating's painting, Men of the
South (Fig.2.12). This is a work that represents Keating at the peak of his attachment
to nationalist themes. It depicts in heroic mould a ‘flying column’ apparently ready to
ambush a passing military vehicle during Ireland’s War of Independence in the early
1920s. It was painted from sketches and posed photographs Keating made of
Revolutionaries invited to sit for him.

Subject and painter are perfectly matched, the theme an ideal vehicle for Keating’s
devotion to the high aspirations of history painting. The arrangement of the waiting
men plays on the memory of heroes from a classical frieze, their profile heads here
enlivened by an incisive realism of detail. But in spite of its crisp realism, Men of the
South clearly aims at an elevated vision; inevitably it is the clarity of ideals, courage,
resolve, self-sufficiency which are evoked rather than the confusions and
contradictions of guerrilla war. From this perspective we have an image of Irish
masculinity, having endured the white heat of the War of Independence, gazing into
the future with confidence. What makes this portrait all the more fascinating is the
fact that it features real men who had participated in the conflict.39

It is interesting to note the development of a new range of masculine fetish style
material in this work and the many photographs that exist of the period. In between
The Men of the West and The Men of the South new symbols were placed in the
iconography of Irish heroism. A quasi military uniform came into being - peaked
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caps, Sam Browns, the ubiquitous trench coat, for many Irish soldiers fresh out of the
trenches of the Western Front, such a potent symbol of the British officer class. There
were new weapons also - pistols, Lee Enfield rifles and Mills bombs. There were also
new tactics, and it is here that much of the appeal of this war may be found. Like the
campaigns of Lawrence of Arabia which had excited the enthusiasm of the public in
the sense that they were so far removed from the stagnant killing fields of Europe with
all the connotations of modern industrial mass killing, the Irish War of Independence
may be classed as more of an 'adventure' war. Furthermore, for all the criticism the
use of guerrilla tactics engendered among the establishment of Britain, this was a
reasonably successful campaign that achieved much of what had been the aims of
Republicanism.

In such places as Beggars Bush, Dublin and the army barracks in Athlone the British
handed over power to their Irish counterparts (Figs 2.15 and 2.16), an event far
beyond the hopes of the older veterans of previous nationalist campaigns. The Irish
Tricolour flew over the Viceregal Lodge on December 21st 1922 to mark the arrival of
the new incumbent (Tim Healy, first Govenor General of the Irish Free State) The
Freeman‘s Journal carried a photograph on December 15th of “the first National
soldier to be placed on sentry at the Viceregal Lodge” Another showed a shot of a
company of the Third Northern Division shortly after taking possession of “the late
home of the British Viceroy”. That significant historical moment was recognised by
the Freeman‘s Journal.

There were many’ photographs in the press of the military changeover. The British
were leaving as “an epoch ends” headlined an editorial in the Freeman‘s Journal on
December 18th, 1922. The tone of the paper was euphoric as the last detachments of
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the British army evacuated Dublin on December 17th and Irish soldiers “now occupy
all the barracks and fortresses of the garrison”.

“Through seven centuries the Irish people strove unavailingly to be masters in their
own house. This chapter in our history has been ended by the Treaty... .The roll of
English drums in Dublin streets yesterday signalised (sic) the end of an epoch. “A
subject race, dragooned by force for centuries, has shaken off the last of its shackles.
To-day Ireland stands a free nation amongst free nations.” The sight of British troops
marching to the docks in Dublin was difficult for many contemporaries to assimilate.
It was a time to celebrate symbol and substance.40

In the final illustration (Fig.2.17) an officer kneels with bowed head, as if
acknowledging the primacy of the Church, He wears a pistol at his side. This is a
subtle statement of power, a counterpoint to the crosier. The state had been born
through the gun. In blessing the colours the bishop is also blessing this weapon and
thereby tacitly recognizing the militant nature of the new state's birth. This painting
may be seen as a reflection of the same ambivalent attitude which characterized the
editorial policy of the Our Boys magazine throughout the War of Independence. In
publishing serial stories which glorified the heroes of nationalist memory, in the
process emphasising the oppression of successive British regimes in Ireland, the
Christian Brothers gave recognition to the new order, acknowledging in the process
that at least some forms of militant masculine assertion are valid, especially if in the
process this action achieves the correct end.

In placing the heroic figure of the Irish soldier side by side with such popular cultural
masculine icons as the detective and cowboy Our Boys played a clear role in the
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propaganda war that was such a feature of the War of Independence. This was the
point on which the gender ideology of imperialism was confronted.41 Here we have
mutually compatible figures of heroic masculinity side by side, page by page, the
embodiment of the republican cause moving to the centre of Irish popular culture in
the same manner as the British military hero had been central to metropolitan
ideology. Our Boys offered a narrative structure in which the adventure hero was an
archetypal figure of Irish masculinity, a heroic expression that became fused in an
especially potent ideological configuration with representations of national identity.

Charles Gavan Duffy addressed this issue of national identity in 1892 when he asked
the question ‘What do we hope to make of Ireland?’ and the history of the following
decades is that of fiercely contradictory answers to that question and of often
desperate attempts to become the definers of the thoughts expressed by the nation’s
articulate voice.42

The Christian Brothers had done more than most to define the world view of the many
generations who had attended their schools from the foundation of the order early in
the nineteenth century. They had succeeded in promulgating an exclusively
Gaelic/Catholic consciousness through their schools, perhaps most notably in their
teaching of Irish history. In the editorial policy of Our Boys the order was to extend
their influence into the leisure reading market – in the process they were to add a new
form of expression to the iconography of representation of Ireland. Previous frames of
ranged from the Simian-like depiction of the Irishman in the cartoons of Punch (which
Fintan Cullen views as blatant one-dimensional statements on the relationship
between Britain and Ireland) to the depiction of Erin as a sorrowful woman, creating
an image of the nation as synonymous with loss and submissiveness.43 In their
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creation of an indigenous boys’ paper for the Irish market that would offer an
alternative vision for Irish youth – men and boys of action, chivalric, noble, pure,
viewed through the prism of Catholic nationalism – the Christian Brothers may be
said to have made a significant contribution to what Elaine Sisson refers to as the
process of ‘remasculinizing’ Irish Ireland.44

Not least of the narrative structures through which this process was achieved was the
Brothers use of Irish historical fiction to directly compete with the British projection
of ‘pluck’ in the adventure stories of the Boys Own papers. This may be described as
another form of ‘nationalism’s cultural appropriation of imperial forms’45 and is an
issue explored in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
HISTORICAL FICTION OF OUR BOYS
1914 -1922

Nationalist Historiography and the Christian Brothers.
The Catholic/nationalist perspective of the history of Ireland had been a central feature of
Christian Brothers’ teaching from the middle of the nineteenth century, as demonstrated
by their classroom interaction and the specifically nationalist tone of the history texts
which the order produced. The extent to which such an unambiguous style of history
teaching could influence Irish youth has been explored by Joost Augusteijn. He concludes
that for most Volunteers in the 1914-22 period the history of resistance to British rule was
the main argument underlying Ireland’s right to independence. In their mind resistance
was directly related to the way Ireland had been treated in the past – a view fostered by a
growing body of historical writing, which painted a very romantic image of an
unscrupulous Britain violently repressing an independent people. Much of this was
initiated by the Young Ireland movement in the 1840s and had been taken up at the end
of the century by the Irish-Ireland movement. This particular view of Irish history,
emphasising the separateness and historic unity off the Irish nation, which gallantly
defended itself against the overwhelming strength of the British Empire, was ultimately
accepted by a majority of the Irish people, and contributed to the changed political
objective in the revolutionary period, from home rule within the U.K. to total rejection of
any ties between the two countries, Augusteijn concludes.1

From the outset, the editorial policy of Our Boys was to present alternative role models of
heroic male archetypes that were in keeping with the broad agenda of Gaelic patriotism,
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acceptable to the sensibilities of parents who identified with the beliefs and ideological
mores of advanced nationalism. Sean Ryder has explored some of the issues of
masculinity and cultural nationalism. The production and circulation of heroic biography
and autobiography has been a feature of cultural nationalism, in Ireland and elsewhere, he
concludes. In its presentation of the lives of national ‘heroes,’ the genre produces
inspirational, idealized versions of national subjectivity, linking the life of the individual
with the larger political collective which nationalism aims to establish. As Ryder argues,
it is conventional for such narratives to suggest the absolute identification of the
individual with the nation itself—the historical, contingent subject, in other words, appears to achieve authenticity and completion—its heroic realization— through
identification with the transcendent, impersonal entity known as ‘the nation,’ or ‘national
destiny.’ The hero becomes, literally, the embodiment of the ‘spirit’ of the nation.2

The Christian Brothers had, from their foundation, pursued a policy of teaching Irish
history from a nationalist perspective, a perspective which had witnessed a succession of
native heroes struggle to reverse the tide of British domination in Ireland. In their new
magazine the order was to continue with this approach, using the genre of the serial
adventure tale, popular in England since the foundation of the Boys Own genre in the
1870s. In the process the Brothers replaced British heroic figures with Irish archetypes
and drew on a rich vein of national historical experience to assert the ideal of Irish
masculinity. The Educational Record of 1916 had outlined the rationale behind such a
policy as an integral feature of history teaching:

Yet there are epochs in our annals which stand out as beacon lights to irradiate
and illumine the past, and that will ever shed a halo of glory round the august
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figure of our motherland, as she sits enthroned on the eternal mountains. In these
glorious epochs we have the material ready to our hands from which to fashion
the story that will fascinate our pupils, and that will give them that living interest
in the history of their native land which we wish to awaken. It will be found that
all these great epochs group themselves round some noble and heroic figure
whose valour or whose virtue was the personification of the age in which he lived.
Thus we brave the heroic period of the Red Branch Knights illumined by the
wonderful exploits of the boy-hero, Cuchulainn; the introduction of Christianity
centres round the grand and imposing figure of the Apostle of Ireland; the period
of Ireland’s learning and culture was illustrated by the lives of Carthage, Colman,
Finbarr, and host of others. The dominating figure that stands forth in the
overthrow of the Danish power in Ireland is that of the lion-hearted Brian. Whilst
in the long and protracted struggle against the unceasing efforts of the English to
reduce our country beneath their sway, the names of the dauntless Art
MacMurrough Kavanagh, the noble Hugh O’Neill, the chivalrous Red Hugh
O’Donnell, the gallant Owen Roe, will be for ever treasured in the hearts and
affections of their countrymen. The glorious tradition of Irish patriotism and
valour has been handed down in later times by the high-souled Patrick Sarsfield
and the trusty men who held the walls of Limerick. And coming nearer our own
days, there have not been wanting men of heroic mould, who in dungeon and on
scaffold have sacrificed their lives for her whom our bards and minstrels sung of
as “Dark Rosaleen.”3

There was a clearly defined need in the mind of the Brother who wrote this article
(identified as 'J.A.W') for an emphasis to be placed on the idealism of traditional Irish
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heroic archetypal figures in the teaching of history in the schools of Ireland. It may be
noted from the figures who are singled out for special attention that the most recent
period identified is that of the late 17th century. There is no reference to either the Young
Ireland movement or the Fenians, the closest the writer comes to acknowledging the
reality of more recent Irish history is the coded expression 'and coming nearer our own
day there has not been wanting men of heroic mould…' The article, which is in fact the
text of a paper presented at a School Conference on Sunday, October 1915, goes on to
explain the pressing necessity for a return to the stress on the heroic ideals of the past:

How shall we designate the mental pabulum which is now served up to suit our
modern tastes? Can we say less of it than that it is cheap and nasty? Wretched
stuff, at the best, turned out by the ton, or by the million, by the prolific printing
press of England, and disgorged upon this country in such an avalanche, that
beneath the mass, what is left to us of a national literature is all but stifled and
buried out of sight. Much of this foreign printed matter, I will not call it literature,
is inane and silly, most sorry stuff indeed; more of it, unfortunately, is positively
injurious and hurtful to the pure morals of our people; all of it is foreign to our
Irish spirit and nature, and entirely at variance with our inherited tastes and
traditions. Where is all this going to lead us? I ask again are our people becoming
denationalised?

Are we beginning to lose our identity as Irishmen and becoming merged as mere
pawns or units in the all-absorbing British Empire? And if it is ordained that this
little isle of ours is to continue an appendage of England, let us not on that
account allow ourselves to degenerate into mongrel Englishmen or West
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Britishers. We can still preserve our individuality as Irishmen and ever remain as
our forefathers were, “Kindly Irish of the Irish.” To set rhetoric aside and descend
to practicalities, you will ask what remedy are we to apply to counteract the
baneful effect of all these insidious and pernicious influences. I am sure you will
agree with me in saying that the factor that will be most efficacious in arresting
the degeneration of the national character is the sympathetic study and knowledge
of our history. It will ever be the nation’s memories that will not only stop the
process of disintegration, but that will regenerate, re-vivify, and restore all that is
good, noble, pure, and godlike in the character of the Celt.4

The philosophy enunciated in this article is that at the heart of the movement towards the
reversal of the 'process of disintegration' and any hope of the ' revitalization, regeneration,
and restoration' of the Irish race there should be a proper emphasis on the 'nation's
memories'. This was an outlook that would acknowledge the goodness, nobility and
purity of the character of the Celt and was a central tenet of the Celtic Revival. Interest in
Irish themes had been stirred by such works as Standish O'Grady's History of Ireland:
The Heroic Period (1878), popularizing Celtic mythology for a generation seeking a new
definition of the meaning of Irish identity. Significantly it was O'Grady who brought the
mythical hero, Cuchulainn to life, and this heroic view of the Irish past provided the basis
for much of the revivalists’ writing.

The Christian Brothers' style of teaching had complemented the nationalist view of Irish
history as a linear narrative, a narrative that in historiographical terms interpreted the
events of the past in terms of the struggle of the Irish people against foreign invaders.
Unionist history viewed these events in terms of the beneficial effects of British
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civilization.5 These two interpretations of the characters and events that had formed the
history of the British Isles were in many respects at variance.

Just as the Christian Brothers had formulated a particular and unique style of teaching
Irish history, a growing consciousness of the history of Britain had developed from the
mid-nineteenth century onwards, assisted by such advances as the invention of
lithography. This led to the production of cheap illustrated histories of Britain, such as the
works of Charles Knight (1790 – 1873). In 1844 he wrote Old England: a Pictorial
Museum of Regal, Ecclesiastical, Municipal, Baronial and Popular Antiquities, a work
that was produced cheaply and addressed, as were all his subsequent works, ‘to the
People’. Knight published, in monthly instalments, George Craik and Charles
MacFarlane’s Pictorial History of England (1837 – 44), followed from 1850 on by The
Popular History of England. An abridged School History version of this work was
produced in 1865 and republished in 1870 as the Crown History. These were books
which formulated the concepts of history in the minds of the teeming masses of midnineteenth century Britain as outlined by Roy Srrong.6 Strong goes on to describe how
history was for the Victorians a vehicle for a wide variety of political, moral and religious
ideas. The events of the British past were conditioned by a middle class gloss, scenes and
heroes from the past being selected to inspire calm even complacency with regard to the
present.7

Nationalist historiography, in contrast, projected a vision that was characterized by a
providential view of the past. St. Patrick had brought the faith to Ireland. Irish
Christianity bloomed in a sunlit and peaceful land; a society founded on the superior
qualities of ancient Gaelic civilization. During the Dark Ages the monks of Ireland
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brought the light of the True Faith to heathen Europe. The Norman conquest then began a
long process of persecution and suffering. The noble Gael was to have his difficult
situation compounded with the Reformation. From this period to be Irish took on a highly
defined form, one that viewed the events of the past as the struggle of a pure and noble
Gaelic people, a people that were exclusively Catholic, struggling to preserve their very
existence in the face of almost overwhelming odds as alien, foreign, Protestant influences
went on through a sequence of conquest and domination to usurp the native race. This
was a process of conquest that not only stole the land of the country and thus deprived the
Irish of their livelihood but also attempted to destroy the true Faith, a Faith that was
crucial to the very notion of Irish identity.8

The texts of the Christian Brothers are firmly rooted in this school of thought. Modern
Irish nationalism from the 1840s drew on this 'Gaelic Nation' mythology. The mythology
fed the Brothers texts and in turn the salient aspects were filtered down to schools,
thereby becoming an example of mass/popular history, one that has few equals in terms
of selective propaganda.

John Shelton and Robert Jewett have written about what they term ‘The Myth of Eden in
the American Imagination.’ They portray an image of an Eden-like setting, small
communities of diligent agrarians, townspeople or members of a work group together in
harmony. Then a disruption occurs, one that calls into question the effectiveness of the
institutions designed to cope with such challenges. Shelton and Jewett draw on many
illustrations from American popular culture - the films Death Wish and Jaws, for
example, or the plots of such superhero narratives as Superman, Batman or Spiderman, as
well as traditional cowboy and detective tales - in order to illustrate the manner in which
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the community seeks a heroic figure who will confront the intruder, the ‘Other’ and, after
many adventures, eventually restore order and the previous condition of harmony.9 It may
be argued that much of nationalist history in Ireland follows a similar pattern – the
‘Other’ in this case being the foreigner, the alien figure that dominates the landscape of
Gaelic life, invader of the sunlit land, an island of Saints and Scholars, a veritable Eden
prior to invasion. This was an occupation made all the more oppressive when religious
persecution was added to national indignity in the post-Reformation era. Even up to the
recent past (the Brothers still recalled as confirmed advocates of nationalism by their
students) we can see how this interpretation of the Irish experience was continually
emphasized and reinforced in the history teaching philosophy of the Irish Christian
Brothers – a process in which the efforts of a succession of Irish heroic figures strive to
free the nation and restore the true faith to its rightful place at the centre of Irish life.

The Christian Brothers were to become directly involved in the teaching of Irish History
with the publication of Br. Wiseman’s Historical Class-Book in 1859.The
historiographical intent of this book is made clear in Wiseman’s preface. 'The impartial
reader cannot fail to trace in the brief sketch of Ireland, which brings this book to a close,
that since the days of the apostolic and sainted Patrick, an undying attachment to the
Faith and its divine teachings has always formed the most distinguishing feature as well
as the most pleasing aspect of the national character.' Br. Wiseman goes on to compare
the Irish to St. Paul's Romans' '…unalterable fidelity to the faith of their fathers, who
experienced no reserve of vicissitudes during the protracted and appalling ordeals to
which it was subjected'.10

As can be seen, the emphasis in these texts is very much in the 'faith and fatherland'
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mode. The Christian Brothers saw their role as one of inculcating within their pupils a
living consciousness of the unique Irish version of Catholicism. Our Boys was to extend
the range of the Brothers’ influence as nationalist propagandists, their nationalist
historical dogma which was to be such a major component of the new magazine’s
material now becoming available to a much wider audience than solely the pupils of their
schools, in the form of historical fiction. There had been previous attempts to
communicate the nationalist message to Irish youth through the popular cultural format of
the magazine. Young Ireland (1875 –1891) has been portrayed as a juvenile version of the
Young Ireland organ The Nation. Janette Condon has described the policy of this
magazine under the editorial control of A.M.Sullivan (1830 – 1884) as one of using
fiction, historical-biographical sketches, poems ballads and editorials to teach the lessons
of Irish history, believing that Ireland had many instances of heroism that could compete
and indeed surpass those of the English nation.11 Young Ireland along with another
juvenile paper, Fianna, had to convert to adult papers in order to survive, while
St.Enda’s, the children’s supplement to Irish Fun lasted only a year.12 There was,
therefore, an opening in the market of popular journals for a nationalist oriented
magazine, one that Our Boys would eventually fill.

The entire area of denominational orientation was a contentious one in the field of Irish
education. The Handbook of School Management sanctioned by the Commissioners of
National Education in 1867 treated the issues pertaining to management and teaching
within the new national system but avoided the issue of religious teaching. P.W. Joyce,
author of the handbook and headmaster of the main training center for the new system,
the Central Model School, Marlborough Street, explained why, though the other subjects
were treated in a comprehensive fashion, religion had been ignored:
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I have not entered on the question of moral and religious training; for many
reasons I have thought it wiser to leave this important part of the subject to others
better able to deal with it.13

The sharp contrast between conflicting and competing ideologies in the field of Irish
history teaching may be seen by comparing the nationalist version of events, as expressed
in the texts of the Christian Brothers, and this section from another text in use in Ireland
at this time:

In the reign of Henry II in 1172, Ireland was annexed to the English crown.
In the reign of James I several colonies from England and Scotland were
introduced into Ireland; and great improvements were made in the laws and in the
administration of justice.
In 1641 lreland, as well as England, was involved in a civil war which was
terminated by Cromwell.
In 1800 the Legislative Union between Ireland and Great Britain was effected;
and the three kingdoms so connected are called “The United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland.”
In 1829, the Emancipation Bill was passed by the Legislature, which relieved the
Roman Catholics of the United Kingdom from the disabilities under which they
had previously laboured on account of their religion.
In 1831, the National System of Education was established by the Government on
principles which must insure its success.
In 1847 a great famine, caused by the almost entire failure of the potato crop.
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Since that distressing period Ireland has improved in every respect To this
desirable result many causes have contributed—such as emigration to the
Colonies, the operation of the Incumbered Estate’ Court the extension of
education, and the diminution of crimes and outrages.
In 1849, Queen Victoria visited Ireland, to the great delight of all classes of Her
Majesty’s Irish subjects.14

The nationalist view of Irish history saw the unfolding events of the past from a rather
different perspective.1876 saw the publication of Brother J.M O'Brien's Cathechism of
Irish History. In 1905 O’Brien published his major work, the Irish History Reader.
Intended for the use of senior classes in elementary schools, it was by no means limited to
Christian Brothers' schools alone. The titles of the poems listed in the contents will give
some idea of the nationalist tone of this text:
“Lament for the Death of Owen Roe”
“The Penal Days”
“Song of the Volunteers”
“The Memory of the Dead”
“Lines to Hogan on O’Connell’s Statue”
“The Celtic Tongue”
“A Nation Once Again”
Beginning with the Insurrection of 1641 this text concludes with a chapter entitled “The
Lessons of Irish History”. Regarding 1641, the opening chapter addresses the potential
controversy of an alternative Unionist’s view of this rebellion by directly launching into a
list of “causes” of the resulting violence:
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First, because for forty years the Irish have been treated as a conquered nation. 15

There are four other “causes”, including one which ascribes blame for the uprising to “the
great seventies against Catholics...” There then follows a comprehensive review of Irish
history from a Catholic/Nationalist perspective, ranging over some 340 pages. In the
hands of Br. O’Brien history has an immediate, personal and dramatic quality. On the
subject of Daniel O’Connell’s reputation as a lawyer - 'many a poor Catholic was saved
from death or transportation by O’Connell’s knowledge of law and matchless
eloquence'.16

Writing about the trial of John Mitchell, O’Brien injects an almost 'Penny Dreadful'
atmosphere.

On being asked why sentence should not be pronounced upon him, he told the
judge they might send him to gaol, but that hundreds were ready to step into his
place, and pointing to O’Brien, Dillon, Meagher, Doheny and others, he said, ‘I
can promise for one, and two and – ' but the courthouse was filled with such a
roar of ‘Promise for me Mitchel, promise for me Mitchel’ that the judge turned
pale with alarm, and the police and warders fearing a rescue, threw themselves
upon the prisoner, dragged him to a cell beneath the courthouse and hurried him
away in a close van, strongly guarded, to a man-of-war which was waiting at the
North Wall to transport him to Van Diemen’ s land'. 17

The second half of the 19th century saw the development and popularization of nationalist
historical writing in which the web of changing Irish identities was recast as a linear
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narrative to English rule. This realignment of national identity was conducted against a
background of deeply traumatic political events. The land-war that began in the late
1870s in the west of Ireland, partly as a frantic attempt to ensure that the agricultural
slump of this period did not develop into a repeat of the catastrophe of the Famine was
one such issue; another was the concerted effort across all strands of nationalist life, from
Catholic Bishops and the comfortable middle classes to Fenians and agrarian rebels to
support the Home Rule movement. More specifically, the linking of these issues of land
and home rule depended on the perfection of a coherent mythology in which the
dispossession of the Gaelic and Old English elites of the 16th and 17th centuries was
reinterpreted as the dispossession of the Irish people as a whole. The mythology of the
Land War also encouraged a new sense of collective identity in which the agitation for a
fairer system of land division was seen as joint struggle for lost ancestral rights.18 The
Christian Brothers had, through the platform afforded them as teachers of history, given
their selective interpretation of events from an exclusively Catholic/Nationalist
viewpoint. This strand of ideology contributed much to the creation of the new sense of
collective identity, one that increasingly identified in cultural terms with the Irish
speaking peasantry of the West as the true soul of the new Ireland – Gaelic, pure and
authentically Irish, never having been corrupted by total English, foreign, metropolitan
domination.

At each stage of the struggle conducted by the immemorial Irish race to assert their
ancient rights to nationhood a hero had appeared to lead his people against the foe,
according to the mythology of nationalist historiography. O'Neill and O'Donnell, Patrick
Sarsfield, Wolf Tone, Father Murphy, Daniel O'Connell, John Mitchel –had all
endeavoured to save Ireland from foreign domination and as cultural nationalism grew in
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strength, even such ancient heroes as Cuchulainn were drawn upon as powerful symbols
of assertive Irish heroic masculinity. From the time of its inception Our Boys was to
carry on the tradition of promulgating the nationalist version of Ireland's story, now in the
form of popular historical fiction.

Historical Fiction and Our Boys
Irish historical and political fiction in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries has
been characterised by Eileen Reilly as being absorbed in motifs of nationalism, unionism,
land, religion and revolution. Many of these novels, Reilly maintains, were essentially
political discourses whose aim was to instruct and enlighten. Nationalist fiction, those
works which supported a historical narrative that emphasised English and Protestant
oppression met by doomed yet stalwart Irish Catholic resistance, sought to rehearse and
vindicate an account of Irish history which supported contemporary nationalist
preoccupations, both constitutional and revolutionary.19

The institution of the Irish historical novel is marked by an explosion in publication
between 1890 and 1919, as a comparison of the numbers of historical novels published
during each decade before 1920 indicates.
1820s-6;1830-5;1840s-6;1850s-4;1860s-5;1870s-7;1880s-12;1890s-23;1900s31;1910s-17.20

Surfacing in the 1890s (by which time Fenianism had established itself as an ideology to
be reckoned with) was the popular novel glorifying Irish military nationalism of past
ages, with words such as “brigade,” “Irish,’ and “Erin” particularly common among their
titles. The Irish historical novel was persistent and prevalent during the Literary Revival
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which, it must be remembered, had its popular undercurrents as well as its Yeats, Synge,
and Lady Gregory. Irish novelists of the Revival did not produce masterpieces, but they
could at least see their books into print, and so they did, as never before. They constituted
a vast league of unknowns who have remained unknowns. During the years between
1860 and 1919, 95 Irish historical novels by 71 different authors were published. The
names most recurrent among the authors of Irish historical novels during this period are
not likely to inspire fond memories among even the most industrious literary historians:
James Murphy wrote five historical novels; M. M’Donnell Bodkin, four; Miss L. Mac.
Manus, four; D. P. Conyngham, three; Randal M’Donnell, three; L. L O’Byrne, three.
The growing legions of Irish-Americans in New York and Boston began their persistent
contributions to the genre during the second half of the nineteenth century, with Mrs.
James Sadlier, C. O’Leary, D. P. Conyngham, Anna Argyle, and others contributing
historical novels.21

The extensive prevalence of historical fiction in Our Boys may be seen as part of the
widespread popularity of the genre. As Lawrence McBride explains, tales of Ireland’s
mythological figures and its early heroes, its wars with the Danes, its rebellious
seventeenth century earls and the rising of 1798, among dozens of other episodes,
inspired the enthusiasm of nationalist authors.

22

Our Boys may be seen as part of the

same school of nationalist propaganda. ‘Neath the Banners of Spain and Ireland’ (first
appearing in September, 1914) dealt with the Elizabethan period. The Cromwellian era
provided a rich seam for the magazine, frequently mined for its extreme examples of antiIrish oppression, as in ‘The Best Little Girl in Ireland’ (August, 1919), ‘The Trial at
Drumhead’ (December, 1920) and ‘Ovoca Castle’ (December, 1920) and Mrs. Pender’s
long-running serial ‘The Child Stealers’ (October, 1917 to February 1920). The centenary
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of the 1798 Rising was still fresh in the consciousness of Irish nationalism, therefore not
surprisingly offering Our Boys readers such examples of native heroism as ‘Paud
O’Donoghue’ (January, 1915).

The publishing market had opened up in Ireland, as in other countries, producing many
titles dealing with Irish topics. Many of these were inexpensive books, some editions
costing as little as a penny. A considerable number of these novels first appeared as
serials in weekly or monthly publications, thereby expanding the market for this type of
fiction.23

The first issue of Our Boys, published in September 1914, contained the initial instalment
of a series that was entitled 'Neath the Banners of Spain and Ireland'. Written by
M.J.O'Mullane this was an adventure story that encapsulated many of the recurring
themes which were to be such a feature of the magazine not only in these early years of
its life, but in fact for many decades afterwards. This is historical fiction as wish fulfilling
narrative. In these pages young Irish boys had the opportunity to enjoy the vicarious
experience of reading about heroic role models who did succeed in their efforts to turn
back the relentless tide of history's truth: here, in contrast to the litany of military failures
which characterized the national experience, were adventures in which Irish masculinity
triumphed.

Rockfleet is the stronghold of the pirate queen Granuaile. It is from this fastness that she
masterminds her campaign to deny the British navy full control of the western seaboard.
Murrogh na Maor, Granuaile's son, is standing at his castle window, his faithful Irish
wolfhound, Bran at his feet, when he hears his mother enter the room behind him. The
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description that follows illustrates not only the Irish woman's power, but also her antiEnglish resolve:

Turning round he found himself face to face with his mother, the renowned
Granuaile herself, the Queen of the Western Ocean, she who had so often flung
rout and dismay on England's trained soldiers, who had time and time again
defied all the might of Elizabeth, and who permitted no other flag but hers to rule
the waters on that side of Ireland.24

Hearing the sound of cannon-fire coming from the sea in the distance, the young man
resolves to take out his warship, Queen of the West and see if one of their allies, Richard
Burke, is under attack from the English. Murrogh has good reason to seek out an English
man o' war – his brother Owen had been murdered by the 'treacherous English' the
previous year.

Arriving at the scene of the naval engagement, Murrogh discovers that it is in fact a
Spanish galleon that is under attack from three English warships. Sinking the first of
these ships, aided by the element of surprise Murrogh next turns his attention to the
second of the enemy warships:

The next vessel they attacked was the largest of the three Englishmen, the one from
which the flag flew... A broadside made her reel almost out of the water and, before
her smitten crew could recover from its devastating effects, Granuaile’s war-galley
was alongside and her men, headed by the dauntless Murrogh, were crowding on to
her deck. The English sailors made a heroic resistance and for a time drove the Irish
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backwards. Then Murrogh’s cutlass came into play as he remembered Owen.
Round his head it described eddying circles. Long lanes it cut in the ranks of his
opponents. In vain they tried to overwhelm him by force of numbers. Single-handed
he forced them to give back. This was the critical moment. Inspired by the heroic
valour of their chief, the clans-men of Granuaile hurled themselves on their foes
and in a moment the fight had become a mere butchery. Murrogh,’ his cutlass
flashing, cut his way to the mainmast. At its foot he found himself confronted by
the captain with drawn sword.

“Yield" thundered Murrogh. “Never, Irish savage,” replied the captain, and their
swords crossed in deadly combat. Backwards Murrogh drove the Englishman, but
just as he lunged at him his foot slipped in a pool of gore and he lay at the captain’s
mercy. The latter raised his sword to deal the death blow when help came to the
fallen chief from an unexpected quarter. Down on the captain’s shoulders, as if out
of the air, fell a huge grey body bearing the English man to the ground. It was the
faithful Bran, come in the nick of time to his master’s help. Ere Murrogh had got to
his feet again, the captain was dead, his throat torn out by the wolfhound.25

For any youthful reader of the well established genre of the boys' papers in 1914,
whether English or Irish, this could very well be an engagement between the British navy
and the Spanish in the days of Drake, or between the navy of Nelson and a blockade
runner in the Napoleonic era. The well established narrative parameters are all here – the
sound of cannon in the distance, the hero sets sail on his quest, discovers his ally under
threat, with the added motivation of the recent murder, through enemy subterfuge, of his
brother he confronts his foe. Early success in the battle culminating in a life or death
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struggle with his chief protagonist, he engages in hand to hand combat. Just as all seems
lost, rescue comes from an unlikely source, in this case the intervention of his faithful
Irish wolfhound.

The illustrations accompanying the text of this series see Figs.3.3 and 3.4) stressed not
only the martial prowess of Irish masculinity (the sword in the illustration indicates a boy
of action) but also the nobility of the O'Malley lineage, and by inference, the natural right
of the Irish to govern. 'Save for a broad sash of crimson silk that encircled his waist he
was dressed after the Celtic fashion in tight breeches and a short jacket. Around his neck
was a heavy chain of gold, proclaiming him of high degree, and indeed in all Connacht
no chieftain could boast a nobler lineage than he, for he was Murrogh na Maor, the
second son of Granuaile and the warlike Donnel O'Flaherty, and he was now, owing to
the death of his father and elder brother, chieftain of a territory in Galway and Mayowith
a coastline of 100 miles.'

What is different about this series and the others of similar nationalist sentiment which
Our Boys ran from this first issue, is the fact that the narrative structures which had
previously guaranteed the victory of a British hero were subverted in the Irish version of
the boys' paper and from now on, with roles reserved, young Irish boys could read about
and emulate heroic figures from the nationalist tradition. That the Irish hero in these
stories engaged an English enemy and in the conventions of the genre always (after many
exciting adventures and daring escapes) won, brought a new, and from the propaganda
perspective of advanced nationalism, dynamic element to the leisure reading material
available to Irish youth. This story may be considered typical of an attitude towards
Catholic, in other words ‘friendly’, European powers that is found in popular versions of
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history. In this world-view Ireland, though oppressed by Britain, is never entirely alone. A
Short Story of the Irish Race, by Seamus McManus, for example, would be typical of this
form of nationalist historiography. In a chapter entitled ‘Ireland’s Connections with Other
Countries’ he has this to say:

In the last decade of the sixteenth century, we have O’Donnell and O’Neill once
more negotiating with these ever-friendly continental powers, the French, the
Spanish and the Pope. We have the Spanish expedition coming to Kinsale; Aedh
Ruadh working and dying in Spain; and the other fugitive Irish chieftains dying in
Italy. Ireland in the Middle Ages was held in deep regard and affection, and
admiration too, by rulers and peoples of the principal Continental states.26

In 'Neath the Banners of Spain and Ireland', having affected the rescue of the Spanish
vessel, Murrogh is introduced to the captain, one Don Alonzo De Cordova, by
coincidence, 'captain of The King of Castile, the only one of a squadron of the ill-fated
Armada to escape the recent storms.' The young Irishman invites his Spanish ally to
return with him to his mother's castle in order to rest his men and refit the damaged ship.

'Gladly I accept your kind invitation' said Alonzo 'for I and my men are in need of
a rest. Though we formed a unit of the Armada we have come from distant
Mexico. But my story is a long one so…

'We will be all the more delighted to hear it at the banquet tonight' interrupted
Murrogh and in a short time the King of Castile and the Queen of the West,
followed by the captured frigates, were sailing shorewards towards the protecting
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walls of Rockfleet.27

Here are all the elements of wish fulfilling historical fiction – the defeat of the English
naval squadron and capture of two of their frigates which will now go to augment the
pirate's forces; the presence of a powerful, international ally; the trappings of royalty,
seen in the names of the ships; the description of Granuaile's castle and the invitation
extended to the Spaniard to attend a banquet there; and finally, the fact that the Irish have
control of this part of the country, they are masters of the western seaboard, unassailable
in their cliff-side fastness, independent and free, guarded by 'the protecting wall of
Rockfleet.'

December 1914 saw the first instalment of 'The Boyhood of Cuchulainn'. In the work of
Standish O'Grady, in such books as his History of Ireland – Heroic Period (1878), Finn
and His Companions (1892) and The Coming of Cuchulainn (1894) a romanticized vision
of ancient Ireland had been created. The idealism attributed to the ancient Irish by such
writers as O'Grady, Yeats and A.E. has been criticized by, among others, Phillip Marcus,
claiming that these stories relate more to a perceived need to manufacture native figures
who might exhibit the then fashionable traits of Victorian chivalry.28 The establishment in
the public imagination of an order of ancient Irish knights as a central feature of the
Celtic Revival may be seen as an attempt to create a national response to the popularity of
the figure of the Arthurian knight in Britain, this being a very popular subject with
publishers of children's books around the turn of the century.29 In Our Boys the familiar
story of Cuchulainn is retold. What is significant about this version in the context of any
examination of Irish juvenile literature is the emphasis placed on the youth of the hero –
the title stresses the fact that he is 'The Boy-Hero of Ancient Ireland' (my italics – see
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Fig.3.1) The illustration that accompanies the mast-head for this story shows a boy,
dressed and heavily armed in the tradition of the period gazing into the distance, spear at
the ready. It is clear from the inclusion of this saga in Our Boys that the tradition of Irish
heroism has ancient and noble antecedents, at least as valid as the rival British pantheon
of Arthurian legend.
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(3.1)

The quintessential Irish hero at two crucial stages of his mythological existence. Above, from the Our Boys
of January 1915, an illustration by Geo. Monks provides the masthead for a series that offered the ancient
hero as a subject worthy of emulation for a new generation of Irish boys.

(3.2)

(3.2) ‘The Death of Cuchulainn (March, 1921).
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The impact of the anti-Catholic legislation of the Penal Laws was a dominant theme in
the historical fiction and ballad material of Our Boys. Catholics had in practice been
excluded from public life for many decades prior to the enactment of the Popery Laws in
the aftermath of the Williamite War. Priests and bishops had experienced harassment of
varying intensity. The legislation of the 1690s formalized political exclusion by requiring
MPs, office holders, and lawyers to take an oath renouncing central Catholic doctrines.
Other statues forbade Catholics to keep weapons or horses fit for military purposes (the
notorious ban on horses valued at more than £5), to send children abroad for education or
to maintain schools. Other aspects of the official campaign against Catholicism included
laws which impeded Catholic ownership of land, forbade them to hold office under the
crown and from the commissioned ranks of the army and navy.30

Much of the Our Boys fiction that deals with the anti-Catholic policies of successive
English governments lays a particular stress on the Cromwellian period (1649-58). This
was a time that saw the ruthless suppression of Catholic and royalist resistance, the
execution, transportation or imprisonment of substantial numbers of Catholic clergy and
the wholesale confiscation of Catholic lands.31

The theme of the priest being hunted by cruel enemies of the true faith, yet endeavouring
to serve his flock, even if this meant the ultimate sacrifice of his own life was a popular
one in Our Boys. Victory did not always go to the English, however, as 'An Adventure in
1600' illustrates (April, 1920).

When out gathering firewood and thinking of the great chiefs of the north who had
accomplished such wonders and wishing they would come to the south to free us from the
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tyranny of the foe little John O'Connor is spotted by an English patrol.

The young Irish boy was taken and placed in a darkened and locked room, with the
windows barred so he had that he had no chance of escape. The narrative then shifts and
we are taken to the priest's hiding place in the hills, where we learn from Conn O’Reilly,
a trusted friend, that there was an informer in the local village. Conn also reveals that the
British plan to use John O’Connor to lead them to the Priest’s hiding place.

The priest and his loyal friend gather together his sacred possessions and move further
into the shelter of the cave for safety. Father O'Neill expresses the hope that the young
lad would lead the troopers to his hiding place, prepared to sacrifice himself in order to
save the life of the young boy.

John O'Connor knew the countryside well and resolved that he would do his utmost to
thwart the English soldiers and save the life of his beloved priest. As he led them forward
through the rocky pass where it was known that Father O'Neill had his hiding place, a
flash of lightening followed by a loud peal of thunder made one of the horses rear and
throw its rider, a sergeant. This accident serves to spur the captain to greater lengths in
his efforts to locate the hated priest.

Nineteen soldiers now remained. There follows an exciting account of the boy's efforts to
save Father O'Neill. Employing his intimate knowledge of the countryside, John leads the
troopers to the edge of a great cliff and at the last moment swerves away himself, sending
the English plunging to their doom. There is a certain irony in this – the young Irish boy
uses the very scouting skills the enemy wished to pervert in order to bring about their
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demise.

John came down from the tree and was creeping out of the cave when he encountered a horseman whom he thought was an English trooper, but who turned
out to be Conn O’Reilly on the sergeant’s horse. The priest, Conn and John
travelled back to the O’Connors’ house, where there was great rejoicing. John felt
glad when an hour afterwards the tale was told to the happy parents who a short
time before were grieving for a lost son.32

This is an interesting conclusion because of the fact that one of the standard narrative
conventions of boys' literature in general and the serial story in particular, the final chase
scene, invariably leading to the victory of the young hero, one that would have been all
too familiar to young Irish readers of the Boys Own genre, is now placed in a clear and
unambiguous nationalist/Catholic context.

The English soldiers are comprehensively defeated by the cleverness of a native heroic
figure, the priest is saved and a great blow struck against the persecutors of Catholic
Ireland. This story has all the more significant impact from the perspective of nationalist
propaganda when it is considered that it is published against the background of the War
of Independence, April, 1920.
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(3.3)

(3.4)

'Neath the Banners of Spain and Ireland' by M.J.O'Mullane.
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(3.5)

J.B.K's art work for 'A Midnight Mass' from January 1915
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There is little doubt that Oliver Cromwell was an object of special detestation in the
pantheon of traditional Irish hate figures. In fact there are those that would argue that the
Lord Protector holds pre-eminent position in a rogue's gallery that would include such
luminaries as Diarmuid MacMurrough, Henry the Eighth, Queens Elizabeth 1 and Ann,
William of Orange, Generals Ginkle, Lake and Cornwallis, Captains Boycott and
ÓShea…to list but a few in an obviously inexhaustible series of those that have attracted
the opprobrium of Catholic/Nationalist Ireland. In Irish folklore he is at the apex of
traditional 'Otherness', a symbol of all that is dreadful and malign, in many instances paid
the ultimate accolade of being not only perceived as equal to Old Nick, but in some folk
circles viewed as the Devil's earthly incarnation, contrasted in oral tradition with the
positive image of Daniel O'Connell.

One of the most interesting features surrounding Irish history is that in the folklore
Cromwell always loses and O’Connell always wins, Cromwell, the English historical
victor, becomes a loser, and O’Connell, loser during the 1840s if not during the 1820s
and 1830s, becomes the always victorious Irish advocate. The reversal of their positions
illustrates the power of wishful thinking in Irish folklore. The legendary accounts of
Cromwell’s death are remarkable. In truth he died in bed in London at the age of fiftynine, but Irish oral tradition tells a different story. “He is generally said to have killed
himself either by cutting his own throat or casting his body against a spear,” according to
O Súilleabháin. Like Saul, he throws himself on his own sword, sharing motive and
method with the guilty Old Testament king. O'Súilleabháin notes that “some accounts
even say that he met his death in Ireland.” Several versions explain that after its burial in
Ireland, Cromwell’s corpse was rejected by the Irish soil and the coffin was found back
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above ground each morning. It was then cast into the sea and drifted like a boat around
the Irish coast, trying in vain to land somewhere, but was rejected everywhere; finally it
sank to the bottom of the Irish Sea, which caused its waters to be particularly turbulent
ever since.33

Perceptions of Cromwell in Ireland in the 19th century seem largely to have been based
on the folk memory of the illiterate classes – numerous folk- tales which centre on him
disparagingly refer to him as a cobbler and/or connect him to the Devil. Daithí ÓHógain
has argued that these motifs are Irish versions of 17th century English Royalist
propaganda, tales linking Cromwell to the devil originating in the early days of the
English Civil War and continuing until his demise.34

In Ireland Cromwell is remembered mainly for the period August 1649—May 1650,
when he took personal charge of the Parliamentary army and presided over the capture of
Drogheda (11 September 1649) and Wexford (11 October 1649), each followed by the
indiscriminate massacre of the garrison and its inhabitants. But his name is also
associated with the whole period 1649-58, which saw the ruthless suppression of Catholic
and royalist resistance, the execution, transportation, or imprisonment of substantial
numbers of Catholic clergy, and the wholesale confiscation of Catholic lands. There were
also plans, abandoned as impractical, to transport the whole Catholic population to a few
western counties, leaving the rest of the island free for colonization from England. Irish
nationalist historians made much of the brutality of the campaign of 1649—50 in works
such as Denis Murphy’s Cromwell In Ireland (1883), while ‘the curse of Cromwell’ was
an extreme malediction in folklore and popular usage.35
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Given the status of the Cromwellian period as the nadir of Irish/Catholic hopes for some
form of equality within the British system, it should not be surprising that a magazine of
the nationalist orientation of Our Boys would find in this era much material to draw upon
that would illustrate the great injustice perpetrated upon the Irish people, and by
extension, in a period when national tensions were high (1914-22), also find many
parallels between the contemporary struggle and 'the days of Cromwell'.

There was a marked tendency in this style of narrative to stress the most extreme aspects
of the Cromwellian period. One such example is entitled 'A Midnight Mass' from January
1915 (see Fig.3.5).

It was the year 1653 and the aged, saintly sagart, who had ministered so many
years to his flock in the old Norman church, saw the storm gathering over their
heads; his own head bowed and his heart well nigh broken at the thought of the
horrors in store for him.
Cromwell had been in Wexford, the horses of his troopers stabled in the
Franciscan Church while the streets of the old town ran red with the blood of
murdered priests, women and children. Ironside marauders were prowling about
the country in all directions, making no distinction now between Norman knight
and Gaelic chieftain; each alike had castles and lands to be plundered.36

It was Christmas Eve. The priest was deeply worried, fearing that he would not be able to
celebrate midnight mass in his own church for fear of Puritan reprisal.

Christmas Eve dawned dark and gloomy, the snow falling steadily all day. The
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poor sagart, his heart heavy at the thought that he dare not celebrate Midnight
Mass in his church, determined that, at any cost his flock should not be left
without the Holy Sacrifice.37

A plan was hatched: the priest instructed his parishioners to make their way to an isolated
place – 'a field where there was a deep hollow closed in by furze bushes.' Men were
posted as sentries and at midnight the Mass proceeded, a large stone serving as the altar.
Suddenly, a sentry rushed through the furze to warn the congregation that 'the
bloodhounds were upon them'. The priest gave the silver chalice to a woman who knelt
nearby. She hid it under her cloak and 'silently disappeared into the night'.

Immediately a hoarse shout of exultation rent the air as the wolves rushed down
on the fold. It is only the work of a few moments. The helpless old priest and the
little unarmed group who stood guard around him were an easy prey to the fierce
Ironsides with their heavy swords drawn. The martyred sagart sank quietly down
with a dying prayer for his faithful people and war-torn country, the bright red
stream of his blood staining the whiteness of the snow. One more bright saint
joined the band of Irish martyrs for Faith and Fatherland.38

The woman to whom it had been entrusted took the silver chalice to safety. It was
eventually returned to relatives of the martyred priest, who carefully preserved it. The
story relates how the chalice was used only once a year by the people of the parish – on
Christmas Day, and the story behind its preservation related to the congregation.

The martyr sagart lies buried in the old church on the hill where the people still
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gather round his tomb each 'pattern' day and remember with tears the Midnight
Mass.39

In December 1917 the magazine published a ballad by Denis A. McCarthy which
recounts a similar narrative. Our Boys frequently published ballads of this nature, a
literary tradition that would have been familiar to Irish readers of this period.40 Entitled
'The Midnight Mass – An Incident of the Penal Days' these verses are a good example of
how the ballad tradition reflects the anti-Catholic persecution of the period:

With stealthy steps across the wold
In haste the hunted sagart goes,
The winter winds are blowing cold,
Around him falls the winter snows.
But little does he heed the wind,
The blinding snow, the dark morass,
Far fiercer are the foes behind –
He goes to say the Midnight Mass.

For hours with many a devious turn,
He's led the chase o'er moor and fen,
Beheld the village tapers burn
But dare not seek the haunts of men,
For close behind his tracks have prest,
(His holy faith the only cause),
With horrid oath and ruffian jest,
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The minions of the Penal Laws.

And woe to him should evil hap,
Into their hands the priest betray!
The raven o'er his corse would flap
Her sable pinions ere the day –
But fainter now have grown their cries,
Their shots more distant than before,
And hopes within his heart arise
That he has baffled them once more.

But vain the hope of baffled foes;
A few more sanguine than the rest
Still mark the trail as on he goes,
Still keep the chase with eager zest;
But all unconscious fares he still,
By tangled wood and torrid dread
To where beneath a lonely hill,
The mass in secret may be said.

Oh, fáilte! fáilte! Round him throng
The remnant of his scattered flock –
And mass, with neither chant nor song
Is offered from a fallen rock.
And never at Cathedral shrine
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Were purer spirits wrapped in prayer
Than those who worshipped the Divine
Before that lonely altar there.

But hark! The rite is scarcely done
When rings a cry upon the breeze –
"Up Father, for your life and run!"
The priest arises from his knees,
Too late! One muttered prayer to God;
A volley shakes the mountain pass.
The priest lies slain upon the sod,
He'll say no more the Midnight Mass.41

All of the iconography of persecution is here – the lonely priest, his hunters, the isolated
glen with its ubiquitous mass-rock, the huddled congregation and finally the inevitable
discovery and execution. All these events are played out against a background of "winter
winds…blowing cold" and "blinding snow and dark morass", an image, no doubt that
made the reader of this, the Christmas issue of 1917, draw closer to the fire and take
another sip of his bed-time cocoa.

Throughout the course of the War of Independence historical narrative in Our Boys had,
to say the least, a highly militant tone. Some of the stories were strongly propagandist in
the nationalist cause, a standpoint that was often combined with the standard Christian
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Brothers projection of the Catholic religion and the anti-British movement as having the
same historical genesis in the Irish national experience.

The illustrations accompanying these stories should also be viewed in the context of the
propaganda war between the Allies and the Central Powers that was such a marked
feature of the recent European conflict. Making full use of the new media outlets such as
cinema and radio, as well as the more traditional organs of the print industry, where
technological advances had greatly improved the levels of output, the British and
American media industries had consistently alleged that German forces had committed
atrocities against the civilian populations of the occupied territories. That some of these
incidents were obviously staged made little difference to the final, desired outcome of all
propaganda: hatred of the enemy and consequently the desire to pursue war aims
increased.

Our Boys made full use of the familiar narratives of British persecution of the Irish
people, particularly in the time of Cromwell, to advance the cause of nationalist
propaganda at a crucial stage of modern history. Ben Novick has examined the influence
of propaganda on public opinion in Ireland during the Great War. Atrocity counterpropaganda served a set of crucial functions in war-time Ireland, he writes. It acted as a
buffer against the lurid tales of pro-war propagandists; it created a novel way of attacking
British activities throughout the war; and showed the importance of history and folk
tradition in the construction of Irish identity. Novick concludes that these traditional folk
tales of British evil far outweighed new atrocity propaganda.42
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The British had made much of German atrocities against women and children in ‘gallant
little Belgium’. Nationalist propagandists were more than capable of seeking similar
examples in traditional/local Irish folk memory to emphasise the historical oppression of
Irish Catholics at the hands of British soldiery in this country. This exercise was all the
more pointed when the victim was a woman or child – was such tyranny in ‘gallant little
Belguim’ not one of the major recruiting platforms of the British army in the Great War?
One such story appeared in Our Boys in August, 1919. 'The Best Little Girl in Ireland'
recounts the story of the eponymous heroine, Bridie Walsh (See Fig.3.6).
"Do you see that clump of trees on the side of the hill yonder?"
"Yes."
"Well, the chapel is there.”
"I can see the trees, but I can’t see a tower or a steeple of any kind"
"Oh, God bless your innocent heart! Tower or steeple! There was a steeple long
ago, but Cromwell’s soldiers turned their guns on it and battered it down"
"Is that where Father Mat Ryan and Father Clohesy are buried?"
"Yes, and Father James Lynskey and Bridie Walsh"43
The narrator then goes on to describe what made little Bridie the 'best girl in Ireland'. A
patrol of Cromwellian troopers, searching for priests in the locality approached the young
girl and demanded that she tell them where the priests were hiding. Though only eleven
years of age she refused to do so. They threatened to kill her – 'fifteen of them' but Bridie,
'our grand little heroine, was firm as a rock.'
One of them drew his sword. “Tell me,” said be, “or I’ll run this through your
heart.”
And Bridie replied: " I’ll never tell you may kill me, if you like." Then the brutal
soldier caught her by the hair and lifted his sword. "Tell me, this moment, where
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the priests are, or I’ll split your skull." "No, never." And Bridie’s head was split
in two. Her body is buried along with the bodies of the three priests under the
altar.44 (See also Figs 3.7 and 3.8).
(3.6)

‘The Best Little Girl in Ireland, (August, 1919).
(3.7)

‘The Trial at Drumhead’ (December, 1920).
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(3.8)

‘Ovoca Castle’ (December, 1921).
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The most comprehensive example of Cromwell as the béte noire of Irish historical fiction
in Our Boys is to be found in the long-running serial 'The Child Stealers' by Mrs M.T.
Pender. Beginning in October, 1917 this adventure ran until February 1920. Written in
highly dramatic terms, this is a story that deals with one of the most emotional issues of
Cromwellian history: the plan to deport thousands of Irish children as slaves to the
plantations of the West Indies. This episode had a lasting impact in Irish folk memory. As
recently as the late 1960s The Educational History of Ireland had this to say:

Some 40,000 of the most active and spirited men left for Spain or France, never to
return. Wives children and widows were left behind and very soon agents and
merchants with government approval had thousands of them shipped away to the
sugar plantations of the West Indies – an atrocity unparalleled except in the
African slave hunts.45

Serialized in Our Boys at a time when tensions were running high in the aftermath of the
1916 Rising and the initial period of the War of Independence, this is a story that could
not but draw attention to what nationalists perceived as the long English record of misrule
in this country. More than that, here is a sequence of cruelty and effective terrorism, as
the villains of the piece pursue their evil plans (See Fig.3.12).

The O'Carrols of Kilavalla have been dispossessed of their estate. Their three castles are
now in the hands of three Cromwellian officers, Iron Pillar, brazen Walls and Defended
City. Neil and Nuala, children of the recently dispossessed Irish lord meet their friend,
Ross who informs them that he has heard the three Cromwellians planning a most evil
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deed – nothing less than a child hunt:

" As if anybody cares!” cries Neil, tossing his fair head. But he followed Ross and
Nuala into the wood. When their ponies were tied up the three sat down on the trunk
of a fallen tree, and after a short silence Ross burst out with: "Hunts! You have seen
or heard of fox-hunts, deer hunts, tiger-hunts, lion-hunts, elephant-hunts; all sorts of
hunts —but whoever heard of a child-hunt ?”
"There was Herod," suggested Neil, who did not like to appear ignorant.
"That was a slaughter, and only of male children, like Cromwell did at Wexford. But
a child-hunt?”The children overheard how this dreadful operation was to be carried
out:

A Commission of Transportation is set up at Loughrea. The children caught are to be
herded into that town, and the Transporters will ship them forth from there - to the
slave markets. For the present the thing is to be kept a profound secret – at least
until the first great raid is over lest parents should fly with their children into the
wilds and hide them, or try to carry them beyond the seas. And Iron Pillar declared
that they would capture "not only two thousand, but many, many thousands that for
well-grown youths and beautiful maidens they would get huge sums and that they,
would be rich! Rich! Rich!"
And they, all three cried out: 'Let us begin this very day! To the hunt! To the hunt!'46

The scene was now set for a sweeping adventure story which had for its main subject the
highly charged theme of Cromwellian child-hunters attempting to sell the innocent
children of Ireland into a life of slavery in the distant West Indies. The breadth of this
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long-running serial allowed much scope for the assertion of Irish heroic masculinity in
the face of such cruelty, there being few more provocative issues than Cromwell in Irish
popular history – few more contentious policies than his attempted ethnic cleansing of the
country. This was to be achieved not only through a programme of mass-transportation,
the subject of 'The Child Stealers', but also in the form of a massive movement of
population to the inferior agricultural land of the west, the coastal margins of Mayo, Sligo
and Galway. This was a deeply traumatic period in national history, an experience which
left deep scars on the collective folk memory of Ireland.

The children, as they attempt to evade capture experience many adventures. The range of
these adventures take them right across the full extent of Ireland, even as far as the
mysterious west, where in the wilds of the Galway hills there exists Glenamoula, a place
where the Cromwellian writ has never run. Here they find a Gaelic people who are
prepared to resist the child-stealing intent of the invader. Under the leadership of brave
Father Cormac the inhabitants of the glen prove that if a clan is united in their opposition,
the slavers have little chance of success:

Every man and woman and every child here come to the years of reason has
become a sentinel; and one and all aver that no slaver, stranger, or shuler, master
or servant, of the Clan-Cromwell breed has been next or near Glenamoula for
some months past.47

It is in this glen, indeed, that the outstanding Irish heroic figure of O'Hara the Outlaw finds refuge
when the heat of Cromwellian pursuit grows too much for himself and his Raparee followers.

Not all parts of Ireland are so fortunate as Neil discovers when yet another hair-raising
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escape, this time near Lough Derg, separates him from his companions Ross O'Reilly and
Nuala. Making his way through the countryside to a pre-arranged meeting point (Castle
Derg), hiding by day and moving by night, he comes across the most heart wrenching
scene (See Fig.3.13). He notices a big man, obviously a Puritan by his appearance, resting
by a pillar-stone. Close to this man rested a dark bundle which he took to be some type of
pedlar's pack.

The boy stood stock still within the shadows of the trees, looking and listening
with all his powers. He peered at every object within view – every bush and tuft
and tree that might hide one of the human wolves whom he was trying to elude;
his questing glance always returning to the man seated at the pillar-stone…the
dark bundle suddenly stirred, rolled over, and then, out from its covering rose a
mass of dark curls, beneath that a white child face and a pair of frightened eyes.
Neil could see them glancing in the moonlight in every direction as if seeking
some lost one.48

This was, apparently, a captured Irish child, tightly bound hand and foot and then further
restrained by being tied to the post. The boy’s mother, who had been frantically searching
for her mising loved one, happens to come upon the harrowing scene. There follows a
highly emotional reunion between mother and child. In desperation the young woman
offers herself also as a slave if she could but stay with her child.
.
The man started perceptibly. He bent forward and stared at her, standing before
him straight and slim, her face agonizing, a-quiver with prayerful eagerness. Her
dark eyes steadfast in their gaze and filled with the light of sacrifice. His keen,
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louring eyes under fierce, meeting brows travelled deliberately all over her,
noting her fine points as if she had been a marketable animal. He saw now that
she was uncommonly beautiful, young, exquisitely formed, with every evidence
of superb health and strength.49

This man is called Gospel Grub. He agrees to Máire's suggestion, first warning her in the
strongest terms to obey his every command or he would shoot the boy dead. At this point
Neil resolves that he cannot allow the evil Cromwellian to treat an Irish mother and child
in this manner. Waiting until the slaver makes his move, driving the unfortunate pair
before him like cattle, he follows at a safe distance. When the moment is right he
carefully takes aim and unlooses an arrow in the direction of Gospel Grub. His aim is
perfect – he strikes the Cromwellian in both legs, impaling him and forcing him to the
ground, howling in agony. Neil then approaches the mother and child, untying them and
using their bonds to tie up the evil Grub. Leaving him bound hand and foot in a ditch he
guides Máire and Lorcan to the safest route to Galway – and safety – another example of
the role played by the west of Ireland in Catholic/nationalist popular imagination. 50

Neil’s intervention is an example of Irish heroic masculinity asserting itself at a moment
when all seems lost – the cruel slaver, depicted as ugly in appearance, with his
stereotypical 'meeting brows' a symbol of the Cromwellian conquest, the mother and
child defenseless at his feet, their life-long bondage a seemingly inevitable and
unavoidable fact, as was the position of Ireland as viewed from the nationalist
perspective. Neil's heroism transforms the situation, changing everything, reversing the
status quo – it is now the master who is victim. There is a certain degree of nationalist
wish fulfilment in this episode, but the role of O'Hara the Outlaw in the narrative is a
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much more obvious example of a historical fictional character employed to alter the tide
of history, his version of masculinity, with the power of justice on his side, the selfevident integrity of the Irish cause in sharp contrast to the cruelty of the forces of foreign
oppression, succeeding in defeating a far stronger foe. O'Hara is effectively a raparree –
an Irish version of a highwayman, heroic figures, dispossessed of their lands by
Protestant settlers, who travelled the Irish countryside, often disguised, in sporadic, Robin
Hood-like attempts to take back from the Protestant settlers what they felt to be rightly
Ireland’s.51

The Outlaw O'Hara is a classic example of this type of hero. The appeal of such an
exciting and heroic assertion of masculinity is easily understandable for pre-adolescent
boys: here we find a figure who does not to wish conform to the mainstream, (a frequent
occurrence in pre-teenage development), living an independent existence, mobile,
powerful and sexually attractive. The highwayman fulfils many of the criteria of the
classic adventure hero as described by John M.Reilly. He describes these heroes as
extraordinary individuals undergoing the trials of combat with foes they encounter on a
continuous journey devoted to finding the opportunity for noble accomplishments. They
are brave and selfless. They apply their military skills to socially positive ends, such as
protection of the weak and poor, redemption of the vulnerable. Their bearing is athletic,
their mien handsome. They are heroes of collective good acting individually and
sometimes individualistically on its behalf.52

There are few stronger counterpoints to the uncertainty and anxiety of the eleven or
twelve year old boy seeking to find, confirm and assert his own identity amid the
frequently conflicting mores of home, school and peer-group than that of the
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highwayman galloping across the moor, silhouetted against the moon as he rides to
perform yet another daring act on behalf of the poor, or, indeed to make a midnight
rendezvous with a local black-eyed beauty.

The final instalment of 'The Child-Stealers' contains a perfect example of the 'deus ex
machina nature of O'Hara and, indeed, similar heroic figures in juvenile literature.

"Tell me the story again, Ted", Nuala was saying, "how when you were up against
the wall, all battered and torn, and the muzzles of the muskets were at your breast,
and when the word had been given, all save the final word –'Fire!' – he, the
splendid cavalier with uplifted flashing sword, waving flintlock and tossing
plume, with the dreadful terrible face and the thunder of a grand voice came
galloping on his faithful steed, between their levelled muskets and you three, Neil,
Ross and you, shouting like the trump of doom –'Cromwell is dead! The King has
come back to judge you!' – and lo! their blood turned to water, white fear seized
them, like a death throe. You galloped away – no King's man at all, but O'Hara,
the incomparable O'Hara, and Cromwell was not dead at all, nor had the king
come back!"53

O'Hara fits the image of the brave rapparee which has come down to successive
generations of Irish country people in local folk memory. In the 1820s, when it was usual,
according to Crofton Croker, “to hear the adventures and escapes of highwaymen and
outlaws recited by the lower orders with the greatest minuteness, and dwelt on with
surprising fondness. It was said for instance of the gentleman-robber Redmond O’Hanlon
that “he was always kind to his countrymen,” his hatred being confined to the English.
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“He seldom robbed a poor man, but on the contrary was always generous to men in
necessity or distress."54

E.J.Hobsbawm has considered the international phenomenon of the 'noble bandit'. The
Irish rapparee, though not treated in his study, does, however, fulfil certain criteria which
place the local, generic incarnation of this form of hero firmly within the range
international experience. His role, as Hobsbawm sees it, is that of the champion, the
righter of wrongs, the bringer of justice and social equity. His relation with the peasants is
that of total solidarity and identity.55

He goes on to cite such real individuals as Labaréda of Brazil and Pancho Villa of
Mexico as examples of these heroic figures. There is little doubt that O'Hara, the fictional
Irish figure, belongs in this pantheon of those who fought against oppression – the
experience of the Catholic Irish under the rule of Cromwell is generally regarded as a
period of extreme oppression.

James Sharpe regards the modern myth of the highwayman as gentleman daredevil as a
recent development, a reaction to the modernisation of British society and a nostalgic
desire for a more rural, less structured world. Through the influence of new media forms
– novels, musicals and penny dreadfuls - the outlaw gradually came to represent an
embodiment of a national ideal.56 The role of O'Hara in The Child-Stealers may be seen
as perhaps the most absolute extension of a 'rob the rich to feed the poor' credo that
underlines the moral values of folk hero ideology. In the Irish version, the qualities of an
Irish male hero are perhaps not surprisingly highly coloured by the spectre of foreign
domination.
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The death of Cromwell and subsequent Restoration of Charles II was to result in some
benefit for the dispossessed landholders of Ireland. The Court of Claims settled some 800
claims in favour of Irish tenants, before, in Mrs. Pender's version of these events, the
clamour of Protestant settlers 'of fear for the lands they had grabbed', combined with the
threat of rebellion caused a change of policy. However, in the story the O'Carrols of Ely
are one of those Irish families fortunate enough to benefit from the court of Claims. Their
lands restored they return to discover that their ancient castle has been restored to its
former glory; they know that O'Hara was responsible for these extensive renovations.
Walking from room to room the family cannot believe how well the building work has
been conducted and how richly and tastefully their former home has been furnished.
Enter O'Hara the Outlaw.

When asked how they could possibly repay him for his overwhelming generosity, O'Hara
replies:

For such friends and comrades as your children, O'Hara the Outlaw Chief is
eternally indebted to you sir. Great and gallant helpers they were of our poor
people against Cromwell's murderous hordes. Well – that is past but not forgotten.

The Outlaw goes on to describe how he was aware that O'Carrol was in no position to
defend his interests against the rapacity of the foreign land-grabbers:

I constituted myself without asking your permission sir, your rent collector, your
agent, your house steward, the Constable of your Castle in ancient Ely – yea, I
was the Constable of your Constables.
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I gathered your rents due, I levied toll and tribute on the dark Cromwellian hordes
who had grabbed your lands and castles at Ely. At gunflash and sword point at
flare of torch and thunder of hoof, I forced them, with thrawn mouths and hearts
of gall to yield up their ill-gotten gains to me – the Agent of the Rightful Lord,
and right royally, i'faith I made the black bodaghs pay.

This was indeed a powerful image – while it appears on the surface that the rights of the
native Irish had been usurped and that their position is quite hopeless, behind the scenes
an Irish hero is working to undo the work of the foreign conquest, all the while taking
from the Puritans that which, in the nationalist mind-set, was not theirs by right.

The conclusion of the story finds Fergus O'Hara bound for France to serve in the Catholic
cause on the battlefields of Europe. In true national heroic mode he informs Nuala that, if
Ireland ever needs him, he will return to take up once more the cause that he holds dear.
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The execution of Archbishop Plunkett of Armagh on Tyborn Hill in 1670 from a story entitled 'To Hell or
Connacht' (July 1922).He had been accused of fomenting yet another 'Popish plot', specifically 'the raising
of an army of 70,000 Irish troops to banish Protestantism', in return for the primacy of the country.
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There is more than a suggestion of Christ's passion in this illustration by Brewster from a series entitled
'The Red Trail of Cromwell.' This is an episode entitled 'In Wexford' and appeared in August 1921.
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Mast-head of Mrs. Pender’s ‘The Child Stealers’, October 1917 –February, 1920.

(3.12)

Another highly emotional image from Monks, this one dating from December 1917. His captor, Gospel
Grub, has tied the boy, Lorcan, to a pillar for the night. Lorcan's mother who has been following at a
distance now approaches the slaver in desperation. To remain with her terrified child she offers herself as a
slave also. In the background lurks the figure of Neill O'Carrol. Retribution can not be too far away.
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The 1798 Rising marked another period that carried a powerful resonance in the
nationalist vision of Irish history. Ballads which have had a lasting presence in the folk
canon celebrating the events of that year ('the great Irish nationalist thunderclap',
according to James Cahalan)57 include The Croppy Boy, Boolavogue, The Boys of
Wexford and, of course, The Rising of the Moon. This was a period that also featured
prominently in the work of Thomas Moore, early numbers of Moore's Melodies (1808)
evoking such leaders of '98 as Edward Fitzgerald and also commemorating the Emmets '
in words and music of sorrowful futility'.58 This was to become an immensely popular
work, not only in Ireland but in England also, where he gave many live performances…'
beneath the emotional pathos, which Moore ransacked to maximum effect during his
performances in London society drawing rooms there was also a veiled hint of sedition
and a warning that violence would break out again in Ireland if justice were not done to
the Irish Catholics'.59

This centenary of the 1798 Rising, 1898, was to focus on the twin aspects of a national
celebration of armed resistance and what Nina Witoszek has termed a theatrum mortis
lying at the heart of Irish culture – an elaborate funerary code with its wakes, funerals a
and other rites of death.

When, at the turn of the century, republicans began to commemorate the patriot
dead with monuments, it was only natural that they presented them in a
metaphorical context that was both familiar and powerful. Monument dedications
– along with funerals of nationalist heroes, demonstrations at the graves of
patriots and, eventually, hunger strikes and executions – became in Witoszek's
words 'political performances re-enacting the Irish Way of the Cross and
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providing a medium for national catharsis'.60

F.S.L. Lyons refers to the centenary celebrations as an opportunity for a new generation
to be reminded of an old faith…'and the lesson was eagerly absorbed.'61 As the 1798
period was viewed by nationalist thinkers as yet another example of the immemorial Irish
race struggling to break their chains of bondage, an era that carried powerful contrasts of
good and evil – the perceived cruelty that sparked the rebellion being matched only by
the extremes of Loyalist vengeance that were to follow and the ultimate sanction of an
Act of Union, it should not be surprising that what was, in effect, the last serious armed
conflict in Ireland prior to the 20th century, should allow itself, with all its iconographic
and dramatic potential, to provide suitable material for Catholic nationalist
educationalists. Sufficiently distant in time so as not to pose a threat to the political status
quo, this was an ideal subject to present to a new generation for their eager absorption –
noble Catholic peasants led by brave priests, sturdy blacksmiths hammering pike-heads in
the forge, the eternal nationalist chimera of the French on the sea, evil Hessian and West
Cork Militia brigades with their pitch-caps, floggings and hangings, set-piece battles and,
in the best nationalist tradition, heroic defeat. These are broad narrative strokes that lend
themselves easily to the ideological structure of nationalist historiography, though
defeated, the struggle of the rebels is remembered in song, story and popular drama. The
entire 1798 experience is one that has all the greater resonance in the Catholic tradition
because of the contribution of (among other clerical leaders) Father Murphy 'from old
Kilcormac' before 'they burned his body upon the rack'

The Christian Brothers had addressed this era in their history texts, the Irish History
Reader of 1905, for example, listing the following chapter headings in its contents list:
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United Irishmen – Lord Edward Fitzgerald: 251
Insurrection of 1798:

256

Wexford in Ninety Eight:

259

The Memory of the Dead:

262

French Invasion – Wolfe Tone:

264

The Union:

268 62

Barry Coldrey’s study of the Christian Brothers' general policy of history teaching in the
early years of the century indicates the extent to which this subject was employed in a
sectarian manner. The glories of the ancient Irish civilisation, British invasion,
occupation and tyranny, and Irish resistance to this invasion and occupation, are the
related themes of the Irish History Reader. It contains sixteen cases of British treachery
towards the Irish, twenty-seven of British cruelty towards the natives, nineteen of Irish
victories in battle against the British, ten of British economic exploitation of Ireland, and
seven occasions where the Irish deceived superior British forces. There are three
examples of British humanity towards the Irish people.63 The 1798 Rising should be
viewed in this context. Ben Novick contends that this period appears so frequently as an
example of British oppression because it had entered folk memory as a horribly bloody
affair, one in which an inordinate number of atrocities had been perpetrated on all sides.
This folk memory had been reinforced at the end of the nineteenth century when many
advanced nationalist propagandists had participated in the 1898 commemoration of the
Rebellion.64

Shortly after the foundation of the magazine, in January 1915, Our Boys ran a story
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entitled 'Paud O'Donoghue.' This was the tale of a blacksmith's son from county Meath –
'his father and himself made the pikes for the men of '98'. As befitting his status as a boyhero of the rebellion, young Paud has all the necessary qualities for such an exalted role,
the following description drawing on a frame of reference which would have been
appreciated by readers who were familiar with the heroic iconography of the Fianna
cycle:

He was a stout, well-built boy, firmly knit together, with sinewy arms and hands
hard as iron. His face, though pale, was handsome and hair that was naturally
curled and black as a raven's wing…Among the boys of his county he was an easy
first as an athlete. He could jump a wall four foot high with his hands in his
pockets and in running he was a match for the red deer of Killarney.65

One day Paud saves the children of the local landlord, Colonel Moore, from almost
certain death. In a daring act of bravery the young lad managed to control the runaway
horses that are pulling their carriage down the village street at breakneck speed. As a
reward for his courage the boy is offered a position working on the demesne, looking
after these children. This he accepts.

Colonel Moore was a wealthy man, owned a grand mansion with a magnificent
lawn in front and with broad lands around. The winding carriage-drive which led
to the mansion was fully half a mile in length and bordered by large and beautiful
trees and evergreens. Day and night the Colonel kept three sentries, placed at
intervals along the drive. The sentries had orders not to challenge well-known
visitors, but at all times to insist on the password from strangers.66
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All goes well for some time, until the arrival of a certain British major, a cavalry officer
described in terms of one-dimensional cruelty and cynicism.

Among the visitors who had lately appeared at the great house was an army
officer, a Major in charge of a regiment of mounted Hessians noted for their indiscriminate ferocity and savage hatred towards the people. They were the terror
of the inhabitants around Dunshaughlin, Moynalty and Skreen; and many ghastly
tales of torture, massacres and whippings without trial were told around the firesides of the peasants. By a show of superior breeding. polished manners and
flippant conversation, Major Dundas succeeded in insinuating himself into the
good graces of the Moore family.67

Beneath this polished colonial exterior there was an imperial rationale which is stated in
no uncertain terms. This is interesting against the background of the debate, which would
have been going on in Ireland in 1915 on such issues as national identity, Home Rule,
and the role of Irishmen in the British army.

He never concealed his belief in the doctrine of brute force, and when the subject
of Ireland turned up -he betrayed his prejudice by asserting that such a beautiful
country, with its rich plains and fertile valleys, was never intended for the present
occupiers. He gave forcible expression to the opinion that the Government were
altogether too lenient in dealing with such barbarians, as he was pleased to call
them, and that energetic steps should at once be taken to exterminate them. Too
much of the country was under cultivation: it would be far preferable to, set it out
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in grass-lands for fattening English bullocks. Such was the Major’s programme.68

Not only was Dundas an out and out proponent of a land-clearance policy which would
have still carried bitter memories of the Land-War era, he was also a cheat at cards.

Though Colonel Moore and his family did not at all share these opinions, but on
the contrary repudiated unholy might trampling on right and justice, yet the
Major, being a military man, was at all times welcome. He frequently dined with
the family, joined in their outdoor amusements and played cards until a late hour
at night. Whether by good luck or by good play, he frequently succeeded in winning heavy stakes. His winnings became larger and larger, till at length the Moore
family began to feel-uneasy and somewhat suspicious.69

One of Moore's daughters, Nora, actually catches the Major with a card up his sleeve. An
outright accusation of being a card cheat being too extreme a step for the Colonel, he
resolves to teach the Major a lesson in another manner. He decided on one in which the
humiliation would be public, yet not result in the issuing of a challenge to a duel to an
older man, one so obviously devoted to his family. He therefore issued a password that he
knew would go against the imperious of the Major – ‘God Save Ireland.’ Paudh led him
to the front door, informed of the password and before the British officer could respond,
closed the door behind him.

Though the angry Major banged on the door with all his might, being totally unprepared
to go against all his aristo-military caste's beliefs and utter such heresy, Paudh refused to
readmit him. This left Dundas with little choice – the hour was late and these were
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dangerous times. What resulted was an abject humiliation: as he reached each sentry he
was forced to give the password. The first sentry maintained that he could not hear the
officer. He was compelled to shout the sentiment that was anathema to his class and
military status. By the time he reached the final guard he was positively screaming at the
top of his voice. Incandescent with rage, Major Dundas was determined to revenge this
grievous insult to his honour. Unable to lay any blame at the feet of Colonel Moore, who
was the real instigator of the trick, he determined to target the blacksmith's son. Events
were soon to give him such a chance. Taking advantage of local unrest Dundas raids the
O’Donoghue forge. Paudh is offered a large sum of money in gold if he will assist the
British to locate the hiding place of a priest and the outlaw Michael Dwyer. He is
threatened with death if he refuses.

"Do you mean me to be an informer— to have the brand of a traitor upon me—
no, not for all the gold in England. To inform on the priest of God and on Michael
Dwyer! I’d rather have my body hacked in pieces and thrown to your
bloodhounds. I scorn yourself and your dirty gold.”
"Beware of what you say, you are my prisoner - there are tortures awaiting you that will
force you to yield.”

"You may do your worst, I’ll never be a traitor to my country. If I die-to-night, I
die for God and for Ireland."70

Here we find many of the clichés of nationalist fiction, stock references to an
iconography of martyrdom – the evil Major, the persecution of the people that preceded
the Rising, the convention of a young person being asked to reveal the hiding place of a
priest, and in this case, a rebel also, as in the stories 'The Best Little Girl in Ireland' and
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'In the Days of Cromwell."

With his response (the epitome of Catholic/Nationalist ideology), the young lad had
sealed his fate. Dundas resolves on one final humiliation prior to the application of the
pitchcap – his horse needs a shoe, so it is decided that the Irish rebel's final act in this life
will be to stand under the hoof of an English officer's charger and shoe the horse while
the laughing soldiery look on. However, all is not lost – in suitably dramatic fashion we
are told what happened next:

The last nail was firmly clenched, the horse is shod; Paudh’s time has come; in a
few seconds he is no more. But why does he still hold the hammer? Why grasp it
so tightly? A leap, a roar, a’ smothered groan, and the tyrant falls to the earth
with the hammer-head deeply sunk in his brain. Like a flash Paudh jumps into the
saddle and is away. . .

A volley from the pistols, a rush of horses feet
He’s gone and none can capture the captain’s charger fleet.
And on the night wind backwards comes a mocking loud “Halloo"
That tells the yeomen they have lost young Paudh O’Donoghue71

Paud gallops to his freedom, and we take it, into the sunset of Irish heroic masculinity,
there to join such boy-heroes as Cuchulainn, Murrogh na Maor, son of Grainne Mhaol
who fought the British off the west coast, John O'Connor, leading the Redcoats to their
death in the ravine, Neil O'Carroll, protecting innocent Irish children from the
depredations of Cromwellian slave-hunters and Fergus O'Hara, the Outlaw chief who
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continued to assert the power of heroic Irish masculinity against all the odds of the New
Model Army.

Historical fiction played a crucial role in Our Boys in the first decade of the magazine's
existence. Continuing the Christian Brothers' policy of viewing the teaching of Irish
history from the unique perspective of Catholic nationalism, these stories showed, in no
uncertain terms, that despite the great challenge that the Irish faced, the bravery of a
single boy, if he had the courage of his convictions, could face and even defeat such
figures of British domination as Elizabeth's sea-captains, Major Dundas of the Hessions
and, of course, that bete noire of Irish history, Oliver Cromwell.

What all of these historical periods has in common is that they are sufficiently distant
from the contentious reality of contemporary Irish politics of the 1914 - 19 period. As
particular manifestations of nationalistic violence receded in time so might they be the
more safely sanctioned maintains Oliver McDonagh: ‘the more ancient the patriots the
more hearty the retrospective benediction’. Bloody resistance to Cromwell or the
Williamites was plainly glorious. Nor was there very long to wait before even bloody
resistance to George III was baptised. By 1848 the Wexford rising of 1798, though
execrated and repudiated by the entire Irish episcopate in its own day, was being held up
as a noble contrast to the irresponsible vapourising of the Young Irelanders.72

Similarly, the activities of the Fenians were still fresh in the national memory. This was
an organization which, through its conspiratorial nature and advocacy of violence in the
cause of Irish freedom, posed certain difficulties for the Catholic Church. The consequent
ambiguity seems to result in a conscious policy of avoiding this radical group in the
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historical fiction of Our Boys. This was an editorial policy that would (as we shall see)
undergo a fundamental shift as the changing circumstances of Irish political life altered
the perception of the Church in general and the Christian Brothers in particular following
the 1919 - 22 period.

The Christian Brothers’ history teaching policy did much to promulgate the concerns of
advanced nationalism in Irish schools. It has been outlined in this chapter how their
magazine, Our Boys carried this policy into the leisure reading market. The events of the
Irish past were harnessed to further a contemporary separatist agenda. The cause of
Catholic/nationalist ideology was advanced as Irish youth was offered narrative tales that
glorified the actions of native heroic figures in direct competition with the alternative
pantheon of British imperialism that formed the main substance of the Boys Own genre.

The importance of such an awareness of Irish history as a motivational factor in the
minds of Republican activists should not be underestimated. Joost Augusteijn’s analysis
of this question would indicate that for many Volunteers the history of resistance to
British rule was the main argument underlying Ireland’s right to independence. In their
minds this resistance was directly related to the way that Ireland had been treated in the
past – a view painted by the growing body of historical writing (which, I would argue
here, includes Our Boys) that painted a very romantic picture of an unscrupulous Britain
violently repressing an independent people. This particular view of Irish history,
emphasising the separateness and historic unity of the Irish nation, which gallantly
defended itself against the overwhelming strength of the British Empire, was ultimately
accepted by a majority of the Irish people and contributed to the changed political
objectives in the revolutionary period, from Home Rule within the United Kingdom to
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total rejection of any ties between the two countries.73
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‘Paud O’Donoghue’, January, 1915.
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CHAPTER 4
CATHOLIC/NATIONALIST IDEOLOGY IN OUR BOYS AND THE
INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT

It is, indeed, a wonderful experience. It is like plunging back
through the centuries and awaking in the Ireland of Hugh O'Neill
- heroic, Gaelic, unsubdued Ireland. The musical, racy Irish speech
on every side of you brings to your mind a thrilling sense of the
reality of Irish nationality, such as the dweller in the cities amid
English speech and English papers, never feels. 1

This was the sentiment expressed by Aodh de Blacam on arriving in the Donegal
Gaeltacht in 1920, this enthusiasm reflecting in general the ideals of the Irish Ireland
movement which developed various strands of cultural nationalism around the
beginning of the twentieth century. Through such organisations as the Gaelic League,
the G.A.A. and Sinn Féin concerted effort was made to repossess the past and place
de Blacam's "heroic, Gaelic unsubdued Ireland" at the forefront of the political
agenda. The Christian Brothers had produced a magazine which modelled itself on the
adventure narrative driven policy of its British counterparts (albeit with a pronounced
emphasis on a Gaelic/Catholic brand of masculine heroism). What made Our Boys
unique in the 1914-22 period, what distinguished this paper from its metropolitan
rivals, was the inclusion of distinctive genres that espoused the cause of Catholic
nationalism.
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It may be argued that the Christian Brothers had, from their formation, and especially
from the 1840s onwards (with a publication of ‘The Library Class-Book’) done more
than most to inculcate the values espoused by the Irish Ireland movement. Through
the high standard of the education they offered they wrought an influence out of
proportion to their members. In this setting the Brothers stressed a Catholic Gaelic
vision for the future, many of the attributes of which were to become fashionable in
Ireland from the 1880s onward. In this chapter it will be shown how Our Boys
continued the Brothers' policy as promulgated in their texts and through the nationalist
ethos they fostered in their schools. Through the format of leisure reading and in
competition with the more "modern" British papers Our Boys sought to present "a
thrilling sense of the reality of Irish nationality" to its readers. The magazine
promoted the aims of nationalism across a broad front – supporting the G.A.A., the
cultural revival and the economic policies of Sinn Féin. The Christian Brothers shared
the fear of many nationalists in the early twentieth century that Irish society was
somehow being subverted by the cultural deprecations of the modern, metropolitan
world. Tabloid newspapers, the musical hall and early cinema were some of the media
forms that traditionalists rejected. This philosophy simultaneously rejected what they
perceived as a foreign popular culture, in its very nature alien to the innate Catholic
purity of the Gael and hankered for an idealistic, Arcadian version of Ireland. The
utopian vision of this particular group is encapsulated in the first line of a popular
ballad, My Own Dear Native Land – ‘There is an Isle in the Western Ocean, an island
of purity, warrior, sage’. A lecture by Father Peter Yorke, a close friend of Father
O’Growney (1863 – 1899; Irish language activist and Vice-President of Gaelic
League on its foundation in 1893), given in San Francisco in 1899 supported this
insular attitude as a solution to the perceived moral dangers of the modern world. He
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declared ‘if they could tow Ireland out into the Atlantic and free it entirely from
English and continental influences that such a measure would not be too much to
restore to Ireland her diminishing nationality.’2

Father Yorke was not the only Catholic cleric to draw a parallel between the moral
destiny of Ireland and her relationship with the modern world. During the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, public clerical discussion of the role of
modern Catholicity became increasingly assertive. As Senia Paseta maintains, the
stridency of cultural nationalists and the growth of Catholic sectarian associations
both mirrored and fed public assertions of Catholic supremacy. It is no coincidence
that this sort of rhetoric emerged in tandem with the Gaelic revival movement that
became, with a few notable exceptions, yet another example of organisation along
sectarian lines. Cultural nationalism, which looked to an idealised past and deplored
aspects of modern life, therefore proved attractive to many clerics who also used it to
buttress their opinion that English popular culture was low and immoral.3

This was a form of popular culture that was to be increasingly identified by advanced
nationalists as a negative form of influence on Irish youth by the beginning of the
twentieth century. The music hall came in for particular criticism, seen as an
institution that cultivated loose morals, therefore somehow ‘unIrish’ and unacceptable
to parents who wished to raise their children as proper Catholics. The growth of
cinema in this country was resented in certain circles for the same reason. In May of
1916 the Gael declared that novels and popular children’s papers were considered
responsible for the presence of ‘neurotic’ children.4
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Our Boys would supply the leisure reading market with a magazine that was intended
to counteract the unacceptable influence of British popular children’s papers, an outlet
that could offer material exemplifying the positive benefits of a Catholic/Gaelic
society that nationalist parents sought. This was to be achieved across a abroad front
of cultural, economic and religious issues, not least of which was that of the Irish
language revival.

Our Boys and the Language Revival
"Long before the beginning of the Gaelic revival the Christian Brothers taught the use
of the ancient tongue and the history of our race."5 It may be assumed that the
institution of the Intermediate Certificate 1878 marked a watershed in the teaching of
Irish as a school subject. Prior to this, though many Christian Brothers were fluent
Gaelic speakers the language was not taught formally in their schools. After 1878 a
number of Brothers moved enthusiastically to teach Irish for the Intermediate
examination now that there was a clear opportunity to do so. In this they were
pioneers; no other educational institute taught Irish to any significant number of
pupils before 1893.6 The pioneer teaching of Irish in these classes before 1900 was a
major aspect of the socialisation process which resulted in so many past pupils of the
Christian Brothers becoming involved in advanced nationalist activities. There was a
standard progression for many activists from education at a Christian Brothers' school
to membership of the Gaelic League and subsequently to involvement in other
advanced nationalist activities.7
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The promotion of Irish in Our Boys took several forms.

There was, from the

beginning, a column written in Irish. This was entitled "Is Binn I Teanga na nGaodhal" from September 1914 to June 1918. With this June edition the column was
retitled "Ar dFeanga Féin". Though the new title apparently seems more in the
nationalist mould there was no overt change in the tone of the subject matter. This
continued in the same vein as the first years: general articles about Irish myth and
legend or folk-tales and stories like "Meabh agus Tarbh Donn Chuailnge"8 which
outlined the classic legend. This column may have provided an outlet for those
anxious to teach Our Boys readers Irish in a leisure-reading capacity, away from the
stock format of school texts.

The magazine was, however, promoting Irish in a far more broad-ranging manner
than merely treating it as a language. In the general thrust of Our Boys from the end
of World War One onwards the language became central to what may be termed in
modern parlance "life-style choice". New nationalism used Irish as a pivotal fulcrum
of its entire rationale - this was one of the essential features that made Ireland unique.
With a native language the cause of a native parliament and all that separation from
Britain entailed was a more sustainable argument. The socialisation process began by
the Gaelic League encompassed all the elements which cultural separatism cherished
but Gaelic was the jewel in the Irish Ireland crown.

The Irish people now understand that the restoration of their ancient
language - the language of their saints and martyrs, the language of
their patriots, the language of their schools and scholars - is necessary
to back out the claims of nationhood.9
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With these words an anonymous writer in Our Boys in 1919 called for the revival "of
the ancient system of fosterage, which for many centuries prevailed among the
Irish".10 The age of ten was, he goes on to suggest "the most suitable for the transfer".

August 1919 was an important month in the calendar for cultural nationalism:

... there was joy among the Irish saints in heaven. St. Finbarr
was especially jubilant, and no wonder; for the children of the
diocese over which he had ruled for so many years had gathered
together to restore the ancient civilisation of our country. 11

The writer was describing the revival of the Oireachtas:

truly it was a sight to gladden the heart. Irish dresses, Irish
dresses, Irish games, Irish conversation, Irish dancing, Irish
recitations, Irish dramas, Irish music in best traditional form
and Irish culture permeating all, through and through - these
were the unmistakable signs of the new spirit of Caithlín Ní
Ualachain.12

At the heart of the enthusiasm being shown for all these facets of cultural nationalism
was 'the soft accents of the grand old tongue - the language of our fathers, our
warriors, our bards, our chieftains, of our saints and scholars, were heard all round.
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The atmosphere was redolent of them, the aroma was sweet.'13 Old men present at this
Oireachtas are

standing proudly erect, they like Simeon of the Gospel blessed God that they
lived to see the long-wished for sunburst appearing in the east to comfort the
sorrowful heart of our green-robed mother.14

An exchange between two of these "grand old Irishmen" sums up the attitude of Our
Boys towards the language revival "and what came over us, at all at all to let our
language go?" The reply - "Och! Mavrone, we have gone down, down, down…
Surely it's time to come back."15

The revival of the Irish language was a fundamental plank of national resurgence in
the early decades of the twentieth century. Peter Hart, in his study of those who were
involved in the IRA campaign in the 1919-22 period, has concluded that there was a
very high correlation between interest in learning Irish and involvement in republican
activity. In fact, the percentage of national schools in which Irish was taught for fees
in 1911 emerges as the best single predictor of republican violence out of over 100
tested variables. The editorial policy of the Christian Brothers in promoting Irish in
their magazine may be seen as a continuation of their support for the language in
Christian Brothers’ schools and a crucial aspect of the order’s traditional patriotism.16
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(4.1 and 4.2)

The adaptation of the kilt as the embodiment of true and authentic Irishness was one of the interesting
affectations of new nationalism (see Hilary O'Reilly 'Reconstructing Irishness – Dress in the Celtic
Revival 1880-1920' in Chic Thrills – A Fashion Reader, London, 1992, Julie Ash and Elizabeth Wilson
eds, pp.75 – 83).(4.1) 'Erin Awakes' (September,1919, top) and (4.2) 'An tOireachtas' (August,
1919,bottom) are two examples of this form of Gaelic fashion consciousness from Our Boys. There are
clear associations in both these illustrations between the language revival, Catholicism and nationalism.
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Our Boys and the G.A.A.
By 1900 national associations, responsible for codifying rules and administering
competitions, existed for soccer, rugby, cricket, yachting, skating, boxing, rowing,
lawn tennis, croquet, hockey, gymnastics, lacrosse and badminton.

Britain, the

world's major sporting nation, exported its sports (and usually their rules) as an
element of its cultural imperialism.17 The G.A.A. was founded in 1884 with the aim
of offering native Irish games as an alternative to sports like soccer which nationalists
considered a "garrison game". This organisation was covertly nationalist from the
outset, to such a radical extent that from 1900 onwards it came under the control of
the I.R.B.18 From this time the G.A.A. showed interest in establishing a competition
for primary schools and another for colleges.19

In 1903 the Tipperary Schools

Championship began and by 1904 the Dublin Schools League was operating with
solid support from Christian Brothers schools.20 In fact it may be argued that in so far
as Gaelic football and hurling were fostered in Dublin schools it was in almost every
case the Christian Brothers' Schools which encouraged them. 21

After 1900 the G.A.A. linked itself to the cultural nationalist movement by insisting
on using the Irish language and giving Irish made prizes. The ban on "foreign games"
was vigorously enforced and it was extended to stop members of the RIC and British
army from joining the Association. Therefore it may be seen how firmly the G.A.A.
was placed in the nationalist camp. The Christian Brothers, by encouraging Gaelic
games, played a crucial role in the development and expansion of the Association.

Sport, especially the quintessential public school games of rugby and soccer had been
a major element in the British boys' papers. The first issue of Our Boys made clear its
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intention to emulate the coverage of this foreign genre. Under the banner "Sport" the
first of Our Boys made clear the magazines intention to provide wide-ranging and
eclectic coverage of sport - but not, it should be noted, soccer or rugby.

Seeing that Our Boys is expected to have a world-wide circulation
we will endeavour to keep the present day schoolboy in touch with
sport in its various phases, not only in his own country but in other
lands as well. Besides football, hurling and athletics, space will be
found for cricket, handball and swimming. Other forms of outdoor
past-times such as hockey, tennis and baseball may also be included
if found desirable. 22

Not only were there no articles on "hockey, tennis and baseball" in the first decade of
Our Boys - cricket is never featured. When this is considered in the context of a
deliberate policy of the exclusion of 'foreign' games (though soccer was occasionally
featured in the context of the school story) then it becomes clear that when the
Brothers use the heading "Sport" for this page when they actually mean is Gaelic and
nationalist versions of organized games.

This page-title was maintained until 1917. By then it was obvious that national and
not international games were to be the main sporting focus of Our Boys.

In

November of 1917 the title of the page was changed to "Games of the Gael". The
column was clearly intended to assist the expansion of the G.A.A.
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The first item

under the new heading was "The Rules of Hurling". Young boys were encouraged to
set up clubs and to train, asking responsible adults to assist them.

Along with such advice (other examples include "Hints on Hurling"
Handball
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23

and "Rules of

and "Games of the Gael" page carried such material as details of the

Dublin Schools League,25 proposals for a schools sports day in Croke Park
reports on major games such as Wexford Vs. Kerry (1918).

27

26

and

When Our Boys dealt

with sport outside the directly nationalist milieu of football and hurling it was to carry
information on such neutral past-times as cross country running.28 In December 1918
the paper carried an article under the heading "Organise"! This provides a good
example of the evangelical nature of Our Boys coverage of Gaelic Games from this
period.

Our games are a great national asset and as such they ought
to be taken advantage of by our people. They are the means
to the healthy physical development of the manhood of our
country, and they should be part of our national life. Gradually
we were surrendering every item that went to make up our
individuality as a nation. Our language, our music, our literature
and our games were fading into the dim past until the 'progress'
of civilisation with which we were keeping pace brought us the
biggest war the world has ever seen. 29
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This is a direct echo of Douglas Hydes seminal 1892 lecture "The necessity for deAnglicising Ireland" with the added advantage of hindsight. The writer of the article
(only identified as "C.O.T.C.") equates the occurrance of World War One with the
dire consequences Hyde had warned of - "progress" in the mindset of nationalism
equalled the advance of the modern world and the destruction of a perceived "Gaelic"
way of life, of which games were a central element. Hyde believed that although the
Irish imitated the English "in our dress, literature, music, games and ideas" and had
abandoned the Irish language after the famine "The great bulk of Irishmen and Irish
women over the whole world are known to be filled with a dull, ever abiding
animosity toward her (England)",30 a vision reflected in Our Boys.

Market forces had entered the world of sport by the early twentieth century,
transforming ideas about what modern sport means. Professional football was by now
being promoted by business patrons who saw opportunities to exploit the new mass
demand for entertainment. Soccer led the way towards the general commercialization
of sport. Larger, professional clubs were successful commercial ventures, attracting
huge crowds and deriving their revenue from gate money and sales of food and drink
(120,000 attended the F.A. Cup Final in 1913).31

The G.A.A. was therefore

competing with a powerful, market driven "modern" phenomenon in what was
increasingly viewed by advanced nationalists as a battle for the hearts and minds of
Irish youth.

In Our Boys a potentially crucial platform was offered to those who sought to win
this propaganda campaign on behalf of native games. It should not be surprising that
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much of this writing was of a polemic nature. Dublin was viewed as a bastion of
garrison games and the Christian Brothers sought to convert city youth to the G.A.A.

Great progress has been made with our games in the schools of
Dublin. This certainty is cheerful news for all Gaels, because
only a few years ago there were but a few Dublin lads playing
anything but the game of the foreigner. Indeed I well remember
how strange it seemed to the boys in the streets of the Metropolis
to see a Gael carrying his hurley to play. And was it not a peculiar
thing to say that the grand old game of hurling was no more than
the symbol of savagery to Metropolitans? For such it did appear
to him. But the fact that we have gone to such extremes and that
we have now progressed so far in the restoration of our games in
Dublin should give every one of us hope and encourage every lad
to work, no matter how great the difficulties to be overcome, in the
planting deep in our land of our own games.32

It may be of interest to note that two journalistic conventions in G.A.A. coverage have
survived from this time - a Dubliner is still a "Metropolitan" and a follower of native
games is still a "Gael". This latter appellation was more than a journalistic convention
in the early days of Our Boys. It makes a clear statement of racial distinctiveness and
as such places the paper’s policy on G.A.A. matters firmly in the context of new
nationalism's broad church vision of the central role games played in Hyde's
"continuity of Irish life".
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The use of the term ‘Gael’ also hints at a certain masculine overtone, as opposed to
the term ‘Celt’ which has, as Elaine Sisson has recently pointed out, more of a
feminine association in the minds of Irish Irelanders,

a group who understood

themselves to be the most authentic Gaelic speaking voice of nationalism. Their
attitude is perhaps best enunciated by D.P.Moran. His Philosophy of Irish Ireland,
printed in 1905, rejected the emergence of Irish Celtism (with its connotations of
‘Celtic Dawn’ and ‘Celtic Twilight’) as a powerful imaginative force within art and
literature. Moran considered Irish Celtism as an insidious English invention and
argued that it was responsible for perpetuating a relationship with English culture that
was harmful and subjugating. Celtism was considered somehow urban and feminised,
copperfastening imperial cultural dominance.

The preferred alternative to such an unacceptable interpretation of Irish cultural
identity was the figure of the elemental Gael – close to the land and familiar with the
wholesome benefits of manual labour. This was a figure, Moran argued, that had been
cast aside in the rush towards pluralism and modernisation. It was further contended
that Celtism had debased Irish manhood, as did the conventional British
representation of Ireland as a vulnerable, pretty maid, frequently depicted as in need
of the firm protective arms of John Bull, her only bulwark against the simian features
of those engaged in ‘Outrage’ or ‘Agitation.’ 33

Our Boys may be seen as wholeheartedly espousing the cultural expression inherent in
Irish games as being at the same time an expression of Irish nationalist masculinity.
Sabo and Runfola have examined the connection between sports reporting and wider
society. The role of the Irish magazine may be seen in the context of their conclusions
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on the issue of popular media and the promotion of patriarchy. Sports writers, they
inform us – and this would include the sports commentators of Our Boys – are key
links in a communicative chain that promulgates patriarchal values through idealised
representations of male prowess, competitive dedication and ascetic excellence. 34

The broader ramifications of sport have been described by Poynton and Hartley
(writing about Australian sports coverage) as expounding values that are
conventionally prescribed in the rhetoric of war, industry, nationalism and ultimately
masculinity. The values they ascribe to sport are all values that would be familiar to
any student of the rhetoric of Irish nationalism, and it is here that the mutuality of Our
Boys coverage of the G.A.A and its broader support for a native version of the
‘manliness’ so assiduously cultivated among their students by the Christian Brothers
becomes clear – competitiveness, discipline, strength, aggression, honour, implacable
optimism, mateship, disrespect for constraining authority (in this case, the power of
Britain), and an uncompromising determination to win.35
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(4.3, 4.4 and 4.5)

(4.3) top, (4.4) middle and (4.5) bottom are illustrations from a story entitled 'Stealing the Makings and
the Sequel', about the boys of the Gurteen club stealing the wood to make their hurleys for the Galway
county final which appeared in Our Boys in June 1918. Public school sport (occasionally soccer, but
more generally rugby) was one of the essential features of the British Boys Own genre. In featuring
hurling and other Gaelic sports the Irish magazine may be seen as giving publicity to the native games
and by extension, supporting the broader nationalist agenda. Note Brewster’s depiction of the figure in
4.3 – this has more than a little resemblance to a participant in the ancient Irish tradition
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Music and Cultural Nationalism
In his 1998 publication The Keepers Recital: Music and Cultural History in Ireland
1770 – 1970 Harry White recounts this anecdote. In 1898 the leader of the English
Liberal Party, Sir William Harcourt was astonished to see a delegation from the
Dublin Feis Ceoil at the Welsh Eistedfod. In dismay he cried "Is there an Irish
question in music also?"

36

Professor White shows that after the mid-18th century

"traditional" Irish music and the music of the European mainstream no longer shared
the same roots and parted company for a variety of social and aesthetic reasons that
quickly became political. He sees the musical history of Ireland as an allegory of the
"battle of two civilizations" which generations have witnessed in the wider cultural
sphere, to say nothing of the political and religious. An examination of the treatment
of music in Our Boys over the period 1914 - 1922 would leave little doubt as to the
extent of the polarization which White describes.

There is perhaps nothing of which an Irishman may feel more
justly proud than the native melodies of his country. Whatever
tone of feeling they assume - whether of cheerfulness or of
tenderness, of wild merriment or deep sorrow, there is in them
a grace and delicacy of feeling and a force and earnestness of
passion such as we vainly look for in the national music of any
other country, and which, as an unerring index of national
character is most honourable to our little Land of Song. 37
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There is a consistent thread running through Our Boy’s treatment of music which has
this emphasis on "national character" and the central role Irish music plays in its
formation. The significance of this role is that music can transcend, that it can inspire.

Ireland is doubtless now preparing to rouse herself from the
lethargy of ages and to snap asunder the bonds which have
hitherto bound her. A voice is issuing from within her
musical soul saying "sleep no more".38

These "bonds which have further bound her" date from the Norman invasion. The
Bards of Ireland reacted to this event by "sinking beneath this weight of sympathetic
sorrow" where "they became a prey to melancholy".39 The invasion so profoundly
affected the bards that

for two centuries after the invasion of Henry II the voice of the
muse was but feebly heard in Ireland. The bards fell with their
country, and like the captive Israelites hung their untuned harps
on the willows. 40

This malaise of Irish music is therefore clearly identified with the national
consciousness in the Christian Brothers' interpretation of events.

In 1918 the

magazine featured an article outlining the foundation of the Irish National Music
School in Cork.

That such a school was necessary is illustrated by the fact that

insidious outside influences had corrupted Irish ears
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Surely some evil spirit must have cast a spell over holy Ireland.
For, it is but too true that the music hall, the low theatre and the
cinema have, for a long time supplied too many of the songs now
heard all over the country.41

This pervasive modern influence is further derided

How patriotic Irish fathers and holy Irish mothers should ever
have permitted their children to cast aside the attractive and
inspiring music of our own country, adopting instead paltry
and trifling airs set to objectionable and often filthy words,
is truly surprising. To persevere in such a course is bound to
end in pathetic tragedy and degradation for the youth of Ireland.42

The nationalist appropriation of traditional Irish music which dates from this period
was a feature on the cultural landscape of Ireland up to the recent past as witnessed
the Church’s antipathy towards house dances as ‘occasions of sin’ and by the
orientation of such organisations as Comhltas Ceoltoirí Eireann, founded in 1951.
This organization may be said to reflect a middle class and conservative philosophy
around the subject of traditional Irish music. The Catholic ethos as exemplified by
Our Boys with its stress on the "purity" of ethnic Irish musical culture has resonances
which are still felt – it has taken the 1994 Eurovision interval production of
Riverdance, for example, to put the sex back into traditional Irish dance.43
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At the other end of the scale, as it were, much of the ballad tradition which became
popular in the 1960s took its inspiration from the events of the 1914-1922 period.
Our Boys did much to popularize songs which documented the events of this turbulent
time as well as using ballads to indoctrinate its readership on the justice of the
nationalist cause.

An article of December 1919 under the title "Songs of Our Land" provides an
example of how music was employed in the nationalist cause. Telling the story of the
Manchester Martyrs (Allen, Larkin and O'Brien) this piece outlines how T.D. Sullivan
was so affected by their execution that he composed "what is now generally accepted
as the Irish National Anthem - God Save Ireland".44 The mood is one of yet another
tragic injustice to the Irish race. What is unusual about this article is that it is one of
the very few to deal with the Fenian Movement published in Our Boys in the 19141923 period. This is selective propaganda - the origins of a spirited song which has its
conception in the wrongful execution of innocent men serving to keep the nationalist
agenda in the minds of youth yet no reference to what the Catholic church rejected in
Fenianism - their advocacy of physical force. The synthesis of faith and fatherland
which was so central to Catholic/nationalism is illustrated by the following verse:

Climbed they up the rugged stair, rang their voices out in prayer
Then with England’s fatal cord about them cast
Close beside the gallows tree, kissed the brothers lovingly
True to home and faith, and freedom to the last.
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Economic Nationalism in Our Boys
One of the most impressive manifestations of the Brothers collaboration with the Irish
Ireland movement occurred in the Juverna Bazaar held over a week in Dublin during
May 1903. 45 This was to raise funds for the construction of a training college and
headquarters for the Institute in Marino. Both the building work of the college and
the actual Bazaar itself provided employment -

the erection of our new building has provided work for 120 men
and put bread into the mouths of 120 Irish families every day
for a period of five years46

and
Our bazaar will consume thirty tons of Irish paper,
manufactured from Irish materials by Irish hands in an
Irish factory ... all this represents but a portion of the
employment for Irish hands and the circulation of money
for Irish trade which Juverna has created.47

Further, there was an Irish industries section carrying "a splendid array of Irish
manufactures, much of it made by pupils of Christian Brothers' schools".48

It may be argued that the Brothers, by their participation in education at secondary
level after 1878, and because of the high quality of this education had done much to
create the conditions that made economic self-reliance possible. They had equipped
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succeeding generations to work at a high level in industry, engineering and
manufacturing and doing so created that pool of labour, a literate and educated
workforce, without which the economic arguments of Sinn Féin may not have been
sustainable.

Their practical contribution in the economic field was to be echoed in a series of
articles in Our Boys during the summer of 1919. Written by "Iveragh" these pieces
were entitled "Dialogue on Irish Industries".49 Pat Donoghue is concerned about the
state of Irish industry. He calls his friends together in a local parish hall and opens the
debate with the following statement

My friends, we complain of our poverty, and yet we send millions
of our money every year to purchase foreign goods. If these millions
were spent in the country, our Irish industries would flourish, our Irish
hands would be kept engaged, our people would remain at home, and
after some years we'd have fourteen villains in Ireland instead of four.50

Pat went on to draw attention to the number of Sinn Féin clubs dotting the country every use should be made of these clubs, the members pledging themselves to the use
of Irish goods exclusively. Only those hotels and restaurants that supply Irish food
products should be patronised and only Irish food served in such institutions as
workhouses, hospitals and asylums as official Council policy.

The following month, July 1919, this argument was continued, now taking the form of
a debate between Patrick Sarsfield O'Connell and Shane O'Neill.51 Patrick claims he is
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not "a Shoneen". He has "as deep a care for my country as you have and I am as
willing to serve her, and make a sacrifice for her sake, as any Irishman living". Shane
then informs him that this is "a neat little speech - the principal industry in this
country is speech-making". People should talk less and do more. One of the things
they should do, maintains Shane is patronise their own industries. He then examines
his friends clothes

That’s not Irish tweed, although at least a dozen firms in
Ireland make splendid tweeds. Nor are your boots Irish,
although these are 20 houses manufacturing them in this
country.52

His cap was not Irish either and his tie was found to be a "cheap foreign import". The
conclusion of this story finds Patrick Sarsfield O'Connell persuaded of the selfreliance case. It may also be concluded that many of Our Boys readers agreed and
thus the magazines functioned as an organ of nationalist economic aspirations.

A humorous story published in July 1920 entitled ‘Miss Pussyfoot O'Reilly’ concerns
an encounter between the epyonomous heroine who has set up a make-believe shop,
and a large gentleman who is obviously, from the detail supplied, not a nationalist.
The exchange between them is, on the surface, in the nature of light-heated banter.
However, there is a sharp political edge behind this veneer with references to
rationing "the bacon is strictly rationed and I can only allow half a pound" and the
ability of the wealthy to circumvent such measures - "but we intend paying you a
good price", with Miss Pussyfoot's reply putting this establishment figure in his place,
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"Oh thank you. Remember food is very scarce in this country, and our object is to
serve those most in need first". The young girl's sign proclaimed that her "shop" had
a policy of "business conducted on Sinn Féin principles" (this organisation operated
the institutions responsible for law and order, collected rates, etc. wherever British
control had broken down during the War of Independence) - the implication of this
being, in the context of the story, fairer shares for all and greater economic equality in
a Sinn Féin managed independent state.53

The articles on economic self-sufficiency which Our Boys carried in the years before
independence seem designed to bring a sense of balance to their doctrine of new
nationalism. The cultural agenda of music, song, poetry, language and games will
state the nationalist case for a distinctive Irish entity, one that having endured
successive examples of British mis-rule is now ready to stand as an equal in the post
First World War pantheon of nations. However, such an argument required a more
practical rationale than these cultural imperatives.

The Sinn Féin creed of self-

reliance as reflected in the pages of Our Boys was there to supply muscle and sinew to
the case of Irish independence and as such represents the Christian continuing to align
themselves with a fundamental tenet of new nationalism; Griffith was influenced not
only by his interpretation of how Hungary had won dual-nationality status but also by
the ideas of economic autarchy pioneered by List. Among the declared objectives of
the forerunner of Sinn Féin, Cumann na nGaedheal, in 1900 was "diffusing
knowledge of Ireland's resources and supporting Irish industries".54 In such pieces as
"Dialogue on Irish Industries" Our Boys encouraged its readers to do just that - when
Pat O'Donoghue addressed his audience in June 1919 he appeals to them to look for
examples of indigenous Irish industry and to support these ventures rather than
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foreign manufacturing.

The Sinn Féin doctrine could be summed up by his

exhortation 'See what the nuns of Foxford can do'.
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(4.6, 4.7 and 4.8)

Three examples of Our Boys supporting the economic arguments of Sinn Fein .(4.6) 'Miss Pussy Foot
O'Reilly', by W.C. Mills, June 1920.

(4.7) ‘Dialogues on Irish Industries’, (4.7), June, 1919, above and (4.8), below.
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Catholic Ideology and Nationalist Propaganda

I'm playing games there many years
For this and that reward, sir
I'm conqueror of pain and tears
My heart is battle-scarred, sir
And yet I feel but little pride in any of my gaming
Oh, what reward, I pray you, sir, is worth the task of claiming?
"This one reward", my gentle guide made answer very tender.
"For Erin all thy toil and pain, and God shall give thee splendour."

This poem entitled "And God Shall give thee Splendour" appeared in Our Boys in
December 1918. It encapsulates the relationship that existed between Catholic ideals
and predestinate nationalism in the doctrine of the Christian Brothers, an
identification which lies at the heart of the religious orientation of the magazines.

Emmet Larkin’s Historical Dimensions of Irish Catholicism describes how in the
course of the nineteenth century the Irish Catholic Church managed to build itself into
the very vitals of the nation, becoming almost at one with its identity. By 1914 Irish
and Catholic had not only become interchangeable terms but Catholic had come to be
the inclusive term.55 Our Boys is permeated with references to the Church, morality,
clean-living, the Virgin Mary and other devotional issues. The Christian Brothers'
ideal of Irish masculinity was quite clearly dominated by Catholic thinking on this
subject, an ethos reflected in the text books for schools produced by the order since
the middle of the nineteenth century. Our Boys contained articles on the subject of the
missions, for example, which stress the heroic qualities necessary in the maintenance
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of these active Catholic institutions in circumstances of great hardship and occasional
danger. The magazine also promulgated a Catholic oriented vision of idealistic living
for Irish boys through material of a devotional nature, and the inclusion of articles
which documented Catholic juvenile associations. What is most interesting about this
type of material is the manner in which the magazine relates Catholic oriented
subjects to essential ‘Irishness’ – creating in the process what must be almost a unique
genre.

Devotional Material in Our Boys.
Interspaced with sports stories, jokes and historical fiction were pieces with titles such
as

"Our Irish Saints" - a different one each month, St. Brigid, St. Colmcille, St.

Patrick; "Catholics in Germany" (Oct 1918); "Martyrs in Japan" (November 1918),
"Father Murphy's Burial" (March 1920); "The Blessed Sacrament" (May 1920). In
November 1919 the theological complexities of Purgatory were debated, the subtle
variations between the thinking of St. Augustine, St. Thomas ("the least pain of
purgatory is greater than the greatest on earth" 56) and St. Cyril of Alexandria ("all the
tortures that one can conceive of in this world are refreshing compared with the least
pain in purgatory").57

Some of the religious writing takes on a tone verging on the transcendental:

who is she that cometh forth as the morning rising, fair as the
moon, bright as the sun? She who was exalted like a cedar of
Libanus and as a cypress tree on Mount Sion, who was exalted
as a palm-tree in Cades, and as a rose-plant in Jericho. Blessed
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is she who bore the Word Made Flesh and who nourished Him.58

The Virgin Mary figures to a prominent extent:

it was the Rosary that saved Ireland in the dark and evil days of the
past; it is the Rosary that will save her now. The Queen of Heaven,
who is also the Queen of Ireland, has a special love for the Irish
people; and they, with overflowing hearts, have ever returned that
love. 59

Some of the religious pieces published in Our Boys suffer from an over-sentimental,
Victorian moral tone.

The following provides a good example of this form of

literature:

A group of little girls attired in immaculate white were on their way
to Church to make their First Holy Communion. A rough man was
passing, and suddenly near a heap of mud he gave a violent kick with
his foot into it, splashing the fine young girl from head to foot with
mud. The poor child began to cry and indignant passers-by surrounded
the wretch and asked him why he had done this. "Because" replied the
man with a horrible grim "she was too white". This sad scene is daily
renewed in the moral world. If the world finds you too white it will
try and besmear you. But you must be brave and reply firmly, "I
will serve under the Banner of Christ."60
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The Missions
Writing on this subject took three main forms. There were missionary stories which
may be described as quasi-imperial - as the Boys Own genre had its foreign settings
in Africa, India and the East, with exotic backgrounds to tales of tiger-hunting,
strange tribes and narrow-escapes from pursuing natives, the readers of

Our Boys

were provided with tales set in similar exotic locations but now the hero was a
missionary figure engaged in toil for his/her Church in far-off climes. The second
type of format was that of the "Black Baby" genre, where Irish children were treated
to vivid descriptions of the necessity of becoming directly involved themselves in
saving souls.

This they could do through prayer and by making financial

contributions. Finally there were stories about the suffering of Catholic convents,
frequently set in China.

In "Under the Baobab Tree" (July, 1919) a missionary priest recounts some of his
adventures on the African plain. In evocative terms he describes settling down for the
night, language which is directly interchangeable with that used in any British paper
for boys during this period. This time however, it is not an imperial official, a white
hunter or a British Officer but an Irish priest:

as I lay down and drew my blankets over me, I could hear the
ordinary sounds of the veldt when night has closed in, almost
unheeded by me because of my long familiarity. The yelp of
the jackal was prominent and the long waiting back of the hyena.
Further away came the roaring of the king of beasts. You soon
learn to distinguish between the noise made by the lion empty
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and the lion full.61

The priest goes on…

we were completely at the mercy of the savage animal. At any
moment he might hurl himself into our midst. And with bitter
remorse I reflected that if one of the poor natives fell a victim
to the ferocious beast I should be guilty of his death. Why had
I insisted on travelling by night through the jungle and not
remain at the bungalow as the poor fellows, knowing the danger,
had implored me to do?62

In the event the party escape. What is notable about this piece is that the missionary
priest performs the same function in the Irish form of the Our Boys genre as a superior
white-man would with natives in the British version. In the sense that the Jesuit is in
control, giving orders, and feels a typically British sense of paternal responsibility for
the fate of "the poor fellows" this type of literature may be described as "imperialism
by proxy". Now the church is taking the institutional structure supplied by the British
government or army in similar boys' stories set in India and published at this time in
Britain.

It must be emphasized that there was a high level of competition between the various
churches for converts and territorial hegemony in what is now termed the Third
World. Organizations both Protestant and Catholic operated from the United States,
Britain, Holland, Scandinavia, Germany, Switzerland, France, Belgium and Portugal,
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and competed to turn vast areas of Southeast Asia and Central and Southern Africa
into parishes of their national churches. The "scramble" for foreign possessions went
hand in hand with the contest for the souls and minds of their inhabitants.63 Through
the participation of Irish missionaries in this movement Ireland played a major role in
the Catholic drive to carve out a niche for Rome in competition with the Protestant
Churches. The tone of much of Our Boys writing in this field is clearly propagandist,
none more so than what may be termed the "Black Baby" genre of missionary
writing.

European superiority was the basis of imperialism.

In return for exploiting the

resources of 'backward' societies there was the obligation of "the White Man's
Burden" to bring civilization and the benefits of Western culture to the "pagan"
communities of the empire.

The coloniser was a blend of Christ and doctor. It was widely
assumed by 19th century Europeans that as the alleged incarnation
of a superior culture 'the white man' had a mission to bring spiritual
and physical succour to 'primitive' peoples.64

Miss Grimshaw described the work of Catholic missionaries in Papua (New Guinea)
in the Our Boys of December 1918:

A Sister of the Mission let loose in the Papuan jungle takes on the
nature of a pius daredevil. When she is not praying or teaching,
or tending native babies rescued from murderous cannibal parents,
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or making clothes or cooking, or minding fences, or carpentering or
milking cows, is usually engaged in some form of athletic exercise,
only she does not call it athletics. She calls it going about her business.
She may be swimming a flooded river, fall of alligators; she may be
riding a nasty-tempered horse on a broken saddle; she may be covering
ten or twenty miles on foot in a sun that would fry an egg. She may
even be climbing a tree, rapidly and without premeditation, prayers on
her lips, and an infuriated wild boar or cassowary at her heels - but in
any case she is going about her business.65

Children in Ireland could help the missionaries in their work.

About two millions of Chinese children are put to death every
year by their unnatural parents. Some are buried alive, some
burned to death, some are thrown to the pigs and dogs, and others
drowned

The writer (A. Botty, Missionary Apostle, Eastern Mongolia) then makes a direct
appeal to Irish children:

... we are poor and naked and hungry. Oh come and help us. We
want bread, we want baptism, we want to know and love Jesus and
when we die we want to be with you and Jesus, for ever, in His
beautiful heaven. O holy Irish children, send us a little bread, send
us a little money to buy a few rags to cover us, send us more nuns
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to love us, for the Irish nuns are our fond mothers. O help us and
save us from the rats and weasels and we will love you for ever.66

It may be assumed that these very same entreaties were replicated in the journals of
Protestant churches in this battle for the souls of "pagan" children.

Our Boys refers

to this evangelical competition

in one year (1918) American Protestants subscribed £5,000,000
for the spread of heresy among untutored and unreclaimed savages
- Catholics only contributed £300,000 for the propagation of faith
among the heathens - 1/17 of the Protestant contribution 67

The writer (uncredited) goes on to compare the paltry Irish donation of £3,400 "with
£300,000 spent yearly by schoolboys on a poisonous substance called nicotine"! We
are then informed that "there are 34 theatres and cinema houses in and around Dublin,
packed every night to suffocation" and finally "the drink bill in Ireland is £34,000,000
a year". Bemoaning the meanness of some Irish children "ever ready to group all they
can" who "have money for cigarettes, for pictures, for fruit: never a penny for God or
His Holy Mother".68 The writer then suggests a more worthwhile outlet for the pocket
money of Irish youth.

Under the heading "will you buy a Black Baby and give it to the Holy Child Jesus"
there is a series of letters which describe the efforts made to "buy Black Babies". In
return for their pennies the Irish children got to name these babies. It may be noted
that this was a practice common in Christian Brothers schools up to the sixties and
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must have been a source of puzzlement for the African children later in their lives,
some typically Dublin names being chosen in the recollection of this writer, Noel and
Lawrence being popular choices in C.B.S. James St.

"My dear Rev. Father - here is 10/- to buy four black babies
for God to be called Susie, James, Denis and Eddie. I am
six years and my brothers are younger. I will gather all my
pennies again. - Your little friend, Susie McIvor, Quigley's Point,
Co. Donegal. 69

Another example:

Dear Father Hyland - I have been saving up for a long time
to buy a doll for Christmas, but when I read that many black
babies will never see God, I wished that I was a rich little
girl and be able to buy a lot of little blacks for heaven. I will
do without the doll and send you 2/6. If it is God's will, I may
one day be a missionary, from Patricia Molloy, Dublin

That the lot of the missionary was a dangerous one was a view never far from the
priorities of Our Boys Catholic writing. Heathens would not be adverse to reacting
violently against the message of Christ. The Boxer Uprising (1900) held a peculiar
fascination for Catholic propagandists. In coverage that prefigured the racist tone of
anti-Chinese Communist Cold War propaganda it was graphically illustrated how
missionaries and their converts might face the prospect of martyrdom. In terms of
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European racial superiority it is quite clear that Our Boys fits very much in the Yellow
Peril frame of iconographic reference. Japanese victory against Russia in 1904 had
struck a warning note. There was a latent fear that the Sleeping Giant of China might
some day awaken and, perhaps combined with Japan, form a threat to the various
Western powers. These fears are echoed in much of the Boys Own treatment of the
Far East. Such cultural stereotypes as "Pirates of the South China Seas"
in an opium Den"

71

70

and "Lost

confirmed the western view of Oriental deviousness and

treachery, an outlook reflected in early cinema and the Fu Man Chu stories of Sax
Rohmer.

In "The Boxers" Our Boys readers were told of how the women and children of a
village near Pekin were massacred in 1900 - "joyfully going to their deaths" wearing
their communion clothes, in processional order.72 "In a Land of Many Martyrs"
adapted the story of how a young girl who had been forced to spit on a cross saw her
mother beaten to death before her eyes. Then realizing the folly of her action she
begged the Boxers to kill her also. Some wished her to survive but the Boxer leader
had decided that "all the followers of your foreign sect in this village must die" so her
desire to be a martyr was granted.73 (See Fig. 4.10).

This Sino-Phobic material betrays a propagandist stand-point which acknowledges
little of the intrinsic validity of the culture which produced the Boxers. That they may
have been an expression of a nationalist reaction to the imperial exploitation of Asia's
Brothers had long supported was ironic. That this material, which borders on racism
should exist page by page with anti-British propaganda deepens the irony. It also
serves to convey the message in a subliminal level that Catholicism and Nationalism
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were one. Boxer swords felt little differently on the supine necks of the faithful than
those wielded by Cromwellian priest-hunders. Boxer bayonets in the illustrations of
Our Boys are directly interchangable with those of the Red-coats. Britain had long
claimed that the nature of her presence in Ireland was a "civilising" one. That Irish
missionaries should make the same claim regarding their "mission" in China and that
as deeply nationalist an organization as Our Boys might so actively disseminate this
indicates a lack of cultural insight which is typical on the same side as its jingoistic
and culturally insensitive British cousins, Gem, Magnet, Union Jack and British
Bulldog. The Boxer rebellion was suppressed with unrestrained brutality against
ordinary Chinese civilians, particularly by Russian and Japanese forces. There is no
reference to these war-crimes in either the British Boys Own genre or Our Boys.
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(4.9 and 4.10)

The plight of Catholics in the Far East was a serious issue for the Church in Ireland, where there was a
widespread perception that their oriental brethren were subject to widespread atrocity. There is an
obvious resonance in these illustrations – top (4.9) 'The Boxers' (December, 1922) and bottom (4.10 )
'In a Land of Many Martyrs' (January, 1919) – of the projection of Cromwellian Catholic persecution,
the iconography of which was an ever-present feature of Our Boys material. The appearance of such
graphic depictions of martyrdom alongside nationalist propaganda confirmed the synthesis of
Catholicism and Irish nationalism in the magazine.
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(4.11, 4.12 and 4.13)

Various aspects of Catholic Missionary propaganda – top right (4.11) 'The Letter That Decided Jack
and Cissie's Fortunes' (October, 1921); (4.12) 'Will They Ever See God', above and (4.13 ) 'Two
Paddies' top left, both from November, 1921.
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Edmund M. Hogan reflects on the relationship between Irish nationalism and the
missionary movement. Hogan refers to the connection between the idealism of the
1916 Rising and a powerful inspirational influence on the growth of the interest in the
missionary way of life, a point much commented on by writers of the time. In the final
analysis, Hogan concludes, the effect of the Rising was to make Catholics more
receptive to the missionary movement. In its aftermath there was indeed a
‘smouldering emotionalism’ abroad in the land, and there was much talk of sacrifice,
especially among the young. There is no doubt that missionary agencies drew
advantage from such sentiment, Hogan asserts, yet it is important to emphasise, he
goes on, that widespread approval for the Rising took time to emerge. 74

Hogan describes how the enthusiasm for the national struggle and its fallen heroes
took hold only after the Great War, with the growth of Sinn Féin and the
disillusionment which followed the cessation of hostilities on the continent. It must be
said that this enthusiasm was somewhat dampened by the Civil War and its legacy of
bitterness. Nevertheless, at least among the young, a willingness to endure sacrifice
and to undertake heroic action for the sake of the nation continued to manifest itself
and made the notion of a national missionary effort attractive to those seeking an
outlet for their idealism, a point further emphasised by the degree to which Our Boys,
a magazine intended to reach precisely this audience, included such material.75

Finally, Hogan concludes, there can be no doubt that the cultural revival exercised a
profound influence on the missionary movement. It is here that we may locate the
central thrust of my argument for the connection between the coverage given to
missionary material in Our Boys in the Independence era and the concept of Irish
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national identity. The invocation of Ireland’s history, literature and language created a
fertile soil for the seed of revolution. But the missionary cause also benefited, since
the new consciousness of ‘Irishness’ which the revival promoted also included
Ireland’s traditional devotion to missions and love of ‘the Faith’. Hogan cites the
example of the Maynooth Mission representing itself to the Irish public both as an
extraordinary expression of zeal for the Faith and as a re-enactment of Ireland’s
illustrious missionary past, and it was this which brought it within the realm of the
new cultural consciousness.

Catholic Juvenile Organizations and Our Boys

One thing we can all do, we can pray, and prayer is very powerful.
The Mass and Rosary have already worked miracles for us. Now I
want all my good friends to help us organise a Children's Crusade of
Prayer. The prayers of children are most efficacious. It is a great thing
to teach a child to pray for our country. It is uniting Religion with
Patriotism.76

Under the heading "Eire Abú! Dia Linn!" the announcement of the formation of the
Children's Crusade of Prayer was featured in Our Boys in September 1919. "Men
and women of Ireland listen to the cry of your country in her struggle for freedom",
the writer (B. M.S. Cilhairne) implored and then continued "there is one other
intention I want prayers for, and that is the Our Holy Father the Pope - the August
Head of the Church and the Irish Nation".77
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Another organization which Our Boys supported was the Knighthood of the Blessed
Sacrament, started in Australia in 1918 this society required that its members receive
the Blessed Eucharist at least once a week and to "observe all the customs of the
Knighthood".78 These included frequent visits to the church and the requirement that
each knight would defend the honour of "their Eucharistic Leader" - "if the
unbelievers laugh and scoff and mock, you will be unmoved and unshamed.

Like

true knights of the Tabarnacle, you will be manly enough to stand for the honour of
your leader".79

The Apostleship of Clean Literature was an organization which Our Boys widely
promoted. Set-up to oppose "evil literature" which was a product of "the sworn
enemies of Irish children".

These enemies had themselves "lost the thrones of

heaven" and swore that "Irish children shall never have them".80 The penetration
achieved in the Irish market by British newspapers and magazines was obviously of
major concern to a deeply conservative Catholic hierarchy, as was the mass-appeal of
cinema. Both these influences were viewed as sources of potential corruption to Irish
youth.

The A.C.L. was devoted to counteracting this corruption and its "Triple

Resolution" designed to mobilize the young apostles for the cause "to help in building
up a better and holier Ireland and to preserve in our Irish homes the perfume of the
Lily of Purity planted there by St. Brigid.81 The resolution states:
1)

Never to buy or borrow or read filthy literature, especially the Sunday weeklies
that come from across the Channel.

2)

Never to visit a picture-house or theatre until we first find out the character of
the entertainment there.
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3)

To avoid the use of tobacco until we reach the age of 21.82

The clearest example of the Catholic / Nationalist synthesis in terms of juvenile
organizations that appeared in Our Boys during this period was a series entitled "The
Fianna, or Irish Boy Scouts" which began in October 1919 and concluded in March
1920. The Boy Scout movement was a product of the Boer War, a reflection of
imperialist ideology "training mind and body for the Empires need".83 The Irish
nationalist version of this socio-religious organization was an off-shoot of the youth
wing of the I.R.B. committed to militant republican action. Founded in August 9th
1909, the Fianna drilled boys in physical training and military exercises to this end.84

The heroes of our story, inspired by their nationalist teacher, join the Fianna:

day by day, decked out in our new costume, and with short poles in
our hands, we climbed hills, bathed, and engaged in various other
athletic activities. At night we met in a small hall to recite national
poems and read stories from Irish history, especially about the ancient
Fianna of Ireland.85

It came to the boys’ attention that the local cinema was showing "objectionable
pictures". They decided to see for themselves.

Then came the ballet girl. This was the limit. Her dress need not be
described for she had scarcely any. The antics she performed were not
only indecent but shocking. We never saw nor heard anything that
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approached the grotesque vulgarities of that degraded specimen of
womankind. We covered our burning faces with both our hands.86

The boys, led by Hugh O'Byrne walk out, followed by all the people of the town who
were in the audience.

The people were now roused from their nightmare. The action of
the brave Fianna boys fired them with indignation. They felt that
they had acted a weak part in tolerating such indecency for so long.87

The manager, an Englishman, goes to see the parish priest and informs him he cannot
understand the controversy. "From the purity of the Virgin Mary Irish children take
their inspiration", he is informed.

Children from their earliest years are taught to lose that beautiful
virtue. Hence, anything suggestive of evil - anything calculated to
debase is altogether repugnant to the Catholic idea.88

Englishmen were different, went on the priest, with a civilization in direct opposition
to the doctrine and practices of the Catholic Church.

The Manager refuses to allow the priest to dictate his programme. The boycott
escalates and the Fianna boys find themselves in court. In dramatic fashion the
manager addressed the court. Hugh O'Byrne follows him and a debate on morality
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ensues. The case concludes in that fine tradition of nationalist iconography "Hugh
O'Byrne's speech from the Dock":

Every man has the right to maintain the honour of his own country.
I, among the rest feel jealous of its good name, and I am fully determined,
without asking your permission to do my part in preserving the children
of my native town from contamination.89
It is a measure of the impact of the polarized state of Irish society that such a prorepublican stand be taken by Our Boys, the line between militant republican support
and the moral agenda epitomized by this series becoming so blurred as to be in fact
one agenda - Ireland free was Ireland pure, the faith now one with the fatherland.
The Christian Brothers had been approached for help in finding suitable boys for the
Fianna from the time of its foundation. Liam Mellows had been engaged by the
I.R.B. to go on a tour of the South as a full-time organizer of the Fianna. He received
"promises of help" from the Christian Brothers in Waterford and New Ross. But, as
Barry Coldrey argues, they may have not been typical of the Brothers as a whole and
may not have known that Fianna Eireann was intended directly to prepare young men
for an insurrection against British rule.90

Coldrey would argue that the Christian Brothers as a whole reflected more the view of
Catholic nationalism in general, only gradually supporting physical force. However,
it may be contended that once war-time censorship was removed Our Boys led the
way in opinion-forming and may, in fact, have moulded much of the thinking of
nationalist youth.91
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The jury's verdict was in the Fianna's favour.

Hugh was especially complimented at the smashing blow he had
struck at the infamous traffic carried on right after night in that den of
iniquity. For a month he was the talk of the seven parishes; and the
people, feeling themselves emancipated - awakened from a horrible
nightmare - thanked God that their children had been rescued from
grave moral danger by the action of the brave Boy Scouts.92

The Fianna Eireann and other such organisations may be viewed as an expression of a
Catholic / Nationalist society prepared to mobilize its youth in defence of perceived
threats to the values of that society, a junior wing of "The Church Militant", as it
were.

Ben Novick has attempted to encapsulate the qualities of the ideal revolutionary from
the 1914 - 22 period, the men and women who made victory in this conflict possible.
He describes a figure that was firstly a speaker of Irish, had racial pride in the
uniqueness of the ‘Irish mind’, was pure in both mind and body and believed
wholeheartedly in the Catholic faith. There was a clear link between volunteering for
such nationalist organisations as the Fianna and relating to the concept of Gaelic
manliness and if such involvement was to lead to the ultimate sacrifice, his passing
was to be seen as the ‘final, proper act’ in a young nationalist’s life.93
The Christian Brothers used their magazine to cultivate precisely these qualities in the
boys and young men who read their paper. In doing so they supported an ideology
that sought to maintain the existence of this ‘Isle in the Western Ocean’ as a bastion
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of all that was morally pure. The Brothers saw themselves as defending traditional
values in an era when those unique qualities faced many dangers from metropolitan
popular culture, in the view of nationalist Ireland the expression of a new, modern,
foreign world.

Emmet Larkin has noted the manner in which the cultural revival served to strengthen
the identification of the Catholic faith with Irish nationalism. He comments on the use
of the ‘Irish Ireland’ term, originating with D.P.Moran, as an expression that
encompassed all aspirations for a national identity that was Irish in language and
Gaelic in culture. However, as Larkin notes, Moran insisted that Irish identity was
inevitably Catholic as well, simply because the indigenous language and cultural
tradition had been preserved in the countryside by Irish speaking people of Catholic
background.94

Dedication to the nationalist cause in the years immediately before and after the
achievement of Irish Independence has been described as commitment to ‘a complex
matrix of supportive interpellations which constituted a unified ideological
discourse’.95 The potential for disruption of the nationalist movement, however,
allowed no deviation from the totality of that matrix whose cement was Catholicism‘the very proof of Ireland’s purity and the sanctity of the nationalist cause’.96 Our
Boys may be said to have served a vital function towards the promotion of the
ideology of this Catholic–nationalist axis. The Christian Brothers used their magazine
to provide support, across the broad front outlined above, to many of the critical ideals
of the Irish Ireland movement, not least that of the central place of the Catholic
religion at the heart of this sense of identity.
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(4.14 and 4.15)

(4.14 ) From October 1919, the moral guardians of Dundalk, Na Fianna boy scouts, make their stand in
their local cinema in defense of Catholic morality. This was a clear identification of this youth wing of
militant nationalism with the ideology of the church.

(4.15 ) Having successfully conducted their case (helped no end by Hugh O'Byrne's speech from the
dock, in the best traditions of Irish republican courtroom appearances), local dignitaries congratulate
the Fianna boys, led by the parish priest. Brewster's illustration is from March 1920.
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CHAPTER 5

CONTEMPORARY MATERIAL IN OUR BOYS 1914 -22

Moral Propaganda and the Construction of Irish Identity

The appeal of the mystical idea of an Irish republic had captured the changed
public mood.1

Between 1914 and 1922 the editorial policy of Our Boys may be viewed as a function of
the broader agenda of nationalist propaganda. Ben Novick emphasizes what he terms the
‘moral dichotomy’ between Britain and Ireland as being central to the construction of a
new revolutionary Irish identity in the years around the Great War. The importance of
‘moral tone’ to Irish revolutionary discourse did not come about as a result of the war, but
for advanced propagandists, the socio-cultural dislocation of war, and the support of the
Irish Parliamentary Party for the British war effort gave new impetus to their campaign.2
Contemporary material in Our Boys may perhaps best be understood against this
background – the Christian Brothers acting once more as the spearhead of conservative
Catholic ideology, stressing the historic correlation between Faith and Fatherland and
placing (especially after 1918) the moral imperative of the republican movement before
its young readers as the magazine moved to follow the Church in its new-found,
pragmatic enthusiasm for radical politics.
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The Boys Own genre had played no little part in generating the highly charged
atmosphere of militarism that contributed to Britain's eagerness to participate in the Great
War that began in August, 1914. The inevitability of such a conflict had long been a
staple theme in the boy's papers – the many adventure tales of the colonial wars had
stressed the natural abilities of the British race. Their much-vaunted martial superiority
had been proven over and over again, from the plains of South Africa to the mountain
passes of the Northwest Frontier, from the China coast to the islands of the South Seas.
At the same time the invasion stories of the early 20th century had stressed the need for
constant vigilance, increasing levels of national paranoia already high following the
Franco-Prussian War and the German naval build-up of the Edwardian era.

For nearly half a century before 1914 the newly literate millions were provided with an
increasing flow of fiction based on war and the idea of its imminence... Popular fiction
and mass journalism now combined to condition the minds of the nation’s new readers to
a degree never possible before the advent of general literacy. In France and Germany,
too, writings in the genre were equally successful in stimulating romantic conceptions
about the carnage to come. When the final cataclysm did arrive, response to such ideas
set the masses cheering wildly through the capitals of Europe.3

In a society that had viewed war as an adventure, a natural experience in the process of
Britain's greatness, it is not too surprising that this, the ultimate conflict, would be seen as
the greatest adventure of them all. For those too young or too frail to enlist, reading about
the war was the next best thing. Fiction, together with visual illustrations and popular
films, thus played an important part in the unofficial propaganda effort to mobilize the
nation and prepare boys for future service. Before 1914 authors had found their
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inspiration in the little wars of empire. The fabric of the long peace enjoyed by Britain in
the 19th century was woven from a string of localized conflicts in the Indian subcontinent,
New Zealand, Africa and South East Asia.4 In terms of popular culture these colonial
wars made the experience of war 'available' to the British public, through for example,
such outlets as the popular press in the case of adults and for boys, the Boys Own genre.
Britain's wars of imperial expansion and consolidation were projected as noble and
glorious. This creation and development of the iconography of colonial warfare made its
own contribution to the formation of British masculine identity.

With the outbreak of the European war the boys' papers now focussed on the fighting in
Flanders, the Middle East or the skies over the Western Front. They still portrayed war in
exactly the same romantic and heroic terms.5 Despite the truth of the full horror of trench
warfare - barbed wire, gas, machine guns, mud and mass-slaughter on an unprecedented
scale - these papers were to persist with their portrayal of this particular conflict in the
same terms of heroic masculinity as popular literature had in the era of the Victorian
adventure. In the face of mechanized trench warfare the ideal that the propagandists of
the boys' magazines were to continue to project was that of 'omnipotent imperial
masculinity'. 6

The Boys Own Paper was early into the fray, November 1914 seeing two examples of the
paper drawing on the war for material. The first of these tales, The Wander Vogel – A
Tale of a German Spy was a timely reminder to the youthful readers of the magazine that
constant vigilance was the watchword and that everybody, irrespective of age had a part
to play in securing victory for Britain. The second piece was an article on the Royal
Flying Corps which stated, with an 'it will all be over by Christmas' air, that the Corps
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would not require any more recruits until the end of the present hostilities. In his editorial,
the editor Haydon urged his readers to support the Boy Scouts, join the rifle clubs and
cadet corps practice drill and athletics, keep themselves healthy and generally play their
part.

Captain Gilson weighed in with At the Call of the Tsar: A Tale of the First Russian
Advance (1916—17). The first two episodes are set in an English public school, complete
with an idolized Second Prefect, a crafty but redeemable bully, the theft of some
treasured postage stamps, a new boy falsely accused, a schoolboy feud, and the winning
of the inter-House cricket cup. At the close of the second installment the strange new
senior, Irben, reveals his identity to his friend Rashleigh. He is the young Grand Duke of
a Baltic state, soon to be summoned home to his regiment. Rashleigh is deeply envious
(‘Fancy taking part in a war! Better than a house match!’) and joyfully wins parental
permission to accompany him. The remainder of the story is taken up by their exploits
against the Prussians, and in particular their foiling of plans laid by the master spy. Long,
rambling, but none the less well-written school stories were still much favoured for
wartime reading. Haydon’s wartime editorials described the exploits of Service heroes
and recorded the names of B.O.P. casualties. The magazine published many rousing
wartime songs and poems, many of them linked to the old public school tradition from
whom many of Britain's armed forces, particularly the officer corps had come. Among
these were For the Honour of the School, To the Old Boys at the War, The Old School's
Roll of Honour and School at War.7

The various other boys’ magazines were equally patriotic, equally militaristic in their
support for Britain's war effort. In basic terms, the assertion of heroic masculinity in the
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form of the adventure story which had been such a central feature of the British boys'
papers from their inception at the beginning of New Imperialism, the late 1870s, was now
harnessed in support of this, the latest episode of the country's long record of military
adventure. In the more general context of national ideology this genre had contributed to
the deep-rooted and fiercely held beliefs about the nature of masculinity that shaped the
perceptions of numerous young men, largely but not exclusively from the middle and
upper classes, who found themselves faced with the great test, the great game as the war
broke out. Being a man, for those growing up in late-Victorian and Edwardian Britain
had powerful connotations of the unifying links between sporting ability, physical
strength and military virtues. The boys' papers exemplified such recurring key concepts
in the definition of masculinity as 'loyalty', 'courage' and 'prowess and skill in combat'.
These were concepts that were to lead to the creation of pals' regiments and the massenlistment of football teams in what David Taylor has termed 'naíve patriotism' in the
early days of the war.8

1798 Centenary and the Growth of Nationalist Militarism
It is only understandable that this glorification of Britannia's martial prowess, a military
capacity traditionally viewed by Irish nationalism as all that stood between Dublin Castle
and the natural, inalienable right of the Irish people to their freedom, should be seen as
dangerous, insidious British propaganda. The Vigilance Association had been founded in
1911 to safeguard Irish public morality. One of the leading spirits of this organization,
Father Richard Devane, who had been known to confiscate British publications from
unwilling newsagents in his native Limerick and set fire to them publicly, summed up the
anti-British perceptions of Irish nationalism on the issue of leisure reading for youth
when he stated 'many of the boys' papers are, in effect, recruiting agencies for the British
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boy scouts, which in turn are recruiting agencies for the British Army and Navy.'9

The level of militarism had been rising in Ireland since the turn of the 19th century for a
number of reasons.1898 had seen the centenary celebrations of the 1798 Rising. This was
an occasion that had served to heighten the level of awareness in radical republican
politics, the armed force aspect of this tradition having a special appeal in the context of
the cultural revival's current fascination with the newly discovered heroic qualities of
Irish masculinity, in for example the works of W.B.Yeats and Standish O'Grady.10

Enthusiastic Dubliners had turned out in their thousands to welcome Queen Victoria in
1897, her diamond jubilee visit to the second city of her realm – an occasion termed by
Garry Owens 'that grand apotheosis of the new imperialism.' Owens goes on to state that
concerned nationalists had at hand an obvious remedy to address this apparent massapproval for what to them was perceived as an occupying power: demonstrations and
patriotic statuary would prove that, despite appearances, separatist ideals still lived
among the Irish:

A growing popular interest in Ireland’s history and traditions was a notable feature of the
1890s. 'Ireland was appealing to the past to escape the confusion of the present’ was
W.B.Yeat’s judgement of the popular mood at this time. In Dublin, Belfast, Cork and a
few larger towns, clubs sprang up whose main purpose was to erect monuments to Irish
worthies and to stage pilgrimages to places of patriotic significance.

By the close of the 1890s, all of these groups joined in planning the most spectacular
commemorative event of the nineteenth century - the centenary of the 1798 Rebellion
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when the United Irishmen under Wolfe Tone rose up against British rule (an episode
which was to become a staple subject in the fictional canon of Our Boys). This yearlong
indulgence in patriotism and Anglophobia was, in its scope and intent an unprecedented
phenomenon. By the time it was over, hundreds of thousands of people across the country
had participated in marches and celebrations of all kinds in honour of the rebels of 1798.
Only the monster meetings of Daniel O’Connell’s repeal campaign and the public
gatherings connected with the Land League had brought so many people together for a
single purpose over such a long period.11

The formation of the Irish Volunteers in November 1911 served to heighten awareness in
the young of military affairs, nationalist youth now having such 'constructive' recreational
outlets as weapons drill, route-marches and manoeuvres in the countryside. The gunrunnings on either side of the political divide, one at Larne in April 1914, the other at
Howth in July, increased the air of tension in the country, while the Curragh Mutiny of
March of the same year had focussed the minds of militant nationalism on the
impossibility of a peaceful solution to the Home Rule issue.

The Great War and the Easter Rising
The outbreak of hostilities in August 1914 was to become a focus for the pent-up
militarism of the preceding decade. The war was greeted with mixed feelings. When
Redmond urged his followers to volunteer for the British army, in a speech delivered at
Wooden Bridge, County Wicklow on September 20th the more extreme members of his
organization decided to repudiate him. Under the leadership of Eoin McNeill some
11,000 of these removed themselves to form a group which retained the name 'Irish
Volunteers' – the main body of the movement now calling themselves the 'National
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Volunteers'.

All of this activity must have created a high level of awareness in the minds of young
Irish people of the militarization of national culture. To add to this consciousness of
uniforms, parades, gun-running and competing ideologies on the nationalist side there
was also the presence of the British army. There were some 27,000 British troops in
Ireland according to the 1911 census.12 About 200,000 Irishmen were to fight in the First
World War, of whom some 60,000 were to lose their lives.13

In Dublin British troops were stationed in a strategic necklace of posts such as
Wellington and Marlborough Barracks and Beggars Bush. Many Dublin men served in
such regiments as the Dublin Fusiliers, their families depending on the British army for
their livelihood in a time of general unemployment and gross poverty.

Soldiers of the Dublin Fusiliers had marched off with the memory of ecstatic
Dublin crowds. John Hargreaves remembered how ‘they crowded the streets from
the dockside — they cheered, they swarmed after us, thrust on us apples,
cigarettes, lucky trinkets, rosaries, scapulars, packets of sweets into our hands.
You’d think we were Cuchilia — heroes one and all — the high screaming Irish
pipes wailing “The Wearing of the Green”, the Connaught Rangers crashing out
“St Patrick’s Day”, and the Leinster Fife Band swelling and sobbing sad with
“Come Back to Erin”.14

This was a scenario that was replicated across the country, especially in such garrison
towns as Limerick, Athlone and Kildare. The Catholic Church was now placed in a
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dilemma as Irish public opinion was caught up in the conflicting ideologies of the Home
Rule controversy and the excitement generated by the outbreak of war. This was not a
new problem for the Irish Hierarchy.

The subversive force of resurgent Irish nationalism in the post–emancipation era
presented the Church with certain difficulties. Young Ireland was perceived as being
over – intellectual, calling for a rigid separation between religion and politics and in the
process creating a distinct political sphere, resistant to the authority of the Church.
Following the failure of the Young Irelands 1848 Uprising, the tensions created between
the Church and their ideals, between Religion and Nationalism, remained.

These tensions were to be deepened by the growth of the Fenian movement in the 1860s.
Cardinal Cullen perceived Fenianism as an attempt to drive a Nationalist wedge between
the clergy and the people. “What is certain” he wrote to Cardinal Bernabó , Prefect of
Propaganda “is that almost all the leaders of Fenianism have been educated in Protestant
Dublin University, in the Queen’s Colleges and in the normal and (denominationally)
mixed national schools. The youth of the Christian Brothers’ Schools, of the Catholic
colleges and the Catholic university have not been compromised.'15

The history teaching of the Christian Brothers reflected this ideology, laying little or no
stress on the revolutionary traditions of Fenianism, drawing much of their inspiration
from more distant, less contentious episodes of national history. From its inception, Our
Boys was to continue this policy, in line with the general thrust of the Church.
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The 1916 Rising was, however, to initiate a process of reoriented thinking in the circles
of conservative nationalism. Though the Rising itself was technically a failure it was to
create, because of the misplaced British policy of executing the leaders, a powerful
resonance in the national consciousness. Coming as it did at Easter, the rebellion was
loaded with symbolism for both strands of mainstream Irish life, Catholicism and
Nationalism:

Easter brought renewal, springtime, new life to a dead landscape; and so it helped
to justify and explain all previous abortive uprisings, for it wove into a wider
narrative, a myth of fall, death and glorious redemption.16

The protracted nature of the executions had, from a British point of view, a
counterproductive effect on the country, particularly Dublin. Because the trials had been
held in secret, as Russell Rees contends, wild rumours were fuelled about the number
and names of the prisoners who would face the firing squad. The image of blood seeping
beneath a closed door exerted a powerful influence on Dublin citizens. Quickly, a cult of
the dead leaders developed, which had powerful religious undertones, and there was a
growing public fascination with the piety of those who had nobly faced the firing squad.
Requiem masses attended by large congregations, and frequently followed by emotional
processions through Dublin's streets, provided evidence of the change in attitude towards
the leaders of the insurrection.17

Changes on the national landscape following the Rising were to bring about a shift of
focus in all strands of Irish life. As support for republicanism grew in the turmoil of
national politics, especially in the context of the 1918 conscription crisis, the Catholic
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Church was forced to question the values it maintained regarding Nationalism. Conor
Cruise O’Brien maintains that Pearse’s vision was retrospectively validated, in an
ambiguous sort of way, as a result of the martyrdom he had deliberately sought. The
Rising was unpopular in Ireland when it happened. Scores of thousands of Catholic Irish
were fighting in British uniforms at the time, against those whom the Proclamation of the
Republic referred to as “gallant allies in Europe”. The dependants of the soldiers reacted
against the Rising initially, as a stab in the back to their men. But the executions that
followed the Rising produced a great revulsion. Yeats’s “terrible beauty” was born as a
result the executions, not of the Rising. As the executions were spun out, over a period of
weeks, Irish history, as taught by the Christian Brothers, seemed to be coming to life, in
the twentieth century. The support which Irish nationalists had given to the British wareffort in 1914 came to appear repugnant and almost incredible, when looked back upon in
the atmosphere of the summer of 1916. Soon, a cult of the martyrs of 1916 was under
way, and began to be exploited politically, with the release of the survivors of the Rising
in 1917.18

Peter Somerville Large was to record the changes that occurred in nationalist
iconography at this time. He outlines how those who wished to honour the dead in a very
public fashion through, for example, the purchase of poplin ties in the Irish colours, each
with a tie-pin which displayed a photograph of the executed leader of their choice at a
cost of two shillings and sixpence. Or a cap badge as used by the Volunteers in gold or
silver. Or rosary beads painted in the Irish colours. Postcards of the dead sixteen were
soon on sale; Large describes how Frank O’Connor and his mother used to buy them after
attending the Franciscan or Augustinian churches in Cork where Mass was said for the
martyrs of Easter Week. Bishop O’Dwyer of Limerick, who wrote a strong letter to
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General Maxwell after the executions (‘your regime has been one of the worst and
blackest chapters in the history of the misgovernment of this country’), had his portrait
displayed in many shop windows decked with tricolour ribbons.19

The extent to which a fundamental reorientation had taken place in the mindset of
mainstream Irish life was vividly illustrated by the events that took place around the
release of the Republican prisoners from British jails. These prisoners were released at
Christmas that year, to be mobbed and cheered on their return to Ireland. Somerville
Large quotes O’Casey to illustrate the degree to which the ordinary Dubliner had changed
in attitude towards the returning Republicans - ‘again the felon’s cap had become the
noblest crown an Irish head could wear’. April 1917, the first anniversary of the Rising,
was rowdily observed. In Dublin the Sinn Féin flag was erected on the shell of the GPO
to the accompaniment of cheers. There were more cheers when another was placed on
Nelson’s Pillar and a policeman had to climb up to remove it. People in the crowd wore
black armbands striped with green, white and orange, while girls wore tricoloured papers
in their hair and waved paper flags.20

Sinn Fein was to grow in popularity, in the elections of November 1918 winning all the
popularly – elected seats in Catholic Ireland. A new realism among the hierarchy was to
culminate in Archbishop Walsh and de Valera coming to an accommodation in the run up to the elections. In return for retaining control of Irish education, the Church as a
collectivity agreed to take no position in its public policies – a standpoint which did little
for the fading fortunes of the Irish Parliamentary party.21
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Gradually there was a shift in terms of Nationalist iconography. The 1916 Proclamation
and the cult of the founders of the Republic moved more towards the centre of the Irish
cultural stage. As this process was taking place, Our Boys began to reflect the coming of
the new order.

In the autumn of 1916 Brother Canice Craven had been appointed editor of the paper
(replacing Br. Weston). The Educational Record was to reflect on his early years in
charge – ‘The charge entrusted to Br. Canice in the conduct of Our Boys was no sinecure,
when it is remembered that in 1916 he was in the 65th year of his age.’ The Record goes
on to note how ‘the Great War was not yet half-way through; Ireland had passed through
the terrors of Easter Week, and before the close of the Great War the horrors of civil war
were long protracted.’ The worries of the Editor from 1916 to1923 were serious and
numerous—with the shortage of paper, the difficulties of transit, military raids and other
‘distressing conditions.’ Craven’s devotion to duty is described in the following terms
‘All these were but some of the troubles which the Editor of Our Boys was obliged to
endure, and yet not even once, despite them all, did the paper fail to appear on the day
fixed for publication. The Educational Record tells us how

he may be said to have run the paper single-handed; he was business manager as
well as editor; he canvassed for advertisements as well as for literary
contributions, and he wrote sheaves of material, stories, dialogues, letters, exhortations, and denunciations, all in that vigorous, picturesque style that was
peculiarly his own. The paper was the mirror of his mind. Reflected in it was his
intense love of youth and hatred of everything that could sully their souls; his
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broad-mindedness in the support he gave to every good cause and in that
unquenchable love of Ireland which possessed him'.22

Conor Cruise O'Brien has little doubt of the intensity of Brother Craven's 'unquenchable
love of Ireland', and of the formative potential of such patriotism within the setting of the
classroom, notably on the young Patrick Pearse. Craven taught Pearse in Westland Row
and is believed to have had a far-reaching influence on the nationalist consciousness of
his student.23 Under Craven's stewardship there was a notable shift of emphasis in the
pages of Our Boys. Side by side with the historical fiction material which had been a
staple of the magazine since its inception, there appeared serials and stories which were
directly reflective of contemporary events in Ireland.

Nationalist Ideology in Our Boys
Peter Costello writes about the ability of the republican movement to transmit its essential
ideology from one generation to the next. He cites the example of the young Frank
O’Connor and Sean O’Faolain, both of whom grew up in Cork and subsequently became
involved as activists in the War of Independence. As young men O’Connor and
O’Faolain were deeply influenced by Daniel Corkery, another Cork writer turned
revolutionary. For both of them he filled the role of an old Fenian, though he preached
literature, rather than revolution. A character in Corkery’s own book of short stories, The
Hounds of Banba, says of those old Fenians, those ‘Ossians dreaming of the heroic dead
they have long outlived’:

I saw that every extreme movement in Ireland leaves behind it a remnant of its
broken army – an old workman in a factory in a city, a cobbler in a little shop in a
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village, or a shepherd in a hut on a mountainside – great old hearts that preserve to
the next generation, even to the second next, the spark of fire that they themselves
had received in the self-same manner from those that long since were gone home
into silence.24

Our Boys featured a story in the inaugural issue of September 1914 entitled 'How We Got
The Rifles.' The Howth gun-running had taken place in July of that year, and tensions
were high around the whole issue of Home Rule. The inclusion of this story may be
viewed as a controversial editorial decision in an organ intended for the entertainment
and edification of the young. It may in fact, given the highly charged atmosphere of the
day, be viewed in establishment circles as a provocative act to glorify the importation of
arms and possibly contribute to further national polarisation.

In ‘How We Got The Rifles’ we encounter Shawn O'Driscoll, a grizzled old fisherman on
the south coast, an example of one such torch bearer for the Irish revolutionary cause. He
takes a pale-faced city boy, Jack, sent to the country in hopes that the fresh air will restore
him to health, under his wing. The boy enjoys the excitement of fishing with Shawn in
his whaling boat.

After some weeks of this glorious freedom, during which his strength and endurance
recovered, he became aware that the old sailor disappeared with his boat for days at a
time and then in the morning might be seen at his usual post; a remarkable change had
also come, over his demeanour. ‘The calm, far-away look in the eyes of men of his
calling gave place to a restless impatience, at times snatches of half-remembered songs
would come from his lips, and my questions were often left unanswered’.
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When the first tramp of the Volunteers was heard in the village street, the old pilot
left his time-honoured post at the look-out and watched their movements with
silent interest, and when the first review of the local companies took place he
stood at the saluting base at the march past, the tears on his swarthy cheeks and
his whole frame quivering as the serried ranks of magnificent young peasants
swept by in perfect discipline and with martial bearing.25

The young boy is soon, in the best tradition of adventure narrative, drawn into an exciting
conspiracy.

"Would you keep a secret, Master Jack?” said he to me at last one .day after
gazing at me intently for several minutes. “That depends, Shawn,” I replied.
“You’re a good, man’s son,” said he, and then the words rushed in a torrent from
his lips, and: his eyes lit up as he said, pointing with his thumb-less hand to the
distant horizon where a few fishing smacks could be seen on the skyline, “There’s
guns there for the boys.. Would you do it for ould Ireland as your father, did
before, Master Jack”26

There follows a lyrical description of the sunset, distant crags and those far-away fishing
smacks, one of which contained the much sought cargo of arms for a new generation of
Fenians. As the young lad considers Shawn’s offer to become involved in this dangerous
enterprise he notices that the pair are being observed by the coastguard who had a
telescope trained on them. This danger was compounded by the fact that ‘the long black
hull of a Government cruiser was steaming up from the westward.’ In the finest tradition
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of republican adventure, and in the face of these clear and present dangers, the boy
describes how he was ‘swept away by a new and overmastering sensation to follow the
fierce old sailor.’ He hears himself shouting into Shawn’s ear ‘we’ll get them or die.’27

This is a significant development in terms of the editorial policy of the Christian
Brothers. In the very first issue of their magazine it appears that the topical, contentious
events of recent Irish current affairs are going to be addressed. Now, it seems, the order is
prepared to acknowledge the reality of the militant element within nationalism, albeit
with the implied approval of the past, the old man obviously having previously
participated in some form of republican activity.

In the event, Jack and Shawn succeed in their effort to supply the local Volunteers with
weapons by sailing out in Shawn's whaleboat to rendezvous with a larger vessel. Hopes
of evading the ever-watchful British navy are in vain, however. They are spotted by a
patrolling cruiser. An exciting chase follows, the two friends only avoiding capture
thanks to Shawn's wonderful seamanship and remarkable knowledge of the coast.

This was to be, however, the only example of the theme of extreme and contemporary
republicanism in Our Boys until 1920. Wartime censorship appears to have enforced a
cautious editorial policy, moderating the expression of contemporary nationalism in the
magazine. The main thrust of Our Boys material for the next six years was, as has been
outlined, through ballads and historical fiction, what may be termed 'recessional history'.
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(5.1 and 5.2)

(5.1), top and (5.2), bottom Geo. Monks illustrations from ‘How We Got the Rifles’, September 1914.
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From June 1920 a change in editorial policy becomes obvious, with a shift in emphasis
that took Our Boys material into the realm of nationalist propaganda, firmly placing the
not inconsiderable influence of the magazine firmly into the ethos of the physical force
movement and 'the ultimate triumph of the patriot arms'.

As the country was sinking into a downward spiral of violence the paper can be seen in
the context for that crucial battle for hearts and minds that forms such a pivotal element
of conflict in the age of mass communications. Curfew was imposed in various towns
and this facilitated night-raiding by police and military. Markets and fairs in proclaimed
districts were suppressed, gravely affecting the day to day economic life in parts of the
countryside.28

1920 was a watershed period in the Anglo-Irish conflict - Terence McSwiney died on
hunger strike, Kevin Barry was executed, a controversial decision, given his youth, and
one that, as we shall see, was to have a particular resonance for the readers of Our Boys.
The events of Bloody Sunday took place on November 21st 1920 and the Kilmichael
ambush on November 28th. The British had unwittingly handed Sinn Féin a public
relations coup of international proportions by their January 1920 initiation of Black and
Tan recruitment, followed by the formation of the Auxiliary force in July. An indication
of the heightening level of tension in the country over this period may be gauged from the
fact that the IRA killed 192 policemen and 150 soldiers in 1920 compared with 13
policemen and 1 soldier in 1919.29

A sea change was taking place against a background of increasing tension – the
propaganda war was of crucial importance in this conflict. The Church was forced to
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acknowledge the reality of Sinn Fein’s new power-base and in this context Our Boys
moved into a new phase of militancy. In June 1920 a story appeared which was to bring
the magazine out of the past and very much into the present reality of Irish politics.
Entitled 'Tragedy and Comedy', this tale has as its central theme the events that were to
occur around a hunger strike vigil at the gates of a large Irish prison.

This story was based on real events. In the spring of 1920 eighty political prisoners had
started a hunger strike in Mountjoy Gaol, where they had been detained from periods
ranging from weeks to months without trial. At the end of a week many prisoners were in
serious condition. Dublin Castle sent telegrams to the relatives informing them that a son,
brother or husband was dying. These relatives were requested to come as soon as possible
to Dublin. They came from all over Ireland. The scenes inside the gaol were harrowing.
The approaches to Mountjoy were thronged with crowds of sympathizers and sightseers.
They pressed against the troops and steel-helmeted soldiers who stood on guard with
fixed bayonets (as in the illustration that accompanies this story – (Fig.5.11).

A general strike was called by Thomas Farren, the Chairman and Thomas Johnson, the
acting president of the Irish T.U.C. on the 12th of April. Industry and commerce was shut
down all over the country. The standing Committee of the Irish Catholic Hierarchy allied
itself with popular feeling and placed the moral responsibility for anything that might
happen on ‘the Government that substitutes cruelty, vengeance and gross injustice for the
equity, moderation and fair play which should ever accompany the exercise of repressive
law.’ The government decided to release all the prisoners who had been arrested under
the Defence of the Realm Regulations, but not those against whom a charge had been
preferred.30
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The hunger-strike story was a convenient method for the Christian Brothers to introduce a
more militant stance, possessing none of the immediate violence of ambush or
assassination:

There were 80,000 persons around and along the approaches towards the prison
gate. They were saying the rosary in Irish for the benefit of those on hungerstrike in the cause of principle, justice and Ireland.31

Oscar is among them, accompanied by his sister Attracta "they belonged to the House of
O'Toole and proud they were of their ancestors".32 Oscar is intimidated by a soldier
"wearing a malicious grin" holding a bayonet against his throat. He grabs the offending
weapon and the situation is about to turn nasty when Attracta intervenes "taking two bold
rapid steps with fire in her eyes she struck the soldier in the face with a short staff having
a Sinn Fein flag wound round it".33 Taking advantage of the ensuing momentary shock
"a good-natured policeman" calms the protagonists and the children go home. Telling the
story to their parents

... everything relating to the size of the crowd, the pictures of
the Sacred Heart and of Our Lady of perpetual Succur pasted on
the pillars of the prison gate, the saying of the Rosary in Irish
by 50,000 people - all this was explained with gushing fervour.34

This leaves little doubt that the nationalism exemplified by this story is perceived as
being widely supported; Gaelic in orientation; deeply Catholic.
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It should also be noted that the image used to illustrate this story is a powerful
propaganda statement in itself. For a readership imbued with graphic imagery of bayonet
equipped Cromwellian, Williamite and Red-coated troops since the inception of Our
Boys six years earlier the use of a topical illustration from current events could not fail to
make that crucial association in youthful minds upon which propaganda depends. The
message was clear - British troops on Irish streets in 1920 are little different from those of
1650, 1690 or 1798.

Our Boys and the Campaign against ‘Unacceptable Literature.’
On occasion the magazine printed material which upheld the nationalist cause on a
number of levels simultaneously. An example of this is a story written in dialogue form
and published in November 1921 – 'Under which Standard' presents the argument for
Irish independence as a debate between Padraig Pearse on the one side and John Bull on
the other. Conflicting viewpoints are presented to a group of Irish boys, their
deliberations being of great interest to the historian as they appear to reflect some of the
broader propaganda issues of the Sinn Féin cause at this period. The issue which Pearse is
referring to in his opening statement is that of smoking (one of the pet hates of Our Boys
and a frequent subject of Brother Craven's moral crusades) - more specifically the fact
that the revenues from this unacceptable habit were sent to England to swell the tax-take
from this country. A flavour of this dialogue may be gleaned from the following extract:

Pearse: Will you ruin your health and impoverish your country – Will it be said
of you that you sold your Green-robed Mother?
John Bull: Now, boys I have some big bills to meet. I owe Uncle Sam nearly a
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thousand millions. You have been doing very well for me: I want you to continue
your Irish generosity. Mine is the Flag that braved a thousand years the battle and
the breeze.
Pearse: This is the Flag that has protected your people and your country since the
days of Pitt and Castlereagh and Oliver Cromwell.35

The inclusion of Cromwell in John Bull's list of the friends of Ireland is not designed to
inspire great confidence in the case for continued English management of Irish affairs,
this period of history having been a source of particular odium for the writers of historical
fiction in Our Boys since the foundation of the magazine in 1914.

This argument is now extended to a broader framework of nationalist consciousness,
encompassing not only the high rate of Irish subvention of the British exchequer but the
cause of Irish prisoners in English jails. This is a subtle point of logic, a delicate blend of
cold economics and sentimental republicanism, an argument that is apparently clinched
by the invocation of the name of the martyr Kevin Barry – only three of the assembled
group were to 'slink away to join Uncle John, Pitt, Castlereagh and Oliver Cromwell.’
The connection between the economic and health issues of the smoking habit is
broadened to include the fact that some 6,000 Irishmen are behind barbed wire for the
sake of Ireland - “Just think of it—some are dying for their country, and others are selling
it."
“For my own part, my mind is made up, I’m for the Irish Standard, for Padriag
Pearse and for Ireland."
“I call on all those who are against smoking, drinking, smut and Satan to folllow
me.”
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And shouts were heard:
"I’m for Ireland.”
"I'm for the Tricolour"
"I'm for Kevin Barry.”
“I’ll never sell my country.”
“I’ll not join those rotten fellows
"We’ll help the prisoners.”
And three slunk away to join Uncle John, Pitt, Castlereagh and Oliver
Cromwell.36

Our Boys identified the moral well-being of Irish youth as an essential function of the
nationalist cause. In the same manner that the figure of John Bull represented an alien
culture in the above story, while that of Pearse was patently the correct model for Irish
young people to emulate. British influence in the form of the sensational press was
perceived as being a source of evil influence on the young and by extension those
newsagents who continued to stock such material were viewed as 'agents' indeed, but of a
power which Catholic Ireland wished to see removed from the country. The coming of
Independence appeared to give this campaign an added urgency – an attitude that is
summed up in simple terms by this question - if we can divest ourselves of the British
government in Ireland, then why can we not eliminate the unacceptable presence of their
books, magazines and newspapers?

In an article entitled 'All Honour to Ballyhaunis and Dublin' (January, 1922) it was shown
how Irish people could stand up for the cause of decency.
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This is how it happened: Fourteen boys and two girls in Ballyhaunis resolved
1. To read no more gutter literature.
2. To become Knights and Handmaids of the Blessed Sacrament.
3. To put their savings together and get a High Mass said for the dead who died
for Ireland.

L.M.Cullen’s history of Eason’s describes Our Boys as leading a wave of agitation
against the circulation of what the magazine refers to as ‘gutter literature.’ He notes how
the first signal from his new force was in fact this incident in Ballyhaunis, resulting in the
cancellation of a large number of comics and other unacceptable publication.37 The
magazine’s description of these events tells how Mr.O’Clune, a gentleman of the town,
wondered at the heavenly wisdom of the children. And the words of Scripture came
vividly before his mind: “Out of the mouths of infants, Thou hast perfected praise” Mr.
O’Clune admitted that the children were teaching lessons to those who should be
instructing them. Like a practical man, he asked himself: What is wrong with us in
Ireland that the children are crying out, are in open rebellion? They seem to be
undertaking to drive the vile thing called smut out of this country—a work which
evidently belongs to their parents—a task which the parents, for some incomprehensible
reason seem afraid to attack. Guided, Our Boys maintains, by an inspiration of the Holy
Ghost, Mr. O’Clune took a walk down the Main Street of Ballyhannis and held a friendly
conversation with the four news-agents across the counter. What was the result? Here are
Mr. O’Clune's words: “The whole trade manfully signed without a single protest." In
effect, inspired by the purity of the children, he had organised a boycott. Our Boys
describes the formal arrangement of this course of action:
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The fact is that, these newsagents are as touchy of the Honour of Ireland. and as
much concerned for the Morals of its people as Mr. O’Clune himself. And to
show that the resolution was meant to be kept for ever, they signed the document
in the presence of Father Mc.Evilly C.C.
We, the newsagents of Ballyhaunis, resolve that we will not stock, or in
any way encourage the sale of improper periodicals, books, weekly
newspapers and publications calculated to lower the Catholic morals of
the youth of the Parish.
Signed,
Michael Flately,
M.D.Conry,
Richard Henry and son,
David Lyons.38

In the opinion of the writer of this article, Irish newsagents should follow the example of
their Ballhaunis counterparts. He believes that if they only were aware of the contents of
the material they were selling then perhaps they might put the moral well-being of Irish
children before their profits. He notes how many of the periodicals and papers sold by our
Irish newsagents corrupt the heart, debase the mind, and serve to destroy God’s image in
the soul. The writer goes on to inform us how he had recently bought six specimens of
imported literature. What did he find? Every one of the six was ‘reeking with immorality,
in the shape of immoral suggestion, immoral puns, or gross insinuation.. Some were very
devilish indeed. What, he enquires, will be in time the result if such literature,
manufactured in the dens of London, continues to be imported into the country? He could
think of only one answer - A corruption of morals, which will cause the youth of this
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island to fall into the deepest degradation.39

The author of this piece (though uncredited, possibly Brother Craven himself), goes on to
cite a similar occurrence which had recently taken place in Dublin as an indication of the
extent to which the moral tide was turning against the forces of evil literature.Cullen also
refers to this, the Newsagents’ Association passing a resolution in the following terms:

The Association as representative of the newsagents and booksellers of Ireland are
quite prepared to cooperate with any movement to stop the circulation of any
objectionable literature and would suggest that a Committee composed of
members of the Retail and Wholesale newsagents, the Vigilance Association and
the Board of Film censors be formed forthwith to take effective steps to
accomplish this object.40

On the facing page to the ‘All Credit to Dublin and Ballyhaunis’ piece in Our Boys there
appeared an article entitled 'The Expulsion of Satan, Smut & Co. From Ballyhaunis.'
(See Fig.5.3). Written in the favoured format of a dialogue between two conflicting
viewpoints, this piece is quite interesting as an example of the manner in which British
power is so obviously associated with moral decay, the crux of the matter being
expressed in the conflict between two civilizations – the British argument being that the
forces of modernism had taken such a firm hold in Ireland as to permanently remain here.
It is essential to view the illustration that accompanies this article to understand the
references contained therein to 'hissing serpents' and also to understand the degree to
which British power in Ireland was perceived as a totality. The images of John Bull, the
Devil and the Black and Tans range against the people of a small west of Ireland town
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whose banner proclaims their wish to create and nurture PURITY IN OUR HEARTS.

O'Clune - It is solemnly decreed that You leave this town, never to return.
Manager of the Company— Is this a specimen of Irish fair play? Will We not get
even seven days’ notice?
O’Clune - No nor one; you leave now bag and baggage.
Manager - and what, may I ask, is the cause of this sudden notice to quit

There follows an encapsulation of the Catholic ideology:

O'Clune - Your presence taints our Irish atmosphere; your breath poisons sweet
morals; your teaching leads to perdition.

In answer to the Manager's question, O'Clune explains the grounds on which the forces of
evil are being expelled.

Manager – and who has passed this decree?
O'Clune – The children rebelled; the whole town joined in; the newsagents
decreed your death; I hold the warrant.
Manager (spitefully) — Though we go, our civilization remains - it has taken root.
As long as grass you can never get rid of it.

The Irishman replies in no uncertain terms to the effect that the people of the town, will,
in fact, eliminate this 'unIrish' corruption, even to the extent of burning the offending
material in the market square.
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O'Clune - our town will be purified in one week; our dwellings will be disinfected;
and what remains of your degrading literature will be burned in the Market Square.
What you call “civilization” is a. code of morals which is bound to cause another
deluge, or bring fire from heaven to destroy those who accept it.
Manager - Do not talk to me about morals. You know, as well as I do that morals do
not count against money, even in holy Ireland. Holy Ireland indeed!
Here the two devils laughed, the Black and Tans grinned, and the serpents hissed.
O’Clune - Begone, you scoffer, or the earth will open and swallow you and your
fiendish companions. Do you mean to say that we shall sell our souls for money?
Manager – The four fools who signed us out of the town will soon repent and wish
for the dollars they have lost by their folly in refusing to sell our publications.

However, trusty Mayo newsagents are not to be bought, for them religion and patriotism
come before profit and greed:

Michael Flatley - Do not speak for me, you monster. We have tolerated you too
long, and it is my sorrow that one of your papers ever entered my door.
Mr. Conroy - Nor for me. Those who read your literature will become like those
unclean insects that feed on ordure.
Richard Henry - We would rather perish by the roadside, as our forefathers did,
than earn a living by the sale of literature that corrupts the hearts of the innocent.
David Lyons - Even the children have rebelled against the shocking immorality
recorded day by day in your publications. You are the curse of our country.
Leave this town and go to your own place— wherever that may he.
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This last stroke caused sparks to fly from the mouths of the two demons. The
party left—to seek for lodgings elsewhere.

The victorious townspeople decide to celebrate the expulsion of these dark forces in a
suitable manner.

Mr. O’Clune and his company retired to the church and there sang the Divine
Praises in thanksgiving to God for having delivered their town from those
monsters of iniquity. It is devoutly to be wished that a suitable memorial will be
erected in Ballyhaunis to commemorate the principal actors in this historical
drama.41

In the editorial policy of the Christian Brothers at this time we can see how Our Boys
supported the ideals of Gaelic nationalism across a wide front – encompassing such
issues as nationalist economic policy, support for the prisoners who were being held by
the government and perhaps most crucially, youth morality. Smoking and the circulation
of ‘smutty’ literature among the young were associated with degeneracy. The end of the
Boer War had increased concern in Britain and Ireland around the question of the socially
deviant boy hooligan. The increase in discourses on hooliganism and spirited adolescence
became part of an unstated need to attempt to control, or at least contain, ‘boy nature’.
The assumption that control over boys was ‘the key to the future of nation and empire’ is
identified by Elaine Sisson as an important factor in British thinking on the newly
recognised state of ‘adolescence’ – a discrete stage of development that came to public
notice with the 1904 publication by the psychologist G. Stanley Hall of his massively
influential work Adolescence. The focus was now channelling the energies of boys into
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profitable pursuits – the Boy Scout movement in England, for example, or the G.A.A. and
Fianna in this country.42 What the Christian Brothers sought to cultivate among the youth
of Ireland was the ideal of Christian manliness – smoking, filthy literature and
frequenting such occasions of sin as picture houses were all symptoms of corrupt youth.
The order had opposed such degenerate practises from their foundation. As any student of
the Brothers will know they fought against the concept of the ‘corner boy’, striving to
impose values of civility and morality in their schools. As far back as 1857 the Christian
Brothers had introduced a text into these schools which was designed to cultivate these
qualities. Christian Politeness was mainly a translation of De La Salle’s Civilite
Chretienne and was a detailed guide for boys on all aspects of civility from ‘modesty’ to
‘decorum of ordinary actions.’ Tom Ingliss’s history of the church in modern Ireland
Moral Monopoly (in a chapter entitled ‘The Irish Civilising Process’), contrasts the
development of this process in Ireland with other European countries. What was different
about Ireland, he concludes is that the civilising process here was a state sponsored
project, operated by the Church through schools. It was through the schools that bodily
discipline, shame, guilt and modesty were instilled into the Irish Catholic. Ingliss argues
that because it was the Church which was the force behind the embourgeoisement of the
Irish farmer, and because it gained a monopoly of control over their bodies, secular
civility became almost synonymous with Catholic morality.43

By invoking the name of Pearse in the battle against the forces of metropolitan
immorality (represented by John Bull), there is a clear association in Our Boys between
nationalist idealism and the ideal of Christian manliness that had been a priority of the
Brothers in their schools since the 1850s.
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(5.3, bottom and 5.4, top)

Two examples of the figure of John Bull as the béte noire of the Catholic/Nationalist axis. (5.3) 'The
expulsion of Satan, Smut & Co. From Ballyhaunis' (January, 1922,bottom) is a fine example of the
perception of the dominant ideology that there was a conspiracy between the ruling power of British
colonialism to not only dominate the country through the use of force (Black and Tans) but also to corrupt
the young people of Ireland through the dissemination of 'smut' – The News of the World being equated
somehow with a philosophy that was by its nature 'unIrish'. (5.4), top, 'Under Which Standard' appeared in
November 1921 and the illustration clearly defines the choice open to the youth of the country. Both
illustrations are by W.C.Mills.
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The Cult of Heroic Nationalist Boyhood
As in many of the stories which featured such historical periods as the Cromwellian era,
the Williamite Wars and 1798, the theme of a young Irish boy's bravery, his fearlessness
in the face of overwhelming odds, was a popular one in fiction which dealt with the War
of Independence. One such story is entitled 'The Boy Hero's Ruse' (February 1922 – see
Fig.5.5). The publication of such a story, referring as it does to such recent events is
possible only because of the recent end of hostilities in Ireland. The tale begins in
dramatic style

Up the narrow, hilly road the high-powered lorry, with its crew of armed men
drove, to stop at the cottage, half-way up the mountain-side, where old Widow
Dineen lived. It was midnight as the lorry came to a standstill, and not a thing
could be discerned through the dense blackness of the night. A stir inside the little
house, however, announced to the raiders that their advent had become known to
some of the occupants of the cottage.44

This was not a social call:

Bang! Crash! In a moment the front door of the house was battered in and swung
back on twisted hinges. The armed men swarmed into the place, lighting up the
dark interior with the cold, white beams from their electric torches.
A very old woman, a girl of about twenty-five or so, and a little boy, scantily
clothed, were kneeling on the floor of the kitchen, reciting the Rosary, in voices
that denoted no trembling.45
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As in so much of Our Boys historical fiction, the leader of an English search party had
little respect for the dignity of age or beauty. We are told how the leader of the raiding
party strode over to the old woman and shook her savagely. “Get up out of that, you old
hag, and tell us where this infernal son of yours is—the one that is giving us all the
trouble,” he demanded, in a. threatening tone. The woman’s daughter informs them that
she cannot help them as she does not speak English. The young girl is then told that the
raiding party would much prefer to have her company in the lorry. The girl is ordered to
come with them and they will spare the house. As one of the men attempted to lend the
girl out of the cottage she cried, breaking from his hold “You can burn and shoot if you
like, but you won’t get us to act as traitor to our boys.” The man grasped her roughly and
pressed the revolver barrel to her throbbing temple. “Come along, now,” he blustered, in
a voice into which there crept a quiver in spite of him. “This is the last time I’ll ask you.
You gotter decide mighty quick if you’re going to come.”

The girl answered: “I will not go alive. I’d a deal sooner die now, than sell the pass on
my countrymen, or my brother."

"I'll give you just another chance,” the leader interpolated coming over to Mollie Dineen
and shaking her roughly. One, two - answer or I fire.” The brave young heroine faced the
savage visages of the armed raiders, and answered, through trembling lips: “You may do
as you please about shooting me. It is a matter of indifference to me.”46

At this point the young boy intercedes and begs the troops not to kill his sister. In return
for them sparing her life he offers to guide them to the hiding place of his brother. This is
not acceptable to Mollie, who screams in Irish. "You re not going to be an informer. Let
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them shoot away. ‘Twill be all over in a minute.’’ The British officer speaks roughly to
the young girl “I don’t want your death on my shoulders,” the leader here warned Mollie,
“but if you speak again in that infernal language, I’ll riddle you with lead.”

However, the offer made by Jimmy is not all that it seems, speaking quickly in Irish he
informs Mollie of his intentions – he would lead the patrol around the countryside while
Mollie would run and warn the rebels!

The young boy’s opportunity occurs when the lorry can go no further up the path on
which he has led the patrol. He was prepared to risk his own life in order to save his
brother and his comrades.

Now was the moment he had been waiting for. He knew that by now Mollie, taking
advantage of a short cut across the heather, would have warned the boys, and that these
would have reached safety elsewhere. But he wanted to be sure. Many things might have
happened in the blackness of the night, high up on that mountain-side, to prevent the girl
from accomplishing her errand. Jimmy would give the boys warning, however, even if it
cost him his life. As he clambered out of the seat, the little hero grabbed the revolver
strapped loosely to the leg of the driver, and with both his little hands managed to pull the
trigger. The suddenness of his action and the cannon-like report the shot gave in the
mountain stillness, threw the men into confusion for a moment, and the little lad slipped
away into the heather. The volley of revolver shots fired after him passed harmlessly over
his creeping form, but, showed the position of the raiders to the fighting men on the
mountain. Soon a fierce battle broke out, but when morning dawned, all that remained of
the raiders were ‘a few crumpled-up stiffened forms, and the twisted ironwork of their
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lorry.’ The men Jimmy had risked his life to save ‘did not retreat when warned of their
danger, but advanced to meet the foe, and rescued the little hero from the raiders’
clutches.’47

The publication of this type of pro-violence contemporary material by an organ of such a
conservative body as the Irish Christian Brothers so soon after the signing of the Treaty
(December, 1921), may seem to some a surprisingly unequivocal statement of support for
a conflict which had not always enjoyed the full support of the Church. Many
commentators have referred to the delicate position of the Irish Catholic Church in the
period of the War of Independence. Terence Brown describes how the troubled years of
1912-23 had often placed the Hierarchy in difficult political positions.48 The fact that
very few of the conservative leaders of this body endorsed the rebel administration of
Dáil Eireann is an issue highlighted by Arthur Mitchel.49 This was an administration,
points out Joe Lee, that failed to nominate a Minister of Education in its first cabinet
(despite the fact that De Valera was himself a teacher who claimed the mantle of the
educationalist, Pearse) in order to avoid potential tension with the Catholic Church,
whose benediction the infant state required.50

In his biography of De Valera, Tim Pat Coogan traces one of the turning points of the
clergy’s ambivalence on matters republican to the galvanising impact of the 1918
Conscription Crisis. This was an issue, he writes, which was to provide Sinn Fein with
such a charge of wrathful energy that it became the dominant political force in Ireland. A
delegation from the broad axis of Irish nationalism convened with the Irish bishops who
were meeting at Maynooth in order to discuss the British conscription proposals in April
of 1918. The urgency of this occasion is illustrated by the fact that not only the physical
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force wing of nationalism was represented in the form of Sinn Fein but also the Irish
Party and even Parnellite and anti-Parnellite factions of this traditional voice of Home
Rule interests. De Valera’s contribution to the debate rested on the moral right of the Irish
people to resist what all were agreed was the immorality of enforced conscription. In the
face of this argument and similar arguments from the rest of the delegation the bishops
agreed to cooperate in a number of ways. Cardinal Logue’s hierarchical pronouncement
indicates the strength of feeling felt by all strands of Irish leadership on this contentious
issue (even if he was later to say that this was probably the worst day’s work the bishops
ever did): ‘We consider that conscription forced in this way upon Ireland is an oppressive
and inhuman law which the Irish people have the right to resist by every means which are
consonant with the law of God.’51

One of the most comprehensive accounts of how the Irish hierarchy shifted ground to the
extent that Our Boys was free to publish material (fictional narrative and biographical
accounts of the rebel leaders life and times) that would previously been considered
inflammatory in the extreme is offered by Emmet Larkin in his The Historical
Dimensions of Irish Catholicism. The political conversion of the bishops as a body was a
slow and painful process, explaining why the triumph of Sinn Fein was so long in coming
and why it was so complete when it finally came. The vast number of bishops still
supported the Home Rule Party in 1917, especially if the alternative was Sinn Fein. This
was a situation, as Larkin outlines, that continued to apply until it was clear that there
was no longer any hope for the party. Even in the face of successive disasters in the first
half of 1918 the bishops continued their support. It was only with the decisive majority of
Sinn Fein support in the election of 1918 that the Church moved to realign itself with the
new leadership of Irish nationalism.52 In this respect the Irish Catholic hierarchy’s policy
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may be said to emulate that of the French politician, Alexandre Auguste Ledru-Rollin
(1807-74), when he famously stated, regarding his own supporters – ‘I am their leader, I
must follow them.’
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(5.5 and 5.6)

British tyranny through the ages, seen through the eyes of W.C.Mills.(5.5) 'The Boy Hero's Ruse' (top,
February 1922) and (5.6) 'In the Days of Cromwell' (bottom, February 1920) are powerful graphic
statements of nationalist propaganda. The Roundhead and modern British soldier are virtually
interchangeable, illustrating the classic scenario of a peaceful home invaded by foreign forces of
oppression, reminiscent of, and quite possibly inspired by, British anti-German propaganda from the Great
War period (see following page).
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(5.7)

A Great War recruitment poster, remarkably similar to the nationalist propaganda of W.C.Mills in Our
Boys and illustrating the international appeal of such imagery in the battle for hearts and minds that was
now, with the rapid expansion of modern media outlets such as magazines, newspapers and cinema,
such a feature of 20th century warfare. The use of such material in Our Boys indicates a certain level of
awareness and sophistication on the part of the Christian Brothers regarding the importance of public
opinion in deciding the outcome of conflict. It also reflects a high degree of conviction in the justice of
the republican cause.
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(5.8 and 5.9)

Two episodes from the Anglo-Irish conflict by W.C.Mills. (5.8) bottom, is an illustration, which depicts
'The Three Boy Martyrs' (October 1922). (5.9) top, is the illustration of 'An Exciting Holiday' (August,
1922
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(5.10 and .5.11)

Nationalist Irish youth confronts the establishment, two examples from 1920. (5.10) 'The Boy Scouts in
Court' (top, March, 1920)
The second picture, (5.11) by Mills, is from June 1920.'Tragedy and Comedy' is set outside the walls of an
unnamed Irish prison at the height of a hunger strike. This illustration has the unique distinction of being
the first depiction of modern British soldiery in the setting of contemporary events,
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That the involvement of young Irish boys in I.R.A. operations was more than boyscouting activities, that it was in fact an extremely dangerous game, is illustrated by an
October 1922 story entitled The Three Boy Martyrs.53 (See Fig. 5.8).The appearance of
such a pro-IRA story must be seen in the context of the changed policy of the Irish
Catholic Church regarding the republican movement as outlined above.

The morning sun sent down its glorious rays on the little church nestling on the
green valley in the village of Athea. Mass was being celebrated within; the sunlight stole through the stained glass windows and fell in shimmering beauty on the
snowy head of the celebrant and made a network of golden radiance on the lily
white altar cloth. Now and then, stirred by the light morning breeze, the branches
of a large laburnum chased the sunlight, but not for long.54

All was not idyllic, however. In the midst of this peaceful setting were four young men.

Among the crowd of worshippers were four boys, or men, kneeling with bent
heads, pouring out their very souls in supplication, love. Perhaps it was months, or
at least weeks, since the opportunity of assisting at the Grand majestic Sacrifice of
the Mass was offered them. They were Irish? Yes. They were in their native land?
Yes. But they were Felons, they were Outlaws, they were Rebels, with a price
upon their heads; they were not to enjoy a happy free and easy life. Their country
had called them, and, they had answered willingly and readily; her interests were
their interests; her welfare their whole care; her freedom their aim; they would
fight for her to death - they had sworn to do so.55
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This is a highly charged statement and represents a significant change of emphasis in the
editorial policy of Brother Canice Craven. The concept of 'duty' in the present tense is at
the heart of this philosophy. This is no longer recessional history – it would indeed be
difficult to envisage a scenario involving boys which is more clearly pro-republican, and
this is, it must be considered, the militant armed republicanism of the War of
Independence. In line with the double standards of designating such rapparees as
Galloping Hogan or, in fictional terms, Fergus O'Hara, the Outlaw Chief , as somehow
'good', somehow 'noble' (though they were to all intents and purposes highwaymen) if
their victims were of the colonizing class, so too were these young men worthy of respect
- 'Felons', 'Outlaws' and 'Rebels' that they were. The justice of their struggle is then
elevated to the highest possible level in the pantheon of Irish republican martyrdom.

Willingly would they ascend the bloody scaffold that bore the body of the great
boy martyr Kevin Barry; cheerfully would they stand for the fatal bullet that
would send them all the more quickly through the grim portals of death; theirs
was a soldier's life, and they were prepared to die a soldier’s death, if needs be—
be it fire or sword, bullet or bayonet.56

The use of the term 'fire and sword or bayonet' carries a clear reference to the era when
these were precisely the methods through which punishment would be meted out to the
Catholic/nationalist population, in for example such conflicts as the Munster Clearances
of the Elizabethan Wars, the era of Cromwell or the 1798 Rebellion. There is a parallel
also in the use of this archaic terminology with the 'dungeon, fire and sword' of Catholic
hymnals. As such it is an obvious connection with the Catholic/nationalist style of
historiography that was, as has been outlined, promulgated in the teaching of the
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Christian Brothers. This clear reference to a well-understood and familiar narrative
structure in the 'story' of Ireland is a subtle device which lends greater credibility to the
thrust of this tale. It further validates the role of the boys in a long and glorious battle
against the greater forces of political domination and religious persecution, creating a
bond between the age of historic persecution and the contemporary struggle.

The story continues in a tone of mysticism, the mass seen as the central focus of what
F.S.L.Lyons has termed 'a Messianic doctrine combined with a level of sacrifice.'57 This
is a style of writing which we find frequently in the works of Pearse, McDonagh and
Plunkett.

As in solemn, melodious tones, breaking though the mystic silence, the priest says
“Domine Non Sum Dignus,” they bow their heads once more in reverential awe.
Soon we see them making their way with the other worshippers to the altar rails to
receive the Bread of Life; side by side they kneel at the rails to receive Jesus, the
Man God, into their hearts. It was to be their last time; no more were they to kneel
at the altar and hear the venerable priest say: “ In Vitam Eternam” Their young
lives were, coming to a close, but they did not know it, for the great impenetrable
wall of’ futurity mercifully hid away their coming doom. They only knelt and
prayed.58

There is a continuation of the idyllic theme as the boys stroll along a country lane
following the conclusion of the mass. Three of them stop at a bridge to await the arrival
of the fourth. A strange sound in the distance cuts short their innocent conversation.
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A merry peal of laughter rends the summer air: but it is quickly cut short. Far
above the dreamy babbling water was heard a distant booming, gradually drawing
nearer the grave are those three pairs of eyes now - the grey, the blue, and the
brown. There is no time for running - they must stick to their guns, as their
national bravery would have them. Nearer those booming cars draw; with a
devilish whoop the Tans descend - they have recognized some of those Infernal
Shinners. A malignant gleam can be plainly seen in the eyes of those human
demons. The unarmed, defenceless boys are quickly surrounded and searched
from head to foot among the vilest of curses and blasphemies they are huddled
into the throbbing car.59

They believe that their missing comrade has a hope of escape, but unfortunately for his
sake he arrives at the very moment his friends are to be placed in the Black and Tan
vehicle.

We now are given a lyrical description of the sheer beauty of the Irish

countryside, an Arcadian vision in harsh contrast with the proposed execution of the ‘Boy
Martyrs’ as without any trial or ceremony the young boys are executed. This form of
highly emotive (at least to modern sensibilities) nationalist propaganda cannot be fully
appreciated without some understanding of the highly charged feelings of the time,
particularly with regard to the youth of the republican volunteers, including many of
those who were to be captured, subsequently tortured or even executed by the British.
Peter Hart has concluded that at least three quarters of these were in their late teens or
twenties in any given year, and that less than 5 per cent were forty or older.60

The inclusion of such a story as The Three Boy Martyrs in Our Boys mirrored another
series, Our Irish Heroes, also running in the paper at this time and which dealt with the
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lives of young men who had been executed by British forces for their part in the events of
1919-22. It may be assumed that the inclusion of this type of material would have had a
powerful impact on the young readers of the magazine at such a crucial juncture of
modern Irish history. The young men featured in Our Irish Heroes had all been executed
for their part in anti-British activities. Thomas Whelan, for example had allegedly been
involved in the assassination of British agents conducted on the morning of Bloody
Sunday, 21st of November, 1920.61 Bernard Ryan, the subject of another of these articles,
was actually among the spectators in Croke Park and a witness to the events of that
afternoon when British forces entered the ground and opened fire on the crowd in
reaction to the IRA’s preemptive action of the morning.62 Kevin Barry (‘just a lad of
eighteen summers’) is perhaps the most famous of those young men who were hanged in
Mountjoy Gaol at this time. In October, 1921 Our Boys featured him in the Our Irish
Heroes series, a year after he had been executed. His catholic credentials are stated –
‘When friends visited him in prison he was much comforted by hearing them talk of
God’s love and intense interest in each one, and the wonderful meeting with him so close
at hand.’ The moral editorial stance of the magazine was supported by the young man on
the eve of his execution – ‘Since I came to Dublin I have seen a good deal of the shady
side of life and I fully realize how merciful God has been in saving me from all this
danger.’ 63

The morning of Barry’s death is death is described in some detail, much of this relating to
the intensely religious nature of his impending martyrdom, clearly exemplifying the
seamless relationship between Catholicism and nationalism in the popular mind.

He rose at 6 a.m. on the morning of the Feast of All Saints. Outside the prison, in
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the light of the early dawn thousands of men and women were gathering, and the
recitation of the Rosary had begun. All over Ireland and in many an English
church, there were masses and communion for Kevin Barry that All Saints’
morning. 64

Barry served at two masses in his cell, and was then taken to the place of execution. The
celebrant, Canon Waters had this to say regarding the youth’s last moments – ‘His last
thoughts were not of this world. He died a brave beautiful death marked by great
humiliation and resignation to the will of God. He died a holy Christian death, with
prayers on his lips for his friends and his enemies.’65

Public School Boys as Republican Activists
Another example of boys as central characters in a story of the War of Independence is
"The Fourth Classical at St. Finbarr’s".66 This was a major serial and is interesting
because it is set in a boarding school. In his analysis of children's literature Written for
Children, John Rowe Townsend stresses the extent to which boys who go away to school
must quickly learn to become independent.67 Townsend goes on to outline how the
boarding school story (which is also referred to in ChapterOne) had existed in English
literature since 1857 and the publication of Thomas Hughes's Tom Browns Schooldays.68
This was a genre which had an appeal outside the boundaries of public school privilege
based on class and money.

The clientele of Our Boys, Magnet and Dreadnought

devoured serialized tales of adventure and sport set in the insulation from the everyday
world that boarding school provided. Major Irish middle-class Catholic colleges were
modelled directly on the English public school, and to that extent (and reflecting the
general political stance of their clientele) were necessarily somewhat British in ethos.
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'West British' was the pejorative term used by advanced nationalists to describe and
denounce the phenomenon. 69 Middle-class Catholic colleges included Clongowes Wood,
Belvedere and Mungret Colleges, all run by the Jesuits; Castleknock College, Blackrock
College and those maintained by the Cistercian Fathers at Mount Melleray; the
Dominican Fathers at Newbridge and the Marist Fathers at Terenure.70 The Christian
Brothers ran two colleges for a middle-class clientele who would be unlikely to send their
children to an ordinary Christian Brothers School - Christian Brothers College, Cork, and
Waterpark College, Waterford.71 The Order was however, generally promulgating a
nationalist ethos different in degree to that operating in any other Catholic school system.
The prestigious colleges occupied a totally different social world to that of the Christian
Brothers' Schools.

This did not stop Our Boys using a public school background for many of its stories from
the outset. The attributes identified by Townsend were too tempting to resist. Such
classic public school themes as victory over bullying - The Fourth Forms Triumph72 were
explored. Many of these stories were innocuous in terms of nationalist politics, having
such perennial themes as haunted corridors and mid-night feasts. The Fourth Classical
however, was to break new ground.

Centred on a race between the local I.R.A. and Black and Tans to discover

some £20,000 in gold bullion and a large quantity of arms and
ammunition landed from a German submarine during the late
world war and buried somewhere in the vicinity.73
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The writer, John G. Rowe, effectively takes the public school genre, that bastion of
privilege and class and subverts it by involving the young students of St. Finbarr's - Dan
O'Connell, Robert Emmet O'Dowd and his brother Patrick Sarsfield O'Dowd at the heart
of the I.R.A's efforts to obtain a crucial cipher which holds the key to the treasure and
arms cache. Rowe combines the public-school story and the nationalist agenda in a
unique manner. Interspaced in the outline of the boy's adventure are such typical features
of the Our Boys style of writing as this, when the boys are searched by the R.I.C.

But there was nothing in the shape of contraband, even as regarded
the schools regulations. Certainly no cigarettes, tobacco or pipes for
Dan O'Connell and his chums belonged to the Anti-smoking League.
(A Christian Brothers sponsored movement- my italics). Neither had any of
them any cheap or bad books upon them.74

What is particularly interesting about the illustrations that accompany The Fourth
Classical is the fact that the republican forces are depicted wearing full military uniform.
This is an example of expedient revisionism on the part of the Christian Brothers. They
could not express the harsh reality of the recent guerrilla campaign, in which many
civilians were murdered as informers, Protestant farmers were driven from their land,
some parts of the countryside enduring what Kevin Myers refers to as almost a form of
ethnic cleansing.75 To portray the IRA wearing civilian clothes would have somehow
undermined the projection of Catholic republican soldiers as being more pure than the
Saxon enemy. The National Army had only made its first public appearance on January
30th 1922 when a unit of the newly formed Dublin Guards marched through the Phoenix
Park en route to take over Beggar’s Bush Barracks from British forces76 – yet in the
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editorial mindset of the Christian Brothers the harsh reality of the recent struggle could
not be openly confronted. In an interesting juxtaposition of the dress code of the
conflicting forces, an August 1922 story in Our Boys, ‘An Exciting Holiday, has a gang
of renegade Black and Tans dressed in civilian clothes robbing and terrorising the Irish
countryside.

With the assistance of their maths teacher, Mister McGrath, the boys solve the cipher
problem.

The volunteers discover the hiding place behind a waterfall.

When the

commandant thanks the boys "in the name of Irish Republican Army" Dan replies "don't
try to thank us sir" and concludes his statement with that most Boys Own of expressions
addressed to his friends "is that not so, you chaps?"77 Over the next few months the local
I.R.A. enjoys one success after another -

They did not forget, either, good Catholic boys that they were, to offer up their
prayers on every occasion, at Mass and elsewhere for the ultimate triumph of the
patriot arms.78

By the end of 1922 Our Boys fiction worked on a dual level to further the propaganda
cause of Catholic Irish nationalism. On the one hand historical fiction invoked the icons
of the past and drove home the message of a Catholic people grievously wronged.
Enslaved by the forces of Cromwell, robbed by the Williamite armies and tortured
because of their rebellion in 1798 the "immemorial people", the Irish race, remain
steadfast to both their religion and their land. The Brothers interpretation of this
"predestinate" history as outlined in their history texts from 1846 onwards was further
developed in Our Boys in fictional terms, having a strong and clear propaganda thrust.
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That this was done against a background of increasing tension and eventual open conflict
from 1919 onwards gives this genre a sharp focus and provides an interesting insight into
the Christian Brothers appreciation of the mass market in boys' papers and their
willingness to compete against the historical and contemporary fiction of their British
rivals.

The policy of the Christian Brothers to not only address such a controversial issue as the
War of Independence in direct terms but to also place Irish boys in central roles in these
adventures makes a clear and unambiguous statement on the assertion of heroic
masculinity in Irish popular culture. Their inclusion of material which described the lives,
republican activities and deeply Catholic affiliations of those young men who paid the
ultimate price for their love of Faith and Fatherland ( in the ‘Our Irish Heroes’ series)
placed this editorial policy clearly in the centre of militant nationalism.

There is little doubt as to the preferred role model – from 1919 onwards the ideal of
sacrifice, the nobility of death in the cause of faith and fatherland had gradually infused
the national consciousness. There were perhaps complex socio-cultural reasons for the
appeal of such a role model. Many of these would relate to the mutuality of Irish
Catholicism and Irish nationalism, the figure of Christ central to one, now mirrored by
the cult of recent martyrdom which was central to the other.

The British boys' papers were at this time dominated by tales of the Great War and the
militarism of Our Boys should perhaps be seen in this context. There was, it appeared to
nationalist thinking every reason to counteract the propaganda value of British war-time
adventures with stories which were closer to home, more immediate, more pressing.
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From 1920 onwards a new edge was to come into the fiction of Our Boys, an edge that
was to sharpen considerably following the signing of the Treaty in 1922. Under the
editorial control of Brother Craven contemporary fiction dealt directly with the War of
Independence.

In such stories as Tragedy and Comedy (1920) and The Three Boy

Martyrs (1922) and in long-running serials like The Fourth Classical at St. Finbarrs
(1922) the theme of what Barry Coldrey terms "sacrificial nationalism"79 was explored
and developed. This role of fiction must be viewed in the context of the Brothers' overall
contribution to advanced nationalism.

The violence implicit in both historical and

contemporary fiction implies a more than tacit acceptance of the physical force strand of
republicanism, having as it does an exclusive emphasis on the justice of the nationalist
cause and the creation of heroic figures who could be emulated for its greater good. In
this mind set there is little doubt that the assertion of heroic masculinity for Irish boys
should follow the example of the role models provided by Ireland's past, whether they be
in the distant past like Cúchulainn or Patrick Sarsfield or in more recent times, as in the
many contemporary stories and serials the magazine ran that featured national events
almost as they happened.

There were many negative role models of Irish masculinity available in the popular
culture in the English speaking world. From the drunken navvy in the court reports of the
sensational press to the Irish joke, from the stereotype of the stage Irishman to the
simianized features of Punch (Britain) and Puck (U.S.A.), the stock figure of the Irish
male was an instant cipher of low standards, brutality and ignorance.
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There was one field, however, in which the Irishman was recognized as deserving of
respect. In the area of martial prowess the figure of the Irish soldier had few peers in
terms of bravery and honest endeavour. Myles Dungan has documented the international
involvement of Irish soldiers in the armies of various foreign powers. It was to the lasting
regret of Irish nationalists that these internationally recognized qualities were never
harnessed to achieve that great dream of nationalism – to win the freedom of their native
land from a power they perceived as unlawful conquerors, until the second decade of the
twentieth century.

As has been outlined here, Irish historical fiction dealt with the issues of the conquest –
religious, economic, social and cultural, in terms of aspirational nationalism – in this
genre Irish heroic figures achieved a measure of victory, if occasionally only moral, and
the martial spirit of the Gael continued to defy the power of perfidious Albion. When all
else failed and the reality of history presented the story tellers with the actual fact of
defeat on native soil, there was always the wish-fulfilling option of placing their hero on
service in the continental Irish brigades, a regular narrative ploy whereby the Irish reader
could vicariously enjoy that experience all too common for readers of historical fiction –
victory over England by proxy.

Our Boys continued this tradition in the form of the serial magazine for boys. What is
more, the Christian Brothers published stories of a strongly nationalist tone right through
the War of Independence. What is highly significant is the fact that they set some of their
material in the 'real time' of the contemporary reality of the Ireland of the 1919-22 period,
actively moving to the centre of nationalist propaganda ideology with the suspension of
the Defence of the Realm Act which followed the signing of the Treaty,80placing their
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young heroes in the front line of the on-going battle between the forces of the Crown and
those of Catholic/nationalist Ireland.

Br. Canice Craven was the driving force behind the promulgation of Our Boys
Catholic/Nationalist ideology through this difficult period, as the Educational Record go
informs us, outlining how Brother Craven’s pro-Nationalist policy placed him personally
in the front line

Br. Canice’s activities could not fail to attract the notice of the authorities in the
Black and Tan period, for Our Boys made many comments on the struggle, and
never failed to publish a sketch with portrait of every young man who was done to
death by the hangman or the firing squad in the course of the fight.81

The Editor’s notes in the number for September, 1921, has the following

We should mention that the office of Our Boys was raided some months ago.
When the military entered, the first thing that met their gaze was a large placard
showing:

Objects of Our Boys.
1. To keep the children of the Gael Irish in mind, soul and heart
2. To stamp God’s image deeply on their souls.
3. To preserve them from those withering influences that lead to moral and national
decay.
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Mottoes of Our Boys.
‘To God and Ireland true.’
Purity in our hearts, Truth on our lips, Strength in our arms.’

After some heated exchanges between the Editor and the officer in command, the military
withdrew.”82

Br. B. Thompson tells of the raid thus
I entered his office, and soon he leads the conversation to the campaign against
evil literature, the campaign that has resulted in the Free State Censorship Act. He
pointed with pride to the poster, 'Satan, Smut and Co. on the wall, standing as it
stood when the British Auxiliaries raided the premises and met Br. Canice himself
at the door with a look as terrible in its righteous indignation as that which saved
Rome from Attila in the days of Leo the Great.”83
Br.Thompson’s tribute to Craven encapsulates the complexities of Our Boys policy in and
around the period of the War of Independence, extending that military victory into the
Free State era, clearly equating this achievement with Catholic purity, a moral victory, as
it were. The magazine had accorded martyr status to Ireland’s dead revolutionaries, both
through fictional material and factual biography, their sacrifice on behalf of the nation
was assiduously promoted and a clear connection drawn between their efforts and those
of Irish heroes of the past. Our Boys played a crucial role in defining Irish patriotism:
loyalty and national sacrifice were now advanced as being exclusively Catholic and
Gaelic, the action of Irishmen in the Great War, for example, being effectively
suppressed.84
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(5.12, 5.13 and 5.14.)

W.C.Mills produced the artwork for this long-running serial – 'The Fourth Classical' – which ran from 1919
to 1922. Here are three examples of his work, the bottom (5.14)) illustration being a particularly good
representation of this artist's style. The picture is remarkable for another reason. In the context of the
contemporary militarization of the boys adventure story which such a marked feature of the Great War
period (school boys did not now have to travel to the colonies to have adventures – Flanders was just a few
hours sail away) Mills provides us with an IRA officer who can compete on equal terms with the typical
British military heroic archetype. The depiction of the Volunteer headquarters in this particular episode
(October 1922) would be very familiar to a generation of boys who were steeped in the culture of trench
warfare. The fact that the Irish soldiers wear uniforms in this illustration grants a certain legitimacy to their
cause and may be a neat side step of editorial policy in the context of what was in fact, in modern parlance,
a 'dirty war.' (5.12) top left shows the boys in the cavern where the arms and gold are hidden (February,
1922) and (5.13) top right is an interesting example of conflicting figures of masculine authority - black and
Tans and R.I.C. men on the one hand, Catholic priests on the other, as the boys' property is searched for the
precious cipher, September, 1922.
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(5.15 and 5.16)

(5.15) The typical Boys Own adventure yarn harnessed in the republican cause. The boys are seen here
returning to their college having visited the leader of the local IRA brigade, Commandant O’Connor, at his
hiding place in the caves (‘The Fourth Classical at St.Finnbar’s, October,1922)
(5.16) The moment of resolution – the cache of gold and arms are finally discovered (December 1922)
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(5.17)

(5.17) This is a very interesting illustration from several perspectives. Our Boys uses the clever device of
depicting the IRA men in the uniform of the National Army to avoid confrontation with the vaguely
immoral and more ungentlemanly reality of modern guerilla warfare as pioneered in the Irish War Of
Independence. The Irish officer, a quartermaster named Liam McManus, with his clipped mustache, could
be a British officer, the whole tone of the scenario, drawn by Mills, not out of place in any of the Great War
narratives which proliferated in the Boys Own genre of this period. Many of these tales featured tales of
young boys 'having adventures' in France, and are considered significant agents of recruitment among
British youth many of whom joined up, inspired by what Michael Paris has termed 'the pleasure culture of
war.' (October, 1922).
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(5.18)
GOOD CHEER.
(BALLYKINLAR NOTES).
Don't sigh—the sun will shine again,
Fresh flowers delight your eyes,
Those gloomy mists shall pass away
That lower on Irish skies.
Don’t fret: this life is much too short,
For weaklings there’s no room,
And toil and care will be man’s part
Until the crack of doom.
Don’t mope: there’s plenty yet to do,
And Ireland needs each son.
With Peace declared, the hardest work
Will only have begun.
Take heart—the world yet holds for you
Contentment, love and peace.
Be worthy, then, your place to take
The day of your release.
J. S. Considine
Chapel Street, Dundalk.

From July 1922, a poem by J.S. Considine with a cartoon apparently executed the previous year in
Ballykinlar camp by one 'A.O'D.' The Gaelic spelling of the camp's location (see bottom right hand corner)
implies that this prisoner had at least a reasonable command of the language.
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CHAPTER 6
CONSOLIDATION: OUR BOYS AND THE IRISH CATHOLIC CHURCH IN FREE
STATE ERA

The term ‘triumphalist’ is frequently applied to the dominant role played by the Catholic
Church across the broad spectrum of the life of Free State Ireland. For some commentators,
Emmet Larkin, for example, the nation had existed in all but name since the late nineteenth
century through the structures of the Irish Catholic Church. Now it appeared that Irish
Catholicism’s moment had come. The clergy enjoyed immense power, their authority
extending from the cradle to the grave – the areas of education and health were particular
spheres of influence, but Catholic control extended from the basic parish unit to the
corridors of Dáil Eireann. Behind this facade of dominance, however, lay an element of
uncertainty - the threat to faith and morals was an ever-present and insidious force on the
landscape of national life, manifesting itself in such expressions as ‘foreign’ (in other
words British) newspapers and magazines (all the more dangerous with their increasingly
sophisticated photographic technology). Other ‘alien’ and ‘unwholesome’ sources of
corruption ranged from an increasingly attractive cinema industry to the ‘sinister’ and
‘sleazy’ influence of jazz on the radio. In the face of such dangers the Irish Catholic Church
charged its members to be vigilant and encouraged them to mobilize and bring about a state
that would protect its people by enshrining the values of Catholicism at the highest levels
of the legislature. In this chapter we examine the manner in which Our Boys supported this
agenda and look at some of the other ways in which the magazine reinforced the classroom
teaching of the Christian Brothers – devotional writing, missionary recruitment articles and
stories, as well as material which encouraged participation in Catholic juvenile
organisations.
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Fintan O’Toole describes how, for much of Irish history, the sacred and the secular have
been virtually indistinguishable. Catholicism in Ireland has long been a nationality as much
as a religion. The words ‘Irish Catholic’ do not denote merely a person of a specific faith
born in a specific country, O’Toole goes on. They have also come to stand for some third
thing born out of the fusion of the other two – a country, a culture, a politics. Catholicism
in Ireland has been a matter of public identity more than a private faith. He identifies the
struggle to disentangle these two features of Irish Catholicism – public identity and private
faith - as what defines the Irish church in the present time.1 The first decades of the new
state witnessed a period where there was no such doubt as to the synthesis of identity and
faith in the mindset of the vast majority of the Irish people.

The years after independence initiated a process where the church moved to take up its
perceived rightful place at the centre of Irish national life – a situation illustrated in a most
powerful fashion in Lavery’s painting Blessing of the Colours (see Chapter 2).Joe Lee
outlines the character of the new Ireland, an entity that inherited relatively strong economic,
educational social and political infrastructures. In addition, partition now saved the South
from the most external problems subverting new states, race and religion, by the simple
device of exporting them to the North. However objectively mongrel its genes, Lee
concludes, the Free State was subjectively virtually 100 per cent homogenous and that was
all that politically mattered.2

This was, nevertheless, a society on its guard. Irish society was undergoing transformation,
a process outlined by Peter Costello as he relates how the old inhibitions of a rural society
changed as British rule crumbled. These were, in Ireland as elsewhere, the roaring twenties,
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living lightly after the hardships of war. The cinema and jazz arrived, girls came out, skirts
went up, lipstick became fashionable for more than prostitutes.3

The front line of defence against the twin evils of external cultural corruption and internal
moral decay was the field of education. The Catholic Church continued to perceive its role
as that of moral guardianship – now that power was about to be transferred to a native
government, the Church moved to assert its position. Having made its policy on state
intervention in social, welfare and educational matters clear under the rule of Westminster,
the hierarchy stated its intention of maintaining this status quo under the Free State. The
Central Association of Catholic Clerical School Managers issued this statement in 1921:

We are confident that an Irish government established by the people for the
people, while safeguarding the material interests of the new state, will always
recognise and respect the principles which must regulate and govern Catholic
education. And in view of the impending changes in Irish education we wish to
reassert the great fundamental principle that the only satisfactory system of
education for Catholics is one wherein Catholic children are taught in Catholic
schools by Catholic teachers under Catholic control.4

The concept of "education" that the Irish Catholic Church espoused was a broad one,
extending to all areas of social control, being particularly vigilant in matters of moral
authority. In 1927 a joint pastoral was issued by the Irish Hierarchy, which expressed their
concerns:
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These latter days have witnessed, among many other unpleasant sights, a loosening
of the bonds of parental authority, a disregard for the discipline of the home and a
general impatience under restraint that drives youth to neglect the sacred claims of
authority and follow its own capricious ways…The evil one is ever setting his
snares for unwary feet. At the moment, his traps for the innocent are chiefly the
dance hall, the bad book, the indecent paper, the motion picture, the immodest
fashion in female dress – all of which tend to destroy the virtues characteristic of
our race. 5

The Christian Brothers, along with the other teaching orders, were to play a central role in
the policy of the Irish Catholic Church to maintain its dominant position in Irish life during
the inter-war years, setting the tone of moral affairs, and assuring, through the principle of "
Catholic Action", that the writ of Rome would extend to all area of Irish life, not least of
which, in the case of the Brothers, was the crucial responsibility of ensuring that
impressionable youth would have a wholesome source of entertainment and information.

While the main thrust of the Christian Brothers activities in the field of Catholic
propaganda continued to take place in the classroom, they sought to use Our Boys in a
manner through which this agenda might be supported in the field of leisure reading.
Interspersing articles of what might be termed a Catholic nature in the magazine achieved
this. In editorial terms, as had been discovered by the Religious Truth Society, the
publishers of the Boys Own, this method of dissemination had a far greater chance of
influence than a straightforward presentation of religiously oriented material. What had
been true in 1879, the year of Boys Own inception, was doubly a concern by the 1920s: this
material had to be projected in such a manner as to make it acceptable – a magazine
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exclusively devoted to Catholic issues would not survive in the market for boys' papers. It
was for this reason that the Christian Brothers had not called their paper The Young
Catholic, one of the suggested titles, the Brothers being all too aware from their experience
of teaching that entertainment and variety are the external factors that make any inner
"message" content acceptable.

Thus the early years of the Free State were a period in which nationalism was supplanted as
the primary concern of Our Boys. The moral well-being of Irish youth had now become a
central preoccupation. There were many dangers in the modern world – if anything the
situation was even more dangerous than during the pre-Independence era. Sensational
newspapers were still available (with more photographs than before!). Cinema was an everpresent danger - soon to have sound. Even the seemingly innocuous pastime of listening to
the radio was now to identified as a potential occasion of sin, as the campaign against jazz
music would soon illustrate.

Martin McLoone views has described this period as one of a war between two definitions
of cultural identity. This was a struggle between a tradition that is slowly being invented,
reinvented and imposed and a modernity that announces itself through popular forms and
hints at an exciting world beyond the narrow confines of officially sanctioned national
culture.6

Brother Craven, the editor of Our Boys in this period, had little doubt that Irish boys should
be kept far away from all contact with this concept of ‘an exciting world’. The magazine of
the early decades of the Free State contained a curious blend of conventional mainstream
sub-genres such as the school story, the western, the detective story and science fiction (see
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Appendix III) running side by side with Catholic moral propaganda. The paper reflected the
concerns of its time, issues which will be treated in this chapter include Marian Devotional
Material; Missionary and Vocational Propaganda and finally what may be described as
‘Catholic Action’ , the most obvious manifestation of which was the Campaign against
Evil Literature

Marian Devotional Material
At the heart of the dissemination of this type of content in Our Boys was the desire of the
Christian Brothers to nurture the faith of their readers through presenting suitable poems,
articles about the saints, prayers and stories from the bible. This type of material went hand
in hand with articles on such subjects as the benefits of religious retreats for boys and the
spiritual advantages of membership of various sodalities.

The Ireland of the early Free

State was a very different country to the materialistic, secular, urbanised country we are
familiar with today.Attendance at mass was almost total, Benediction, May processions, the
family rosary and regular visits to parish churches by the preaching orders were all features
of Irish life. There were few Irish homes which did not reserve a place of honour for at least
one of the traditional symbols of Irish devotion, whether it be a portrait of the Sacred Heart,
the red light beneath glowing warmly as a constant reminder of faith or the equally
ubiquitous Child of Prague. Much of the programme in Catholic schools was dominated by
Catholic doctrine, attendance at confession and sodality meetings being a compulsory
element of school routine.

Although the cult of Mary was already well established in Ireland before independence was
achieved in 1921—22, this devotional orientation reached its apogee roughly in the three
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decades between 1930 and 1960. The neglected history of this major religious and cultural
development has been analysed by James S. Donnelly Jr. who maintains that Irish
Marianism can be charted by focusing the spotlight on some important signposts. These
include the appearance of new Marian shrines and grottoes or enlarged pilgrimages to old
ones; fascination with Lourdes and (from the 1940s) with Fatima; the impressive religious
mobilisation achieved by sodalities, confraternities, and other bodies with a distinct Marian
focus; and the proliferation of books, pamphlets, periodicals, films, and even plays tied to
the cult of Mary.7

Donnelly would also include such elements as the ideological impact of the Spanish civil
war, the perceived threats from socialism and communism, and the quest for ‘moral purity’
in the face of radically shifting social and sexual mores in the development of this cult of
Marian devotion. Traditional Irish Catholics (the great majority) and their spiritual leaders
thus saw international events and forces as threatening to destroy their religious and
cultural values. What is particularly striking, maintains Donnelly, is the breadth and
intensity of the Irish Catholic responses to these challenges and threats. He argues that in its
Marian aspect the Irish ‘devotional revolution’, which firmly established itself, according
to Emmet Larkin at least, in the period 1850—75, reached its fullest flowering in the years
1930—60, and that in this later period the Marian cult provided its central symbols, values,
and devotional practices.8

Our Boys is distinguished by the amount of Marian devotional material it published during
the inter-war years. In July 1929 a series was initiated under the banner – "Titles Given to
the B.V.M." Number one of this series was entitled "Mirror of Justice" and outlined in
some complex theological detail the basis for this particular Marian appellation.
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The Church, having as it were exhausted all the titles which could avail her to
honour in Mary the Mother and Virgin, passes on to another class of ideas, to offer
her fresh acts of homage. At first she invokes her under the image of a mirror which
admirably reflects the "brightness of eternal light". If it be true indeed of the Eternal
Word, that He is the "Image and Brightness of His Father's Glory", does not Mary
reflect in herself, with the greatest fidelity possible the adorable attributes of this
"Word made Flesh"? Does she not resemble Him more than all other intelligent
creatures?9

The writer goes on to dwell at some length on what he terms "the Divine Maternity". The
technical level of language which is employed strikes one as requiring an advanced grasp
of the finer points of Marian theology on the part of the reader and bears an interesting (to
say the least) contrast with the tabloid style of journalism so common today.

Another example of this level of advanced religious literature is to be found in the July
1931 edition of Our Boys. This piece analyses in some detail the origin of the term "Tower
of David" in devotional liturgy.

If the tower of David, built with bulwarks on which hung a thousand bucklers, all
the armour of valiant men, was the ornament and defence of Jerusalem; is not Mary
the glory and impregnable fortress of the Church? Moreover, does not the blood of
David flow in her veins, the blood of that holy king, who, before he arrived at the
throne, had known how to unite with the modest attributes of a shepherd the noble
distinction of conqueror of the Philistine giant. How justly, then, may Mary be
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called " Tower of David," she, in whom we admire so much humility joined with so
much greatness and glory.10
That the church faced grave danger was a common theme of the decades immediately
following the victory of the communist party in Russia. There was all the greater need
therefore to intercede for the protection of the Virgin and to call, through prayer and good
works for the elimination of "false doctrine". It is perhaps worthwhile to quote at some
length a section of this article, bearing in mind the very real sense of threat felt by the
Catholic Church in the 1930s – there were many versions of "false doctrines", ranging from
a fear of world domination by the forces of socialism, to the all-pervasive influence of
cinema and sensationalist newspapers, all against a background of the uncertainty and mass
unemployment brought about by the Depression. The Church was never slow to identify
historical parallels for current events. There are some interesting examples in the following:

Oh, how powerful is this august Queen against hell," exclaims St. Bonaventure; she
is much more terrible than an army set in array." Hence the wicked angel has never
failed, when attacking the Church with violence, to attack at the same time the most
Blessed Virgin, who is its impregnable citadel. From the second century, when the
wicked Cerinthus dared to dispute one of the privileges which the Catholic faith
secures to Mary, there has hardly been an heresiarch whose tongue or pen, either
directly or indirectly, has not been disposed to direct against her the venom of his
false doctrine (my italics); there has not been one whose, audacious folly Mary has
not confounded by the thunders of the authority of the Church, which is ever ready
to defend Jesus Christ when attacked in His august Mother. This is why that faithful
guardian of the heavenly doctrine delights to exhibit to us the old serpent,
struggling, always in vain, to raise his head from beneath the ever victorious foot of
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the Holy Virgin, whose admirable power against error it seems as if the Lord would,
in modern times, make more conspicuous than ever. It is a remarkable thing that
those nations who have been the most devout to Mary, are those who have been
preserved or have had the least to suffer, from the ravages of the heresy of the
sixteenth century.11

The historical implications are clear – devotion to the Virgin was once more a necessity of
Faith as the new and insidious twin heresies of modernism and socialism sought to win the
hearts and minds of the faithful, just as the iniquitous creed of Protestantism had won so
many converts at another moment of danger to what was, after all (and with Mary's aid
would remain so), the one true Faith.

This is powerful propaganda, set as it is in a boys' paper interspersed with the many subgenres that ensured the continued popularity of this type of magazine. If it is compared with
a magazine which was published with a more direct religious agenda, for example the Irish
Messenger of the Sacred Heart, it can be contended that the casual reader might be more
likely to read the more subtly placed form of literature, as in Our Boys, it being by nature a
more "leisure reading" oriented publication.

In October 1940 Our Boys contained an article on the subject of "The Sodality of Our
Lady". Under the auspices of the Knights of the Blessed Sacrament this piece begins on a
gentle note by informing us that:

Saturday is undoubtedly the most popular day in the school week. First, it is
generally a half-day and so there is less work more freedom and leisure to do as we
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please – whether we go camping for the weekend or merely go to the pictures.
Saturday is a break in the humdrum monotony of classes, exercises and memory
work. No more bells and fixed time for everything for two days at least.12

Everything that is important happens on Saturday, the writer goes on to inform us –

Football matches, sports, swimming galas, regattas, boxing – the list is endless. We
thoroughly enjoy Saturdays. It gives us the energy and zest to face a new
week….we almost live for Saturday.

There is however another reason why this day may be one for boys to look towards with a
sense of anticipation. For certain boys Saturday is a special day, the day that has been
specially consecrated to Our Lady, and if he were a member of the Sodality of Our Lady:

On that day he recites his act of consecration with added zeal; he recites the Little
Office of Our Lady. But none of these things spoil his enjoyment of the day; in fact
they increase it, as he knows she is watching him. Evening time, however is when
he is happiest, as he goes to confession and comes away with peace in his soul
"which this world knows not of". It is there that he has a rest and gets new vigor to
face the coming week with courage and confidence. Weekly confession should be
the practice of every school-Sodalist. Not only does it give happiness but is building
a habit which will be invaluable in after-life. No matter what might befall, he will
be able to face all troubles bravely, if he knows that he is at peace with God. Learn
now to make the last day of the week a time of refreshment for the soul as well as
for the body; learn now to make it a time of preparation for the Last Day.13
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This devotional article appeared on the same page as a school story and is an example of
the manner in which there was an almost seamless inclusion of such material in the
magazine, having all the stronger impact on young readers for that reason.

The entire concept of "devotion" as a source of both protection and consolation was one
that appealed across the spectrum of Catholic ideology/indoctrination in the early decades
of the Free State, and indeed in certain quarters of Irish society, for many decades after.
Other examples of devotional material from Our Boys in this period include such poems as
"The Beautiful Hands of the Priest"14 and "My Metal Crucifix".15 There were also many
articles on the subject of the benefit of religious retreats for boys, the lives of the saints and
the importance of maintaining the Catholic Faith in a future life as an emigrant abroad.

From the 1920s to the Cold War era, Catholics in Ireland and elsewhere in the world saw
themselves as gravely menaced above all by communism and by moral pollution,
particularly in the form of the new modern sexuality. In the way that Irish Catholics
perceived their world, there was a widespread and persistent tendency to fuse or elide these
two great threats. The enormous upsurge in Marian devotion and in Marian organisational
activity in these same years was essentially a defensive strategy to combat and ultimately to
defeat these anti-Christian forces, which seemed to aim at turning the world into a vast
cesspool of paganism, materialism, naturalism, and hedonism.16 It may be argued that Our
Boys was in the front line as the Christian Brothers determined to ensure that traditional
values of Irish Catholicism such as devotion to the Blessed Virgin were maintained in the
face of these dangers.
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Missionary and Vocational Propaganda

The historian Joe Lee has written about the growth of Catholic power in Ireland in the
second half of the nineteenth century. The Irish Church was, he tells us, the most rapidly
expanding major institution in the country in the century after the famine. The number of
priests sextupled, the number of nuns rose even faster. And that was only at home. By
1950 the number of priests on the missions equalled the number on the home front. This
expanding, confident, indeed triumphalist institution, as Lee asserts, attracted some of
the finest performer talent in the country. Its administrative and managerial achievement,
at home and abroad, in health, in welfare, as well as in religion, owing much to women as
much as men deserves the highest recognition.17

Lee goes on to claim that the achievement of the Irish Catholic Church in terms of its
missionary movement abroad, despite the crudity of some of the social constructs it
imposed on native peoples, was among the most remarkable conquests of the age of
imperialism. Mary Kenny, agrees with this analysis and outlines the manner in which
what she refers to as the culture of 'Ireland's spiritual empire' was based on a notion of an
Irish ministry to the 'outside world', grounded in Irish Catholic values: the design under
the masthead of The Far East when it was launched in 1919 was a Celtic artwork,
accompanied by the slogans 'Peregrinari pro Christo' and' Cum gloire De agus onora na
h-Eireann'; in Latin, 'To be a pilgrim for Christ' and in Irish,'For the glory of God and the
honour of Ireland'. The 'honour of Ireland' was sometimes picked up humorously, as with
a caption under a picture of Chinese boys: 'Who will make the future of the GAA in
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China?' The Catholic papers alluded in more serious tone to Ireland's responsibility to
China - that vast pool of people who were not yet baptised as Catholics - though from
1915 onwards the annual increase of Chinese Catholics was, it was reckoned, between
50,000 and 80,000. Ireland was after all, the only English speaking country in the world
which was a ninety five per cent Catholic country; somehow, Kenny concludes, that
made Ireland the leading English-speaking Catholic country in the world.18

China was not, of course, the sole recipient of Irish missionary concerns. The expressions
"out foreign" or "on the missions" were coded statements, redolent of all that was distant,
different, exotic. Irish missionary endeavours encompassed all the developing world,
South America to China, the north of Canada to South Africa. So extensive was this
enterprise that it had taken on the character of a form of "spiritual imperialism", as Mary
Kenny puts it. Many Irish families participated in this crusade, directly by having an
uncle or aunt in one of the missionary orders, or indirectly through supporting the
missionary journals, like The Far East or sending money to save the life of an orphaned
baby girl in China or purchase the soul of a "black baby" in Africa.

Missionary material in Our Boys should be seen in the wider context of the missionary
magazine genre. The first magazine to go into print was African Missionary in 1914,
followed in 1918 by the Far East, the organ of the newly founded Maynooth Mission to
China, and the Missionary Annals, which first appeared under a different title in May
1919. The Far East and Missionary Annals were monthlies; six issues of the African
Missionary were published annually. Although exact figures are not available, it is
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probable that by 1930 the cumulative circulation of these three journals was in the region
of 130,000 copies per issue. The journal of St Patrick’s Missionary Society, Africa, was
first published in January 1939 and soon built up a substantial list of subscribers. Other
magazines circulating in Ireland were the English edition of the Missions Catholiques
(successor to the Annals from 1930) and the publications of the Mill Hill (English) and
Maryknoll (U.S.A.) missionary societies.19

The appeal to Irish Catholics carried in the pages of the missionary magazines was a
mixture of argument and exhortation, persuasion and encouragement. It was directed as
much to the imagination as to the intellect.20 This is a crucial factor in any analysis of
such material in a magazine like Our Boys. Here was an audience whose imagination was
ranging from the Canadian forests (in the Mounties genre) to the South China seas (a
common location for modern pirate narrative), from the realm of the future (science
fiction) to the 1798 Rising (historical fiction). It should also be realised that in the pretechnological entertainment era this paper was all the more powerful an influence on its
youthful readers. Stirring tales of the courage of a lone missionary performing heroic
deeds in the many foreign locations in which the movement operated could only have
fired the youthful imagination. This is a point that is further emphasised when it is
considered how complementary this genre was to the well established narrative structure
of heroic masculinity that lies at the heart of much of the adventure genre of the period.

Hogan informs us that the publishers of the various missionary journals made their case
with skill and ingenuity. In the early years perhaps the most striking feature was the
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capacity of the magazines to harness often contradictory forms of non-religious idealism
for the missionary movement. Specifically the magazines set out to show that political
and cultural idealism, although worthy and commendable, can never satisfy the human
spirit; while the pursuit of religious aspirations, representing the highest form of idealism
alone provides true fulfilment.21

During the 1914-18 period the missionary magazines, reflecting on the war, suggested
that spiritual conquest alone merited such gallantry and self-sacrifice. As the fighting
ceased and the magnitude of the calamity which had occurred became apparent, the
missionary propagandists spoke more plainly. Edmund Hogan describes how they
stressed that a war waged for temporal possessions was bound to lead to catastrophe and
that the only struggle worthy of the sacrifices borne by the peoples of Europe was the
‘battle’ for Christ’s kingdom. They added that since Ireland had emerged relatively
unscathed from the Great War, she was now in a position to ‘go on the offensive’.’ It
should be emphasised that there was no rejection of the martial orthodoxy as such. To
have called it into question would have been to cast aspersions on those who had suffered
and died in the war. What was suggested was that the spirit of conquest and the sacrifices
endured in its name had been misdirected.22

It must be stated at this point that much of this writing reflects the attitudes and
prejudices of its time. There were very few coloured people in the Ireland of the 20s and
30s and a great deal of Irish experience of African or Chinese people was second-hand,
either through literature or the early cinema. It should also perhaps be acknowledged that,
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apart from the missions, the single greatest exposure the Irish had experienced to those of
another race was through the diaspora, in Boston, New York and other major American
cities. This was not always a positive encounter, particularly if one considers the anticonscription riots of the Civil War period and general tension between two marginalised
groups, each at the bottom of the social hierarchy, the Irish just as discriminated against
as the African Americans, both groups fighting for the worst paid jobs.

It may be contended that a significant residue of fear and antipathy remained in the early
decades of this century among Irish Americans, an attitude they were not slow to share
with those who remained in Ireland, whether through letters or on visits home. There was
a boom in emigration in the early years of the 20th century – the net figure being, between
1911 and 1926, 405,029.23 Many of these went abroad with a certain conditioning of
attitude in terms of race, an attitude that had its origins in the trans –Atlantic folk memory
of previous generations, owing more to the post-Civil War period when the labour market
of the North was undermined by a flood of recently liberated migrants from the South,
than modern realities. Those who went to the U.S. found that relationships between the
Negro and the Irish man had not improved and thus the roots of the racial tension which
exploded on the east coast in the 1960s were nurtured by mutual fear, and eventually,
loathing, as a visit to any Irish bar in Boston will verify.

It should not be too surprising, therefore, if the writing in Our Boys on this topic is not as
enlightened or as politically correct as the outlook one might expect today. It does
nothing more than mirror the mind-set of its day and expresses a form of racism, which
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was all too common in all this type of publication, British as well as Irish. It must be
remembered that Irish missionary activity was viewed with a level of pride that
approached the imperial, with all the connotations of national superiority that this
engendered.

One such example is a piece published in August, 1928, and entitled "Ireland’s Foreign
Legion in Africa". The writer is J.C.O'Flaherty, A.M.,"of the African Mission". He begins
with a chatty and ingratiating style, assuring his "youthful readers" that he himself "is still
a boy at heart", remembering, as he does playing pranks himself when young. Then he
comes to the point of the exercise, there is a hint of what is to come when it is considered
that the heading of this particular section is "How I Got To Like The Darkies", the
opening paragraph of which places this missionary tale squarely within the genre of the
adventure narrative, the writer associating missionary activity with popular heroic figures
- ‘good lads, always heroes, fighting against fearful odds—no funking there.’ There were
also ‘bad lads, always a lot of bullies, winning at times by sheer numbers; but sneaking
even on each other.’ O’Flaherty goes on to describe the grand final chapter, after pages
of breathless escapes, when the brave hero finally conquers. There was one kind of story
which he always loved, he writes, ‘concerning adventures among the blacks, and it
knocked John, Sam and Pete, or even Sexton Blake or Dick Turpin, into a cocked hat’.24

He had a horror of the negro when he was young; perhaps, as he explained, it was because a certain black carrier was always threatened on his family when they were
naughty. ‘I remember getting a big gollywog one Christmas when I was very small and I
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was afraid of it for months.’

Finally, he got courage, ‘and a toy revolver (a beauty—price one-and-six), and put up
Golly for a target, “killing it” after about twenty rounds. Then, when he took down the
victim to give him a convict’s funeral, he looked so pathetic, with all his sawdust flowing
out, that he got very, very sorry’.25

There is so much that may be considered racist in this first section that a full examination
of the attitudes projected here lies beyond the scope of this work. However, a flavour is
contained here of the inherent mind-set which lay at the core of Irish missionary activity.
The black is a child, a toy, a doll. Totally exotic, yet having no individual or cultural
value. The next section is entitled "A Negro Sheds Red Blood" and takes Father
O'Flaherty's thesis to the next logical level of racism. After all, what could be more exotic
in the context of rural Ireland in the 1920s than the arrival of a circus? The whole tone of
what follows reveals much of the conception of the Negro as the "Other":

A circus came to our town one day. A really wonderful circus….. Came the
grand opening procession, ladies in silver and white plumes riding on beautiful
horses; screaming colours of red and purple on the show-wagons…. Then, for me,
at greatest sight of all—a wonderful wagon -full of ‘real gollywogs'. One of them
was performing on at least six different instruments at the same time—his head,
arms, feet and hands were all in motion, while the sweat poured down his dark
face. True, that shining face wasn’t near so black as any of the others; but, all the
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same, I found out that he was none other than the only real African, after all.
The knowledge came in this way; he was seated on the very edge of the wagon,
on an insecure kind of ledge or shelf. His exertions must have over-strained that
weak support, for quite suddenly it gave, and he was badly thrown on the hard
white road.26

The writer goes on to describe the manner in which the clown outriders who were driving
the vehicle did not notice the accident at first and drove on; but the children who ran
behind crowded round their fallen idol – who was by now ‘a pitiful sight, dressed in
black-and-white checks, and with bells and cymbals still strapped to his broken limbs’. In
a quite surprisingly racist tone we are told how ‘Blood was oozing from some wound in
his body and soaking through his foolish clothes — red blood! The boy describes how he
stood amazed at the sight—‘ordinary red blood coming from a real black’27

When the boy enquires of the local priest, Father Pat, being curious about the background
of the "darky" he is informed that:

They lived in a fever land, he said, and had very few white priests to help them
know God. They worshipped foolish snow-men made of mud—because there’s
never any snow there—and sometimes even kill their little babies in order to offer
their innocent blood to the hideous idol.28

The young Father O'Flatherty is encouraged to think in evangelical terms:
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I thought a lot about it, however, and the more I thought the more I admired those
brave and noble men and women who leave everything here to go and tell the
poor negro all about God.
I felt I would never, never be able to be a priest at home, because how on earth
could I turn round on the altar to speak to the people on Sundays? About Africa. I
felt different, but wasn’t sure. Still, I prayed for light, and at last felt fully
convinced that I should go to this land of very real adventure and fight the battle
of the Cross.29

O'Flaherty then describes how he persevered, went to college, then was accepted for the
priesthood and eventually succeeded in his dream of becoming a missionary in Africa.

He concludes by advising prospective missionaries that what was required was "real
men" and not "mollies". This is an interesting variation of the theme of masculinity and
heroism which had been such a feature of the Our Boys of previous generations, but then
in the context of Irish nationalism. This is a theme to which we shall return.

Father O'Flaherty concludes in these terms:

A word or two about vocations in general. Many boys and most grown-ups
imagine that nothing is required in an aspirant but that he be a good “ crawthumper.”Now, I hope it will not shock you when I say that I completely
disagree with that view. More, I, in common with every normal boy, thoroughly
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dislike what Jerry Cruncher calls “flopping.” I have known students weighed
down with medals, badges and other emblems of devotion, who could display
pages of notebooks filled up by lists of the pious Unions of which they were
members. Yet, with all that, they were so selfish and lazy that they soured the
very atmosphere in which they lived, and left, or were sent away in the end.
No, boys, a “ molly” like that is not the one to shoulder a man’s work, and being
a soldier of Christ in darkest Africa is certainly the work of a man and a hero,
only30

This final paragraph and the method in which the writer seeks to appeal to the idealistic
nature of the young was a common literary device employed by the missionary magazine
genre of this period. Edmund Hogan relates how the most striking feature in the attempts
to motivate Irish Catholics towards missionary commitment was the manner in which the
missionary magazines related the movement to contemporary political and cultural
preoccupations. In terms of ‘cultural preoccupation’, Our Boys was concerned with the
creation of an ethos of heroic masculinity in the young men who read the magazine.
There was a ready-made frame of reference to the brave deeds of Irishmen running right
through the magazine. Not only that, the Christian Brothers had clearly emphasised the
seamless robe that was the relationship between the church and nation. There was a long
established missionary tradition in Irish society, the magazine told its readers, running
right back to the time of Saint Patrick.

The early decades of the Irish Free State were marked by Catholic triumphalism. The
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high point was the remarkable week of celebrations to mark the thirty-first International
Eucharistic Congress, held in Dublin from 22 to 26 June 1932. This was an occasion that
was to provide a wealth of images that illustrated the central place of the Church in Irish
life and the triumphal nature of this celebration. Brian Kennedy offers several examples
of this public style of triumphalism including the scale of the structure created to house
the altar at the Phoenix Park; the image of six Air Corps planes flying in crucifix
formation over the ship bringing the Papal Legate, His Eminence Cardinal Lorenzo Lauri,
into Kingstown Harbour (Dun Laoghaire); the sight of the lord mayor, the ceann
comhairle (speaker) and members of the government kneeling on the grass of the Phoenix
Park on Men’s Day ; the decorations at the Earlsfort Terrace premises of University
College Dublin; the artificially constructed round tower at College Green ; and the onethousand-year-old St Patrick’s Bell, which was rung at the consecration of the Pontifical
High Mass. The congress was a pivotal point in the history of the Irish Free State,
Kennedy concludes, and was a testimony to the homogeneity to which the political
republic aspired.31

Widespread devotion, religious practice and sincere faith characterised Irish Catholicism,
which became a distinguishing mark of identity. De Valera declared in a St Patrick’s Day
broadcast to the United States of America in 1935:

Since the coming of St Patrick, fifteen hundred years ago, Ireland has been a
Christian and a Catholic nation. All the ruthless attempts made down through the
centuries to force her from this allegiance have not shaken her faith. She remains
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a Catholic nation.32

This theme – the long association between St. Patrick and the Irish Church - was a
popular one in Our Boys, most especially when it served to underline the full magnitude
of the Eucharistic Congress, drawing the world’s attention to the venerable lineage of this
institution (and, by extension, the nation itself). In a piece entitled ‘The World’s Debt to
St. Patrick’ the writer begins by highlighting the importance of the Irish church to the
spread of international Catholicism. Even as the Eucharistic Congress Committee was
completing its last minute preparations for the arrival of thousands of pilgrims to these
shores, we are told, the daily press was furnishing the public with a daily list of cardinals,
archbishops, bishops, clergy who had either arrived or were en route to Ireland. The Irish
missionary tradition is accentuated by the writer when he informs us where these
distinguished clerical representatives were coming from – ‘the two Americas, from their
adjacent islands, from Australia, New Zealand, China, India and Africa; every country
and strong contingents were travelling from England and Scotland’.33

We are reminded of the importance of the Irish church in the spread of Catholicism in the
nineteenth century – the writer quotes from an American prelate, Bishop Spalding ‘No
other people could have done for the faith in America what the Irish have done. Their
unalterable attachment to their priests, their deep Catholic instincts, the unworldly and
spiritual nature of their national character, and their unfailing generosity all fitted them
for the work which was to done and enabled them to accomplish it’.34
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The Eucharistic Congress of 1932 defines the new confidence of the Irish Catholic
Church. A banner on a Dublin street on June 23rd - the day on which the Congress
effectively began - proclaimed that day to be ‘The Greatest Day in Irish History’.
G.K.Chesterton reported in Christendom in Dublin that for a week in June Dublin seemed
to become the capital of the world, reflecting the glorious internationalism of
Catholicity.35 This concept of the international influence of the Irish Church was to
provide the central thrust of Our Boys treatment of the Congress – a vindication, as it
were of all the missionary effort that Irish people had been part of, right back to the
Golden Age of the 6th to the 12th centuries, when, this article informs us, ‘an army of Irish
missionaries poured out over Britain and Europe’.36 From the fifth century onwards these
priests and monks did more ‘to Christianise and civilise the Germans who were then
overrunning the Roman Europe than probably any other human agency’.37

From this Golden Age, through the labours of the Catholic emigrants and clergy of the
19th century in America and Australia who had ‘spread the Faith of Patrick, Brigid and
Columcille’ Irish Catholicism had earned international renown. In this most important of
years, the year of the Congress, Irish boys and girls could be justifiably proud that the
modern missionary ideal was alive and well. ‘Turn to China, to India, to South Africa’,
the readers were advised, ‘and note the immense areas of Catholic missionary labours.
Though other nations are taking a big share of the work in those distant fields of the
Church, still our modern Irish Apostles are to be found in the thick of the fight, winning
countless numbers from the darkness and slavery of paganism to the light of
Christianity’.38
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(6.1)

G.A’s illustrations for this tale of missionary propaganda from August ,1928.
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(6.2)

Note the expression of rapt devotion on the face of the young boy in this March 1932 illustration
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(6.3)

Ireland’s spiritual empire, March, 1932
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(6.4)

The fire of Faith continues to burn brightly, March, 1932.
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Catholic Action – The Campaign Against Evil Literature
The battle against material that could corrupt the morals of Irish youth was one that
particularly engaged the Christian Brothers. In their primary role as educators they were
all too aware of the temptations that were now available through such outlets as the
sensationalist press and the cinema, not to mention the availability of suspect literature. It
may be interesting to note that in the Fianna Boy Scout serial discussed earlier, the focus
of the plot lay in a moral issue i.e., the objections of the boys of Dundalk to the showing
of an "unsuitable" film in their local cinema, making such an issue synonymous with the
cause of Irish nationalism.

This preoccupation with moral affairs was to continue, and as we shall see, provide an
interesting counterpoint in terms of Catholic propaganda for the young to the broader and
more general national issue of the manner in which the Free State dealt with issues of
public morality. The more private matter of divorce legislation had been disposed of early
in the early days of the Cosgrave government more to the tenor of hierarchial dictates
than to any desire to respect the wishes of the minority.39

The main thrust of Our Boys moral material in this period concerns the twin issues of
"Cinema Education" and the continuation of their long-running campaign against "Evil
Literature". It may at this point be useful to place this crusading editorial spirit in the
wider context of what came to be termed "Catholic Action" in the inter-war years. This
was basically the concept of the laity becoming involved across a broad spectrum to
defend the right of the Catholic Church to "guide" the conscience of the faithful on
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questions of faith and morals.

The 1934 edition of this organization's handbook outlines some of the concerns for
Catholics in the inter-war years. Ireland in common with other countries was the battlefield of pagan forces intent on the conquest of the world, and that the success of these
forces was due in large measure to the very efficiency of their organization, we are
informed. Even casual observation, it was claimed, made it evident that a determined
attack was being made through Press, Cinema and Radio to lower moral standards and to
undermine the Christian life of Irish people. Then, too, economic and political discontents
were being daily exploited by Communist agents for their own ends. The persistence of
these attacks and the skill with which they are organized constituted a danger all the more
serious because not fully realized. The immediacy of such a perceived threat was made
clear when the writer describes Ireland as being specially vulnerable to attack because her
people, strong in the practice of the Faith, are often deficient in knowledge of Christian
Doctrine and Social principles. Hence it is that many fail to realize the presence of the
enemy in their midst, subscribe unwittingly to ideas opposed to Catholic teaching, and
follow a social code which they believe to be progressive but which is fundamentally
non-Christian, and which in fact forms part of a scheme for the de-Christianisation of
Society. The rationale of Catholic Action is explained as a defensive measure against the
attack of anti-Christian forces.40

Our Boys fully supported this philosophy and the extent to which a magazine, which
competed against its secular British rivals, included a wide range of moral material
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among the conventional sub-genres is quite remarkable.

An example of this is an editorial from the magazine from August, 1928. A recent court
case in Dundalk had resulted in one Gerard Toal, aged 20, being sentenced to death for
the murder of a woman, Mary Callan. This gave reason for a lawyer, Mr. Carrigan, K.C.,
to address the jury with the following words "The youth of the present day could see the
details of crimes of all sorts – political, domestic and what the French would call crimes
of passion – presented to them on the cinema screen"

Never less than topical, the editor, Brother Craven, extended whatever legal argument
Carrigan had attempted to make, we are not informed for which side, prosecution or
defense, to issue the following statement:

Preachers may preach, teachers may instruct, parents may advise, but cinema
pictures are more than a match for them all. Pictures leave an impression which
can never be forgotten. They are a more powerful source of inspiration than all the
other sources combined
The dances, the dresses, the pictures showing bathers in scanty costume, added to
the picture house scenes are quite sufficient to degrade, to demoralize and bring
spiritual ruin on the holy families of our island.41

These were concerns shared by the managers of the new State. The Free State
Government had introduced the Censorship of Films Actin 1923 providing for one film
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censor, James Montgomery, and an Appeal Board comprising distinguished figures such
as W. B Yeats and Oliver St John Gogarty. Speaking in the Dáil, Professor Magennis,
Chairairman of the Appeal Board, made his opinions clear:

“There is not a boy or girl of 14 or 16 years of age who need not at the end of
year be a past-master in every detail of every form of vicious life in every quarter
of the globe by merely going through this education of weekly Seances in one of
our most respectable cinemas”.42

Thus the censor’s job was to protect the populace, as the act was worded, from “indecent,
obscene or blasphemous material”. It appears that even this restrictive action on the part
of the State to protect the tender sensibilities of their charges was not sufficient for the
Christian Brothers. There was a constant stream of "Cinema Education" articles in Our
Boys throughout the 20s and 30s, all concerned with the effect of the new medium on the
moral well being of Irish youth. The main focus of the Brothers' concerns, however was
to revert once more to "Evil Literature" in the late 20s.

The circulation of "evil" literature had been a concern of the Church for some time since
Independence. The Obscene Publications Act of 1857 had been inherited from the British
system, and was felt by certain parties to be inadequate for the challenges of the modern,
pernicious and insidious face of evil literature. To counteract this perceived inadequacy in
the legal protection available, pressure groups such as the Dominican-inspired Irish
Vigilance Association, the Catholic Truth Society and the Priests Social Guild became
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very active from the mid-twenties. Pressure was applied by these organisations, as well as
the Christian Brothers, on the new Free State, believing that this administration would
pay more attention to their entreaties than a distant government in Westminster. As John
Horgan points out, the minister was supportive but unwilling to move without evidence
of widespread public support. His hesitation was overcome by a meeting with a
deputation of Catholic bishops.43 A Committee of Enquiry on Evil literature was
established by Kevin O'Higgins in 1926.44

The perceived need for the establishment of such a committee should be seen in the
context of the expanding circulation of English Sunday newspapers in Ireland in the postwar period. Circulation of these papers in Dublin was 40,000 in 1911. By 1920 national
circulation was estimated to be three times that figure. By 1926 the circulation of the
News of the World alone was said to be132,444 and of all the other English Sundays,
220,358.45 L.M.Cullen informs us that in 1925 the circulation of the News of the World
was estimated to be larger than that of all the Irish morning papers put together, a factor
which, allied with what conservative thinking viewed as the continuing low moral quality
of these papers, led to what he describes as a rising level of resentment in Ireland on this
issue.46

The Apostleship of Clean Literature was the main initiative through which the Christian
Brothers became engaged in the battle to bring in a more Catholic oriented Censorship
Bill, the Our Boys being the main organ of the movement. A flavour of the work of this
organisation may be gained from the text of a letter which Brother Craven sent to
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the

Vatican in April, 1927.The occasion was a Papal acknowledgement for the work of the
magazine in preventing the spread of corrupting literature. Having informed the Pope's
secretary

that "60,000 boys and girls had, within the past year ceased reading

objectionable publications and sent their names in to the office of the magazine"…"to
serve under the White Banner of Christ, their leader", Craven posed the following
question:

Your Eminence, is it any wonder that our people should start rapidly shedding
the civilization bequeathed by our ancestors when an unholy traffic in degrading
literature is being daily distributed in their midst?

The editor went on to state:

That the people of this once holy Island should pay £50,000 a year for
publications causing moral deformity among their children, many of whom are
fresh from the hands of God, is truly unbelievable.

Our Boys would continue to play its part in preserving the purity of Ireland's young
people, Craven assured the Cardinal:

Besides endeavouring to drive back the filthy tide, we will continue encouraging
our boys and girls to become Knights, Handmaids and Pages of the Blessed
Sacrament. We hope, my Lord Cardinal that this grand devotion will be a powerful
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help to guard of the virginal souls entrusted to us by God to be Heaven, and carry
with them, unstained, the white robe of baptism, before the Judgment Seat.
Thanking Our holy Father for His gracious condescension in accepting the volume
of OUR BOYS forwarded to His Holiness with deep gratitude to Your Eminence in
conveying to ourselves and to the Boys and Girls of Ireland the Apostolic
Benediction,
I have the high honour, My Lord Cardinal to remain
Your humble and devoted servant,
Editor, Our Boys.47

Brother Craven’s campaign as editor of Our Boys reached its peak in 1927. In the spring
he had no less than 100,000 leaflets printed, and in the Irish Independent of 11 October
1927 he took a whole front page advertisement entitled ‘Satan, Smut & Co’. directed
against ‘pamphlets and newspapers, any of which would be quite sufficient to change an
angel into a devil’. The advertisement took particular exception to what was described as
a ‘blasphemous Christmas carol’ and it reported one of Brother Craven’s well-published
exploits, which was featured in Our Boys in February, 1925: ‘We considered it so
devilish that we sent our messengers on bicycles to buy up every copy that could be
found in the city, and had them publicly burned outside the office door. The whole pile
cost £4 lOs and a gallon of petrol.’48 See (Fig.6.5).

Some seizures of newspapers continued in 1928. A less violent type of action was also in
evidence. As an indication of the extreme and even paranoid conservatism that was now
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beginning to distinguish the Irish body politic and in which Craven’s editorial policy in
Our Boys must be included, the Irish Statesman of 25 August 1928 recalled ‘the attempts
in Dundalk and Cork to prevent the poster of a nude baby reaching for soap being used as
an advertisement, and the solemn way in which the bill-posters went to paint breeches on
the baby, though in every household in the country the washing of nude babies is a daily
occurrence.’49

As the date of the passage of the Censorship Bill drew near (it was due for a final hearing
on October 10th 1928), Our Boys stepped up its campaign to a level of heightened
intensity. In the September issue of that year, for example, there was an editorial under
the heading "The Minister of Justice and Evil Literature".

The Bill, Craven informed his readers was "causing consternation in certain circles".
These were the same people, he went on, "seeing that neither dungeon, fire nor sword
succeeded in destroying our National Virtue seem determined to try what gilded filth can
do. Impious newspapers and periodicals which poison and corrupt the heart by pandering
to the lowest passion are the weapons they now rely on to destroy the civilization
established by our ancestors"

The political relevance of the occasion was not lost on Craven: "We have many eloquent
speakers in the Dail. They will now be afforded the long expected opportunity of proving
their powers by driving out of the country the filthy beast that has caused moral deformity
among the youth of our Island."50
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Cullen emphasises the role played by Our Boys in the campaign to eradicate the source of
this ‘moral deformity.’ The magazine launched a vigorous campaign, drawing up blacklists of unsuitable material, and using Christian Brothers’ pupils to canvas support. Boys
were organised at parish level in groups of 12 or 24 or more in Christ’s Young Army, and
their objective was, in the words of Brother Craven, ‘to lend a hand to drive the damn and
impure literature out of Ireland and to maintain National Virtue.’51

This concept of ‘national virtue’ has been examined by John A.Murphy. A strong element
of puritanical righteousness was evident in some of the leaders of the 1916-21 period,
influenced by the moral climate of their time and associating moral decline with the
forces of metropolitan culture which they set out to oppose. In their philosophy a free
Ireland must not only ipso facto be a prosperous Ireland but a god-living Ireland as well.
Murphy goes on to compare the Cosgraves, the Mulcahys and the DeValeras with the
stern Jacobins of revolutionary France. The new dispensation must see, he concludes, the
reign of the Republic of Virtue.52

In the event the Censorship of Publications Act was passed, which provided for a
Censorship Board of five members appointed by the minister, the first of these Boards
being in place by early 1930.53

The entire issue of censorship in Ireland at this time is a complex one, defying simplistic
analysis. At the heart of this episode is a curious blend of Victorian taboo and the peculiar
demographic structure of post-famine rural society. Allied to these factors we must
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consider the strong element of puritanical righteousness which was evident in some of the
leading revolutionaries of 1916 – 1921. In their minds a free Ireland must be by definition
a morally correct Ireland as well. Finally, as a result of partition the Irish Free State was
overwhelmingly Catholic (95%) and therefore the prospect of any serious voice of
objection very much diminished. 54

What is most interesting about the campaign Brother Craven fought in the mid-twenties
on the issue of censorship (though he did not make such a negative aspect the main focus
of editorial concern) is perhaps the fact that he was prepared to bring the issue directly
into the political arena. He himself made submissions to the Committee of Enquiry on
Evil Literature in which the view of the Christian Brothers was expressed in the strongest
terms. The magazine issued strong politically flavoured editorials on this topic, in which
the corruptive potential of both the cinema and unsuitable literature were stressed.

Brother Craven personally contacted the Minister for Justice in August 1928, publishing
the reply in the September edition of Our Boys. In this letter the issue of the Censorship
Bill is referred to, the work of the Brothers being commended in the following terms:

It is clear, however that no effort of the state can be really effective to this end
unless those who are charged with the education and moral training of the youth
can instill in the minds of their pupils a healthy moral tone and help them to
acquire a high standard of judgement.
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The splendid work being done by the Irish Christian Brothers encourage me to
hope for a clean and healthy moral tone among Irish youth.

Craven is then personally congratulated:

You have not spared yourself in the campaign against evil literature and you
collected and presented very useful evidence to the Committee, on whose
evidence the proposed legislation is founded55

Indeed the minister's secretary could have also congratulated the Brother on his skill as a
propagandist, mobilizing the readership of the only indigenous children's magazine in the
country against what the Church perceived as a very real threat to the faith and morals of
the newly independent Irish Free State.

Our Boys supported the agenda of the Irish Catholic Church in this crucial period of
modern history across a broad spectrum of issues. In the magazine's articles of a
devotional nature boys and girls were encouraged to pray and attend Church services, or
better still, to join one of the many Sodalities or Catholic organizations that proliferated
under the general heading of "Catholic Action" at this time.

The priorities of a conservative society were reflected in the paper's efforts to support
legislation that would outlaw "evil literature" and impose censorship on cinematic
material deemed unsuitable for the tender sensibilities of the youth of Ireland.
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Irish participation in a worldwide missionary movement found expression in many
articles which glorified the national contribution to this phenomenon. Our Boys carried
many advertisements on behalf of the various missionary orders. This was powerful
propaganda, approaching the recruitment issue in both fictional appeal and what is today
termed "life-style choice", simultaneously.

The ideological stance of Our Boys in this formative period of national identity is
encapsulated by Brother Craven himself in his "New Lights" editorial, published just
prior to the Dail vote on the issue of Evil Literature in October 1928.This is a definitive
statement on what the Brothers perceived as the function of their magazine. Against a
background of change and uncertainty, Ireland fearing the encroaching threat of alien
moral and cultural influences, there was at least one forum where the old values were
sacred, where the tenets of traditional Irish Catholicism would continue to be
promulgated to generations of Irish youth.

The legislation against evil literature is bound to meet with strong opposition. We
have among us leaders in a school of thought which in direct opposition to the
teaching of Christ. “Learn of Me,” “Blessed are the clean of heart,” are the words
Him Who declared: “I am the Light of the World.”
On this teaching our ancestors founded the manners which, for many centuries,
have been the admiration of the world, and which have guided so many Irish
people to heavenly happiness.
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To-day new lights have appeared who seek their inspiration from a different
source. They are calling upon us to depart from the laws of God, and to accept a
code which teaches the manners of brutes—a code which brings with it, as related
in the second book of Machabees, an invasion of evil.” These new teachers call on
us to nourish our minds on things sordid and foul, no matter how loathsome. A
character formed on such teaching will soon lead us to forget our bodies are the
temples of the Holy Ghost, and will turn our thoughts to earthly pleasures instead
of fixing our gaze upwards to the joys of paradise to which we are invited. On
October 10 the members of the Dáil will extinguish the new lights and prove to
the world that Ireland’s King must reign for ever in the hearts of the Irish people.

“For He must reign until he hath put all His enemies under His feet" (1
Cor.XV.,25).56

Our Boys in the early decades of the Free State may be said to have played a significant
role in the consolidation of what Terence Brown terms an ‘atmosphere of national selfrighteousness and cultural exclusiveness.’57 The heroic ideal of the magazine’s early
years, what may be seen as its ‘hyper-nationalised’ period, were now supplanted by an
alternative version of heroism wherein boys were encouraged to project their idealism in
a new battle, one that was distinguished by the requirements of the Church, that bulwark
of traditional values and guarantor of national identity. This was a period which
witnessed, as Brown reflects, a reduction in heroic imaginings,58the enabling myths of
nationalism losing their sharpness in the normality of reconstruction. Our Boys was now
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part of the establishment, its editorial policy moving away from the radicalism that being
an essential element of liberation propaganda required. Patriotism was now defined in
moral terms, the magazine now becoming the propaganda organ for what Lance Pettit
terms Ireland’s ‘dominant political conservatism.’59

(6.5)

.
The extent of the Christian Brothers’ antipathy to unacceptable literature is graphically indicated by this
illustration., February, 1925.
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(6.6)

Monk’s illustration for the first Our Boys annual of 1915. This is an image which encapsulates much of
what the magazine’s founders set out to achieve – most obviously, in the light of the previous illustration,
their desire to mobilise the forces of Irish chivalry in the never-ending battle against the evils of ‘tainted
literature.’
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CONCLUSION

This study has attempted to place Our Boys in the broader context of social, cultural and
political events in Ireland and Britain in the decades in and around the foundation of Free
State. The central thrust of this work has been to explore how the magazine presented the
thinking of the country's dominant Catholic/nationalist ideology. Beginning with the
evolution of the Boys Own genre upon which the Irish model was based, this thesis has
looked at how the Christian Brothers reflected the ethos of nationalism in their teaching.
It was this order who decided to present their philosophy on matters historical and
religious in the arena of conflicting identities that was the Ireland of 1914. This was,
however, more than a religious tract or devotional periodical – Our Boys presented
successive generations of Irish boys with indigenous role models of heroic masculinity,
using the already tried and tested format of the adventure narrative to communicate an
idealized vision of Irish youth. The Christian Brothers recognised the value of the various
sub-genres that were popular with boys from the 19th century to the 1960s – the western,
the school story, science fiction, detective tales and the various examples of imperial
adventure fiction that featured in these papers. These heroes sat side by side with holy
martyrs and brave sons of Erin in the iconography of the magazine.

In the 1914 to 1922 period the driving force of Our Boys ideology was that of
formulating and presenting an icon of Irish masculinity, one that might fulfil the
representation required by faith and fatherland, then placing such a figure in an adventure
narrative setting that would support the needs of nationalist Ireland’s selective view of
this country’s history. Following Independence the magazine mirrored the concerns of
the new state, distinguished by a high moral tone, presenting an image of Ireland that was
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essentially rural, a land of unchanging values. Nevertheless, constant vigilance was
required in order to maintain the hard-won fruits of freedom and protect Irish boys from
the moral dangers of the outside, modern world.

The ideal Gael is…a matchless athlete, sober, pure in mind, speech and deed, selfpossessed, self reliant, self-respecting, loving his religion and his country with a
deep and restless love, earnest in thought and effective in action.1

The above quotation, taken from the G.A.A. Annual of 1907/8 is an example of the
manner in which the ideal Irishman was defined by conservative nationalist thinking in
the early years of the 20th century. The development of an iconography of Irish adventure
narrative, and perhaps more specifically, the projection of Irish heroism, as being
somehow different, in some way superior, to its broader, British, metropolitan incarnation
is very much at the heart of what Our Boys set out to achieve from the inception of this
magazine in 1914. Such iconography may be seen as fundamental to what Brian Graham
has termed ' the creation of the symbolic universe of traditional Irish – Ireland, and its
ultimate transformation into a construction of Irishness that was defined by Gaelicism
and Catholicism' 2

The whole question of Irish identity was a contentious one in the early years of the
century. Many nationalists felt that Irish youth was somehow being led astray by such
'foreign' and 'alien' influences as the British sensational press and the music hall. The
issue of a national narrative itself, specifically the assertion of heroic masculinity in such
a structure, had been become bound up in broader issues of nationalism and imperialism.
In the adventure narratives of British juvenile literature, especially those produced in the
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weekly leisure reading magazines, there was a constant theme, referred to by Martin
Green as ' the energising myth of English imperialism'. These stories were, goes on
Green, 'collectively, the story England told itself as it went to sleep at night; and in the
form of its dreams, they charged England's will with the energy to go into the world and
explore, conquer and rule.' 3

The shapers of nationalist idealism in the youth of Ireland would have, obviously, a very
different expectation of what leisure reading could contribute to the moulding of a new
generation against a background of increasing militancy in both unionist and nationalist
Ireland. Sean Ryder describes one alternative whereby the Gaelic/Catholic strand of
Irishness might promulgate its own particular set of values.

The production and

circulation of heroic biography and autobiography has been a feature of cultural
nationalism, in Ireland and elsewhere. In its presentation of the lives of national ‘heroes,’
the genre produces inspirational, idealized versions of national subjectivity, linking the
life of the individual with the larger political collective which nationalism aims to
establish. It is conventional for such narratives to suggest the absolute identification of
the individual with the nation itself—the historical, contingent subject, in other words,
appears to achieve authenticity and completion—its heroic realisation— through
identification with the transcendent, impersonal entity known as ‘the nation,’ or ‘national
destiny.’ The hero becomes, literally, the embodiment of the ‘spirit’ of the nation.4

The Christian Brothers’ primary aim in the creation of an Irish boys' magazine was to
somehow present the model of 'the ideal Gael' (as described above) together with an
'absolute identification of the individual with the nation itself' through the various subgenres of popular juvenile fiction. This would be achieved especially, though not
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exclusively through Catholic (moral material) and nationalist (biographies of Irish heroes
and historical/contemporary fiction) oriented content. The magazine also upheld the
broader agenda of advanced nationalism – supporting the cause of the Irish language, the
G.A.A. and the Sinn Féin policy of economic self-sufficiency.

The Christian Brothers had, almost from their foundation, worked to provide Irish boys
with alternative, nationalist images of heroic masculinity. One of the main ways in which
they achieved this was in their school texts, especially those on the subject of history.
Hobsbawn and Ranger have considered the manner in which invented traditions use
history as a legitimator of action. It is not what is preserved in popular memory that
becomes the essence of national ideology, they conclude, but what has been selected,
written, pictured, popularized and institutionalized by those whose function it is to do so.5

The order had fulfilled this function of 'selecting, writing, picturing, popularizing and
institutionalizing' Irish history from a nationalist and deeply Catholic perspective. Their
Irish History Reader (1905) proclaimed that ‘a nation’s school books wield a great
power’. Teachers should reinforce the text-book’s message by dwelling ‘with pride, and
in glowing words on Ireland’s glorious past, her great men and their great deeds’, until
pupils were persuaded ‘that Ireland looks to them, when grown to man’s estate, to act the
part of true men in furthering the sacred cause of nationhood’. The Christian Brothers had
been more circumspect in their previous readers: the Irish section of the Historical ClassBook (1859) culminated in celebration of the ‘peaceful revolution’ of Catholic
emancipation, and Cardinal Cullen claimed with justice that its condemnation of past
wrongs did not entail hostility to the current administration. Even so, the ‘pervading
Catholic and Irish tone’ of their textbooks, replete with ‘the glorious names of St Patrick,
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St Columbanus, St Brigid; of O’Brien and O’Neill; and in later times of Grattan and
O’Connell’, provided a model for other Catholic educators.

6

With the foundation of their boys' paper in 1914, among the stated aims of the brothers,
along with their self-imposed brief to educate, entertain and at the same time develop a
magazine with a highly defined tone of Catholicism, the editorial policy was one of
continuing to feature models of heroic nationalism. One of the chief ways in which this
was to be achieved was through the provision of serials on the subject of historical (and
during the War of Independence, contemporary) nationalist fiction.

As in their school texts, the Christian Brothers made full use of a broad range of the
events of Irish history in their fictional narratives. These were generally projected in such
a manner as to suggest that the 'immemorial people' of the Irish race had suffered
grievously at the hands of successive waves of English invasion. There was a singular
identification of the suffering of the Irish with the religious persecution in these serials.
Throughout the centuries of persecution this race refused to bow to the machinery of a
foreign government, trying in each generation to assert the rights of an Irish nation, a real
entity in the minds of nationalists, not a mere political aspiration.

There was little or no reference to the events of the Great War in Our Boys, certainly little
of the heroic narratives that were such a marked feature of British boys' papers from this
period. When the events of Europe in the 1914 –18 were referred to it was only in terms
of 'war news'- basic, reasonable discussion of the events on the continent, neutral in tone.
In sharp contrast to this editorial standpoint there was a constant projection of anti-British
narrative material in the magazine from the outset, stories that placed Irish masculinity in
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the front line of the great adventure, the people's struggle to assert her right to
nationhood.

Thus in Elizabethan times such heroic figures as Murrogh na Maor ('Neath the Banners of
Spain and Ireland') challenge the might of British naval forces to hold a wish-fulfilling
fastness on the western sea board. O'Hara the Outlaw leads the life of a raparee,
collecting tribute from the local Roundheads and defies their plans to usurp the power of
the O'Carrolls of Ely, the ancient (and rightful) native overlords of that part of the country
('The Child Stealers'). 'In the Days of Cromwell' told the story of how a brave Irish boy
led a Roundhead contingent to their doom rather than take them to the hiding place of a
priest. The 1798 period was another source of rich material for this singularly nationalist
driven narrative dynamic. In 'The Blacksmith's Escape' the eponymous hero defies the
forces of oppression, battling against seemingly overwhelming odds to live and fight
another day, while 'Paud O'Donoghue' employs a similar theme – again a blacksmith, to
illustrate the contrast between the 'evil' British officer, Major Dundass (a perennial
favourite in popular culture, as in for example the recent American cinema production of
The Patriot) and the brave and attractive Irish hero. Factual material that dealt with the
1798 period included a series entitled 'Cruel Monsters of '98' which told the story of such
brutal characters as 'Flogging Fitzgerald' and Hempenstall – 'The Walking Gallows'.

It is of significance that these stories were all featured in the Irish magazine at a time
when its British counterparts were exalting the deeds of their own national heroes on the
Western Front, the deserts of Mesopotamia and the waters of the North Sea. Here was a
sharp contrast indeed in the projection of conflicting heroic archetypes. This was a
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contrast that was to be significantly deepened by the pace of events in Ireland in the post1916 period.

June 1920 saw the publication of the first story to address topical events in contemporary
Ireland. 'Tragedy and Comedy', based on the scene of a hunger strike was to be the
forerunner of a new sub-genre in Our Boys, one that dealt with the events of the War of
Independence in an unambiguous and uncompromising manner. 'The Three boy Martyrs',
'An Exciting Holiday', 'The Boy Hero's Ruse' and 'The Fourth Classical' all were
adventure narratives which placed young Irish heroes in the front line of national events.

This was a new departure – the Christian Brothers were now directly involved in the
propaganda campaign that was such an essential feature on the battle for hearts and minds
in the Ireland of 1919-22. In the stories which feature anti-government activity it is
notable how the magazine skirts the issue of depicting guerrilla activity. The IRA
campaign was to prove an inspiration to many popular national movements across the
world and was seen at the time as being revolutionary in its development of insurgency
tactics. The British were to complain vigorously that this was a 'dirty' war – that the Irish
forces had not the courage to face them in straight forward conventional combat. In the
mythology which was to later grow around this entire issue there was to be little
equivocation in showing IRA men as a 'peoples' army – dressed in civilian clothes,
covered with the trappings war, as in for example, Keating's 1920s depiction of heroic
Irish masculinity The Men of the South. Bandoleers, Sam Brown belts, caps at rakish
angles, rifles slung casually on shoulders, pistols, trench coats – were the epherma of this
final, heroic and successful assertion of heroic Irish masculinity. In such films as The
Informer (1935) and later, Shake Hands with the Devil (1959), in such standard works on
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the War of Independence as Guerrilla Days in Ireland (Tom Barry, 1949) and My Fight
for Irish Freedom (1924,Dan Breen) there was no hesitation in portraying the IRA man as
an icon of the Irish revolution.

However, in the stories that were actually published in Our Boys in the immediate postTreaty period a marked reluctance is obvious on the part of the Brothers to show the full
reality of this conflict. 'The Three Boy Martyrs', for example contains an illustration
showing three extremely young and unarmed boys about to be picked up by a Black and
Tan patrol. Their military activities are only alluded to, never specified. In an 'Exciting
Adventure' we see the strange image of the British forces in civilian clothes – a rogue
gang, inevitably Black and Tans, armed and loose in the Irish countryside. Whenever the
Crown forces are depicted they are ugly – 'Tragedy and Comedy' and 'The Boy Hero's
Ruse' being particularly good examples.

In contrast to this negative portrayal Irish figures are shown in a positive light, handsome
and clean-cut. 'The Fourth Classical' actually goes so far as to have the local IRA unit in
full uniform, including that quintessential figure of the boys' paper – the dashing officer
with his clipped moustache. That this imagery of the reality of the conflict was a total
reversal of the truth matters little – these heroes could not be shown with even the
slightest taint of guilt for what some commentators have described as atrocities, others
going so far as to view the IRA campaign in such areas as west Cork as a deliberate
exercise in ethnic cleansing. Many R.I.C. men and Protestant civilians were to be killed
in this war. In the world of Our Boys, this was nationalism's crowning moment, the
assertion of Irish heroic masculinity that made it possible had to be as noble and as brave
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as that of their forefathers, as yet another expression of Irish adventure narrative was
created, one that underpinned the enduring myth of republicanism’s triumph.

In mid-June 1916 General Maxwell, commander of British forces in Dublin, was to
declare

There is a growing feeling that out of rebellion more has been got than by
constitutional methods. Hence Mr. Redmond's power is on the wane – recruiting
has practically ceased – there is a danger that Mr. Redmond's party would be
replaced by others perhaps less amenable to reason – the younger generation is
likely to be more revolutionary than its predecessors.7

The Christian Brothers have been accused/credited, rightly or wrongly, depending on
which side of the political fence the observation is coming from, of contributing to a great
extent to the sea-change so presciently described by Maxwell in the aftermath of the 1916
Rising. In their magazine Our Boys during this period there is little doubt that the
younger generation were given little reason to view British government in Ireland in
anything resembling an 'amenable' light. It may be stated that the historical and
contemporary nationalist fiction produced by this paper contributed to the atmosphere
which made the evolution of Maxwell's 'younger' and 'revolutionary' generation possible.

Conor Cruise O'Brien has summarised one view of the role of the Christian Brothers in
forming attitudes on this issue. All in all, most Irish nationalists in 1914 must have been
reasonably satisfied with Home-Rule-with-partition-and-within-the-Empire, or they
would not have reacted as they did to the British declaration of war against Imperial
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Germany, he points out. The fact that the occasion of the war was German aggression
against a small Catholic nation - Belgium - helped the emotional climate, but it could not
have been decisive had not the mood of nationalist Ireland, at that time, been favorable,
on the whole, to Britain. Yet even in the minds of those moderate nationalists, in 1914,
there must have been an atavistic undercurrent, that could not be all that favorable to
Britain. Inside any given Irish nationalist, in the moment of according support to the
British war effort, or enlisting in the British Army, there must have been, as it were, a
little Christian Brother, screaming to be let out. Two years later, O’Brien concludes, he
did get out, and he is still at large.8

Projecting the ideology of nationalist Ireland through the medium of the adventure
narrative was not the only way in which Our Boys sought to advance the philosophy of
Gaelic/separatist Ireland in the 1914-22 period. The magazine contained many features
on such issues of cultural nationalism as Irish music, the Irish language and the G.A.A.
There was also a campaign in the 1919-20 period strongly advocating the economic selfsufficiency of Sinn Féin, 'Dialogues on Irish industries' in which the readers of Our Boys
were advised 'There are a large number of Sinn Féin clubs dotted around the country. The
members should pledge themselves to the use of Irish goods exclusively.'

The Christian Brothers had made a major contribution to the setting-up of a viable Gaelic
Athletic Association through organizing the games on both primary and secondary
schools. Their magazine was to further this policy by including articles on the
development of hurling and football skills and match reports. The inclusion of such
fictional material as 'Stealing the Makings and the Sequel' was an interesting
development, achieving as it did the promulgation of the Irish version of popular sport at
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a national level to a crucial target audience. This policy placed the native games on the
same level as soccer and rugby; 'foreign' games which enjoyed a massive following in the
many British boys' magazines (and which occasionally featured in the Irish paper).

The Gaelic language was a consistent theme in Our Boys from the outset. In the early
years of the magazine a column in Irish entitled 'Is Binn Í Teanga na Gaodhal'
encouraged readers to improve their reading skills in the language, being replaced in
1918 with a series called Ár dTeanga Féin'. Irish myths and legends formed the subject of
many of these articles and they are important because they took the Gaelic language away
from the stock format of the school text and brought it into the realm of the leisure
reading magazine. There were also occasional features on the subject of what is referred
to in modern parlance as 'life-style choice' – for example 'Erin Awakes' (September,
1919) and 'An tOireachtas' (October, 1919) – stories which presented the broader cultural
argument for separatist Ireland, going so far as to include illustrations of boys dressed in
kilts, a then fashionable affectation among the more advanced advocates of Irish Ireland.

Support for such initiatives as the revival of the Irish language, the G.A.A. and the
economic ideology of Irish Ireland in Our Boys placed the paper firmly in the vanguard
of separatist thinking at a pivotal stage of national events. This was part of the rationale
behind the foundation of this magazine – communicating with an impressionable
generation of Irish youth, encouraging them to see themselves as uniquely Irish rather
than British, outlining the manner in which such nationalist idealism might be expressed
and fostering their growing sense of Gaelic self-identity. Even Irish music was harnessed
in this campaign, Irish ballads, many of which had a very pro-nationalist orientation,
featuring extensively in the magazine. Articles about the national festival, An
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tOireachtas, portrayed this gathering as a return to the ancient days of the bards, Gaelic
culture enjoying a renaissance which was interpreted as a harbinger of changing times in
the cultural life of Ireland.

This dissertation has outlined the various ways in which Our Boys fulfilled the spirit of
Brother Hennessy's stated intention of providing literature that was both 'clean and
interesting' and also 'bright and Catholic' when he proposed the foundation of a Catholic
boys’ paper in the Educational Record of 1914. This aim was achieved through the
following broad sub-genres – devotional material; articles that supported Catholic
juvenile organisations; material that sustained the Church's drive to limit the market for
'unacceptable' literature and films, opposing the corrupting potential of such 'foreign'
influences on Catholic Irish youth; stories, both of a factual and fictional nature which
encouraged the interest of Our Boys readers in the various forms of Irish missionary
activity.

Much of the Catholic oriented material of the magazine reflected a preoccupation with
issues of morality and sexuality which in turn was part of a more widespread
preoccupation in the Ireland of its time, an issue considered by Catherine Nash.

Although gender and sexual norms were thus established in Ireland in the early twentieth
century in the national response to the cultural and psychological effects of colonialism,
according to Nash, they also reflected the changing class structure of rural Ireland. She
continues by highlighting the manner in which post-Famine changes in patterns of
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landownership and practices of inheritance were closely associated with changes in
attitudes to marriage and sexuality, which found support in the Catholic emphasis on
sexual regulation and women’s chastity and maternal role. The maintenance and
improvement of small farms became a primary concern. Within this socio-economic
system, known as familism, marriages were based primarily on economic considerations
and on the priority of transferring the farm intact to the son chosen as most suitable.
Marriages were frequently arranged, delayed or prohibited and non-marital sexuality
outlawed. Illicit sexual relationships could result in unplanned marriages which would
threaten the smooth transfer of property.

In this period, as Nash outlines, sexuality came to be equated with matrimonial
reproduction and indisputable norms of familial reproductive heterosexuality. The cult of
the Virgin Mary, which flourished from the late nineteenth century — asserted in part in
opposition to the Protestantism of the colonial rulers — strengthened the construction of
asexual, maternal and domestic femininity upon which hypermasculinity and socioeconomic and sexual regulation depended. In addition, the shift in Irish agriculture from
labour-intensive mixed farming to pastoral farming resulted in greater restriction of
women to strictly domestic labour and enhanced economic dependence. In efforts to
secure cultural autonomy and maintain the cultural purity of Ireland after independence,
women became the measure of the nation. Their idealisation as its mothers was evident in
the anxieties expressed about foreign corruption of Irish women. Foreign fashions, film,
literature, music and dance and foreign notions of sexual equality, it was said, undermined the home and native honour towards women and degraded Irish women.9

The Christian Brothers took the battle for the hearts and minds of Irish youth on the issue
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of morality into the leisure reading market with their magazine very much along the lines
which Catherine Nash has described. Marian devotional literature in the paper echoed a
wider preoccupation with this issue in the rituals of the faithful. Broad support was
offered not only to the Fianna Boy Scouts prior to independence and subsequently the
Catholic Boy Scouts, but also such organisations as The Apostles of Clean Literature,
The Knighthood of the Blessed Sacrament and The Children's Crusade of Prayer.

The magazine took a strong stand editorially on matters of faith and morals. Such articles
as 'All Honour to Ballyhaunis and Dublin' (January, 1922) and 'Under Which Standard'
(November, 1921) equated the threat of corruption of Irish youth with British
colonialism. The choice was clear for the young of Ireland, argued Our Boys – purity and
national idealism were one and the same.

Following independence the magazine continued to pursue this policy. The well-being of
the faithful was under threat – not only had the influence of the cinema gained in
strength, even in the most remote corners of rural Ireland as the people hungrily
consumed the celluloid product of Hollywood and Ealing as an antidote to the repression
and monotony of their daily lives, the spectre of international socialism was a very real
issue in the minds of many Catholics. Our Boys was not slow to draw a comparison with
previous occasions of heresy, the figure of the Blessed Virgin being proffered as a sure
source of protection from the modern incarnation of evil and 'his false doctrine' (April,
1931).

The magazine was to the forefront of an intense campaign to influence the outcome of a
proposed Censorship Bill in the Dáil in 1928. Brother Craven led this initiative, firmly
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aligning whatever authority he had to bear alongside such Catholic pressure groups as the
Irish Vigilance Association, the Catholic Truth Society and the Priests Social Guild. The
readership of Our Boys was informed in detail of the dangers of evil literature and a
liberal cinema. A Brothers' juvenile organisation – the Apostlship of Clean Literature was
the suggested forum in the pages of the magazine wherein well intentioned young people
could express their abhorrence of an international conspiracy to 'deChristianise' Ireland
and 'serve under the white banner of Christ'. Craven communicated with the Vatican and
relevant departments in the Irish government on this issue, frequently publishing the
resultant correspondence. He appeared before the Committee of Enquiry on Evil
Literature set up by Kevin O'Higgins to investigate the threat posed to faith and morals
on several occasions, being congratulated by the Minister for Justice. 'You have not
spared yourself in the campaign against evil literature and you collected and presented
very useful evidence to the Committee, on whose evidence the proposed legislation is
founded.'10 The Censorship of Publications Act was passed , the first of the Censorship
Boards of five members being in place in early 1930.

Our Boys was extremely dynamic in its support of Irish missionary activity, this country
having an input into this international movement very much out of proportion to its size.
As an indication of the extent to which the missionary movement was supported this
country, by 1965 there was to be some 92 mission-sending bodies in Ireland.11 These
organisations served not only the English speaking world, but also the peoples of India,
Africa, Asia and South America.

Writing on the issue took various forms. There were stories which may broadly
categorized as being 'Sinophobic', that is, they described the plight of Christians in the
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Far East in uncompromising terms, citing many examples of anti-Catholic atrocities as
proof of how harsh life was for the faithful on those distant shores. Examples of this type
of propaganda include 'In a Land of Many Martyrs' (January,1919) and 'The Boxers'
(December, 1922).There was what might be termed the 'Black Baby' format –
contributing to various organised collections would save the soul of the poor pagans of
Africa, as for example in 'Will They Ever See God' (November, 1921). Finally, in such
stories as 'The Letter that Decided Jack and Cissie's Fortunes' (October, 1922) and
'Ireland's Foreign Legion in Africa'(August, 1928), an effort was made to encourage
young Irish boys and girls to consider the missionary life for themselves.

How do we place the Catholic material that Our Boys published to such an extent in the
decades prior to the Second World War in the broader cultural and historical setting of
the Ireland of that time? Writing in 1986, Kerby Miller has provided one viewpoint to
this general question that may help in contextualizing the stance of the Irish boy's
magazine. She describes the efforts of bourgeois nationalists and churchmen to formulate
an idealization of a 'semi- mythical holy Ireland which could be defended against external
assault and internal schism'. This was an ideal that emerged vaguely in the early 19th
century and which sharpened and assumed a profoundly anti modernist thrust in the postfamine era. Such an outlook reinforced 'Irish leaders' increasingly strident rhetorical
reactions against 'British' influences'. Miller goes on to assert that, in response, they conceptualized a fortress Hibernia, an ideal and purportedly ‘traditional’ Catholic Ireland
which was antithetical to their images of England and America and to the ‘modern’ and
allegedly ‘alien’ tendencies within Ireland itself. Thus, according to Catholic leaders,
especially Churchmen, Irish Catholics were superior to the English and all Protestants
because of their relative indifference to material wealth and the false gods of urban400

industrial civilization. Because of such unworldliness, allegedly, the Irish were
profoundly conservative, content to live simple lives at home under clerical guidance and
in harmony with family, neighbours, and natural environment. Similarly, the ideal Irish
society for such folk was static, organic, and paternalistic - a divinely-ordained hierarchy
devoid of internal conflicts, insulated by faith from potential ‘contamination'…

Sometimes their rhetoric implied that this model society was still in the process of
creation, at other times indicated that it was already in being. However, in either case its
perceived enemies landlordism, Protestantism, secularism, socialism were legion, and
—

—

so ‘holy Ireland’ needed constant and vigorous defence: hence, the Church’s assiduous
efforts to shape Catholic minds by controlling their education; its support for Home Rule
as a means to insulate the faithful from pernicious English legislation and 'anglicizing’
influences; and, despite the bishops’ usual obsession with property rights, its espousal of
agrarian reforms designed to root the ‘peasantry’ in the soil and so secure ‘holy Ireland’s’
social and moral foundation.12

Our Boys was founded in 1914 with the intention of bringing a specific,
nationalist/Catholic ethos to bear in the Irish leisure reading/serial magazine market. This
was a market which up to then had been dominated by the output of British publishers,
companies whose pro-imperial slant was unacceptable to advanced nationalism's vision
for the youth of this country. As has been outlined in this Conclusion, much of the
magazine's product was therefore concerned with emphasizing the values of such
indigenous cultural institutions as native games and music as well as the economic
policies of separatism. In its fictional output Irish models of heroic masculinity were
favoured. Catholic material also formed a significant proportion of the content of Our
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Boys, articulating in this influential format the concerns of a church that was preoccupied
to an almost hysterical degree with the perceived corruptive dangers of modern media
outlets – 'filthy' literature and 'evil' cinema.

The Brothers' magazine offered its readers much more than these narrow genres,
however. Indeed Our Boys is unique in the fact that it was the only indigenous paper for
boys, the Irish model of the Boys Own genre including alongside the more locally
flavoured nationalist and Catholic serials such international sub-genres as the western,
school story, detective stories and science fiction.

These formats placed boys away from the day to day routine of their lives, allowed them
to fantasize about a world in which they enjoyed an autonomous existence. Whether
patrolling the forests of the Canadian wilderness as a member of the R.C.M.P., setting off
with your chums on yet another jape at your boarding school, solving a crime, the
solution to which has eluded the authorities or exploring the distant realms of outer space,
the boys who featured in these narrative (and, by proxy, their readers) existed in a world
of their own. This was a world of excitement and adventure in which the developing boy
could use his imagination to see himself in the place of the hero and through this fantasy
world evolve alternative models of masculinity.

Our Boys projected the same models of heroic masculinity as its British rivals, with,
however, one crucial difference – Our Boys heroes were Irish. This is important because
there were (and indeed still are) precious few opportunities for Irish boys to identify with
the deeds of the heroes they admired from screen or popular literature as coming from
their own environment.
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Irish readers could identify with such characters as Fatty Fagan (1930s) and the school
boy Murphy (1940s –70s) as they attempted to pull off another practical joke in the
school story. Even as far away as the North West of Canada an Irish western hero could
dominate the landscape in the form of Sergeant Moloney and his fellow (Irish) Mounties
(1931). The detective stories published in Our Boys included such 'closed setting'
versions as 'The Train Tragedy' (1931) in which the young Sean O'Meara is entrusted
with solving a seemingly intractable mystery in the familiar setting of Dublin. In the
'O'Malley' series (1927) we meet a young Irishman of independent means who spends his
time travelling the world accompanied by his trusty sidekick, Cullen, on his yacht,
Topsail, having adventures and generally proving himself more than a match for those
criminals of various nationalities that he encounters. Even the distant regions of outer
space has, in the pages of Our Boys, an Irish dimension as Professor O'Callaghan and his
men travel 'Through the Realms of Space' aboard their space craft The Conqueror (1927
– 9).13

As well as the 'conventional' formats, Our Boys also published stories that were
characterized by a perhaps unexpectedly strong 'imperial' tone. As well as being
distinguished by a blatant tone of racism, an atmosphere of what might be termed
'imperial gothic' could perhaps, as we shall see, define these stories – unknown and
enigmatic forces at work, associated with the 'Other', that which is strange, magic and
mysterious.

In 'Tales of the White Man's Grave' (1931) as well as projecting the 'darkness' of the
continent and the obvious 'darkness' (and implied stupidity) of the native population, we
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also encounter the forces of darkness in the power of the medicine man. The supernatural
is also an element of the 1929 story 'Secret of the Sphinx' in which the then fashionable
(an international obsession with the Egyptian occult resulted from the discovery of
Tutankhamen's tomb in 1922) tale of mysterious forces guarding a hidden treasure was
featured. Our roving international detective Richard O'Malley was the hero of a 1927
tale that found him contending with the perils of the east. In 'The Menace of the
Mandarins' the international detective encounters the evil capabilities of Lu Sing, among
whose many powers is, of course, an ability to hypnotize his victims.

One did not have to travel to the orient to encounter the forces of eastern 'imperial gothic'.
In a 1930 series entitled 'The Yellow Peril' a massive invasion force that possessed a
hidden base beneath the storm swept cliffs of west Clare threatened Ireland. It was only
through the quick thinking and bravery that Jack O'Connell and 'his school chum' Dave
Power managed to alert the authorities and set in chain a series of events through which
the Irish armed forces manage to concentrate at the point of danger and repel the
invasion. This genre was a popular one in the 1920s and 1930s – danger from the east a
real fear in many quarters, with its synthesis of an earlier 'Yellow Peril' pulp fiction
formula and the added threat of mass socialism. The threat in many of these tales was
manifested in a curious combination of Russo/Sino/Japanese forces, not only lending the
material a certain racist slant but further confirming the 'gothic imperial' construction of
the narrative form. Here was the 'unknown', the 'Other' embodied in a new and dreadful
structure – a conspiracy to invade and conquer the west, with all the old connotations of
oriental torture and rapine on a mass and truly terrible scale. Though obviously a purely
fictitious concept, and furthermore one which had its origins firmly in the realms of pulp
fiction, this is a genre would have had a particular resonance in Ireland. Foreign mission
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inspired tales of the atrocities perpetrated against Christians in the Far East (not least in
Our Boys itself) were now combined with concerns around potential international
socialist domination. This was very much an issue in the Catholic Church in the pre-war
era, arising from the treatment of the church in the Soviet Union in the aftermath of the
1917 Revolution.

Clive Bloom sees popular genres and their fictional inhabitants as 'not merely
recuperations of older, heroic ideals of the self but rather contemporary attempts to locate
the self in character and determine character by action.' Though writing on the subject of
pulp fiction, many of Bloom's insights are directly applicable to popular serial fiction for
boys. He then goes on to state that because read and understood by millions, these
narratives act for us as fictional realms of social possibility. If Anglo-American avantgardism was about self, then pulp, even or especially in its extremist forms (superheroes,
etc.) was about society and the constraints on action. Yet it must be firmly stated that pulp
is always deterministically individualist and personal in its interpretation of social action.
In the act of portraying social factors, pulp converts these factors into traits of character
lived in the public sphere as acts. Indeed, popular fiction emphasizes personality within a
structure different from that of much avant-garde art. It emphasizes episodic narrative
(good for serialization), teleological and purposive movement (the unveiling of secrets
and the unmasking of villains), outward appearance and the avoidance of psychology and
an elevation of character over plot. All this is provided within a bland (or heightened)
accessible language which reinforces the values of society. While many ‘serious' novels
written in this manner emphasize science, social determinism, class confrontation and
sexual warfare, the less serious convert these issues into personalized battles: the spy
novel, cowboy novelette, romantic love story and detective novel predominate, in a
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phrase, works of fantasy which reduce or remake the social into the personal.14

Our Boys may be said to ‘reinforce the values of society’ for the Irish nation at a crucial
point of its formation and early existence. Initially produced as a response to the
perceived threat, both politically and morally, from the increased availability of
‘unacceptable’ reading material in the Irish market, this magazine lasted until the late
1970s and became a unique institution in the childhood of successive generations of Irish
youth. The period discussed in this thesis was one of almost unprecedented change in
Irish society. Our Boys reflected many of the concerns of Catholic/nationalism against a
background of conflict and upheaval. It created a template of Irish masculinity that drew
on the events of the national experience for its inspiration and competed directly with the
rival ideal of imperialism in terms of gallantry, offering a subtle platform to Irish
nationalist propagandists during the Great War and War of Independence.

The magazine went on to support the entrenchment of Catholicism that took place in the
Free State era, participating in the various campaigns that characterized this period as one
of extreme conservatism.

Our Boys may be distinguished from other militant nationalist propaganda publications of
the 1914 – 1922 period by its overt Catholic nature, by the centrality of its unique
expression of the adventure story and not least by the strong circulation figures this
magazine achieved (see Appendix 1).

15

It offered alternative models of chivalry to the

accepted norm of the British papers of the time, creating in the process a consciousness
around the nature of the Irish national experience as being a continuous process of
redemption from political oppression, economic servitude and religious persecution. That
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the agents of such salvation were heroic figures of Irish masculinity, Catholic, morally
pure and essentially Gaelic in orientation created a pantheon for personal emulation
(reinforced in the classrooms of Christian Brothers’ schools) that may arguably be said to
have contributed to the ongoing propaganda myth that has encouraged support for a
certain one-dimensional viewpoint of the experience of Irish history. This process may be
traced from the momentous years in and around the foundation of the state, through the
IRA campaign of the Second World War followed by the Border Campaign of the 1950s,
the Northern Conflict from 1969 and up to the recent past.
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(Con.1)

The cover of the 1941 Easter edition – twenty-fifth anniversary of the 1916 Rising. This illustration reflects
the central nature of the iconography of this period in Irish life, most particularly the blazing General Post
Office in the background, a flame that still burned in the minds of Irish republicanism. This popular cultural
expression of the events of this period was replicated in the Christian Brothers’ classroom teaching – the
order has often been accused of placing an undue emphasis on the notion of national sacrifice from the
Catholic standpoint, ignoring in the process the suffering of other victims of the 1914 – ’22 period.
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APPENDIX I
CIRCULATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF OUR BOYS 1915 - 27

Eason’s were nominally publishers of periodicals in a number of cases where they
were only in fact either printers or distributors. One such instance was the Irish
Naturalist where the obvious link was the editor Herbert Carpenter who had married
one of the Eason daughters and was auditor of the company until 1917. An
outstanding instance of this arrangement was with Our Boys, and the vicissitudes of
the relations between the Christian Brothers and the firm illustrate vividly many
aspects of this part of the company’s work, an issue discussed by L.M.Cullen.

The relationship with the editors of Our Boys was uneventful for the first eight years
of the agreement made in 1915, but it proved a serious problem for the last four years
of the association. By 1921, when the magazine sold more copies than any other Irish
publication, and the circulation had reached 50,000 copies an issue, Dawson’s ‘whose
manager’, according to Brother Craven was accompanied by one of the directors from
London’ had apparently made an offer to handle Our Boys. Since Dawson’s were
soon to pull out of the Irish market altogether, as Cullen points out, this may have
been a last ditch attempt by them to revive their finances.

Brother Craven used the offer to seek better terms from Eason’s, and stated that’...,
nor does the [present I arrangement exist in writing. We therefore feel that we have
paid a large amount in excess of the contract entered into with your firm’. Because of
rising costs, the agency commission had been raised (by agreement) from 10 per cent
to 12 per cent in 1917, and carriage costs outside Ireland shifted from the wholesaler
to the publisher. The Brothers did not appear to have — or had lost —a copy of this
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agreement, which they persisted in treating as merely temporary. Craven intimated
that he would consider a new offer from Eason’s but that the manager of Our Boys
wanted to know if Eason’s were prepared to make a refund of the ‘overcharge
resulting in the change from 10 per cent to 12½ per cent.’ Eason’s contested this, but
at the same time they were clearly anxious not to lose a prestigious and at that stage
moderately profitable customer, especially to a rival. On 11 March 1921 Craven wrote
that ‘We are not bound to accept the lowest tender. By making an offer you will save
the situation, and probably hold the distribution, as in that case, we could make a
suitable reply to Messrs Dawson.’ Eason’s made an offer after an interview, and
reduced the terms

All was still superficially well, and Brother Craven wrote to Eason on 21 March 1921
that ‘the management are much pleased that the work of distribution is to remain with
your firm.’ The circulation grew rapidly, and the sales, as reflected in Easons’ cash
receipts, soared. Cullen describes how at their peak in 1922/3 they amounted to over 9
per cent of the book and magazine department turnover. The October 1922 issue of
Our Boys sold 53,000 copies, and in the same year the double numbers in July and
December sold over 70,000. In fact the December issue in 1922, with a sale of 74,944
copies, proved to be the peak. Sales of ordinary numbers through the Dublin house
peaked in the spring of 1923, and then fell sharply. Ominously, the fall was
concentrated on the wholesale trade, and was at first less evident in Eason’s agency
distribution through schools and other outlets. Between December 1922 and
December 1924 wholesale sales - to the trade through Eason’s had fallen from 33,605
to 22,169, while distribution through schools, the Brothers headquarters and other
outlets, fell only from 41,329 to 37,817. Much of the sale through the non-trade
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outlets was a captive one, either to schools or to individuals, who were then
compelled to dispose of all their copies, as no returns were allowed. In some cases,
Cullen explains, these distributors were taking to street sales to dispose of their
copies, and as early as November 1921 Hart of the Retailers Association had protested
to Eason that the feeling in the trade was that the management should be requested to
refrain from the present arrangement of turning their pupils attending school into
competition with the legitimate trade, by allowing them to sell on commission in all
parts of the city and suburbs of Dublin.1

Hart noted that retailers had no objections to sales within schools, Cullen goes on.
Many of the non-trade distributors took the publication on a non-commercial basis,
and with no returns allowed, unpaid accounts built up in Easons’ ledgers. As early as
January 1923 Eason commented on the mounting debtors list and underlined to
Brother Craven that Eason’s were only to pay to him what had been paid to them.
While good relations had existed up to this, things now began to change. In a letter of
15 January 1924 Brother Craven wrote to Easons about hitches in distribution, not all
of which were the fault of the house. L.M. Cullen quotes from this letter:

‘The clock has struck.... Now, any action that we may take in this matter, you
may blame yourselves for it. There are certain interests that, as I am informed
on reliable authority, you take good care to protect. Now, we must take care to
protect ours. Surely, it is time for Catholics to sit up.’2

In April 1924 J.C.M. Eason strongly advised the Brothers against bringing Our
Boys out as a fortnightly, and against reducing the price from 3d to 2d, stating that
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‘Increasing the number of pages, or improving the publication in whatever way you
think would make its hold upon the boys more secure would, we think, be the wisest
course.’ In July J.C.M. Eason pointed out: ‘We will get Is 9d for 12 copies instead of
2s 8d, and as there would be two issues against one, it means 3s 6d in the month,
which is an increase of not quite one third, but the cost of handling will be exactly
double’. Eventually a new agreement was confirmed by Brother Craven on 22 August
1924 for a year until 31 August 1925, giving the firm a 12½ per cent agency fee, and
a flat payment of £130 per year to cover country carriage charges.

Things might have continued more or less quietly, if the change to publishing
fortnightly had been a success. As J.C.M. Eason had foreseen, the change was a
failure. In the autumn of 1924 the circulation was still around 50,000 per issue, but a
year later it was only 40,000, and in the spring of 1927 it was down to 35,000. Brother
Craven had apparently envisaged that the circulation would actually double. The
management of Our Boys began to run into difficulties. The Brothers had formerly
acquiesced in long credit, but Brother Craven was in search of cash, and started a
stream of enquiries in 1925 relating to individual accounts. Correspondence studied
by Cullen from October 1925 shows that there was serious trade objection to the total
disallowance of returns, in place of the restricted returns which had applied from
January 1925. On 15 October 1925, Craven admitted himself that returns of late had
been so very heavy, and on 21 October commented that ‘So far, the fortnightly issue
has not been as successful as we expected.’ Schoolboys began to make an appearance
outside churches selling copies. When J.C.M. Eason pointed out that such forced sales
were self-defeating, and that they would simply mean a shift of sales into new hands
or other outlets, and a consequent rise in returns from newsagents, Craven dismissed
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the recent correspondence on circulation’..., as a pile of letters from Messrs Eason
prophesying disaster to Our Boys if we pursued our propaganda.’

By now the Brothers’ financial problems were serious, and Brother Craven had to
admit in December that they were £150 overdrawn with the bank. The agreement
between the two sides setting out the terms for the fortnightly issue had expired on 31
August 1925 without Brother Craven having taken any steps to alter or cancel it.
Easons’ proceeded on the assumption that in the absence of any instructions to the
contrary, the Brothers wished to continue on the same terms. Brother Craven took the
view that at the end of this period the agreement had reverted to the old terms, and
sought a refund of the carriage costs. Eason’s took the view that in the absence of any
new understanding, distribution continued after August on the same basis as in the
temporary agreement.

Brother Craven was nothing if not transparent. A letter of 31 December 1925 makes it
clear that the similarity between the annual figure for carriage in Ireland that he had
agreed in 1924 to pay — £130 — and their liability to the bank was the attraction of
the course he was taking. J.C.M. Eason agreed that if any new agreement was
reached, it should be made retrospective to September 1925.

In December a bullying element in the relationship, which had always been on the
fringe, now became explicit. As Cullen describes on 21 December 1925 Brother
Craven wrote to J.C.M. Eason that:

It would not be wise to set the Christian Brothers’ backs up against your firm,
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especially as there are big events, in which your firm are deeply interested,
that must be settled in the near future. I had a letter from an influential
member of the Dail a few days ago which is very significant’.3

This was a reference to the committee on ‘evil’ literature, which had just been
appointed by the Dail. In the meantime Brother Craven refused to grant J.C.M. Eason
an interview to discuss arrangements, and wrote on 23 January 1926 that when he had
taken counsel with those interested in and possessing expert knowledge of the
distribution of clean literature, I may be able to see you.... Enclosed you will find the
two centre leaves of Pear’s Annual 1925. When I saw the paper I sent out scouts to
buy up all the unsold copies in Dublin. I also bought some other obscene things.
paying £4 lOs for all. The lot were then burned publicly in front of the Our Boys
office, the blaze being photographed by the Evening Herald. Perhaps you would
favour me with your opinion of verse 4 (marked) of Pears Annual?

Brother Craven attached to this letter a statement entitled, ‘Messrs. Eason and Our
Boys: Who owns Our Boys?’ which was intended as a basis for publicity of their
cause against Eason’s. On 29 January 1926 Brother Craven wrote that they had taken
up the challenge:

.... in order to prevent Messrs. Eason from strangling Our Boys by putting the
paper into bankruptcy.... Though £593 were paid in one year to Messrs Eason
for distributing Our Boys, that firm hides the paper away in a back shelf in their
premises while placing in a conspicuous position in their O’Connell Street shop
cross-channel favourites of a well-known character.
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To have the whole business tested publicly, and well thrashed out, will be of
service to: Newsagents (wholesale and retail) all over the country; Managers,
principals, teachers and pupils of schools; Presidents and students of college;
The members of the Dail and Seanad; Archbishops, bishops and priests; Fathers
and mothers who desire that the children whom God has sent them should have
pure minds and clean hearts; All who are in charge of providing healthy and
national literature to reading Rooms, Clubs, Civic Guard stations, Soldiers’
Barracks and Officers Quarters; In short, the publicgenerally. For some years
past, filthy literature has corrupted many pure hearts; brought shame to many
homes; deep humiliation to many fathers and mothers; and disgrace on the
whole island.
Mr. Montgomery (the film censor) has done good work in regard to indecent
pictures. This test case may do better still by ridding the country of literature
full of brutalizing grossness.4

The state of disorganisation of Brother Craven and the Christian Brothers at this
stage had become very evident. On 5 February a letter from Brother Craven called for
a copy of the March 1924 agreement, and three days later another letter requested a
copy of the original agreement of 1915. On 12 February J.C.M. Eason wrote to them:
‘We cannot afford to be left in a state of complete indefiniteness as to your position.’5

Acrimonious correspondence continued through 1926, until finally in March 1927 the
Brothers made arrangements for Our Boys to be published by the Educational
Company. Brother Craven, however would not let matters rest, posing a whole series
of short questions, each in a letter of its own. This continued through July and August.
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In September he wrote:

I am now fully supplied with the required material for a 24 page pamphlet
which I am preparing showing the methods adopted by Messrs Eason in
carrying out the agency of Our Boys. Beginning with the original contract
which was in every respect a legal document stamped with a six-penny stamp,
and signed by both contracting parties, I pass on to the devices used in making
alterations in some of the articles of agreement, and in the total removal of
others. The letters lately received from Messrs Eason in reply to short,
straightforward questions, clearly show the necessity for investigation.6

Brother Craven revealed that the claims on the part of the Brothers amounted to
£1,200. In February of the following year, during some routine business, a friendly
exchange took place between J.C.M. Eason and Brother Craven. Eason wrote with
reference to Brother Craven’s having been ill that he was, ‘....very pleased to see that
you are signing letters again.’ However in May another letter from Brother Craven
made clear that the old issues were still on his mind.

Initially Our Boys had been an astonishing success. The Brothers’ problems arose
both from the cost of converting the magazine from a monthly into a fortnightly, and
from carelessness over details of management as they pushed sales. The Brothers had
made two mistakes. First, they were careless on a financial front. Secondly, in
pushing sales, they were over-optimistic, both in allowing long debts, and when sales
were flagging, adopting a fluctuating policy about returns. They never really
appreciated the significance of returns being their own financial responsibility, and
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the costs of unprofitable distribution. They added to their own confusion and that of
others by their fluctuating policy on returns, as J.C.M. Eason pointed out to them on
12 May 1927:

Your position with regard to the acceptance of returns from agents has not
been uniform, you have changed your instructions to us at various times. At
one time we were instructed to accept no returns, afterwards were allowed to
accept returns without limit; then on a 10 per cent basis and recently the
magazine was made non-returnable again.7

In the last analysis, Cullen concludes, the financial plight of the Brothers was
probably more directly the consequence of changing the journal to a fortnightly than
of any other factor.

Luckily Our Boys did survive. Miss O’Farrell transferred from Eason’s to the
Educational Company, and no doubt as previously she helped the work along. Our
Boys was an astonishing success, whatever the reversal in its fortunes. Its sales of
70,000 for its double issues was an unprecedented achievement in the Irish market,
and no other publication, English or Irish, came near it, with the exception of Dublin
Opinion. Our Boys proved that there was a market for good publications that had a
distinctively Irish appeal, and that the problem was a shortage of such publications,
rather than a lack of demand for them. Roughly half of the total sales were distributed
through Easons’ wholesale channels, and so were outside the agency terms which had
proved so contentious, and Eason’s could certainly take some share of satisfaction for
the success of the magazine. Wholesale sales of Our Boys continued to be important
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to Eason’s, although there is no measure of them after 1927. In May, when
publication passed from Eason’s to the Educational Company, Eason’s made a point
of stressing in the Monthly Bulletin that they were still wholesale distributors, and
could continue to supply the magazine to the trade on the same terms as before. Our
Boys was very significant not only in Eason’s own books and magazines department
but in Irish sales generally. This is reflected in a comment in the house’s Monthly
Bulletin of December 1930 which contained the news that Our Boys was now being
provided on a full sale or return basis. It was hailed as ‘.... the most interesting and
important event in the magazine world.’

Some profit figures exist for Our Boys along with Virgo Potens which the firm
handled for the Irish Sisters of Charity in the mid 1920s. The profits on Our Boys had
been £142 in 1917/8 and £166 in 1918/9. These figures are small but they explain
why Eason’s were quite keen to keep the publication when the Brothers broached the
matter of the Dawson’s offer in 1921. In fact, according to L.M. Cullen, these profits
were never approached again in the course of the relationship.
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APPENDIX II
OUR BOYS AND ADVERTISING IN THE BOYS' MAGAZINES

Thorstein Veblen's The Theory of the Leisure Class, published in 1899, described a world
where 'conspicuous consumption of valuable goods is a means of reputability to the
gentleman of leisure'.

Although Veblen had in mind the American nouveaux riches of

his day — the Vanderbilts, Goulds, and Harrimans — when he formulated his theory of
the leisure class, his observations are nevertheless directly applicable to the wealthier
ranks of the middle classes in Victorian England and, by extension, to all ranks, since the
wealthy were objects of envy and emulation to those below them.1

In the last years of the nineteenth century, as the range of packaged food and drugs and
manufactured goods intended for private use dramatically increased, advertising became
the mechanism by which the distribution of goods within the economy was stimulated,
and regulated. In the 1890s advertising agencies no longer simply sold space in
newspapers and magazines. They began to advise their clients on the design and
appearance of their advertisements, and as they did so they created a crucial instrument,
by which a mass public could be educated to desire the pleasures of consumption.2

Advertising had been a feature of children's magazines on both sides of the Atlantic since
the development of this genre - Boys Own had been founded in 1879. Manufacturers had
recognised the advantages presented by the existence of this new media outlet:Especially
after 1910, eager toy companies took out advertisements in a variety of popular family,
women’s, do-it-yourself, and even children’s (especially boys’) magazines. Playthings
editors were early advocates of magazine promotions. Toy advertising copy, they advised
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in 1912, should be brief; a picture should “telegraph” the idea. And it should be directed
toward the middle-class mother "her woman's heart reads aright the heart of her child and
knows what it most desires.”3

The advantages of this method of advertising were described in two American trade
magazine of the period:Although the toy industry continued to sell primarily to adults, it
increasingly recognized the potential of appealing directly to children. In 1913 Toys and
Novelties rather cynically noted: “an advertisement to a child has no barriers to climb, no
scruples to overcome.” And Playthings declared: “the nervous temperament of the
average American child and the rapidity with which it tires of things [ensures] a
continuous outlet in this country” for toy sales. Another article instructed retailers on the
value of displays “which enter far into the fields of fiction, of fairy lore, and of
unrestrained fancy.” These promotionals must appeal to children “to cause their
wonderment, their desire for ownership and their immediate pleas to the kind friend who
can and will buy almost anything the little yellow-topped boys cry for.”4

The British boy's papers included advertising in their issues from the very beginning,
naturally changing the range of products they offered with changing fashion and
technological advances. An interesting example of the wider popular cultural implications
of this form of advertising is the fact that the young John Hinde's early interest in the
camera was stimulated through, in 1927, as an eleven-year-old, sending away to Modern
Boy for a pinhole camera. This began a life-long, and as we know highly influential
involvement with photography.5 There was a wide range of variety in the products
intended for juveniles marketed in the pages of the boys' papers.
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Here, for example, is a description of the advertising material contained in the first
edition of Boys Own:

B.O.P. readers found their own kind of advertisements on me back cover:
Scientific Novelties, such as Bell’s Patent Magnetic Telephone (one guinea) and
Edison’s Patent Speaking Machine (ten guineas); jack-knives and pocket-knives
ranging in price from one shilling to four (by post twopence extra); magic lantern
slides; model steam engines and model boats, with myriads of fittings; a vast
array of foreign stamps from Stanley Gibbons & Co., and a full-page
advertisement clearly aimed at clubs and schools, devoted to equipment for
cricket, lawn tennis, archery, croquet and 'every other game known in the
kingdom'.6

Our Boys, however did not feature the same type of advertising as its fellow boy's papers.
There is in fact a marked difference between both the material and the presentation of
advertising in the Irish magazine and its British counterparts. This difference may
basically be defined as one of 'target audience'. Whereas the Gem, Magnet and Boys Own
had a clearly defined youth audience in mind, the Irish paper seemed to target its
advertising at a much more varied adult audience. There are complex socio/cultural and
economic reasons behind this dichotomy. Before dealing directly with this issue, it may
perhaps be worthwhile to examine in some detail the style of presentation in the British
papers of the same period in order to inform this discussion.
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(App.II.1)

The ideal of the Victorian middle class home - by the early years of the twentieth century an institution that
was to become the target of a sustained campaign by advertisers at the dawn of the era of 'conspicuous
consumption'.
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(App.II.2)

From 1904, the above illustration (McClure's) is a good example of the advertisers 'ideal' form
of consumer education - a child who has become familiar with the language of advertising from
the many magazines available in his affluent home. He is now 'trained' as a prospective buyer.
This was the constituency targeted by the British boys' papers - a child who in an era preceding
mass-marketing and highly sophisticated shopping centers could be reached through the pages
of these magazines and who had the necessary disposable income (pocket money) to order the
many advertised products by post.
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The 1894 summer supplement of Boys Own (App.II.3) provides a good example of the
type of product that was now targeted at the youthful readers of the magazine. With the
possible exception of 'Keating's Powder' the other articles advertised on this page are
clearly intended to appeal to boys. Those 'boys' who had enjoyed playing with their
model boats and who were now contemplating their futures could not but be attracted to
the career potential of the 'School Ship Conway'. Mechanically minded youths could
fantasise at the prospect of receiving a present of a model steam engine or steamboat. The
advertisement for 'Stevens' Model Dockyard' has enough technical detail to satisfy the
most avid junior engineer - 'Cylinders, Pumps, Gauges, Safety Valves and all the separate
Parts'. Less affluent children would have to be satisfied with the 'Illustrated Catalogue
(100 Engravings)'.

The 'pleasure culture of war' is clearly employed by the Gamage Toy Company to appeal
to British boys in the their wartime advertisement (App.II.4). Among the steamrollers,
scooters and cycle cars the company also offers an Officer's Suit and a Boys' Field
Service Uniform ('Facsimile of that in actual use by our Expeditionary Forces').
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(App.II.3)

Boys Own Summer Supplement, 1894.
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(App.II.4)

From Chums, 1914 -18 period.
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(App.II.5) offers a fascinating insight into the concerns of the readers of The Nelson Lee
Library of the mid-twenties. That perennial occupation of boys - stamp collecting is
featured in three of these ads. The 'Silkrite' self-filling fountain pen comes with no less
than two free gifts - a set of opera glasses and a ten-piece tool set ('in wood case'). A
more artistic youth would have been attracted to the 'Hornless Gramophone', offered for
1/6 weekly. While this may have been an expensive purchase the easy pay option must
have given much fuel for thought to the boy who wished to have ready access to the
music from such shows as Rose Marie and The Student Prince. Both of these musicals
had been produced for the first time the previous year.

Another interesting feature of advertising for boys at this period is the presence of no less
than two examples of the 'Increase Your Height' genre - an early example of the type of
promotion popularised by Charles Atlas in the 1950s. This type of advertising used the
classic situation of the boy who has sand kicked in his face on the beach being informed
by the famous strongman - 'you too could have a body like mine'. The apparent maturity
of the two characters in these particular illustrations indicates that the readership for this
kind of material was not solely confined to the younger echelons of British youth.

The weaker or more vulnerable boy could always have sent away for the 'Yawara'
scientific system of self defence, another genre of youth advertising that was to exercise a
perennial appeal for successive generations of boys who felt themselves victims of
bullies.
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(App. II.5)

Nelson Lee Library, 1925.
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If a boy really felt he needed to assert himself when in the presence of the local gang of
bullies he could always resort to the more extreme solution of sending away for the
'Safety Revolver', as promoted in (App.II.6). Though only intended for the purpose of
'theatricals', this was 'an exact replica' of a real revolver, converted to fire blanks' and
would therefore have a certain deterrent potential, all the more so as the report from such
a weapon could sound like the real thing. The company in questions (James Mansfield of
London) no doubt aware of this possibility when they promoted 'Special Loud Cartridges'
at 1/6 per100. The boy who liked to engage in the pastime of handicraft would have been
interested in the 'Indoor Recreations' section of this page. Here he could explore such
worthy pursuits as 'Light Woodwork, Fretwork, Toy Making, Stencilling, Strip
Woodwork, Leatherette Work, Making the Presses and Calenders'. 'Magic Tricks' are also
offered as is the ubiquitous stamp collection., while a 6d. Nelson Lee Library token
would go some way towards the 7/- cost of 'The Famous Fleet Pen - The World's Best
Value in Fountain Pens'.

(App.II.7) Provides us with an interesting variation on a popular boys' paper genre, the
school story .When the conventional routine of everyday school life required a little
variety, the writers of these tales would often change the location of the serial. There was
a certain excitement in reading about such familiar characters as in Bob Cherry, Billy
Bunter and their chums having adventures in far off and exotic locations. E.S.Turner
describes the technique of one of the most prolific of the school story -writers:

Charles Hamilton declined to allow his style to be cramped by preserving the
unity of place. The boys of St. Jim’s and Grey-friars, like those of St. Frank’s,
were for ever touring the globe on their holidays, though Hamilton seems to have
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drawn the line at El Dorados and Lost Valleys. A St. Jim’s party went to America,
for instance, to visit the ranch of Tom Merry’s uncle, and had numerous
excitements in the Wild West. On a treasure hunt in wildest Africa Bunter became
king of a fierce cannibal tribe, and seems narrowly to have escaped the pot.
Refreshed by travel, back the lads would come for a new round of priceless japes,
dropping soot-bags from windows, squirting ink through keyholes, filling each
other’s toppers with treacle, upturning the desks of swots, ragging new masters,
breaking up love affairs, clashing with militant suffragettes, capturing spies,
tracking down ghosts, and rescuing each other’s sisters from gypsies.7

(App.II.6)

Nelson Lee Library, 1925
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(App.II.7)

Nelson Lee Library (1925).

What icon defines the essence of twentieth century boyhood better than a train set? This
is an institution, more than a mere toy, one that has perhaps been surpassed in the recent
past by the increasing popularity of the more 'modern' electronic game console such as
Playstation and Gamecube. For many decades, however, this was the toy that topped the
wish list at birthdays and Christmas for generations of western boys. Owning a train set
opened a whole world of fantasy, one upon which those unlucky enough not to have the
necessary resources either in household space or finance could only look on in envy.
(App.II.8) and (App.II.9) illustrate perfectly the perennial appeal of the train set.

The coming of domestic electricity had made the train set possible.By 1906 an electric
transformer had been developed that was capable of adapting household current to his
now more elaborate train sets. The heavy locomotives with their churning wheels made
boys feel the power of the train; the replicas of coal cars, refrigerator cars, colorful
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boxcars, and cabooses gave boys a sense of being part of a real world of commerce and
success; and the miniature roundhouses, railroad crossing signals, and other accessories
completed the romance. Toy companies also offered younger boys windup trains,
enticing them with electric power when they “grew up.” The electric train industry
associated age with buying up. As the boy grew older, the advertisements suggested, he
should expect bigger models and more accessories in track, cars, signals, and stations.
American catalogues, for example from such companies as Ives and Lionel ran
endorsements from railroad engineers and officials. Lionel’s “20th Century Limited” was
the one “that railroad men buy for their boys” and was “just like” the real thing. Little
could compare with the miniworld of the electric train set. It miniaturized a society of
men with powerful machines. And it was all there at the fingertips of the boy at the
transformer. American Flyer appealed to the godlike thrill of a “remote control reverse
motor” that “you can stop, start, or reverse . . . from a distant position.” The father also
had a responsibility for leading his son to this golden future. “The dads of today,” noted a
1932 American Flyer catalog, “are different from the dads of yesterday in this way—you
want your boy to have and enjoy things not possible in your day!” A shared fascination
with the gadgetry of modernity was to build intergenerational friendship.
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(App.II.8)

(App.II.9)
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Always seeking ways in which they could attract the attention of boys, and thus increase
their profits, toy companies were not slow to imitate the latest technology. Many of the
new toys attempted to minimise the barrier between the plaything and the real thing. The
miniature electric battery was developed as early as 1882, for example, while the 'Electric
Magento' of 1914 was designed to 'amuse and invigorate while giving an electric shock'.
Toys that evolved from new forms of media and technology included Kodak's 'Brownie
Camera' (1903) and the 'Reflectoscope' which adapted the craze of collecting postcards to
the old parlour pastime of magic lantern shows. Toy phonographs and movie projectors
were finding their way into toy catalogues in the 1900s.8

Perhaps the best example of these trends is the extraordinary success of construction sets.
Between 1901 and 1914 all the building toys appeared that so much defined the boyhood
of the western middle class until the 1960s. Among these new products was the
'Meccano' construction set, as advertised in (App.II.10). By the 1900s older boys had free
time to play when their predecessors had to work. Advertising of these products stressed
neither fantasy nor the development of bodily skills. Instead, these toys introduced the
more mature child into the manly world of engineering.9 This fusion of imagination and
practicality is perfectly illustrated by the copy of the advertisement that states 'The reason
that so many boys go for Meccano model-building nowadays, is that the models are real
engineering structures in miniature. They work like the real thing because every Meccano
part - Girders, Strips, Gear -Wheels etc. are all real engineering parts'.

There are two interesting marketing devices in this advertisement. The reader is
encouraged to put a little pressure on the parental purse strings If you haven't a Meccano
Outfit see that you get one this Christmas. Talk to Dad about it tonight'. In an early
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example of the mailing list as a form of product placement, the reader is encouraged to
'Send us the names and addresses of three of your friends - and include your own last on a postcard'.

Middle class boys could look to construction sets as fun, but also as practical training for
modern careers in building and science. Such toys also appealed to parents who wanted
their older sons to spend their playtime 'wisely'.

(Ap.II.10)
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Advertising in Our Boys

The abnormal advance in the price of material and labors as is well known,
obliged hundreds of proprietors to cancel publication of newspapers and journals
in recent years, though many of them made brave efforts to keep going, raising
the price of the papers and by trying to effect various economies.
The manager of “Our Boys” was obliged to price of the paper on three different
occasions, with remarkable result that the circulation widened with advance of
price; he sold more copies at 2d. than he did at 1d. and more at 3d. than at 2d. His
sale last Christmas, when the price was 4d., beat all previous records - 47,200.
The sale for last year was over 40,000 each month. Large, however, as now is the
sale at the paper, it would be impossible to meet its expenses were it not for
receipts from advertisers and the economy that is exercised in the management.10

Thus did the Educational Record of 1921, in the course of outlining the impact of the
War of Independence on sales of the Christian Brothers' magazine, stress the crucial
importance of advertising revenue to the viability of Our Boys. In sharp contrast to its
British counterparts, Our Boys did not target the spending power of its main target
audience, the boys of the Catholic middle, lower middle and working classes. What is
remarkable about the following typical selection of advertisements is, in fact, how varied
is the extent of products offered and the degree to which they were almost exclusively
pitched at adults. There is little or no emphasis on typical boyhood pastimes such as
playing with train sets or construction toys for example, no advertising of products to
enhance height or deter bullies. The goods Our Boys presented ranged from dental
products to razor blades, from shoe repairs to cough mixture and altar wine.
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The difference between the type of advertising in the British magazines and Our Boys
may have been the result of the fact that the Irish paper reached a wider audience, one
that obviously transcended the age barrier. Many of the products were of what might be
loosely termed the 'clerical' nature - clothing companies that outfitted priests and
brothers, engraving firms and altar wine. This seems to indicate that Our Boys was
popular in the many religious houses of the Ireland of this period, as do the various ads
placed by grocery firms, for whom a contract with such a community might prove an
extremely lucrative long-term prospect.

The scarcity of toy and youth related products in the Irish magazine might be explained
by the lower juvenile population and thus a much lower ratio of spending power in this
demographic section in Ireland. In broad terms, there was a much lower cohort of middle
class families in this country, far fewer boys attended public or boarding school. The Irish
economy was struggling in comparison to that of Britain. It seems apparent that such
extravagant or discretionary purchases as toys or sports equipment lay firmly within the
control of parents in the less wealthy Irish society of this period. Many more English
school-boys enjoyed the enviable luxury of regular pocket money and thus the
independence and financial cachet to have a minor industrial complex - the toy industry devoted to their needs. Advertising in Our Boys reflected these fundamental economic
imperatives.
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(App.II.11)

The 'Henry St. Warehouse' is one of the few fully graphic advertisements of the period in Our Boys. The
majority of the material that appeared in the magazine was pure copy, with very little illustration. There is
an emphasis throughout this promotion on the fact that many of the suits on offer are made from Irish
tweed, indicating a certain nationalist economic awareness. In contrast, the names of these products are
very British in nature - 'The Alford', 'The Benwell', 'The Rugby Suit', ‘The Fenton' and 'The Atholl'.
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(App.II.12)

Two examples of the more practical and adult-oriented material of Our Boys from January, 1919,
illustrating the contrast between this paper and its British counterparts
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(App.II.13)

July, 1927, reflects the extent to which Our Boys advertising was targeted at such potential customers as
religious institutions – groceries, meat products and particularly altar wine featuring in these
advertisements.
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(App.II.14)

A good illustration of the how vocational institutions, in this case, the Atlantic College, Cahirciveen,
County Kerry, used outlets such as Our Boys in order to recruit new students. This advertisement also
indicates an important aspect of the role played by the Christian Brothers in the provision of a general
education for Catholic youth, particularly since the inception of the 1879 Education Act. From December,
1917.
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(App.II.15)

An interesting example of a topical ‘fell off the back of a lorry’ type of advertisement from February, 1918. The
inclusion of ‘Sets for Boys’ on the right-hand side of this, this is a rare example of the magazine actually targeting its
main intended constituency, boys.
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(App.II.16)

This selection of advertisements provides another example of the wide range of adult/institutional goods
offered for sale in the pages of Our Boys – ranging from bread to altar wine.
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(App.II.17)

From August, 1918,this set contains an advertisement, for O’Reilly & Co. that indicates the manner in
which the magazine’s readership appears to transcend all levels of social class and gender in nationalist
Ireland – side by side with the inevitable altar wine ad., this offers, many other goods, including ‘ladies’
golf coats.’
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APPENDIX III
CONVENTIONAL NARRATIVES OF HEROISM AND MASCULINITY
The development of the heroic figure in British boys' fiction that occurred from the
latter decades of the 19th century may be said to have a conception that relates directly
to certain concerns around the contemporary viability and perceived future of the
empire. It should be stressed at this point that Our Boys may be considered as
"British" to the extent that its versions of certain sub-genres had many areas of
similarity to those to be found in those boys papers imported across the Irish Sea (see
below). The names of the characters were changed to give them a "local" or "native"
cachet, but the essential elements remain the same.

Imperialism staked a high claim on a specific kind of masculinity to perpetuate its
aims. British culture invested so much energy in glamorising male heroes because
they represented a tremendous lack: they were not to be found in the empire. Writing
in 1898 W. E. Henley suggested that even an imperial race had not managed to
produce those very beings upon which the empire was supposed to subsist: "great
men".

In reply to the question ‘where had these men been all along’? W.E.Henley argued
that they were located in the pages of story books which pieced together a myth that
could absorb boy readers for hours. It was within the compulsions of these boys’ own
narratives that all the problematic elements of male identity could, momentarily,
cohere. Henley was one among many who desperately wanted to believe these stories
to be true. The central figures of this type of fiction— whether the heroes of the Boy’s
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Own Paper, public school stories, or adventure fiction — had far too many
incompatible demands placed upon their minds and bodies for them to conform to one
prevailing type who could surmount each and every obstacle set before him. Yet, as
Henley maintains, these fictions devised extraordinary techniques to cover over their
many inconsistencies. It was the duty of boys’ narratives to suture those discrete
elements that, for example, made the hero an agent of moral restraint, on the one
hand, and the embodiment of intrepid exploration, on the other. By way of tracing
aspects of a history of modern masculinity, the analyses of popular narratives should
indicate that male identity is something that can never be fully gained. 1

This appendix deals briefly with the expression of what I would term ‘conventional’
adventure narrative ( to distinguish it from the Catholic/nationalist genre that has been
the main subject of my dissertation) in Our Boys in the early decades of the Free
State. While this topic is a complex one and by its very nature lies beyond the scope
of this thesis, nevertheless it is of sufficient importance to be included here if only to
offer a flavour of the range of adventure narrative available in the magazine at this
time.

The School Story in Our Boys

A boy enters school in fear and trepidation, but usually with ambitions and
schemes; suffers mildly or seriously at first from loneliness, the exactions of fagmasters, the discipline of masters and the regimentation of games; then makes a
few friends and leads for a year or so a joyful, irresponsible and sometimes
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rebellious life, eventually learns duty, self-reliance, responsibility and loyalty as a
prefect, qualities usually used to put down bullying or overemphasis on athletic
prowess; and finally leaves school with regret for a wider world, stamped with
the seal of an institution which he has left and devoted to its welfare. 2

This is the conventional format of the public school story. Behind this brief outline
there are, however, many variations. During the inter-war period it is considered by
many commentators that while the institution of the public school itself came in for
much criticism as a bastion of outdated concepts of privilege and class, the genre of
the school story was to reach new heights of popularity across the class structure,
representing an ideal of masculinity which appealed to millions of boys in Britain and
Ireland who would never have the opportunity to attend such an institution.

In 1921 D.C.Thomson of Dundee entered the market for boys papers, their
publications, which included The Rover, The Wizard and The Hotspur, went on to
capture the imagination of boys in all parts of the British Isles and achieved massive
circulation figures against a background of trade slump and labour depression. The
school story was a highly popular element of the Thomson style of publishing and it is
quite remarkable the extent to which their range of topics and those of the Boys Own
Paper share the same basic sense of thematic structure.

There were two principal methods of presenting this genre – either taking a school as
the initial starting point and treating the protagonists as characters who revolved
around this central focal point, complete with ivy-clad walls and venerable towers.
The second principal form of presentation was to take one individual boy, allow him
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to be the center of activity and have the other elements, staff, allies, enemies and the
building itself become subject to a series of events in which his personal experience
was the chief catalyst.

Examples of the former style of school story from the British tradition include such
famous institutions as St. Franks, St. Gyms and Greyfriars. Individual boys who went
on to have stories dedicated to themselves include Harry Wharton and, of course,
Billy Bunter.

In Our Boys we find that the narrative conventions of the Irish version of the genre
were little different from the story lines of public school material as circulated in the
British magazines available in Ireland. The boys did play hurling or Gaelic football,
but they also played cricket and rugby. In general they existed in the same maledominated, enclosed and timeless world as their British counterparts. They all
developed within the same system, a way of life that may be defined as hierarchial,
masculine and competitive. The boys of St. Sylvesters used the same language as the
pupils of St.Frank's and St.Jim's. Examples of this apparently international form of
communication include such public school gems as "old bean"; "By George"; What
the Dickens!"; "you old rascal"; "By Jingo"; great pip" and that great perennial –
"We'll teach the bounders!"

In September 1940 Our Boys published the first "Murphy" school story. This was the
beginning of a tradition that was to last for many decades, the series, by William
Hickey, still to be found in the magazine in the 1970s. Murphy was the main character
in each of these stories, along with his friends, Bailey, O'Dwyer, Jackson, Mahony,
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Curtis and of course the type of character without whom no school story would be
complete, that stock figure of colonial exoticism, in this case the Rajah, who
constituted a group known as the "Ayes", engaged in a never-ending struggle with
Faye and his cohorts, of the "Bees". Though set in a school called St. Ignatius, each
story bore the name of the eponymous Murphy in its title, examples including
"Murphy's Masterpiece" (February 1941), in which our hero takes up the art of novel
writing and submits a love story in a writing competition held by a local newspaper;
"Murphy the Sweep", in which he disguised himself as a chimney sweep in order to
gain entry to the study of the Bees and steal their tuck: this was in revenge for the fact
that their rivals had stolen a march on Murphy and his chums in the Christmas issue
of the magazine , "Murphy and the Christmas Party". Other titles of this period
included "Murphy and the Crab" (September 1940), "The Bike that Murphy Built"
(October 1940) and "Murphy and the Fireworks" (November 1940).

In common with its British counterparts, there was a marked change of emphasis in
this serial as opposed to earlier examples of the genre in the 1920s and early '30s. The
illustrations, for example, indicate a broadening of the appeal, as can be seen by
comparing "Murphy" and "St.Sylvesters". There is not the same stress on distinctive
dress, nor is there the same wide employment of the cliched language that may be
considered as stereotypical of the public school story.

John Tosh has written on a social phenomenon of the mid-Victorian period onwards
which he terms "the flight from domesticity"3, (as has been discussed in Chapter
One).He describes the context of the understanding of the ideal of Edwardian
manliness, with particular reference to the empire and the entire structure of the
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adventure story for boys. It may be argued that the fantasy of attending a public or, as
they were termed in Ireland, a boarding school, is another aspect of this development,
this sub-genre performing some of the function of the adventure story or the mystery
in the serial magazine for boys. In broad terms attending public school involved the
opportunity of sharing many of the conventions of the frontier, detective or thriller
genres. The school story may be seen as yet another setting where heroic masculinity
might assert itself.

Apart from such obvious features of, for example autonomy from home, the dream of
every pre-teen attempting to assert his individuality and define his own identity, and
the opportunities for adventure in the realm of sport, a major aspect of the literature,
there were certain narrative conventions which rarely changed and which addressed
boyhood wish-fulfillment on a deep and even, it may be argued, subliminal level.

The boys who attended boarding schools had opportunities to 'have adventures' that
were not available in the ordinary course of events. They were removed from the
security of home and the familiar certainties of domestic routine. There was no
shoulder to cry on in the corridor of the public school, no sympathetic maternal
support to fall back on. Schoolboys had to assert themselves in several parallel
masculine systems - with their peers, both friends and enemies and with their
teachers. There was a constant air of competition, both sporting and academic. If a
boy could survive in such a male-dominated milieu - he was, almost by definition, a
hero.
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(App.III.1)

Fatty Fagan was clearly modeled on the perennial figure of Billy Bunter. In these illustrations by G.A.
we have examples of those typical japes which made the public school milieu such a popular sub genre
throughout the history of the boys' magazine.
'Taming the Bull' was a two-part serial that first appeared in March 1930. Two illustrations from this
story here illustrate the conflicting fortunes of Fatty Fagan. Fatty meets his aristocratic cousin, Cecil
Bramwell, in the top picture. In the bottom illustration .Fatty is seen in what is, for him, not an unusual
position – the subject of the playful ire of his fellow students.
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(App.III.2)

An interesting amalgam of British public school and the G.A.A. 'Revenge' (June 1930) was a tale of an
ongoing feud between the Fatty Fagan's form – the Fourth – and their arch rivals of the Fifth form. In
this picture from that serial we see the confrontation between the two groups, on the issue of –well
what else from a school boy tale but that perennial source of conflict – tuck!
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(App . III.3)

‘Murphy’s Christmas Party’, December, 1940
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(App. III. 4)

‘The Bike That Murphy Built’, October, 1940.
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The Western
The story of the Western is the story of America. Although formed by folk tales,
national dreams, popular songs, yellow press reportage, dime fiction and outright lies,
the Western is rooted in the historical realities of what took place during the gradual
advance Westward, in the nineteenth century, of the United States of America. While
couched in terms of the coming of civilization, the rise of law and order or the
establishment of community values, the Western is essentially about conquest. Cavalries conquer the Indians, pioneers conquer the wilderness, lawmen conquer outlaws
and individuals conquer their circumstances. But with each conquest, another stretch
of territory, whether geographical or philosophical, comes under the hegemony of the
United States of America and the evils of the past fade away into prehistory

It is commonplace to suggest that the Western serves the same function for Americans
that such national bodies of myth as the Odyssey, the epic of Gilgamesh, the
Nibelunqenlied, the Morte d’Arthur or the plays of Shakespeare do for their respective
cultures. Indeed, it would be and has been easy to take any of these and retell them in
terms of cowboys, cattle barons and range wars. The crucial difference is that, with
the arguable exception of Shakespeare’s history plays, these concentrate, as the
Western does not, in mythologizsing events of the remote, legendary past. The
Western deals with a time that, when the genre was thriving, was within living
memory. Indeed, even before the cinema came along, the dime novelists and tall-talespinners were creating the Western form while the West was still being won. Many of
the best-known Western characters — General Custer, Buffalo Bill, Wyatt Earp, Jesse
James — are as famous as they are because they abetted their own myths, some even
living long enough to cash in on the fame won by their exploits. Indeed, the ground
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rules of the genre had been established by James Fenimore Cooper’s Leatherstocking
cycle long before the historical period during which almost all Westerns are set 4

The disappearing frontier is the most powerful and persistent myth in American
history. It is not a sectional myth but a national one. America does not have
“Easterns’ or “Southerns”—which would be sectional. They have Westerns—since
America was, at the outset, all frontier.

America (and, by proxy, the readers of western stories in such outlets of popular
culture as dime novels and serial papers, both American and European) experienced
over and over again the excitement of a "birth movement" when the new world was
broken into, tamed, absorbed. James Fenimore Cooper created the archetypal figure
for this movement when he sent his “Hawkeye,” in chronologically ordered novels,
from the forests of New York to the Great Lakes and then to the western prairies
where he died. After Hawkeye, other figures stood for the whole frontier
experience—Daniel Boone, Kit Carson, Davy Crockett, Buffalo Bill. These men
began in reality, but ended in myth.5

What is the essential appeal of this myth in the context of the western serials that
appeared in Our Boys? The critic John Cawelti has addressed this question. He
maintains that at the heart of the western myth is an essential energy, yet though the
intrinsic dramatic vigor and unity of the Western formula plays the major role in its
success, this is not the whole story of the Western’s popularity. For we must still ask
why a particular artistic form or structure of conventions possesses dramatic power
for the audiences who enjoy it, and what sort of dramatic power this is. There seem to
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be two levels on which this question can be answered. First, we can refer a particular
form to some universal conception of types or genres, based presumably on innate
qualities or characteristics of the human psyche. According to this approach, which
has been followed by various literary theorists from Aristotle to Northrop Frye, a
particular work or group of works becomes successful insofar as it effectively carries
out an archetypal structure, which is in turn based on either innate human capacities
and needs or on fundamental and universal patterns of experience. Using such a
universal system as that suggested in Northrop Frye’s Anatomy of Criticism, it is
fairly simple to outline the relationship between the Western and archetypal forms.
The Western is a fine example of what Frye calls the mythos of romance, a narrative
and dramatic structure which he characterizes as one of the four central myths or
story forms in literature, the other three being comedy, tragedy, and irony. As Frye
defines it, ‘the essential element of plot in romance is adventure’, and the major
adventure which gives form to the romance is the quest. Thus the complete form of
the romance is clearly the successful quest and such a completed form has three main
stages: the stage of the perilous journey and the preliminary minor adventures; the
crucial struggle, usually some kind of battle in which either the hero or his foe, or
both, must die; and the exaltation of the hero.’ 6These characteristics certainly fit the
Western. The central action of chase and pursuit dramatizes the quest, the climactic
shoot-down embodies the crucial battle, and the movement of the hero from
alienation to commitment is an example of the ‘recognition of the hero, who has
clearly proved himself to be a hero even if he does not survive the conflict’.

Other characteristics of romance, as Frye defines them are also clearly present in the
Western. The struggle between hero and villain; the tendency to present both figures
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as coming not from the town but from the surrounding landscape; the way in which
the hero’s action is commonly associated with the establishment of law and order.
These qualities also relate the Western to romances of many different cultures and
periods.

The central form of romance is dialectical: everything is focussed on a conflict
between the hero and his enemy, and all the reader’s values are bound up with
the hero. Hence the hero of romance is analogous to the mythical Messiah or
deliverer who comes from an upper world, and his enemy is analogous to the
demonic powers of the lower world. The conflict, however, takes place in, or
at any rate primarily concerns, our world in the middle.7

An interesting example of the western genre in Our Boys is one involving the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police, specifically "Sergeant Moloney and His Mounties". There
are several aspects to this series that are worthy of note. Firstly, the standard of
writing, by Margaret Griffiths, was of an extremely sophisticated level for this genre.
The names of the Mounties are exclusively Irish. To a boy who may have been
unaware of the exact origins of this quasi- military force and the fact that Canada was
in fact part of the British international family in the year the series first appeared,
1930, it could have been interpreted that Ireland, or some type of Irish force, enjoyed
a measure of control over the Great North West. It is Griffith's vivid descriptions of
the mountains, lakes and rapids of this territory which gives the stories much of their
flavor. She is no less an interesting narrator – her accounts of the variety of characters
that appear in these pages – murderous outlaws, honest miners, simple woodsmen,
savage Eskimoes, sly French-Canadian trappers, noble (and ocassionaly evil) Indians,
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and of course, the heroic figures of the Irish Mounties, the eponymous Sergeant Jack
Moloney, Corporal Laurence Burke, Trooper Joe Mahony, Captain Paul Kelly, and
their leader, the man who presided over law and order in the vast spaces of this
wilderness, "Iron Hand" O'Brien, District Commandant for the Yukon Territory – are
rich and full of human detail.

Though not "American" in the strict sense of the word, as in the conventional
application of this narrative structure to the frontier of the United States, it is in fact
the ultimate of North American narrative, fulfilling such criteria as being set in the
wilderness and concerning the struggle between good and evil in a lawless, frontier
milieu. Furthermore, it is interesting in the context of issues of masculinity to explore
the manner in which the Royal Canadian Mounted Police are portrayed as figures of
order, uniformed, structured, organizational men against the background of a wild,
harsh and unforgiving landscape. There is also a certain irony in the fact that this is
essentially an imperial genre, British juvenile literature choosing to take this theme as
a form of "conditioning", often in fact programmatic, depicting the frontier as a place
where men could prove themselves and learn the resilience they would need to rule an
empire, the figure of the "Mountie" being one of the quintessential emblems of male,
imperial order 8– yet in the case of Griffith's stories they are, even the senior officers,
exclusively Irish! This may perhaps be interpreted as a popular literary version of
Irish masculine wish fulfillment.

The hero never looks more "like a hero" than in the act of confrontation with the
villain, the point of resolution, the outcome of which is always known, and yet we
never tire of once more reliving this experience, the moment in which order is
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restored.

(App. III. 5)

‘A Trail of Vengeance’, June, 1931.
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(App. III. 6)

The hero battling against seemingly insurmountable odds ‘The Trail of Vengeance’, June,1930.
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(App. III. 7)

Sergeant Moloney is not only proficient in unarmed combat but is also, as befits the true western hero,
quick on the draw, two illustrations from ‘The Trail of Vengeance’, June, 1930.
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The Detective Story
The spaces of detective fiction are always integral to the texts of detective
fiction.., the spaces of the genre are always ‘productive’ of the crime they contain
and structure, forcing the detective to engage with the setting she/he inhabits in
order to understand and therefore solve the crime… [to the detective] there is no
stone in the street, no brick in the wall that is not actually a deliberate symbol —
a message from some man, as much as if it were a telegram or postcard.9

The detective is thus set up as an interpreter of urban life, rendering the spaces of the
city legible. For instance, Sherlock Holrnes ventures out to find knowledge about
mysteries — often by going off into the darkest recesses of the city, into the opium
dens and back ways. In the foggy London of Holmes, the central landscape features
are the opaque mysterious goings-on in such hidden realms. Hidden because although
Holmes goes into them — as a master of disguise — the reader rarely follows. The
city is a riot of meanings, of significance, where the minutiae speak volumes to
Holmes — but a city that cannot be read by us unaided. Holmes, however, can go
anywhere, moving freely bringing order out of this chaos. The lights of Baker Street
are beacons of hope and reason. Holmes is the embodiment of ‘epistemological
optimism’, the hope and possibility that the city can be interpreted and understood
through the power of reason.10

Holmes is the original "Great Detective". He helps us to make sense of the city, to
understand and to rationalize in the midst of confusion. This genre has a strong appeal
to the youthful reader, especially boys. The detective is essentially a loner. As the
adolescent boy experiences the isolation of development, caught somewhere between
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one state and another, he identifies with the ability of the detective to triumph over
adversity, to enter the forbidden zone, the underworld, to return with his heroic status
enhanced. This aspect of the genre had a particular relevance as the time of school
attendance was gradually increased from the 1920s onwards and "boys" who would in
a previous generation would have found themselves in the local mill or mine (if
English) or the local grocery shop or on an emigrant ship (if Irish) now found
themselves in an educationally motivated extended childhood. Many of these boys
were attracted to the concept of the detective as "intelligent hero". Detective stories
literally answered questions, supplied the need to seek the extraordinary in the
everyday.

The stories are a plea for science not only in the spheres conventionally associated
with detection (footprints, traces of hair or cloth, cigarette ends), where they have
been deservedly influential on forensic practice, but in all areas. They reflect the
widespread optimism characteristic of their period concerning the comprehensive
power of positivist science. Holmes’s ability to deduce Watson’s train of thought, for
instance, is repeatedly displayed, and it owes nothing to the supernatural. Once
explained, the reasoning process always appears ‘absurdly simple’, open to the
commonest of common sense.11 This is an appealing trait to the adolescent boy – he is
himself at the "game" stage, a level of development where rules apply, where
hierarchies, whether at home or school, dominate. Within his peer group each
individual seeks both to conform and to assert individuality within the accepted range.
It is here that the "cleverness" of the detective, allied to his heroic status, can indicate
a way of not only surviving in the various settings through which the adolescent must
negotiate, as the detective negotiates the gray area where everyday life and the
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forbidden zone, the underworld, interact, but can transcend mere survival, and in the
form of identification, in the process of solving the "puzzle", elevate the act of
interrelationship to a superior plane where the boy is in control, where each week,
albeit in the realm of fantasy, he "wins".

The producers of the boys' papers were not slow to recognize the appeal of the
detective. By the 1920s Sexton Blake and Nelson Lee were two of the most popular of
what has been termed "the office boy Sherlock Holmes".12 Other famous sleuths in
the British papers included Dixon Brett, Nick Carter and Falcon Swift.13

As cinema began to expand as a medium of entertainment during this period, the
streets of suburban Britain and Ireland becoming illuminated by garish neon signs that
announced the presence of "The Tivoli", "The Lyric", "The Deluxe", "The Roxy" and
"The Palace", so too did the figure of the detective become a standard character in the
Saturday afternoon pantheon of childhood heroes.

The detective was an equally ubiquitous figure in Our Boys from the period of the
magazine's inception, and by the 1920s and 30s every issue contained at least one
story that would qualify under this heading.

‘Closed’ Setting
In Detective Literature the Closed Setting (variants of which included airplanes,
trains, ships and of course, the narrow confines of rectory or big house) had the
advantage of limiting the body of suspects and (usually) simplifying social
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differences. The ultimate purpose of this form of setting was to emphasize the thrust
of the plot – from order through disorder to a final state of order. The smaller the
world under examination, it was felt by some critics, notably W.H.Auden, the more
effective will be the state of restored order.14 A good example of this genre which
featured in Our Boys is entitled ‘The Train Tragedy’, March to May 1931 – see
App. III. 8 and 9.

"Open" Setting
In this series, written by C. Kirwan and first appearing in Our Boys in 1927, we find a
hero to whom there are no barriers. Far removed from the narrow confines of drawing
room, cloister or family gathering, O'Malley wanders the world in his motor yacht,
Topsail. He is accompanied on his international adventures by his trusty assistant,
Cullen. We are never told of their first names, as we are not informed of the forename
of the person to whom each episode is recounted,.

O'Malley travels extensively, the range of his adventures stretching across the globe,
encompassing such diverse locations as the South Sea Islands, the coast of Japan and
the shores of North Africa. Having no obvious source of income and yet enjoying
literally boundless freedom, he may be placed within the category of "gentleman
adventurer" or "amatuer." In the realm of popular fiction during the inter-war years
he was in good company. Notable examples of this genre included Major Roger
Bennion, property developer and intelligence officer, created by Herbert Adams and
appearing in such stories as Exit the Skeleton (1928); The Honourable Everard
Blatchington, gentleman of leisure, who was the hero in such works as The
Blatchington Tangle (1926) and Death in the Quarry(1934), created by G.D.H. and
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M.Cole; Ludovic Travers, writer and gentleman of leisure, created by Christopher
Bush and appearing in The Plumley Inheritance (1926) and Dorthy L. Sayer's Lord
Peter Wimsey, connoisseur and gentleman of leisure, who first entertained readers of
popular detective fiction in Whose Body (1923) and made his final appearance in
Busman's Honeymoon (1937).15

Both Frank O'Meara and O'Malley come, literally, from the same school. What the
detective chosen to represent the closed setting of the genre, and the older, more
sophisticated O'Malley, of the open setting, each have in common is that their stories
are redolent of the experience of school days. This is the Irish version of the
experience, boarding school as opposed to public school, but the conclusion can
nevertheless be drawn that there is very little difference essentially in the philosophy
of either national educational institution: the ultimate intention of each system was to
produce an ethos to support the middle class affiliations of the target audience. In this
Our Boys was no different to Boys Own – the following and concluding extract from
Death Knives of Sicily, though describing the adventures of two young
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detectives in the Sicilian Highlands, could, with its gung-ho philosophy, colonial
spirit and classical references, be taken from any British boys paper of the period:

Sicily is an island well endowed with natural beauty and the primitiveness of
the Sicilians themselves invests them with a charm that is very pleasing to a
blasé city man. We enjoyed our trek from Catania immensely. The weather
was magnificent, and we strode up hill and down daIe with hearts as light as
air. The knapsacks on our shoulders held sleeping-sacks and four days’
provisions. We did not like to over-burden ourselves, as we hoped for some
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hospitality from the shepherds on the mountain slopes.
As we advanced further, our task grew more difficult. Our track became
steeper and steeper, and soon we found that we could not retrace our steps. We
were lost in the hills. We had seen very few people on our tramp. An
occasional shepherd or goat-herd in picturesque attire who gave a surly answer
to our hearty ‘good day,’ and then resumed piping on their flutes. They put us
in mind of our schooldays when we had been reading Virgil and Theocritus.
We imagined we were back in the days when Daphnis and Menalcas were
piping to the nymphs. in the valleys. Most certainly we never connected the
peaceful pastoral scenes with the orgy of blood-spilling we were soon to
witness.
Night fell rather quickly, and Cullen said we should turn in. We had done
something between thirty and forty miles that day, and were a bit tired. So
after a hastily-prepared supper, we shooed the lizards away and tucked
ourselves into our bags under the shelter of two rocks on the mountain-side.
We were soon fast asleep16

Hearing a shot which came 'from an old fashioned gun' O'Malley is suddenly woken
during the night. This initial shot was followed by several more. Waking Cullen,
O'Malley is at the point of dismissing this nocturnal disturbance as nothing more than
a shepherd firing at wolves, when the night air is rent by a piteous screaming in the
distance 'women and children crying out in the hills in the grey dawn'.

When O'Malley and his assistant go to find out the source of the frightening sounds
they discover, on the floor of a 'mean kitchen' the body of 'a fine young shepherd and
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his wife riddled with bullets.' Shocked by the sight, O'Malley resolves to investigate
the cause of such tragic murders. Making local inquiries he is informed that the
unfortunate young couple were killed as a result of a long running vendetta. There
then follows a tale that could be regarded as typical of the 'Outdoor' detective abroad.
O'Malley discovers the reason for the ferocity of this local feud and resolves the issue.
This is an example of what might be termed the deus ex machina element of the
detectives role in this form of narrative structure – coming out of the landscape - in
this case through the mobility of his yacht, Topsail, the western detective intervenes
in the affairs of this foreign culture, where he briefly finds himself. The intervention is
invariably successful, order is restored and he either returns to his own culture or
moves on in pursuit of further adventure and in search of more mysteries to solve.

Other examples of the O'Malley series include 'The Rays That Killed, – A Story of
Political Adventure in Portugal' and 'Rogues of the Yellow Sea – A Stirring Episode
among the Pearl Fishers', both of which were published in 1927. As in all the
O'Malley adventures our hero uses his superior intelligence to resolve wrongs and
restore order, having exciting adventures along the way. What is unique about this
series is the fact that here we have an Irish detective competing on equal terms with
the more conventional example of his English counterpart.
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(App.III. 8)

G.A.’s artwork from the first installment of ‘The Train Tragedy’ from March,1931.
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(App. III. 9)

‘The Train Tragedy’, April, 1931.
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(App. III. 10)

(App. III. 11)

Two stories that illustrate the international range and ‘open’ nature of the ‘O’Malley’ series, both from
1927. ‘The Rays that Killed was published in May, and ‘Death Knives of Sicily in June of the same
year.
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(App. III. 12)

In this story, from April 1927, O'Malley comes to the aid of a fishing village called Hong-ju on the
coast of the Yellow Sea. Pirates from China and Japan who come to steal the pearl oysters that
flourished in the region are constantly robbing the poor fishermen of this village. O'Malley and Cullen
assist local patrolmen to catch these poachers in the act of stealing, something they had previously been
unable to accomplish, through using the speed of the Topsail and their own sailing expertise.
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Science Fiction: 'Through The Realms of Space'
The first episode of Beyond The Realm Of The Stars appeared in Our Boys in March
1929. It follows the adventures of Professor O'Callaghan and his companions as they
voyage through the universe. The professor had been experimenting for years in the
directions of interplanetary travel. In the course of these studies he had stumbled upon
something beyond his calculations. This was a mighty energy source, one sufficiently
powerful to directly counteract the pull of gravity. O'Callaghan had built his air
vessel, The Conqueror "an all steel vessel, installing in it engines for controlling the
anti-gravitational force". Now, with his trusty companions, Denver, the Massey
brothers, Dick and Frank, and Moore and Donovan, as crew he was ready to
undertake his fantastic voyage.

‘The Extraordinary Voyage’ is one of the oldest forms of narrative in the literature of
popular fantasy. The medieval tales about the voyages of Sir John Mandeville, much
reprinted in the post-Caxton era, were, during the age of Columbus and the
discoveries, to develop into the full blown genre of the imaginary voyage.

Much early utopian writing, such as Thomas More’s Utopia, Sir Francis Bacon’s New
Atlantis, or Tommaso Campanella’s The City of the Sun, fits very neatly into this
genre, and utopian comment was indeed a frequent element of these imaginary
voyages. There were at least 215 stories of imaginary voyages published in Western
Europe and America in the eighteenth century, of which Swift’s Guiiver’s Travels
(1726) is undoubtedly the best known. Most of the stories of imaginary voyages
written in the nineteenth century continued to be about the discovery of marvellous or
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mysterious people and places in the remoter parts of the world; it was not, after all,
until the present century that the globe became too well known for people seriously to
imagine that marvels still awaited discovery. There are nineteenth century tales of
imaginary voyages which discover lost races in every conceivable corner of the
Earth’s surface, as well as a large sub-genre which finds them inside a hollow Earth,
following the once fashionable theories of John Cleves Symnies (d. 1829). Voyagers
inside the hollow Earth found whole solar systems, the Garden of Eden, dog-headed
humans, utopian societies, and prehistoric monsters. In one of the most interesting and
impressive nineteenth-century examples, Mary E. Bradley Lane’s feminist Mizora
(US, 1890), the heroine, Vera Zarovitch, found an all-female society, lacking not only
men, but also crime, religion, class, disease, domestic animals, and brunettes (brunettes were considered troublesome).

In 1895 seventeen examples of the extraordinary voyage were published. Charles
Dixon’s Fifteen Hundred Miles An Hour (UK) was a boys’ story about a German
inventor who took some young friends with him to Mars, to meet Martians. Gustavus
Pope’s sequel to his Journey to Mars (1894), Journey to Venus (US), was an early
example of what became a cliché, that Venus was the jungle home of prehistoric
monsters and cavemen. Not all the travel was by spaceship: Edgar Fawcett’s The
Ghost of Guy Thyrle (US) had a drug which allowed a scientist to roam at will in his
astral body, to the Moon and the stars; while Tremlett Carter’s The People of the
Moon (UK) used the occult device of astral projection in order to explore the Moon.17

Jules Verne had an enormous influence on this genre.His major science-fictional
‘Voyages extraordinaires’ were translated into English soon after publication: A
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Journey to the Centre of the Earth (1863) appeared in London in 1872 and New York
in 1874; From the Earth to the Moon (1865) was published in Newark, New Jersey, in
1869 and with its sequel Round the Moon (1869) in London in 1873 and New York in
1874; Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea (1870) was published in London and
New York in 1873; and so on. He was also very widely imitated, in Europe and in the
United States, and was an influence on the earliest American magazine sf some fifty
years after his greatest works appeared (nearly all in the 1860s and 1870s). From its
first issue in 1926 and for years thereafter, Amazing Stories had a drawing of Jules
Verne’s tomb at Amiens on its title-page, the immortal Verne in the act of raising the
lid of his tombstone to peer into his own future.18

Amazing Stories was a product of a period that has become known as "The Golden
Age" of science fiction. Much of this material was published in "pulp" magazines –
the word "pulp" referring to the cheap quality of the paper used in the magazines,
although to many it also connotes the sensational nature of the material therein,
western stories, fantasy and the detective tale, along with science fiction,
predominating in an American urban market hungry for escapism. The pulp
magazine, with its brightly coloured cover, low price and sensationalist stories
supplied this need .Other American science fiction magazines included Science
Wonder Stories, Astounding Stories, Marvel Science Stories, Planet Stories and
Galaxy Science Fiction.19 In Britain science fiction material was published in
Pearson's Weekly and Pearson's Magazine.

The readership of these stories in the 1920s and 30s was generally young and
primarily male, the language and narrative structure simplified to a fairly
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undemanding pulp vocabulary, such taboo subjects as sex being generally avoided.20

In introducing its own science fiction serial in 1929 Our Boys was replicating a trend
popular in the British boys' papers of the day. Champion, Boys' Magazine and Boys'
Friend all featured tales of "planets and lost cities", while the newcomers on the
market, the magazines of the Dundee School – Hotspur, Rover, Adventure, Wizard
and Skipper were not slow to recognize the appeal of the fantastic to that generation
of British boys whose only form of relief from the bleakness of poverty and slump
was a weekly visit to their local picture palace and a trip to the newsagents to "followup" the adventures of their favourite leisure paper hero.21

This is a genre that would not be generally be associated with a magazine that has a
conservative, traditional resonance in the public mind. The appearance of Through the
Realms of Space indicates an editorial policy that was alive to the narrative appeal of
such a story to the youthful reader, a trend that was noticeable in other juvenile
markets such as Britain and America. This places Our Boys in an international
context, side by side with not only the British boys' papers but the American and
British pulp magazines, broadening the range of narrative material and considerably
increasing the appeal of the Irish magazine.

This is a fine serial of its genre. Well written, by Frank Diamond. It has a clever
balance between the need to inform, albeit along the lines of scientific speculation,
and the requirement to entertain. In this latter aspect Diamond obviously knows his
market – there is a good deal of tension and enough of that amorphous quality which
makes boys' fiction work, the identification with the characters and their adventures,
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to keep the readers coming back for more, the essence of the appeal of serial
literature.
(App. III. 13)

The first episode of 'Through the Realms of Space' by Frank Diamond appeared in Our Boys on June
19th 1929. Here is the mast head, by 'G.A.' – possibly G.Aldentorf.

(App. III. 14)

All knew it was the world from which they had come had they gazed at it with awe.
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Aldentorf''s fine interpretation of the narrative is shown here as the explores gaze at the earth from the
surface of the moon, also from the first episode.

(App. III 15)

The crew of The Conqueror encountered a variety of life forms spanning - all levels of the evolutionary
cycle - on their voyage through the realms of space. Here are two of the higher stages of development:
on the left are the flying creatures of Venus (April, 1929) and right we see 'the last of the Lunarians',
who appeared in the series in the second episode, March 1929.
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(App .III. 16)

(App. III. 17)

There is a distinct air of colonial superiority in these illustrations, top are the 'apes of the pole' from the
planet Mars, May, 1929. The bottom illustration shows another primitive life-form, this time the ape
men of Venus, March, 1929.
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The very fact that Through the Realms of Space and the various other serials of
conventional boys popular literature, detective, western and boy scout - appears in
Our Boys at this time, side by side with Irish Catholic devotional material and
nationalist fiction is an indication of just how eclectic the Irish paper was, a reflection
of the insight which Brother Canice Craven possessed. Whatever about his
involvement in a movement which might define arch conservatism today (the
Campaign Against Filthy Literature) and the revisionist thinking which would seek to
paint the Christian Brothers in a certain light, one driven more by the perceived
proselytizing nature of the Our Boys institution than the actual fact that there was, too,
much quality entertainment here also, it must be stated that these were excellent
stories, as good as their overseas competitors, and perhaps equally importantly, at a
point where Irish boys had precious little to emulate in their own culture, cinema
screens being dominated by Hollywood and the British film studios, the leisure
reading market controlled by Fleet Street and Dundee, It should be remembered that
the standard depiction of Irish masculinity in these media outlets ranged from the
stupidity of the stage Irishman to the maudlin caricuature of the whisky priest.

Our Boys at least made an effort to give Irish boys positive models of masculinity,
ranging from the world weary sophistication of the international detective, O'Malley,
to the autonomous survival skills of Murphy and his chums, to the intelligence and
courage of Professor O'Callaghan, to the frontier ruggedness and heroism of the Irish
Mounties.

This process of identification with heroic archetypes even vaguely from native culture
though the narrative settings were quintessentially colonial, served a vital function at
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a time when national self-esteem was at low ebb. It should perhaps be remembered in
the modern era that being Irish did not always possess the international cachet that it
does today.

The boys who read their fortnightly copy of Our Boys by candlelight in cottages on
the west coast no different from those described by Victor O’D.Power (in his Tales
Told in the Turflight series) or by hissing gaslight in the small towns of the midlands
or perhaps by the more modern electric light in their suburban Dublin beds, all at least
were given access to a world of fantasy that was unique to themselves, experienced at
least briefly the bond of companionship which was a cause for envy when they read
Gem, Magnet or Hotspur. There were Irish heroes too, not neccessarly belonging to
the past, consigned to the pages of history, but modern boys and men similar to
themselves with names like Murphy and O'Meara and it was possible to identify with
them, to feel that you too could also be a hero.
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